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PREFACE.

THE present work appears in the form ot Lectures, which
were composed under the following circumstances:
In 1832, an asseci~tion was formed by the industrious
classes of Edinburgh for obtaining instruction in useful and
entertaining knowledge, by means of lectures, to be delivered
in the evenings aftet· business-hours. These Lectures were
designed to be popular with regard to style and illustration,
-but systematic in arrangement and extent. One evening in
each week was devoted to Astronomy; two nights to Chemistry; and I was requested to deliver a course on Moral Philosophy, commencing in November, 1835, and proceeding on
each :\Ionday evening, till April, 1836. Thus there were delivered twenty consecutive lectures on Moral Philosophy, on
the Monday evenings; fifty lectures on Chemistry, on the
evenings of Tuesdays and Fridays; and twenty-five lectures
on Astronomy, on the Thursday evenings. The audience
amounted to between five and six hundrtd persons of both
sexes.
In twenty lectures, addressed t<l such an audience, only a
small portion of a very extensive field of science could be
touched upou. It was necessary also to avoid, as much as
possible, abstract and speculative questions, and to dwell
chiefly on topics simple, interesting, and practically useful.
These circumstances account for the introduction of many
local topics of illustration, and of such subjects as Suretiship,
Arbit1·ation, Guardianship, mid some others, not usually treated of in works on Moral Philosophy; and also for the occasional omission of that rigid application of the principles on
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which the work is founded, to the case of every duty, which
would have been necessary in a purely scientific treatise.
These principles, however, although not always stated, are
never intentionally departed from.
A large number of my auditors had studied Phrenology,
and many of them had read my work on "The Constitution
of Man," in which it is extensively applied to subjects connected with human conduct and duty: I did not hesitate,
therefore, to assume the principles of this science as the basis
of a sound system of moral philosophy. As, however, my
hearers were not, in general, regular students, but persons
engaged in. practical business, who could not be supposed to
have always at command a distinct recollection of their previous knowledge, it became necessary for me to restate these
principles at considerable length. This is the cause of a more
extensive repetition, in these Lectures, of views already published in "The Constitution of Man," and in my phrenological
writings, than, in ordinary circumstances, would have been
admissible.
The Lectures were reported, by one of my hearers, in the
Edinburgh Chronicle newspaper, and excited some attention.
Still, however, I did not consider them worthy of being presented to the public as a separate work, and they did not, for
some years, appear in this form in Britain. I transmitted a
copy of the "Report" to a friend in Boston, U. S., where
they were reprinted by Messrs. Marsh, Capen & Lyon, in a
small duodecimo volume. The edition was speedily purchased
by the Amelican public; and, encouraged by this indication
of approval, I published the entire Lectures in that city during ·
my residence in America in 1840, with such additions and improvements as they appeared to stand in need of. Since my
return to Scotland, I have subjected the volume to another revision, and now offer an improved edition to the British public.
I am aware that, in founding l'tloral Philosophy on Phrenology, I may appear to those persons who stand in a different
position from that of my audience, and who have not ascer+.ained the truth of the latter science, to be resting human
luty on a basis of mere conjecture.
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In answer to this objection, I respectfully remark, that scientific truths exist independently of human observation and
optmon. The globe revolved on ita axis, and carried the
pope and seven cardinals whirling round on its surface, at the
very moment when he and they declared the assertion of such
a fact to be a damnable heresy, subversive of Christianity.
In like manner, the brain performs its functions equally in
those who deny, and in those who admit, its influence. I obsel'Ye that in one anti-phrenologist, in whom the anterior lobe
is small, the intellect is feeble ; and that in another, in whom
it is large, and well constituted, the intellect is powerful,
altogether independently of their own belief in these facts.
I have remarked, also, that when the brain of an anti-phrenologist has been diseased in a particular organ, he has become
deranged in the· corresponding faculty, notwithstanding his
denial of all connection between them. The fact, therefore,
that many per11ons do not admit the truth of Phrenology,
does not necessarily render it an imaginary science. The
denial by Harvey's cotemporaries of the circulation of the
blood did not arrest the action of the heart, arteries, and
veins.
In Phrenology, as in general Physiology and other sciences,
there are points still unascertained, and these may hereafter
prove to be important ; but the future discovery of the fun~>
tions of the spleen will not overturn the ascertained functions
of the lungs or spinal marrow; and in like manner, the disclosure of the uses of certain unknown parts at the base of the
brain will not alter the ascertained functions of the anterior
lobe and coronal region. I consider the phrenological princi'pleR on which the following Lectures are founded, to be established by such an extensive induction of facts, as will enabJe
them to sustain the severest scrutiny, and not be fbund wanting; and I shall, with becoming resignation, abide by the
verdict of those who, by study and observation, shall have
rendered themselves competent to judge of their merits.
In claiming for Phrenology, in the following pages, the
merit of having unfolded new truths for the guidance of hu
m&D conduct, I have no wish to go a step beyond the limit
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warranted by the most rigid induction. I am aware that
Phrenology has created no new quality, and that every faculty
and influence of which it treats existed and operated before
Dr. Gall was born. Phrenology professes to be nothing more
than an accurate description of objects that exist and their
relations. It is equally certain that descriptions, more or less
accurate, of the general characters and modes of operation
of many of the faculties may be found in the works of even
the earliest authors. Still, however, owing -to their having
possessed no certain means of distinguishing between what
is really a primitive f:1culty, and what is only a mode of action
common to many £'\culties, and owing also to their ignorance
of the organs of the mind, and of the effects of size in the
organs on the powers of manifestation, their knowledge never
assumed the certainty. and consistency, nor reached the practical characte•·, of a science. The di,;covery by Dr. Gall of
the functions of the brain accomplished for the philosophy of
mind what the discoveries of Kepler, Copernicus, Galileo,
and Newton had predously done for Astronomy; it substituted a basis of facts, ascertainable by obsm·vation, for hypothesis and conjecture. It brought to light several elementR of
human nature which the metaphysicians had failed to discover; gave certainty to the existence of seveml which had
been with them subjects of dispute ; while it shed a new
light on the eftccts of the combinations of the f:~eulties in
different de.~rees of relative strength in different individuals.
It also enabled philosophers to trace the relations between
the mind and the external world more succe~sfnlly than when
the ment:ll organs were unknown. It is in reference to theso
improvements that I speak, in the following pages, of Phrenology having unfolded new truths for the guidance of human
conduct.

NOTB BY TIII!l PtmLISIIEIUl.-This :~ the only American edition of the
Moa..u. PB.lLO!!OPBY containing the author' t> latest revisions.
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liOR.AL PHILOSOPHY.
Jttfurt j'irst.
ON THE FOUNDATION OF !fORAL SCIENCE.
Qneotlom ~lotlnct, What actions lll'C vlrtnous? and what oonotltnlll<l them oneb ?-An·
ewer to the former comparatively easy-Human constitution Indicates certain courses
of action to be right- Nece88ily lhr studying that constltul•on and lt.o relatlomo, In "rder
to Mcerr.nin what renders an oction

virtuou~

or \'lclou!S-ConfHcting {,pinions

or pht-

lo~ophers <.~n the moral const,tution of man-Phrenology &!sumed as a valuah1e gutd&
-Posoibility of the existence of Moral Pnilooopby no a natnral oclence-No facnlty
e.oentilllly evil, though liable to be abused-Deductions of well-conolotnted and well·
informed minds to be relied on In moral science- Scripture not l•!t<nded as an allsufficient guide of conduct-Faculties revcbled by Phrenology, and lllnst.ratlon• of
their uses and abuse&-Adaptation of human constitution to external natnre-Tbe
objects of Moral Philosophy are, to trace the nature and legitlmnte sphere of action
of our facnltice and their external relation•, with the conviction, thai to nse them
properly is \'irtue, to abuse them, vice-Cause of Its barren condition as a seieoceBishop Bntler's view of !be supremacy or conscience acceded to-Those actions virtnous which accord with the harmonious dictates of all our facultles-Precedmg the·
orlea imperfect, though partially correct-Cnuoe or this lmperf<ction; qualltie• of actions are d IBcovered by the Intellect, and the moral •entiment.s then decide whethcr
they are right or wrong-Piau of the present course of lectures.

IN an introductory discourse on Moral Philosophy, the lecturer unfortunately hns few attractions to offer. His proper duty is, not to
descant in glowing terms on the dignity of moral investigations, and on
the extreme importance of sound ethical conclusions both to public nod
to private hnppiOP.s~, but to give nn account of the state in which !tis
science nt present exist~, nnd of whnt he means to teach in his suhscquAnt prelections. No subject cnn be conceived more destitute of
direct nttraction. I must beg your indulgence, therefore, for the dryness
of the details and the abstractness of the argument in this lecture. I
make these observations thnt you mny not feel discournged by an nppenrance of difficulty in the commence ment. I shall use every effort
tn render the subject.intelligible, and I promise you that the subaequflnt
rli~courses shnll be more prncticnl and less nustruse thnn the present.
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Our first inquiry is into the basis of morals regarded as a 1cience ;
that is, into the natural foundations of moral obligation.
There nre two questions-very similar in terms, but widely ditferent
in subst11nce-which we must carefully distinguish. The one is,
What actions are virtuous 1 and the other, What constitutes them
virtuous 1 The answer to the first ·question, fortunately, is not difficult.
Most individuals acknowledge that it is virtuous to Jove our neighbor, to
reWIIrd a benefilctor, to discharge our proper obligations, to Jove God,
and so forth; nod that the opposite actions are vicious. But when the
second question is put- JVhy is an action virtuous-why is it virtuous
to love our neighbor, or to manifest gratitude or piety 1 the most contradictory answers are given by philosophers. The discovery of what
constitutes virtue is a fundamental point in moral philosophy; and
hence the difficulties of the subject meet us at the Yery threshold of
our inquiries.
It is generally admitted that man has received definite mental and
bodily constitutions; and it is in them and their relations that we must
seek for the natural foundations of virtue. The knowledge of these
constitutions possessed by philosophers has been very imperfect; and
hence has arisen much of the obscurity of moral science.
Philosophers have never been agreed about the existence or nonexistence in man even of the most important moral emotionssuch as benevohmce, and the sentiment of justice; and being uncertain whether s•1ch emotions exist or not, they have had no stable
ground from which to start in their inquiries into the fouudation of
virtue. Since the publication of the writings of Hobbes, in the 17th
century, there has been a constant series of disputes among philosophers on this subject. Hobbes btught thnt the laws which the civil
magistrate enjoins are the ultimate standards of mor!'lity. Cudworth
endeavored to show that the origin of our notions of right and wrong .
is to be found in a particular fnculty of the mind which distinguishes
truth from fnlsehood . Mandeville declares that tire moral virtues are
mere sacrifices of self-interest mnde fur the sake of public approbation,
nnd calls virtue the "political off.•priPg which tlnttery bPgot upon
pride." Dr. Clarke suppo~e~ virtu" to cnn'i"t in acting according to
tho fitnessesof things. 1\:Ir. Ilunoe enclt>avore,l to prove that" utility i.~
t.he constitu~>nt or measure of v'rtoo<'." D•·· Hutcheson mnintnins thnt
it originates in thA dictates of a morn! ~ense . Dr. P11h•y dot>s not adm it
such n f~culty, but declares virtue to consist "in doing good to mnnkind
in obedience to tho will of God, and for the suke of everlasting happiness." Dr. Adorn Smith endeavors to show that sympathy is the
source of morn! ~pprobation . Dr. Reid, Mr. Stewnrt, nnd Dr. Thomne
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Brown maintain the existence of a moral fnculty. Sir James Mackintosh describes conscience to be compounded and made up of associations. D1·. Rnlph \Vardlaw, of Glasgow, in a work on Ethics, published
in 1834, con see nothing in Conscience except Judgment.
Here, then, we discover the most extraordinary conflict of opinion
prevailing concerning the foundation of virtue. But this does not terminate the points of dispute among philosophers in reg11rd to moral
science. Its very existence, nay, the ve1·y possibility of its exister.ce,
as a philosophical study, is called in question. Dr. Wardlaw says,
"Suppose that a chemist were desirous to ascertain the ingredients of
wate1·. What estimate should we form of his judgment, if, with this
view, he were to subject to his analysis a quantity of what had just
passed in the bed of a sluggish river, through the midst of a Iorge manufacturing city, from whose common sewers, and other outlets of impurity, it had received every possiLJe contamination which, either by
simple admixture or by chemical affinity, had become incorporated
with the virgin purity of the fountain ; and if, proceeding on such
analysis, he were to publish to the world his thesis on the composition
of water? Little less preposterous must be the conduct of those
philosophers who derive their ideas of what constitutes rectitude in
morals from human nature as it is." They analyze the water of the
pollut-ed river, and refuse the guide that would conduct them to the
mountnin spring of its native purity."-( Christian Ethics, p. 44.)
·In these remarks D1·. Wardlaw evidently denies the possibility of
discovering.. in the c~nstitution of the human mind, a foundation for a
sound system of Ethics. He supports his denial still more strongly in
the following words: " According to Bishop Butler's theory, human
nature is 'adapted to virlrte' as evidently as • a watch is q.dapted to
measure time.' But suppose the wntch, by the perverse interference
of some lover of mi8chief, to hnve been so thoroughly disot'i!'lllized-its
~oving nod its subordinate parts nod power so changed in their collocation nnd their mutual action, thnt th11 result hns becom11 a constant
t11ndency to go backward instead of forward, or to go lmckward and
furward with irregula1·, fitful, Md ever-shifting nlternat.ion-sn ns to reqnirll a complete remodeling, nnd e~pecinlly a readjustment of its great
moving power, to render it fit for its originnl purpose; woulcl not this
be n more nppropriate analogy for representing the present chantcter
of f11lien man ? The whole machine is out of order. The mainspring
has been broken; and an antagonist power works nil tho ·parts of the
mechanism. It is fnr from being with human nature, ns B':ltler, by the
similitude of the watch, might lend his readers to suppose. The watch,
when duly adjusted, is only, in his phrase, •liable to be out of order!·
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This mtght suit for an illustration of the state of human nature at first,
whe-n it received its constitution from its Makt>r. But it IlKs lost ill
appropriateness noto. Tbst nature, alas! is not now a machine that is
merely •apt to go out of order;' it is out of order; so rad ically disor·
ganized, that the grand oa·iginal power which impelled nil its move mente
hilS betlh broken snd lost, and an unnaturnl power, the Yery opposite of
it, has taken its plnce ; so that it cnn not be restored to the original
h11rmony of its working, except by the interposition of the om11ipotence
that framed it." (P. 126.)
'rbe ideas here expressed by Dr. Wardlaw are entertained, with
fewer ot· more modific11tinns, by large classes of highly respectable men,
belonging to different religious denominations.
How, then, amid all this conflict of opinion as to the foundation, and
even pussihility of the existence, of moral science, is any approach to
certainty to he at.tained !
I hnve announc11d that this course of lectures will be founded on
Phrenology. I intend it for those hearers who have p11id some attention to this scienc11; who have seen reRSonable evidence that the brain
consists of 11 con~rit>s of org11us-that each organ mAnifests 11 particular
mentHI f~cult.y-nnd that, other co~ditions being equal, the power of
mHnilestiog ench fnculty bears a· proportion to the size of its organs.
To those individuAls who have not seen sufficient evidence of t.he truth
of these positions, I fenr that I have liule thnt cnn be satisf11ctory to
offer. 'ro them, I shHIJ appear to stand in n•condition of helplessn11sa
eqotRI to th11t of nil my predecessors whose conflicting opinions I have
cit~d. The~e eminent men have dmwn their conclusions, each from
his individu.U cooeciousness, or from observing human nctioos, without
having the rnflttns uf arriving nt n knowl~>dge of the fundnmt'!ntttl fttculties of the mimi itself. They have, as it wert', seen men commit gluttony and drunk11nness; and, in ignomnce of the functions of the
stomach, hnve set down these vices as original tendencies of human
lllltUrfl, instPnd of vi11wing them ns abuses merely of an indispensable
nppetit11. Without Phrenology I should find no resting-place for the
soles of my fl'et; Bnd I at once df'clnr~. that, without its aid, I should
as soon have attempted to discover the perpetual motion, BS to throw
any light, by the aid of renson alont'!, on the foundation of moral
sci11nce. The gi'Ound of this opinion I hrtvfl already stated. ·Unless
wo nre agreed concernin~ what the nnturnl constitutions of the body
nnd of the mind are, we hnve no means of jnd~ing of the duties which
these constitutions prescribe. Once for nil, th11reforfl, I lu•g permission to RSSume the great principles 11nd lending doctrine-s of Phrflnology
to be true; and I shall now proceed to show you in what manner J
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apply them to unravel the Gordian knot of Ethics, which at present
appea•·s so straitly drawn and so deeply entangled. I do not despair
of revealing to your uuderetandings principles and relations resembling,
in their order, beauty, and wisdom, the works of the Deity in other
departments of nature. ·
Fil"tlt, then, in regard to the possibility of moral philosophy itisting
as a naturulscience. Dr. Wardlaw speaks of the human mind liS of a
watch that hHs the tendency to go backward, or fitfully backward and
forward ; as having its tn11insp1·ing broken ; and us having all the parts
of the mechanism worked by an antagonistic power. 'l'his deecript.ion
might appear to be sound to persons who, without great analytic
powers of mind, resorted to no standard except the dnrk pages of
history, by which·to test its truth; but the phrenologist nppeuls nt
once to the organs of the mind. Assuming that the brain is 11 COD!!f'ries
of mental organs, I 11sk, Who for•.red it 1 Who enrlowed it with
its functions? Only one answer can be given-it wns God. When,
the•·efore, we study the mental organs lllld their functions, we go
dircc•ly to the fountain-heRd of true knowledge regarding the natural
q01tlities of the human mind. Whatever we sh .. ll ascertain to be
written WI them, is doctrine .imprinted by the finger of God hims.,JI:
If we nre certain that these organs were constituted by the Creator,
we rrmy rest nssured thnt th11y have nil a J.,gitimnte sphere of nction.
Our first step is to discover this sphere, and to draw a broad line of
distinction between it and the sphere cf their nllust>s; and ht>1·e t.he
superiority of our method over thnt of philosophers who studit><l only
their own consciousness and the actions of men, becomes apparent,
They confounded nbuses with uses; and because mnn is liable to abuse
hi-1 f11culties, they drew the conclusiou, prematnn·ly nnd unwnrrnnt. ably, thnt his whole nature is in itself evil. lndividu~tl men may err in
attempting to discover the functions nnrl IE>gi•imnt.e sphPres of 11ction of
the mental organR, and may dispute ubout the conclusions thence to be
d•·awn; but this imputes no Apuriousne~s to the orgnns themselveg, and
casts no su~picion on the prineiple thHt they 111ust hnve legitimnte modes
of manifestation. There they stnnd; and tb11y nre as undoubtedly
the worlunnoship of the Creato1·, as the sun, the plnnets, or the entire
universe itself. Error mny be corrected hy more nccurnte ohservntions;
and whenev11r we interpret their con.~titution aJ"ight, we shalJHSsuredly
be in pnssession of divinE~ truth.
Dr. W Rrdlnw might as reasonably urp:e I.he disorrler of humnn nnture
as an argument ag~inst the possibility of studying the science of optics,
as ngainst thnt of cult:vating ethic11l philosophy. Optics is founded on
the structure, functions. and relations of the eye; and ethics on the
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structure, functions, and relations of the mental organs. Against optics
he might argue thus: "The eye is no longer such as it was when
it proceeded from the hands of the Creator; it is now liable to blindness; or if, in some more fnvo1·ed individuals, the disorder of its condition does not proceed so fi1r as to produce this dire effect, yet universal
experience proves that human nature now labors under opaque eyes,
squinting eyes, long-sighted eyes, and short-sighted eyes; and that
many individuals have only one eye. The external world also is no
looge1· what it originally was. There are mists wpich obscure the
rnyd of light, clouds which intercept them, air and water which
refract them; and almost every object in creation reflects them.
Look at a straight rod half plunged into water, and you will see it
crooked. Can a science founded on such organs, which operate in
such a medium, nod are related to such objects, be admitted into the
class of ascertained truths, by which men are to regulate their conduct 1"
He might continue: "Astronomy, with all its pompous revelations of
countless snns, attended by innumerable worlds rolling through space,
must also be laid in the dust, and become n fallen monument of human
pride and mental delusion. It is the off~pring of this spurious science
of optics. It pretends to record discoveries effected in infillite space
by means of these perverted human eyes, acting through the dense
and refracting damps of midnight air. Away with such gross impositions on the human understanding! Away with all human science,
f11l>ely so cRIIed !"
'rhere would be ft8 much truth in an argument like this, as in that
urged by Dr. WnrdiRw against morn! philosophy, founded on tho study
of nnture. The nnswer to these onjections against optics as a science,
is, that the constitution, functions, nnd relations of the eye have been
appointed by the Creator; thnt, although some unsound eyes exist,
yet we have received judgment to enable us to discriminate between
sound eyes, nod diseased or imperfect eyes. Again, we admit that
mists occnsionnlly present themselves; but we ascertain the lnws of
light. by observations mnde nt times when these are absent. Certain
media nlso unquestionably refract the luminous rnys; hut they do so
r~>gulnrly, nod their effects can be ascertained nod allowed for.
\Vhen,
therefore, we observe objPcts by means of sounrl eyes, and use them
in the most fnvornble circumstances, the knowledge which we dl'!'ivo
from them is worthy of our acc~>ptance ft8 truth.
The parallel holds !l;Oocl, in re!l;ard to the mini!, to a much grenter
extent than mnny per~ons probnhly imngine. The Creator hns fnshioned all the orp;ans of the human mind, determined their functions,
P.lld appoioted their relations. We meet with some individuals in
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whom the organs of the selfish propensities are too large, and the
moral organs deficient; these are the morally blind. We see individua.ls who, with modernte organs of the propensities, have received
large organs of Benevolence and Veneration, but deficient organs of
Conscientiousness; these have a moral squint. But we meet also
with innumerable persons in whom the organs of the propensities
are moderate, and the moral and intellectual organs well developed ;
who thereby enjoy the natural elements of a sound moral vision; and
who need only culture and information to lead them to moral truths, as
. sound, certain, and applicable to practice, as the conclusions of the
optician himself. Revelation nece!!l!arily presupposes a capacity in those
to whom it is addressed of comprehending and judging of its communications; and Dr. Wardlaw's argument appears to me to deny ma'l's
capacity to understand and interpret either Scripture or the works and
institutions of the CreRtor. He discords natural ethics entirely, nod
insists that Scripture is our only guide in mornls. Archbishop Whately, on the other hand, who is not less eminent as R theologian, and certainly more distinguished as a philosopher, than Dr. Wardlaw, asijures
us that " God hns not revealed to us a system of morality such as
would have been needed for a being who had no other means of di6tinguishing right and wrong. On the contrary, the inculcation of virtue
and reprobation af vice in Scripture are in such a tone as sum to
yrtsuppose a natural power, or a capacity for acquiring the power to
disliugu·:Sh them. And if a man, denying or renonncing all claims of
natural conscience, should practicE', without scruple, everything he did
not find expressly forbidden in Scripture, and think himself not bound
to do anything that is not there expressly enjoined, exclaiming at every
turn'Ia It so nominated In the bond?'

he would be leading a life very unlikel what a Christian's should be."
In my bumble opinion, it is only an erroneons view of human nature,
on the one side or the other, that can lead to such contradictory
opinions as these. Archbishop Whately's view appears to me correct.
By observing the organs of the mind, then, and the mental powers
connected with them, phrenologists perceive that three great claasea
of filculties have been bestowed on man.
1. Animal Propensities.
2. Moral Sentiments.
3. Intellectual Faculties.
Considering these in detail, as I have done in my previous courses,
and in my System of Phrenology, and as I now assume tbot all of you
have done, we do not find one of them that man has made, or could
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ha.ve made, himself. Man can create nothing. Can we fashion for
ourselves a new sense, or add a new organ, n third eye for instance, to
those we already possess? Impossible. All those organs, therefore,
are the gifts of the Creator; nod in speaking of them as such, I am
bound to treat them with the same reverence that should be paid to
-any of his either works. Where, then, I ask, do we, in contemplating the organs, find the evidence of the maiospring being broken ?
\Vhere do we find the antagonist power, which works all the mechanism contrary to the original design? Has it an 01·gan 1 I can not
answer these questions : I nm unable to discover either the broken
mainspring, or an organ for the antagonist power. I see and feel-eB
'vhodoes oot?-the crimes, the errors, the misea;es of human beings, to
which Dr. Wardlaw refers as proofs of the disordE~r of which he speaks;
but Phrenology giveR a widely dilfllrent account of their origin. We observe, for example, thut individual men commit murder or bl11~phemy,
and we all scknowledgfl that this is in opposition to virtue; but we do not
find nn organ of murder, or an organ whose office it is to arotngonize
all the mont! faculties, and to commit blasphemy. We perceive that
men are guilt.y of gluttony and drunkenness; but we nowhere find organs instituted whose function is to commit these immoralities. AU
that we discover is, that mno has been created no organized being ;
that, as such, he needs food for nourishment ; th11t. in conformity with
this constitution, he has received a stomach calculated to digt>st the
flesh of animnLJ and to convet·t it into aliment; and thnt he sometimes
abuses the functions of the stomnch; Rnd when he does so, we call
this abuse gluttony and drunkenne$8. We observe further, that in aid
of his stomach he h11s a·ect>ived carnivorous teeth; and in or<lt>r to complete the ~ystem of arTnngements, he has rl"ceived a prop~>nsily h~tving
R spllcific orgRn, prompting him to kill animals thAt he m»y eHt them.
In accordnnce with thflse flndowments, animAls to be kiJJ,.d nod eaten
ore pr<'st>ntPd to him in 11bundnnce by tbe Crentor. A mun may abuse
this pt·op.. n•ity nod kill animnls for the ple~sure of putting them to
deHt.h-tlris is crllf•lty ; or he may go n @tep further--he mny wantonly,
und~r the instigation of the sRrne propt>nsity, kill his fetlow·men. nod
this is murder. But this is a widt>ly dilfert>nt view of hunmo onture
from thut which supposes it to be enrlowed with positivt>ly vicious and
perverse propensitie~-with machinPry having 11. tendflncy only to go
hark ward. or to go nltl'l"uatety 11nrl fit folly back ward nod forward. Those
iurlividuats, thAn, who commit murdAT, RIJUSA their fRculty nf DAstt"UC·
tivAnf'ss hy directing it. a~,:•inst their fellow-mPn. We hnve evidence of
this fi~et. The or/Z'ID is found large in those who have 11. tendency so to
ahuse it, aud in them, in general. the moral organs are deficient.
I
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Again, it is unquestionable that .nen steal, cheat, lie, blaspheme, and
commit many other crimes; but we in vain look in the brain for organs
destined to perpetrate these offenses, or for an organ of a power antagonist to virtu~>, 9.nd whose proper office is to commit crimes in general. We discover organs of Acquisitiveness, which have legitimate
objects, but which, being abused, lead to theft; organs of SecretiveneH,
which have a highly useful sphere of activity; but which, in like manner,
when abused, .lend to falsehood nnd deceit; and so with other organs.
These organs, I repeat, are the direct gifts of the Creator; and if
the mere fuct of their existence be not sufficient evidence of this propoBitioo, we may find overwhelming proof in its favor by studying their
relations to external nature. 'l'hose who deny that the hum11n mind is
constitutionally the some now ns it was when it emanated from the
hand of the Creator, generally admit that external nature at least is the
direct workman.~ hip of the Deity. '!'hey do not BRY that mnn, in corrupting his own dispositions, altered the whole fitbric of the univer·sethat he infused into nnimnls new instincts, or· imposed on the vegPtable
kingdom a new constitution nnd different laws. Thl'ly ndmit that God
crented all these such as they eJ.ist. Now, ill surveying vt>getltble organization, we perceive production from an embryo-sustennnce by
food-growth, maturity, decay, and death-woven into the very fubric
of their existence. In Furveying the animnl crention, we discover the
same phenomena and the sa~e results; nod on turning to ourselves,
we find that we too nre organized, that we nStlimilat.e food, thnt we
grow, that we attain maturity. and that our bodit>s die. Her·e, t.hf'n,
there is an institution by the Creator·, of great systPm8 (vPgetnble 11nd
animnl) of production. growth, dPcny, nod dPnth . It. will not be doubted
that thl'!se institutions uwe their existence to the Divine will.
If it he RSBerted thnt men's delinquencies offended the Deity, lllld
brongttt hi3 wrath on the offender~; nnrl that. the presPnt conslitution
of the world is the consequencA of that clisplea@nrP, philn~ophy _offprs
no answer to this proposition. She does not inqnirA into the motives
which inducPd the Creator to constitute the world, ph~·sicnl mul mental, such liS we see it ; hut, in pninting to the ex:StPnc" nnd cnnst.itution
of vegetableR, of animnls and of man, she re@pectfully m11intnins that. all
these God did constitute and endow with their propPr.!Jes and rAintinnships; and that iu studying them we are investignting his genuine
workmanship.
Now, if we find on the one hnnd a syst~>m of deca.Y and dPnth in PXternal nature, animate and inHnimnte, we find Jt!so in .'linn a funrlty of
Destructiveness which is plensed with dest.t·uction, nnd wltich pl•ces
him in harmony with the orde1· of creation ; if we find on the one hnnd
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an externul world, in which there exist-fire calculated to destroy life
by burning, water by drowning, nod cold by freezing-ponderous and
moving bodies capable of injuring us by blows, and a greut power of
gravitstion exposing us to danger by fttlling, we discover, also, in surveying our own mentu.l constitution, a faculty of Cautiousness, whose
office it is to prompt us to take care, and to avoid these sources of
danger. In other words; we see an external economy admirably
adapted to out• internal economy; nod hence we receive an irresistible
conviction that the one of these arrangements had been designedly
framed in relution to the other. External destruction is relatad to our
internal faculty of Deatructiveness; external danger to our internal
faculty of Cautiousness.
I have frequently remarked that one of the most striking proofs of
the existence of a Deity appears to me !o be obtained by surveying
the roots of a tree, and its relationship to the. earth. These are admirably adapted ; and my argument is this: The eRrth is a body which
knows neither its own existence nor the existence of tho tree ; the
tree, also, knows neither its own qualities nor those of the earth. Yet
the adaptation of the one to the other is a renl and useful relation,
which we, as intelligent beings, see nod comprehend. Thut ndnptntion
could not exist, unless a mind had conceived, executed, nod established
it; the mind that did so is not of this world ; therefore a Deity who
is that mind, exis:.a, and every time we look on this ndnptution we see
His power and wisdom directly revealed to us. The same argument
applies, and with equal force, to the mentnl fnculties nod external nature.
We see natural objects threatening us with dunger, nod we find in our.
selves a fuculty prompting us to take care of our own eafet.y. This
adaptstion is assuredly divine; but you will observe that if the adaptation be divine, the things adapted must also be divine; the external
world threntening danger must have been deliberately constituted such
as it is; and the human mind must have been deliberately constituted
such as it is; otherwiso this adaptation could not exist.
Again, we find that the hurnnn body needs both food and raiment,
and on surveying the external world we discover thnt in a ~reat portion
of the earth there nre winter's barren frosts nod snows. But in examining the human mint!, we find a fnculty of CoMtructiveness, prompting
and enabling us to fnbricnte clothing; nod Acquisitiveness, prompting
us to acquire and store up articles fitted for our sustenance and nc·
commodation, so as to plnco us in comfort when the chill winds blow
and the groun<l yialds us no support. We discover, also, that nature
presents us wit.h numberiP~s raw materials, fitted to be worked up, by
meiLDs of our fitculties, into the very commodities of which our bodies
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&taod in need. All these gifts and arrangements, I repeat, are 888Uredly of divine institution; and although individual men, by abusing the
fuculty of Coostructiveoess, oftentimes commit forgeriea, pick locka,
and perpetrate other crimes ; and, by abusing Acquisitiveneas, steal,
this does not prove that these faculties are in themselves evil.
There is n wide difference, then, between Dr. Wardlaw's views and
mine, in regard to human nature. His broken mainspring nod antagonist power are nowhere to be met with in all the records of real philosophy; while the crimes which he ascribes to them are accounted for
by abuses of orgnos clearly instituted by the Creator, having legitimate
spheres of action, and wisely adapted to a world obviously arranged by
Him in relation to them.
Dr. Wardlaw appears to have studied human nature chiefly in the
actions of men, and he has not distinguished between the faculties
bestowed by the Creator, and the abuses of them, for which individual
delinquents alone are answerable.
If these views be well founded, moral philosophy, as a acientific study,
becomes not only possible, but excaeding:y interesting and profitable.
Its objects are evidently to trace the nature and legitimate sphere of
action of all our bodily functions and mental faculties, and their relations
to t.he external world, with the conviction that to use them properly
is virtue, to abuse them is vice. These principles, also, if sound, will
enable us to account for the barren condition of moral philosophy as a
science.
The numerous errors, the confusion and contradiction of previous moralists, are to be ascribed to their having no adequate physiological knowledge of the structure and functions of the Lody, and no stable philosophy of mind. In particular, they posseABed no knowledge of the mental
organs, and no sufficient means of discriminating between what was oatural and what incidental in human conduct. Sir James Mackintosh remarks, that "there must be primary pleasures, pains, and even appetites,
which arise from no prior state of mind, and which, if explained at all,
can be derived only from bodily organization; for," says he, "if there
were not, there could be no secondary desires. What the number of
the uoderived principles may be, is a question to which the answers of
philosophers have been extremely various, and of which the consideration is not necessary to our present purpose. The rules of philoso·
phizing, however, require that causes should not be multiplied without
necessity."
With all deference to Sit· James Mackintosh's authority, I conceive
that the determination of" the number of the underived principles" of
mind, is the first step in all sound mental acience, and especially in
2
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ethics; nud when he admits that these "can be deTived only from
bodily organization," it is unphilosophical in him to add, "that the rules
of philosophizing require thnt causes (fitculties !) should not be mukiplied without necessity.'' Who would think of attempting either to
multiply or diminish senses, feelings, or intellectual powers depending
on "bodily organization," unless he could multiply and diminish, make
and unmake, corresponding bodily organs at the same time 1
In my System of Phrenology I have presented you with a view of
the underived faculties of the mind, connected with specific organs, in
so far ns these have been ascertained; I have endeavored to point out
the sphere of action of each, and to explain the effects of size in the
organs on the power of manifesr.ing the faculties. These points being
assumed, an intelligible foundation is laid for ethical science. Bearing
in mind the three great dlv!~ons of the human facWties into Animal Prop11osities, Morn! SentimenbJ,- and Intellectul\1 Powers, _let us
attend to Bishop Butler's exposition of the groundwork of moral philosophy.
Bishop Butler, in the preface to his Sermons, says: "It is from considering the relations which the several appetites and passions in the inward frame have to ench ether, and, above all, the supremacy of reflection or conscience, that we get the idea of the system or constitution of human nature. And from the idea itself it will as fully appear,
that this our nature, i.e., constitution, is adapted to virtue, RB from the
idea of a watch it appears that its nature, i. e., constitution or system,
is adapted to measure tim.-.
" Mankind bas various instincts and principles of action, as brute
creatures have; some lending most directly and immediately to the
good of the community, and some most directly to privMe good.
" Mao hRB several which br·utes have not; particularly reflection or
c11nscience, an approbation of some principles or actions, and disappl'Obation of othets.
"Brutes obey their instincts or principles of action, according to certain rules; suppose the constitution of their body, and the ohjects
around them.
"The generality of mankind also obey their instincts and principles,
one nod all of them; those propensions we call good, as well as the
bad, according to the same rules, namely, the constitution of body, and
the external circumstances which they are in.
"Brutl's, in acting according to the rules hefore-mentioMd, their
bodily constitution and circumst.ances, act Puit.nhly to their whole nature.
" M11nkind also, in acting thus, would net suitably to their whol6
nature, if no more were to be said of mao's nature than what has been

..
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now llllid ; if that, BB it is a true, were also a complete, adequate account
of our nature.
" But that is not a complete account of mao's nature. Somewhat
further must be brought in to give us an adequate notion of it; namely,
that one of tlwse principle. cif action, con1cience, or reflection, compared
with the rest, 8!1 they all stand together in the nature of man, plaiztly
bear1 upon it marks of authority over all tM relt, and claimB the absolute direction of tlum all, to allow or forbid their gratification ; a disnpprobation of reflection being in itself a principle manifeatly superior to
a mere propenaion. And the conclusion is, that to allow no more to
this superior principle or part of our nature than to other part11 ; to let
it govern and gnide only occasioually in common with the rest, as its
tum happens to come, from the temper and circumstances one happens
to be in ; thiB iB fiOt to act conformably to the con1tilutiotl. of man ;
neither can any human creature be said to act conformably to his constitution of nature, unless he allows to that superior principle the absolute authority which is due to it."-(Butler'l Work1, Vol. ii., Pre&ce.)
I agree with Butler in thinking that, in cases of conflict between our
us desires, certain of our facuhies are intended to rule, and others
bey ; and that the belief that it is so is intuitive in well-constituted

de.
According to Phrenology, the human faculties consist of animal
propensities, moral sentiments, and intellectual powers. Each of these
has a legitimate sphere of action, but each is also liable to abuse. That
rule of action is virtuous or right which is in harmony with them all,
each performing its proper office. But occasio~ally confticting desires
and emotions arise in the mind ; a man, for example, may deeire to
acquire his neighbor's property without compensation, or to do him 11n
injury, in gratification of the feeling of revenge ; these impulses proceed from Acquisitiveness, Destructiveness, and Self-Esteem, in a state
of vivid excitement. Dot if the organs of the moral and intellectual
faculties be largely developed, and enlightened by knowledge, the individual will experience counter emotions rising in his mind, incon•istent with these desires, disapproving of them, and denouncing them as
wrong. Which class of faculties, in such instances, is entitled to rule ?
I DDswer, that the moral and intellectual powers are superior in kind
to the animal propensities, and that every well-constituted mind feels
that, in cases of conflict, they are entitled to restrain the inferior desires. This is the sense in which I speak of the supremacy of the
moral sentiments and intellect.
Although the moral and intellectual faculties are by nature superior
In kind to the animal propensities, they need the asaistallce of these
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inferior powers in judging of what is right. For example, a mother,
if extremely deficient in Philoprogenitiveness, could not arrive, by
means of the moral and intellectual fllculries alone, at the aome aound
and effective perception& of duty towaf<l her children, which abe could
reach if she poBBeued an ample development of that organ acting in
barmonioUB combination with the moral and intellectual powers.
In applying theBe principles to our present aubject, I obBerve that
the organ of Philoprogeoitiveneas, for example, exiate, and that ita function iB to produce the Jove of children. This affection in itBelf iB good,
bot when manifested in action it may produce a variety of elfecte. It
may prompt us to gratify every desire of the child, however fantutic,
if the indulgence will give it pleasure for a moment; but when the
intellect is employed to trace the consequences of thiB gratification, and
sees that it iB injurious to the health, the temper, the moral diBpositions, and the. general happiness of the infant, then Benevolence disApproves of that mode of treatment, because it leads to sulfering, which
Benevolence dislikes ; Conscientiousness disapproves of it, because it
is unjust to the child to misdirect its inclinations through ignorant fondness ; and Venemtion is olfended by it, because our duty to God requil·es that we should improve all his gifiB to the best advantage, and
not prepare an inftlnt for crime and misery by cultivating habits of
reckless self-indulgence, regnrdles!l of all ultimate results. If, in any
individual mother, Philoprogenitiveness exists very large, in combination with weak organs of the moral sentimeniB and intellect, she may
abuse this beautiful instinct by Jlllmpering nod spoiling her children ;
but it is an error to charge the conduct of an ill·constituted, and perhnp3 an ill-informed, individunl mind against human nature in general,
ns if all its fucultiea were so perverted that they could manifest themselves only in abuses. My object will be to expound the courses of
action to which we ore prompted by all our faculties when acting in
hnrmonious combination; and I shall admit all actions to be virtuous or
right which are npproved of by these combined powers, and treat all as
vicious or wrong which are disavowed by them ; nod my doctrine is.
that it is in accordance with the dictates of all the faculties enlightened
by kM11Jledge, harmoniously combined, which constitutes certain actions virtuotu, and discordance with them which constitutes other actions

'IJicious.
We are now able to understand the origin of the various theories of
thC'I foundation of virtue to which I alluded at the commencment of this
Lecture, and which have been the themes of so much disculllrion among
philosophers. Most of the authors whom I have quoted recognize one
of these three great foundations of virtue: _According to them, 1st,
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AD actions are virtuous which tend to promote the happioeu of eentient and intelligent beings, and they are virtuous because they po88e88
this tendency; 2dly, All actions are virtuous which are conformable to
the will of God, and they are so for this rl.'asoo, and no other; 3dly,
.AU actioos are virtuous which are in conformity with the dictates of
our moral seose or moral faculty, which conformity is the sole characteristic of virtue. 'rhe partisans of each of these foundations of virtue
have denied the reality or sufficiency of the other foundations. These
differences of opinion may be thus accounted for.
The sentiment of Benevolence desires universal happiness, or the
general good of all beings. When we wantonly sacrifice the happineu of any being, it is pained, and produces uneasy emotions in our
miuds. Those philosophers who place the foundation of virtue in the
tendency of the action judged of, to produce happineu, are right, in 80
far, because this is one foundation, but they are wrong ip 80 far u they
teach that it is the only foundation of vh1ue.
In like manner the organ of Veneration desirll8 to yield obedience to
the will of God, and it experiences painful emotioos when we knowingly contravene its dictates. Those philosophers who place the eseence of virtue in obedience to the will of God, are sound in their
judgment, in 80 far as this is one essential foundation of virtue, but
they err in so far as they represent it to be the only one.
And, thirdly, Cooscientiousness produces the feelings of duty, obligation, and incumbency. It desires to do justice in all things. It eoforces the dictates of our other morel faculties. Benevolence, for instance, from its own constitution, desires to communicate happiness,
and Conscientiousness enforces its dictates by proclaiming that it 18 our
duty to act in conformity with them. It causes us to feel that we are
guilty or criminal if we wantonly destroy or impair the enjoyment of
any being. It enforces also the aspirations of Veneration, and tells us
that we are guilty if we disobey the will of God. Further, its own
special function is to enforce justice, when our own rights or feelings,
and those of other men, come into competition. Those philosophers
who founded virtue in a moral sense, were right in so far ss this
faculty is one most important foundation of virtue ; but it is not the only
one.
Each of the moral sentiments produces the feeling of right and
wrong in its own sphere ; Benevolence proclaims cruelty to be wrong,
and Veneration condemns profanity. But each is liable to err when it
Rcts singly. There are moo, for example, in whom Benevolence is
very strong and Conscientiousness very weak, and who, following the
dictates of the former, without reference to those of the latter sentio;git;zed by
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ment, often ·perpetrate grw wrongs by indulging in au extravagant
ceneroeity at the expense of others. They are genero1111 before they
are just. Charles Surface, in the School for Scandal, is the penonification of such a character. Veneration acting singly, is liable to sanction superatitioua obae"ancea; or acting in combination with DeatroctiveneBB, without Benevolence and Conacientiousneu, it may approve
of cruel persecution for the sake of preaerving the purity of the faith
which it has embraced. Farther, u each of the inferior propenaitiea
has a legitimate sphere of action, it baa legitimate demands, and the
moral and inteUectoal facultiea must give due elfBct to these, before
their decisions can be regarded 88 just and right. For these reuone,
I consider the virtue of au action to consist in ita being in harmony
with tlie dictatea of all tM jacultie1 acting in harmoJtioul combination,
and duly enlighknecl.
The mol"lll faculties often do act singly, and while they keep within
the limits of their virtuous sphere, the dictates of all of them harmonize. We have a similar example in music. Melody and time
both enter into the coostitution of music, but we may have time without melody, 88 in beating a drum ; or melody without time, 88 in the
sounds of an JEolian harp. But the two faculties which take cognizance of melody and time are constituted so 88 to be capable of acting
in harmony, when they are both applied to the some object. So it ia
in regard to the moral sentiments. If a man fall into the sea, another
individual, having a large organ of Benevolence, and who can swim,
may be prompted by the iostinctive impulse of benevolence instantly
to leap into the water and aave him, without, in the least, thinking ~f
the will of God or the obligations of duty, Bot when we calmly contemplate the action, we perceive it to be one falling without the legitimate sphere of Benevolence. It is approved of by enlightened intellect, and is also conformable at once to the Divine will, and to the
dictates of Conscientiousness. In like manner, every action that is
truly conformable to the will of God, or agreeable to Veneration,
when acting within its proper sphere, will be found just and beneficial
in ita consequences, or in harmony also with ConacientiousneBB and
Benevolence. And every just and right action will be discovered to he
beneficial in its consequences, and also in harmony with the will of God.
It will be discovered also to be in harmony with the legitimate demands
of aU the propensities.
There is a distinction between mrtue and merit, which it is important to underatand. Virtue, 88 I have said, consists in actions in harmony with all our faculties; merit, in actions performed in obedience
to the dictates of the moral sentiments and enlightened intellect, in opo;git;zed by
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polition to the solicitations of the propensities. This distioctaon is ably
elucidated by a writer in the Phrenological Iournal. "The idea of
merit," says he, "emanates solely from the operation of tho selfish
feelings and desires." "It is evident that Conscientiousness can see
no merit in being just, fo1· inclination can never perceive merit in its
own gratification. In the aame way, Veneration can discover no merit
in yielding that deferential homuge to superiority, which is its natural
tribute. And Benevolence is equally blind to the perception of merit,
in being kind and charitable. Yet merit is a word which, in reference
to justice, veneration, and charity, conveys a distinct idea, and we are
bound, therefore, to af;couot for its el<iateoce." "\Vhen we contemplate the noble Regulus eloquently pleading for the very decree which
must consign him to the fury of his enemies," "it is in virtue neither
of Conscientiousness nor Veneration that his great merit is perceived,
because these faculties discover nothing in the action beyond the simple obedience to their own dictates. But Cautiousness, with its dark
forebodings of pain, and misery, and death; and Adhesiveneu, with
its yearning after the ohjecta of its fond desire, tell us of the terrible
assaults which Conscientiousness and Veneration must have sustained
in maintaining their supremacy. And the dilfea·ent degrees of merit
which different minds will discover in this action will be in exact proportion to the vigor in these minds of the two higher sentiments which
produced the action in relation to the power of the two selfidh feelings
by which it would have been opposed." "The clamorous outcries of
these selfish feelings tell us of the snares with which ConscientiousneBS and Veneration were, in this iDBtance, onvironed ; and i.t is, therefore, we attach merit to the supremacy they maintained."-Phren.
Jour., No. XU.
When one of these faculties acts independently of the other, it
does not necessarily err, but it is more liable to do so, than wben aU
operate, in concert. This is the reason that any theory of morals,
founded on only one of them, is generally imperfect or unsound.
The idea of resolving morality into intellectual perceptions of utility,
into obedience to the will of God, or into any other single pa·inciple,
has arisen, probably, from the organ of the mental faculty on which
that one principle depends having been largest in the brain of the authO!' of the theory, in consequence of which he felt most strongly the
pa1·ticular emotion which be selected as its foundation. Those individuals, again, who deny that there is any natural basis for moral
science, and who regard the Bible as the only foundation of morn! and
religious duty, are generally deficient in the organs either of Conseientiousneas or Benevolence ; or of both ; nnd becnus~ they feebl1
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experience the dictates of a natural conscience, they dra\v the inference that the same holds good with all mankind.
Another question remains-What means do we posse88 for discovering the qualities cif actions, so that our whole faculties may give emotions of approval or disapproval upon sound data 1 For exampleVeneration disposes us to obl'y the will of God, but how shall we discover what the will of God is 1 It is the office of the intellect to do
eo. For instance-A young lady from England had been taught from
her infancy that God had commanded her to keep Good Friday holy,
and sacred to religious duties. When she came to Scotland for the
first time, and saw no sanctity attached to that day, her Veneration
Will disagreeably affected : and if she also had treated the day with indifference, her conscience would have upbraided her. In a few weeks
afterward, the half-yearly fast day of the Church of Scotland came
round, but in her mind no sanctity whatever was attached to it; her
intellect had never been informed that either God or the Church had
appointed that day to be held sacred ; she desired to follow her usual
occupations, and Will astonished at the rigid solemnity with which the
day waa observed by the Scotch. Here the English and Scotch intellect had obtained dissimilar information, and, in each case, Venet-ation acted according to its own lights.
The intellect must be employed, therefore, to discover the motives,
relations, and consequences of the actions to be judged of, _and the
propensities and moral sentiments will give emotions of approval or disapproval, according to the lllpects presented to them. In many ordinary cases no difficulty in judging occurs; for instance, the mere perception of a fellow-creature struggling in the water is sufficient to rouse
Benevolence, and to inspire us with the desire to save him. But
when the question is put, Is a hospital for foundling children benevolent ?-if we look only at one result (saving the lives of individual
children), and listen to Philoprogenitiveness exclusively, we should ssy
that it is ; but if the intellect observes all the consequences-for instance, first, the temptation to vice afforded by provision being made
for illegitimate children; secondly, the mortality of the infants, which
is enormous, from their being withdrawn from maternal care and intrusted to mere hireling keepers; thirdly, the isolation of the children
so reared from all kindred relationship with the rest of the nee ; and,
fourthly, the expense which is thrown away in this very questionable
arrangement; I say, after the intellect has discovered and contemplated
all these facts and results, neither Philoprogenitiveness nor the moral
sentiments would be gratified with foundling hospitals, but both would
Jesit·e to apply the public funds to more purely beneficent institutions.
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Without intellect, therefore, the propensities and sentiments have not
knowledge ; and without propensities and moral sentiments, the intellect sees merely facts and results, and is destitute of feebng. The
barmoniollS action of the whole gives the rule of virtue.
Phrenology shows that different individuals po88ess the mental organa in different degrees; I do not mean, thereforeo, to say that, whatever the proportions of these may be in each individual, the dictates
of hu animal, moral, and intellectual powers, acting in harmonionB
combination, are rules of conduct not to be disputed. On the contrary,
in most individuals one or several of the organs are so deficient, or so
exc888ive, in size, in proportion to the others, that their perceptions of
dnty will differ from the highest standards. The dictates of the animal, moral, and intelleetual powers, therefore, acting in harmoniollB
combination, which constitute rules of conduct, are the collective dictates of the best endowed and best balanced minds, illuminated by the
greatest knowledge.
If, then, this theory of our moral constitution be well founded, it explains the darkne!IS and confusion of the opinions entertaiped by previous philosophers on the subject.
Dr. Wardlaw's antagonist power is merely single faculties, or particular groups of them, acting with undue energy, and breaking the
bounds prescribed to them by the rest. They will be most liable to
do this in those individuals in whom the organs are most unequally
combined ; but there is no organ or faculty in itself immoral, or necessarily opposed to the harmonious action of the whole, as Dr. 'Vnrdlaw
seems to suppose.
To be able, then, to discover what courses Gf action are in harmony
with all our powers, we must use our intellectuRl faculties in exRmining nature. Believing that both man and the external world are the
workmanship of the Creator, I propose, in the following Lectures, to
consider1st, The constitution of mnn as an individual; nod to endeavor to discover what duties are prescribed to him by its qualities and ohjects.
2dly, I shall consider man 88 a domestic being, and endeavor to discover the duties prescribed to him by his constitution, 88 a husband, a
f~tther, and a child.
31ly, I shall consider man ns a social being, and discuss the dutiee
arising from his social qualities. This will involve the principles of
government and political economy.
4thly, I shall consider man 88 a religious being, and discuss the
duties which be owes to God, so far as these are discoverable from the
light of nature.
o;9 ,Hzed by
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ON THE SANCTIONS BY WIIICH THE NATURAL LAWS
MORALITY AilE SUPPORTED.
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Every law auppoees a Lawgiver, and puulahment annexed to tranagroulon-God pre
aeribel certain actlona by the conatl'.lltlon of n:tture, and He Is therefore the Lawgiver
-He supports Hie laws by rewards and punlabmenta-Doea He do eo by apeelal aeta
of Providence ?-Or are Hla rewarda and punlahmenta certain conaequeneea of good
or evil, appointed by Him to follow from our actions ?-It Ia lmportaet to ahow thal
God dispenses jastlee In thla world, beeanae we know no other; and It He be not just
here, there Is no natural and loglclli ground for Inferring that He will be jnat in any
other world-Evidence that He does diopenae juatlce here-His anppoeed ill.fualice Ia
apparent ouly-Philoaophers have not underatood the principles of His governmentThe independent action or the several natural laws Is the key to It-If we ob~ the
phyaieallawa, they reward 01 with physical adno~ea-lfwe obey the organic laws,
they reward no with heallh-If we obey the moral lawa, they reward us with meutal
joy-If we di8obty any one or those lawa, we are punished under it, although we observe all the others-There Ia more order and jnaliee to the Divine eovernment to tbl1
world than Ia generally recognized.

IN my last Lecture I endeavored to point out the foundation on
which Moral Philosophy, inferred from the constitution of nature, rests.
The mental organs and faculties being the gift of God, each has a
legitimate sphere of activity, though liable to be abused ; and the rule
for discriminating between uses and abuses is, that every act is morally
right which is approved of by the whole faculties duly enlightened and
acting harmoniously; while all actions disapproved of by the faculties
thus acting are wrong. In all harmonious actions, the moral sentiments
and intellect, being superior in kind, direct the propensities. In cases
of conflict, the propensities must yield. Such is the internal guide to
morality with which mao has been furnished.
The next inquiry ia, Whether the judgments of our faculties, when
acting harmoniously, are supported by any external authority in nature 1
Every law supposes a lawgiver, and punishment annexed to transgression. Certain courses o( action being prescribed and forbidden by the
constitutions of external nature and of our own faculties, God, who
made these' and their organs, is consequently the Lawgiver; but the
question remains-Has he used any means to give sanction, in thi1
world, to his commands revealed to us in natore 1 All are agreed that
rewards and punishments have been established by God ; but as to the
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utent, manner, and time of dispensing them, very different opinioos
are entertained. By some. it is conceived that God, like tbe huiDIUl
magistrate, watches the infringement of his laws in each particular
instance, and applies punishment accordingly; but that neither his
punishments nor his rewards are the natural effects of the conduct to
which they have reference. Such is the view of the waye of ProYidence embodied in Parnell's "Hermit;" and many of us may recollect
the pleasure with which, in youth, we perused that representation,
and the regret we felt, that experience did not support its beautiful
theory. A servant is described as having been thrown over a bridge
by his companion, .and drowned ; which event at first shocks our
Benevolence ; but we are then told that the sufferer intended that
evening to murder a kind and indulgent master, and that bis com pan ion
was an angel sent by God to prevent, and also to punish him for his
intended crime. Another scene represents an hospitable rich man's
son dying apparently of couvulsioos; but we are told that the same
angel suffocated him, to snatch him away from his parents, beeau1e
their affections, doting too fondly on him, led them to forget their duty
to Heaven.
These representations, of course, are fictitious; but notions of a
similar character may be traced existing in the minds of many serious
persons, and constituting their theory of the Divine government of th!'
world. The grand feature of this system is, that the punishment does
not follow from the offense, by any natural bond of connection, but is
administered separately and directly by a special interposition of Providence. The servant's wicked design bad no natural connection with
his falling over the bridge; and the neglect of Heaven, by the parents
of the child, had no such natural relation to its physiological condition
that it should have died of convulsions in consequence of that sin.
There are, as I have said, some religious persons who really entertain
notions similar to these; who believe that God, by special acts of providence, or piU"ticular manifestations of his power, rewards and punishes men's actions in a manner not connected with their offenses by
any natural link of cause and effect; or, at least, so remotely connected
that the link is not discernible by human sagacity. They conceive that
this view imparts to the Divine government a sublime mysteriousneBII
which renders it more im.posiog, solemn, and awful, and better calculated than any other to enforce obedience on men. To me it appears,
on the contrary, to be erroneous, and to be a fountain of superstition,
at once derogatory to the dignity of the Divine Ruler, and injurious to
the moral, intellectual, and religious character of his subjects. I shall,
in a subsequent part of this Lecture, state the reasoos for this opinion.
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Another notion entertained regarding the moral government of the
world is, that God bas revealed in the Scriptures every duty which he
requires us to perform, and every action which he forbids us to do ;
that he leaves us at full liberty io this life to obey or disobey these
commands as we please; but that, in the world to come, he will call
us to account, and pnoish us for our sins, or reward us for our obedience. There are strong objections t.o this theory also. Religious persons will at once recognize that the instruction communicated to man
iu the Scriptures may be clllSsed under two great heads. The first
class embraces events that occurred before the existing state of nature
· commenced (such as the transactions in Paradise before the fall), also
events that transcend nature (such as the resurrection of Jesus Christ),
and events thnt a'l"e destined to occur when nature shall be no more
(such as the final judgment); together with certain duties (such as belief, or faith) which are founded on those communications. In rflgard
to all of these, science and philosophy are silent. The second bead
bas reference to the practical conduct which man is bound to pursoG
with regard to the beings in the present world. The first objection,
then, to the theory of the Divine government last mentioned, is, that
the Bible, however complete with respect to the former deportment
of instruction, really does not contain a full exposition of man's secular
duties.
In the last Lecture I quoted a striking passage to this etfec~ from
Archbishop Whately. The Scriptures assume that man will use his
moral and intellectual faculties to discover and perform the duties
relative to this life imposed on him by the constitution of nature. It is
very important to manage aright the physical, moral, and intellectual
training of children; and yet the Bible contains no specific rules for
discharging this duty. It tells us to train up a child in the way be
should go, and that when be is old he will not deport from it; but it
does not describe, with practical minuteness, what that way is. If it
do so, every incompetent schoolmaster, and every ignorant mother who
injures her children through lack of knowledge, must have sadly
neglected the study of the Bible. But even the most pious and assiduous students of the Scriptures differ widely among themselves in regard
to the training of their children; so that the Bible must be either silent,
or very obscure on this point. How many thousands of Christian
parents neglect the physical education of their child ron altogether, and
in consequence, either lose them by death, or render them victims of
diaease ! Again, each sect instructs its children in ita own tenets, and
calls thil the way in which they should go; yet, when we observe the
diaeord and animosity that prevail among these children when they
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become men and women ; when we see the Protestants denouneins
the Catholic as in error, the Catholic excommunicating the Protestant
aa a heretic, th" Trinitarian designating the Unitarian 88 an infidel, and
the Unitarian condemning the Trinitarian 88 superstitions, we have ·
proof, certainly, that the children, when old, do not depart from the
woy in which they hove been trained ; bat we likewise see that it is
impossible that all of them can have been trained in the right way,
since otherwise there could not be such lamentable dilferenus, and so
mach hostility between them. I can discover, therefore, in the Bible,
no such complete code of secular duties as this system jmplies. In the
"Constitution of Man," I have endeavored to show that God intended
that we should employ our mentallilculties in studying his works, and
by this means to fill up the chapter of our secular duties, left incomplete in the Bible.
A second objection to the theory in question is this-it implies that
God exercises very little temporal authority in the government of this
world, reserving his punishments and rewards chiefly for a future life.
One cause of this view seems to be, that most of the teachers of morals
and religion have confined their attention to moral and religions duties,
and often to their own peculiar and erroneous interpretation of them ;
instead of taking a comprehensive survey of hnman nature and of all
the duties prescribed by its constitution. They have regarded life as
.monks do; not practically. They observed that sometimes a man who
believed and acted according to their notions of sound religion and
sterling virtue, fell into worldly misfortune, lost his children prema- ·
turely by death, or was himself nffiicted with bad health ; while other
men, who believed and acted in opposition to their notions of right,
flourished in health and wealth, and posse88ed a vigorous offspring ;
and they concluded that God has left the virtuous man to suffer here,
for his probation, intending to reward him hereafter ; and the wicked
to prosper, with the view of aggravating his guilt and increasing the
severity of his future punishment. They have rarely attempted to
reconcile theee apparent anomalies to reason, or to bring them within
the scope of a just government on earth. It humbly appears to me
that God does exercise a very striking and efficient jurisdiction over
this world, and that it is chiefly through our own inottention to the
manner in which he does so that we are blind to its existence and
effects.
It is important to establish the reality and efficiency of the Divine
government in this world, because a plausible argument has been
reared on the contrary doctrine, to the effect that there can be no reward and punishment at aU, if none is administered in this life. The
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line of reasoning by which this view is supported is the following: We
can judge of God, it is said, only by his works. His works in this
world are all that we are acquainted with. If, therefore, in this life,
we find that virtue goes unrewarded, and that vice triumphs, the legitimate inferedce is that it will always be so. Bishop Butler, indeed, in
his celebrated "Analogy," has argued, that because God bas not executed complete justice here, he must intend to do so hereafter, for
justice is one of his attributes; but Mr. Robert Forsyth, in his work
on Moral Science, bas stated the objection to this argument in strong
terms. "lf," says he, '' God has created a world in which justice is
not accomplish~d, by what analogy, or on what grounds, do we infer
that any other world of his creation will be free from this imperfection?"
Butler would answer, "Because justice is an attribute of the Divine
Mind." The opponents, however, reply, "How do you know that it
is so 1 We know the Deity only through his works; and if you concede that justice is not accomplished in the only world of which we
have any experience, the legitimate inference is that justice is not one
of his attributes; at least the inference that it is one of them is illogiclll." I have heard this last argument stated, although I hove not
seen it printed.
It will serve the cause of moral science to present a valid answer to
these objections; and the most satisfactory to my mind would be one
which should show that the Divine Ruler actually does execute justice
here, and that therefore we are entitled to infer that he will be just'
hereafter; and such, accordingly, is the argument which I respectfully
propose to maintain.
The supposed anomalies in the Divine government are apparent
only, and, when properly understood, form no exception to the Cre·
ator's attribute of justice. The key to them is the separate action of
the different departments of our own constitution and of external
nature, or the independent operation of natural beings and substances,
each regulated by Jaws peculiar to itself. This doctrine is explained in
the " Constitution of ~Ian ;" and I here introduce it as the basis of our
future investigations. Viewing the world on this principle, we discover1st. That inorganic matter operates according to fixed laws, which
are independent of the moral or religious character of those whom it
affects. If six persons be traveling in a coach, and if it brenk down
through insufficiency of the axle, or any similar cause, the travelers
will be projected against external objects acco1·ding to the impetus
communicated to their bodies by the previous motion of the vehicle,
exactly u if they had been inanimate substances of the same texture
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and materials. Their vicee or their virtues wiD not modify the pbyeical
inftueoces that impel or resist them. The caoee of the accident is
simply physical imperfection in the vehicle, and oot the diapleaaure of
God against the individual meo who occupy it, on account of their &ins.
If one break a leg, another an arm, a third his neck, and a fourth
escape unhurt, the difference of result is to be ucribed &olely to the
differences of the mechanical action of the coach on their bodies, according to their differences of size, weight, and position, or to difference
in the objecis against which they are projected ; one falling against a
stone, and another, perhaps, alighting on turf.
The whole calamity in &uch a cue is to be viewed simply u a punishment for neglecting to have a coach sufficiently strong; and it serves
to render meu who have the charge of coaches more attentive to their
duty in future. The common sense of mankind has led them to recognize this principle in their laws; for, in moat civilized countriea, the
proprietors of public conveyances are held an~werable for damage occuioned by their in~ufficiency. It is recognized also in Scripture.
"Think not," says Christ, "that those on whom the Tower of Siloam
feU, were sinners above all Israel." In other words, the Tower of
Siloam, like all other edifices, stood erect, in virtne of the law of gravitation, u long as its foundations were sound and its superstructure
firm; and it fell when one. or othor of these gave way, withollt reference to the qualities of the persons who were below it.
When a stage-coach is overturned, and a profligate person is saved,
while a valuable Christian is killed, some individuals wonder at the iniJcrntable ways of Providence ; but ~th bad and good men have received from nature organized bodies which need to be carefully protected from injury; and the real lesson taught by this calamity is, that
no moral or religious qualities will preserve the body from injury, if the
laws which regulate the action of physical substances be not duly attended to. I have elsewhere remarked, that if good m;n could sail in
aafety in UnBound ships, or travel in dilapidated cBl'riages, upborne by
unseen ministers f1f Heaven, on account of their holiness, the world .
would lapse into confusion; and these good men themselves would soon
find nothing provided for them but the most deplo!'ably crazy conveyance•, into which sinners could not with safety set a foot.
The objection may naturally occur, that passengers have neither skill
nor opportunity for judging of the soundness of ships and sufficiency
of coaches, and that it is hard they should suffer death and destruction
from the carelessness or incapacity of others who let out these articlee
to hire, or employ them in the public service. I shall unfold the anawer to this objection in a subsequent part of the course. It falla
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under the social Jaw. We avail ourselves of the good qualities of' oar
fellow-men, and we must suffer from their defects when, without doe
regard to their qualifications, we intrust our interests or safety to their
care.
In so fur, then, as pain, distress, and calamity arise from the action
of physical substances, they should be viewed merely as punishments
fur our not paying due attention to the laws by which the action of
these substances is regulated. They forcibly tell us, that if we wish to
live in safety, we must habitually exercise our understandings in accommodating our conduct to the agencies of the material objects around
us. It seems irrational to expect that God will' hereafter compensate
good men for sufferings which they bring upon themselves by neglecting to study and obey his own institutions.
The next class of objects to which I solicit your attention is the
organic. These have received definite constitutions, and observe specific modes of action ; in other words, they also act under fixed and
independent laws, impressed on their constitution by nature. Thus,
the human body is subject to continual waste, to repair which nutriment is necessary. This is supplied through the medium of the
blood; which replaces decnyed particles corried off by the absorbent
vessels, and stimulates the bruin and other organs to perform their
functions aright. But to rendet• it capable of accomplishing these
objects, it must be supplied with chyle from the stomach and oxygen
from the lungs; and hence a necessity arises for eating wholesome
food and breathing pure nir. The bones are composed of organized
materials, and are supplied with certain vessels for their nutrition, and
with others for the removal of their decayed particles; all of which act
regularly, like the mechanism of a piRnt. Similar observations apply
to the muscles, the skin, the blood-vessels, the brain, and all other portions of the body.
Growth and decay, health and disease, pleasure and pnin, in all of
these parts, take place according to fixed roles, which are impressed
on the organs themselves; and the organs act invariably, independently,
and immutably, according to these rules. For instance-if we neglect
to take exercise, the circulation of the blood becomes languid, the
bones, muscles, nerves, and brain are imperfectly nourished; ami the
consequences are-pain, loss of appetite, of strength, of mental vivacity,
and vigor, and a general feeling of unhappiness. If we labor too intensely with our minds, we exhaust our brains, impair digestion, and
destroy sleep; this renders the organs of the mind incapable of action;
and we are visited at last with lassitude, imbecility, palsy, apoplexy, or
death. If we exercise our mqscles too severely and too long, we exo;9 ,Hzed by
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pend an undue amount of the nervous energy of our bodies on them,
our brains become inc..-apable of thinking, and the nerves incapable of
feeling, and dullness and stupidity seize on our mental powers.
It is, therefore, a law inscribed on the constitution of the bodyThat we should consume a sufficiency of wholesome food, and breathe
unvitiated air. And however moral our conduct, however constant our
attendance in the house of prayer, however benevolent our actions may
be, yet, if we neglect this organic law, punishment will be inflicted.
In like manner, if the laws of exercise be infringed--if, for instance,
.we overwork the brain, we are visited with punishment, whether the
offense be committed in reclaiming the heathen, in healing the sick, in
pursuing commerce, in gaming, or in ruling a state. If we overtask
the brain at all, it becomes exhausted, and its action is enfeebled; and
as the efficiency of the mind depends on its prope1· condition, the mental powers suffer a corresponding obscuration and decay.
There is obvions reason in this arrangement also. If the brain were
to flourish under excessive toil, in a good cause, and suffer under the
same degree of exertion only in a bad one, the order of nature would
be deranged. Good men would no longer be men; they might dispense with food, sleep, repose, and every other enjoyment which binds
them to the general company of mankind. But, according to the view
which I am expounding, we are Jed to regard the constitution, modes
of action, and relations of our organized system, as all instituted directly
by the Creator; birth from organized parents, growth, decay, and
death in old age appear as inherent ports of our frames, designedly
allotted to us; while pain, disease, premature decay, and early death
appear, to a great extent, to be the consequences of not using our constitutions properly.
When, therefore, we see the children of good men snatched away
by death in infancy or youth, we should ascribe that calamity to these
children having inherited feebly organized bodies from their parents,
or having, through ignorance or improper treatment, been led, in their
modes of life, to infringe the laws which regulate organic matter. The
object of their death seems to be to impress on the spectators the importance of attending to these laws, and to prevent the transmission of
imperfect corporeal systems to future beings. If we see the children
of the wicked flourishing in health and vigor, the inference is, that t.hey
have inherited strong constitutions from their parents, and have not in
their own lives seriously transgressed the organic laws. We have no
authority from our philosophy for supposing that Providence, in removing the just man's children, intends merely to try his faith or
patience, to wean him from the world, or to give occasion for recomo;git;zed by
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penaing him be).eafter for his aulfering ; nor for believing that the UDjust man'• fllmily is permitted to fiourilh, with a view of aggravating
his guilt by adding ingratitude for such ble11ing to bill other iniquiti81
in order to augmt~nt his punishment in a future life. We see, in tbeee
results, aimply the consequences of obedience and di!IObedience to the
laws impre88ed by the Creator on our conatitution.
This principle delivers us from some perplexities and difficultiea.
When the children of good men are healthy, this circumstance is regarded ae agreeable to the notions which we entertain of a just Providence. But when other men, not leN excellent, have feeble children,
who die prematurely and leave the parents overwhelmed with grie~
the course of Providence is regarded as inacrutable; or, by way of
reconciling it to reason, we are told that those whom God Joveth, be
chaatenetb. When, however, the wicked man's children die prematurely, this is regarded as a just punishment for the sins of the parents;
but sometimes they live long, and are prosperous; and this is cited u
an example of the long-aulfering and loving-kindne88 of God ! The
understanding is confounded by these contradictory theories, and no
conclusions applicable to our practical improvtment can be drawn from
the events. When we look at the independence of the natural laws,
when we recognize th-rinciple that obedience to ench baa it peculiar
reward, and disobedience ita appropriate punishment, we find that our
difficulties diminish. The man who ~beys every Jaw but one, is punished for his single infraction ; and be by whom one only is obeyed,
does not, on account of his nt>glect of all the others, lose the reward
of his solitary act of obedience.
It still remains true, that " those whom God loveth, he chaatenetb,"
becanae the punishments inflicted for the breach of his laws ue instituted in love, to induce us to obey them for our own good ; but we
escape from the contradiction of believing that be sometimes shows
his love by punishing men who obey his laws; which would be the
case if be aftlicted good men by bad health, or by the death of their
children, merely as trials and chastisements, independently of their
having infringed the laws of their organic constitution.
We avoid also another contradiction. The moat religious persona
who implicitly believe that diBf'ase is sent as a chastisement for sin, or
in token of Divine love. never hesitate, when they are sick, to send for
a physician, and pay him large fees to deliver them as speedily as possible from this form of spiritual discipline. This is very inconsistent
on their parts. The physician, however, proceeds at once to inquire
into the physical causes which have disordered the patient's organization; he hears of wet feet, exposure to cold air, checked perspiration,
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•sc-ive fatigue, or some eimilar ioftoence, and he instantly preiiCl'ibes
In
aD this proceeding, the common sense of the patient and physician
leads them to practice the very doctrine which I am expounding. ThE"y
view the eutreriog as the direct consequence of the dep81tua·e of some
of the bodily organs from tht~ir healthy coune of action, and they endeavor to restore that state.
A etriking illustration of the difference of practical result between
the one and the other of these views of the Divine administration is
furnished by the history of the cholera. When it approached Edin·
burgh, a board of health was instituted under the guidance of physiciau. They regarded the cholera simply as a disease, and they viewed
disease as the result of disordered bodily functions. They, therefore,
urged cleanline88, supplied nourishing food to the poor, and provided
hospitals and medicin'e for the infected ; and these means were, on
the wholt~, surprisingly succe88ful. Rome is at this moment threatened
with the approach of the cholera ; but the Pope and his Cardinals
are pleased to view it, not as a disease, but as a religious dispensation;
and what means do t.My use to prevent its approach 1 A friend in
Romt>, in a letter dated November 5, 1835, writes thus: "A black
image of the Virgin has lately bl!eD carried through the city by the
Pope and aU the Cardinals, for the express purpose of averting the
cholera; so you see we are in a hopeful way, if it should a888il us."
The cholera did attack Rome, and fifteen thousand persons fell victims to it, out of a population not much exceeding that of Edinburgh,
where fewer than three thonsand perished. Every reftecting mind
must see the 1uperiority of the precautions Uled in the city of F..dinburgh over those practiced in Rome ; yet the opinion that disease is
the coDSequence of disordered bodily organs, and that the action of
these organs is regulated by laws peculiar to themselves and distinct
from the moral and religio01 laws, lies at the bottom of these different
courses of action. My aim, you will perceive, is to bring our philosophy and our religious notions into harmony, and to render our practice coDBistent with both.
The human mind and its various faculties constitute a third class of
objects which have received definite co111titutions, and observe specific
laws in their modes of action. These laws are inherent to the consti·
totion of our mental mculties, and are divided into moral, religious, and
inttllectual. In the works on Phrenology, the faculties are ta·e11ted of
under corresponding divisions, viz., of Animal Propensities, Moral
Sentiments, and Intellectual Powers; and the primitive functions, the
apheres of activity, and the uses and abuses of each, are de~cribed, so

phy.U:al re~diu, aad it is often successful in removing the disorder.
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far 1111 these are ucertained. Each of these faculties il related to certain objects beneficial to man, which it desires, and there are laws regulating its action in attaining them : the faculties are so far independent of each other, that we may pursue the objects of one or more of
them, and omit the pursuit of the objects of the others: the resuk&
of the action of the faculties are fixed and certain; and by knowing
the primitive functions, the objects and the laws of our faculties, we
may anticipate, with considerable certainty, the general issue of any
course of conduct which we may systematically pu:rsue. Further,
when we have acted in conformity with the harmonious dictates of all
our faculties we shall find the issue pleuing and beneficial; whereu
when we have yielded to the impulse of the lower propensities in
opposition to the moral sentiments and enlightened intellect, which, in
cases of conftict, are the ruling powers, we shall reap sorrow and disappointment.
I shall illustrate these principles by examples. The propensity of
Acquisitiveness desires to acquire prope1ty; and this is its primitive
function. If it act independently of intellect, as it does in idiots, and
sometimes in children, it may lead to acquiring and accumulating
things of no utility. If it be directed by enlightened intellect, it will
desire to acquire and store up articles of real value. But it may act
either with or without the additional guidance of the moral sentiments.
When it acts without that direction, it may prompt the individual to appropriate to herself things of value, regardless of justice, o1· of the rights
of others. When acting in harmony with the moral sentiments, it
will lead to acquiring property by just and lawful means.
Further, it may act so far under the guidance of the moral sentiments, RB never to invade the rights of others, and yet its action may
terminate in its own gratification, without any fixed ulterior object..
Thus, when a talented merchant carries on extensive commercial dealings, and acquires many thousands of pounds, all in an honorable way,
be may do so without contemplating any good or noble end to be accomplished by means of his gains. Or, lastly, an individual may be animated by the desire to confer some substantial enjoyment on his family, his relatives, his country, or mankind, and perceiving that he can
not do so without wealth, he may employ his Acquisitiveness, under
the guidance of intellect and morsl sentiment, to acquire property for
the purpose of fulfilling this object. In this last case alone can Acquisitiveness be snid to act in harmony with all the other faculties. In the
immediately preceding instance it acted in combination with justice,
but not with Benevolence and Veneration.
According to my perceptions of the Divine government, there are
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specified results attached by the Creator to each of the modee of action
of the propensity. For example-When the propenaity acta without
intellect, the result, as I have said, ia the accumulation of worthleu
tnlllh. We see this occur occuionally in adult pei'IIOna, who are not
idiots in other matters, but who, under a blind Acquisitiveness, buy old
book&, old furniture, or any other object which they can obtain very
cheap, or a bargain, as a cheap purchase ia commonly called. I knew
an individual who, under this impulse, at a sale of old military stores,
bought a lot of worn-out drums. They were set up at sixpence escb,
and looked so large to the eye for the money, that h8' coukl not rt'lsiat
bidding for them. He had no use for them; they were unsalable;
and they were so bulky that it was expensive to store them. He was,
thorefore, under the necessity of bestowing them on the boys in the
neighborhood ; who speedily made the whole district resound with
unmelodious noises. In this and similar instances, as no law of morality is infringed, the punishment is simply the loss of the price paid.
When the propensity acts independently of justice and leads to steoling, the moral faculties of impartial spectators are offended, and prompt
them to use speedy measures to restrain and punish the thief.
When Acquisitiveness acts in conformity with intellect and justice,
but with no higher aim than its own gratification, the result is success
in accumulating wealth, but the absence of satisfilctory enjoyment of
it. The individual feels his life pervaded by vanity and vexation of
spirit; because, after he has become rich, he discovers himself to be
without pursuit, object, or possession calculated to gratify his moral
and religious feelings, which must be satisfied before full happiness can
be experienced. 'fhis is the direct result of the constitution of the
mind; for, as we possess moral faculties, moral objects alone can satisfy
them ; and mere wealth is not such an object.
When the aim of life is to communicate enjoyment to other beings,
such as ll family, relatives, or our fellow-citizens, and whru Acquisitiveness is employed, under the guidance of moral sentiment and intelgenerally
lect, for the purpose of accomplishing this end, success
be nttaioed, and satisfaction will accompany it; because, through the
whole course of life, the highest powers will hnve, pursued a noble and
dignifiNl object, fitted for th11ir gratification, and employed Acquisitivenesa in its proper and subordinate capacity as their ministering servant.
The faculties will have acted in harmonious combination.
I have mentioned that every faculty has a legitimate sphere of activity, and that happiness and duty consist in the proper application of
them all. If we add to this the principle, that we can not nttain therewards or advantages attached to the proper employment of any faculty,
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uol- we apply it, we aball have another example iUuatrative of the
order of the moraJ government of the world. For inst:uJce, as Prorideoee bu rendered property -entia! to our esieteoce and welfare,
and given us a faculty prompting ua to acquire it, if any individual born
without fortune shall neglect to exercise Acquisitiveo-, and abaadoa
himself, u hie leading occupation, to the gratification of Benevolence
and Veneration, in gratuitously managing public hospitals, in direc:tiol!
charity schools, or in preaching to the poor, be will suffer evil cooeequeoces. He must Jive on charity, or stane. In such a case, BeneY..
olence and V ell8ration act without allowing due weight to the dotiea
which Acquieitiveneas u appointed by nature to perform. Moreover,
in pursuing mch a course of action, be neglects jlllltice as a regular
motive; for if be had listened to Co011cieotiouaness, it would have dictated to him the necessity either of making these pursuits hie profeesiou, and acting for hire, or of practicing another prof888ion, and following them only in intervals of leisure. St. Paul, in similar circumstances, wrought with his hands, aod made tents, that be might be burdeDIIOme to no one. The practical idea which I wish to fix in your
minds by this example is, that if we punue objects related exclusively
to Benevolence and V eoeration, although we may obtain them, we
shall not thereby attain objects related to Acquisitiveness; and yet,
that the world is so arranged, that we must attend to the objects of aU
our faculties, befure we cao properly discharge our duties, or be
happy.
Not only so, but there are modu appointed in nature by which the
objects of our different faculties may be attained ; by pursuing which
we are rewarded with success, and by neglecting which we are punished with failure. The object of Acquieitiv.,neH, for example, is to
acquire things of use. But these can not be reared from the ground,
nor constructed by the hand, nor imported from abroad in exchange
for other commodities, without a great expenditure of time, labor,
and skill. Their value indeed is, in general, meuured by the time,
labor, and skill expended in their production. The great law, then,
which God has prescribed to govern Acquisitiveness, and by observing
which he promises it success, is, that we shall practice patient, laborious, and skillful exertion in endeavouring to attain its objects. "The
hand of the diligent maketb rich," is the Jaw of nature. When, bowever, men, losing sight of this Divine law, resort to gaming arid speculation, to thieving, cheating, and plundering, to acquire property; when
"they hasten to become rich," they "fall into a snare." Ruin is the
natural result of SUCh conduct ; becruse, Recording to nature, Wealth
can be produced only by labor; and although one acute, or strong. or
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powerful man may acquire wealth by cheating or plundering twenty
or thirty honest and industrious neighbors, yet, as a general rule, their
combiuPd sagacity and strength will, in the end, defeat and punish him;
while, if all, or even the majority, of men, endeavor to procure wealth
by mere speculation, stealing, and swindling, there would speedily be
no Wflahh to acquire.
The Scripture authoritatively declares, "Thou shalt not steal;" but
when 11r man with a strong Acquisitiveness, but defective Conscientiousness, enters into a great mercantile community, in which he eees
vast IDB88es of property daily changing hands, be often does not perceive the force of the prohibition; on the contrary, he thinks that be
may, with manifest advantage, speculate, lie, cheat, swindle, perhaps
steal, 8s a more speedy and effectual means of acquiring a share of
that wealth, than by practicing laborious industry. Nevertheless, this
must be a delusion; becauae. although God does not state the reason
why he prohibits stealing, it is certain that there must exist a reason
replete with wisdom. He leaves it to human sagacity to discover the
pkilotrophy of the precept; and it is the duty of the Christian teacher
and moral philosopher to unfold to the understandings of the young
why it is duadvantageou.a, 8S well as sinful, to break the commandments of God. If I merely desire a child Dot to cross a certain path,
it will probably feel curiosity to discover what is on the other side of it,
struggling against the dictates of filial reverence. If I should lead it to
the path, and show it a mighty stream which would swallow it up, curiosity would be satisfied, and a sense of its own danger would operate
in aid of the injunction. Obedience would thereby be reuder~]d easier,
and more practicable. Thus it is also with moral duties. When the
philo1ophy of the practical precepts of the New Testament shall be
taught id' schools, in the domestic circle, and from the pulpit, the whole
power of intellectual conviction will be added to the authority of Scripture in enforcing them, and men will probably be induced, by a clear
perception of their own interest in this world, as well as by their hopes
and fears in relatiOn to the next, to yield obedience to the laws of their
Creator. What a glorious theme will such a philosophy alford to vigorous and enlightened minds for the instruction of the people !
Similar observations might be made in regard to the laws prescribed
by nature fur the regulation of all our faculties in the pursuit of their
objects; but your time does not permit me to offer more than the preceding illustration.
If we look at the living world only in the mass, without knowing the
d'n!tinct existence of the mental faculties, their aistinct objects, and
their distinct laws, the rl:lsnlta of their activity appear to be enveloped
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in paioful coofuaion ; we see some moral and religious men strogglio,;
with poverty, and others prosperoua in their outward circumstaoee.;
some rich men extremely unhappy, while others are apparently full of
enjoyment; some poor men joyous and gay, othf'rs miserable and repining ; some irreligious men in po11essioo of vut wealth, while others
are destitute of even the necessaries of life. In short, the mor•l
world appears to be one great chaos-& ecene full of confusion, intriCilcy, and contradiction.
But if we become acquainted with the primitive faculties, and their
objects and laws, and learn thRt different individuals posseS!! them from
nature in different degrees of strength, and alan cultivate them with
different degrees of a88iduity, and that the consequences of our actions
bear an established relation to the faculties employed, the mystery
clears up. The religious and rich mao is he who exerciaes both Veneration and Acquisitiveness according to the laws of their constitution;
the religious and poor man is he who exercises Veneration, but who,
through deficiency of the organ, through ignorance, or indolence, or
some other cause, does not exercise Acquisitiveness at all, or not according to the laws by which its success is regulated. The rich man
who is happy, is one who follows high pursuits related to his intellectual and moral sentimentsr u the grand objects of life, and makes Acquisitivenesa play its proper, but subordinate part. The rich man who
is unhappy, is be who, having received from a bountiful Creator moral
and intellectual faculties, bu never cultivated them, but employed them
merely to guide his Acquisitiveness in its efforts of accumulation, which
he bu made the leading object of his life. After he bas succeeded, his
moral sentiments and intellect, being left unprovided with employment,
feel a craving discontent, which constitutes his unhappiness.
I might proceed through the whole Jist of the faculties, and their
combinations, in a similar way; but it is unnecessary to do so, as these
illustrations will, I hope, enable you to perceive the principle which I
am Rnxious to expound.
Let us now take a brief and compr~hensive survey of the point at
which we have arrived.
If we are told that a certain person is extremely pious, benevolent,
Rod just, we are entitled to conclude that he will experience witbin
himself great peace, joy, and comfort, from his own dispositions; because these enjoyments flow directly from the activity of the organs
which manifest piety, justice, and beneficence. We are entitled further to believe, that he will be esteemed and beloved by all good men
who know him thoroughly, and that they will be disposed to promote,
by every legitimate means, his welfare and happiness ; because hie
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mental qualities naturally excite into activity corresponding faculties in
other men, and create a sympathetic interest on their part in hie enjoyment. Bot if we hear that this good man has been op~et in a
coach, and hu broken his leg, we conclude that this event h111 arisen
from neglect of a physical law, which, being independent of the moral
Jaw, acted without direct relation to his mental qualities. If we hear
that he is sick, we conclude, that in some organ of his body there h111
been a departure from the laws which regulate healthy action, and
(these laws also being distinct) that the sickneBB h111 no direct relation
to his moral condition. If we are told that he is healthy and happy,
we infer that his organic system is acting in accordance with the laws
of its conatitution. If we are informed that he has suffered the loas
uf an intelligent and amiable son, in the bloom of life, we conclude
either that the boy has inherited a feeble constitution from his parents,
or that the treatment of his bodily system, in infancy and youth, h111
been, in some way or other, at variance with the organic laws, and
that his death has followed BB a natural conaequence, which his father's
piety could not avert.
If, on the other hand, we know a man who is palpably cold-hearted,
grasping, and selfish, we are authorized to conclude-first, that he is
deprived of that delicious sunshine of the soul, and all those thrilling
sympathies with whatever is noble, beautiful, and holy, which attend
the vivacious action of the moral and religious faculties ; and, secondly,
that he is deprived of the reflected influence of the same emotions
from the hearts and countenances of the good men around him.
These are the direct punishments in this world for his not exercising his moral and religious powers. But if be have inherited a fine
constitution, and if be be temperate, sober, and take regular exercise,
he may reap the blessing of health, which he will enjoy as the reward
of his compliance with the organic laws. There is no inconsistency
in this enjoyment being permitted to him, because the moral and organic lawa are distinct, and he bas obeyed the laws which reward him.
If his children have received n.m him a sound frame, and have been
treated pr.udently and skillfully, they IPJso may live in health; but this,
ag.~in, is the consequence of obedi·ence to the same laws. If they
have inherited feeble constitutions, or if they have been reared in a
manner inconaistent with these laws, they will die, just as the children
of good men in similar circumstances will perish. If the selfish man
pursue wealth according to the laws that regulate its acquisition, he
will, by that obedience, become rich ; but if he neglect to exercise Acquisitiveness, or infringe these laws, he will become poor, just as the
good man would become in similar circumstances.
3
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It appt~ara to me, that, in these arrangements, we see the dietatee of
our whole faculties, when acting in harmonious combination, aupported
by the order of external nature ; and hence we obtain evidence of an
actual moral government exilting in full force and activity in thia world.
According to thia view, inatead of there being confusion and a lack
of justice in the Divine administration of human atrain, there is the
reverse-there is a reward for every speciea of obedience, and a
puniahment for every species of disobedience to the Creator's laws.
And, as if to preserve our minds habitually under the impreSBion of
discipline, our duties correspond to the different parts of our constitution ; rewards and chastisements are aunexed to each of them ; and so
little of favoritism or partiality is shown, that although we obey all the
natural laws but one, we do not escape the punishment of infringing
that single law, and although we break them all but one, we are not
denied the reward of that solitary instance of obedience.
But you \viii perceive that, before you can comprehend this system
of government, yon must become acquainted with the objects in nature by the action of which it takes place, whether these be external
or consist of our own bodies and minds. If mankind have hitherto
lived without this knowledge, can you wonder that the ways of Providence have appeared dark and contradictory ? And if, by means of
Phrenology, we have now diBcovered the constitution of the mind, and
its relationship to our bodies and external nature ; if, moreover, physical science has largely opened up to us the constitution and laws of
the objects by which we are surrounded and affected, need we feel
surprise that the dawn of a new philosophy begins to break forth upon
our vision, a philosophy more consistent, more practical, more consolatory, and better adapted to the nature of man as a moral and intelligent being, than any that has hitherto appeared 1

•
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ADVANTAGE OF A KNOWLEDGE OF THE PRINCIPLES OF
MORALS ; DUTIES PRESCRIBED TO MAN AS
AN INDIVIDUAL; SELF-CULTURE.
The views In the preceding Lecture accord with tboeo of Bishop Butler-We go f&rther
than he did, and obow the naturlll arrangements by which the consequences men·
Uon~d by him take piece-Importance or doing this-Certain relallona have been
established between the natural Ja1re, which give to each a tendency to RIIJ>por& the
Kntbority of the wbole-Examplca-Dutles prescribed to man as aa Individual con·
aid•red-Tbe oi\JACt of man's existence on earth is to advance in kuowled~, wisdom,
aud holinesa, and hcn>by&o enjoy ble being-The glory or God lti promoted by his
accompli.obtng Ibis ohjcei-The first duty or man Ia to acquire knowledge-Tbie ma:r
be drawu from Scriptm·(',llnd from Natnre-Resnlts from studying beathen mytbol·
00 and nature are prnctlcnlly dlli'erent-Did'c-rence between the old and the new
pkl1010pb;r ataled-Cierloal opposition to these LeotureL
HAVING in the previous Lectures considered what constitutes an ac-.
tion right or wrong, and also the punishments which to! tend neglect of
duty, and the rewards which pel'formance bring along with it, I proceed to remark, that the views there unfolded correspond, to some extent, with those entertained by Bishop Butler, and which he bas adopt.
ed as the groundwork of his treatise on the "Analogy of Natural and
Revealed Religion." "Now," says be, "in the present state, all
which we enjoy, and a great part of what we suffer, is put in our own
power. For pleasure nod pain are the consequences of our actions;
and we are endued by the Author of our nature with capacities of
foreseeing these consequences." "I know not thHt we have any one
kind or degree of enjoyment, but by the means of our own nctions.
And, by prudence and care,• we may, for the most part, pass out' days
in tolerable ease and quiet; or, on the contrary, we may, by rashness,
ungoverned passion, willfulness, or even by negligence, make ou!'selvee
as miserable as ever. we please. And many do please to make themselves extremely miserable; i. e., they do what they know beforehand
will render them so. They foUow those ways, the fruit of which
they know, by instruction, example, experience, will be disgrace, and
poverty, and sickness, and untimely death. This every onEO observes
to be the general course of things ; though, it is to be allowed, we can
not find by experience that all our sufferings are owing to our own follies." (Part I., chap. 2.)
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The common sense of mankind yields a ready - n t to this doctrine.
We go farther than Bishop Butler, by showing the natural arrangementa, according to which the consequences mentioned by him take
place. 'fhis is a point of materiel moment in philoeopby, and it leada
me to remark, that one difference between the expoeitions of moral
science which have been presented by preceding inquirers, and thllt
which I am now endeavouring to elucidat~a, consists in tbi&-tbat, hitherto, moralists generally have laid down precepts without ahowiog
their foundation in our constitution, or the mode in which disregard of
them is punished by the ordinary operation of natunl cause~. They
were imperfectly acquainted with the cooatitution of the mind, and
with the independent operation of the different natural !awe, and, ia
consequence, failed in this branch of their subject. In their expositions of moral philosophy they resemble those who teach us to practice
no art, without explaining the scientific principles on which the practice is founded.
The difference between Paley's moral philosophy and that which I
am now teaching, may be illustrated thus : A practical brewer is a
mon who bas been taught to steep barley in cold water for .a certain
time, to spread it on a stone floor for eo many hours, to dry it on a kilo,
at which point it is malt; to grind the malt, to mash it by pouring on it
hot water; to boil the extract with hops, to cool it, to add y8RBt to it
when cold, and to allow it to ferment for a certain number of days.
A person of ordinary sagacity, who has seen these processes performed,
will be able to repeat them, and he may thereby produce ale. But all
the while he may know nothing of the laws of chemical action. by means
of which the changes are evolved. He will soon obsene, however, that
the fermentation of the worts goes on sometimes too rapidly) eometimes
too slowly, and that he makes bad ale. By experience he may discover what he considers causes of these effects; but be will frequently
find that be has been wrong in his judgment of the causes, and he will
do harm by his remedies. In short, be 'will learn that, although he
knows the rules bow to make good ale, the practice oftbem, with uni·
form success, surpasses his skill. The reason of his perplexity is this:
The barley is organized matter, which undergoes a variety of changes,
depending partly on its own constitution and partly on the temperature
of the air, on the quantity of moisture applied to it, the thickneBB of the
heap in which it is laid, and other causes, of the precise nature and
"ffects of which be. is ignorant. Further: the extract from the malt,
which he wishes to ferment, is a very active and delicate agent, under·
going rnpid changes influenced by temperature, electricity, and other
causes, of the operation of which aiBO be knows nothing scientifically
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If all the materials of his manufacture were puaive, like lltoekl aud
stones, his practical rules might carry him much farther toward uniform and successful results; but, seeing that they are agents, and that
their modes of action are affected by a variety of external causes and
combinations, be can not securely rely on producing the effects which
he wishes to attain, until he becomes scientifically acquainted with the
qualitie1 of his materials, and the modifying intluences of the sgenciee
to the operations of which they are expoeed. After attaining th•
knowledge, be becomes capable of suit.ing his practice to the circumstances in which, at each particular time, he finds his matArials placed.
H he can not yet command the result, it is a proof that his knowledge
is still imperfect.
This illuatration mar be applied to the subject of moral philosophy.
In practical life we are ourselves active beings, and we are constantly
intluenced by agents whose original tendencies and capacities difl'er
from each other, who are placed in varying circumstances, and who
are acted on and excited or impeded by other beings. It is a knowledge of their nature alone that can enable us to understand the phenomena of such beings occurring under the diversified circumstances in
which they are placed. Moreover, when we know the reason wky a
particular line of conduct should be adopted, and the way in which reward is connected with performance, and punishment with neglect,
there is a higher probability of the duty beiog discharged, than when a
precept is our only motive to action. Mere rules may be apprehended
and practiced by ordinary minds ; but to understandings ignorant of
their foundations and BBnctions in nature, their importance and authority are far from being so evident as to carry with them a deep seD88
of obligation. A great musician may enable another, equally gil\ed, to
feel the exquisite harmony of a certain composition; but be will lltrive
in vain tO eonvey the same feeling of it to a person destitute of musical
talent. By teaching the laws of harmony, however, to this individual,
he may succeed in convincing hi1 understanding that, in the piece in
question, these laws have been observed, and tbltt there can be no good
mmic without such observance.
'
Although the natural laws act separately and independently, certain
relations have been established between them, which tend to support
the authority of the whole. In consequence of these relations, obedieoee to each law increases our ability to observe the others, and disobedience to one diminishes, to some extent, our aptitude ilr paying
deference to the rest.
The man, for example, who obeys the physical laws, avoids physical
injury and suffering, and gains all the advantages arising from living in
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accordance with inanimate nature. He consequently placee hi1.-elf in
a f~t'forable condition to nb&erve the organic, the moral, and the intd.lcctual Ia ws.
By obftying the organic Jaws he insures the poBBeBBion of 'figorous
hettlth; and when we viAw the moscular system of mao as the instrum~>nt provided to him by the Creator for operating on physical nature,
and the br~tin as the means of acting on sentient and intelligent beings,
we discover that organic health is a fundamental requisite of usefulneas
and enjoyment. We are led to see that the po88688ion of it contributes,
in the big hAst degree, to our obAying the physical Jawa, and also to our
discharging our active duties; in other words, to our obeying the !awe
of morality and intellect. General obedience to the organic laws, alao,
by preserving the body in a fllvorable condition of health, fits it for recovering in the best manner from the effActa of injuries sustained by
inadvertent infringement of the physical II\WS. Disobedience to the
organic laws, on the other hnnd, unfits us for obeying the other laws
of our being. A student, for instance, who impairs his brain and digestive organs by excessive mental application and neglect of exercise,
weakens his nervous and muscular systems, in consequence of which
he becomes feAble, and incapable of sustained bodily ext~rtioo; iD other
words, of coping with the law of gravitation, without suffering pain and
fatigue. He is, nlso, more liable to disease. A man who breaks the
-organic laws by committing a debauch, becomes, for a season, incapable
of intellectual application.
By obeying the moral nod intellectual laws--that is, by exercising
our whole mental faculties according to the laws of their constitution,
and directing them to their proper objects-we not only enjoy the direct pleasure which attends the favorable action and gratification of all
our ppwers, but become more capable of coping with the physical influences which are constantly operating around us, and of bending them
in subserviency to our interest and our will ; and also of preserving all
our organic functions in a state of rf'gular vigor and activity.
In short, if we obey the various laws instituted by the Creator, we
find that they act harmoniously for our welfare, that they support each
other, and that the world becomes a clear field for the active and pleasurable exercise of all our powers ; while if we infringe one, not only
does it punish us for the special act of disobedience, but the offense has
the tendency to impair, to some extent, our power of obeying the
others. So that we discover io the natural laws a system of independent, yet combined and harmonious sction, admirably adopted to the
mind of a being who has received not only observing faculties, fitted to
!ltudy existing things and their pbenomens, but reflecting intellect, cal-
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cuJated to comprehend their relatioDB, adaptation&, and reciprocal iDftuences.
Thus the first step in comprehending the principle• of the DiviDe
government is to learn to look on the physical world 88 it actually exists,
and not through the medium of n perverted.imagination or of erroneous
auumptiona ; and the second is to compare it with the constitution of
mao, physical and mental, 88 designedly adapted to it. We shall find
that it is not an elysium, and we know that we are not angels ; but we
shall discover that, while.the heavens declare the glory of the Creator,
and the revolving firmament& of BUill and worlds proclaim his might,
the elements and powers of man's mind and body, viewed in their
tendencies and adaptations, bespeak, in a language equally clear and
emphatic, his intelligence, beneficence, and justice.
Having thus expounded the general system of the Divine government, let 08 now conaider the d utiea prescribed to us by our coDBtitutiolll
and ita relationa.
THE DUTIES PRESCRIBED TO MAN AS AN INDIVIDUAL.

Deecending to particula duties, we may first consider those preIICribed to man as an individual, by hie own conatitution and that of
the external creation.
The constitution of man seems to show that the object of his existence on earth is to discharge certain duties, to advance in knowledge,
refinement, beneficence, and holiness; and thereby to enjoy his being.
Divines add, that another object is to "glorify God." According to my
views, obedience to the Divine lt~ws-or, performance of our dutiesis the prime requisite; enjoyment is the natural accompaniment of this
conduet; and the glory of God is evolved 88 the result of these two
combined. His wisdom and power are strikingly conapicuous when
we discover a system, apparently complicated, to be, in fact, simple,
clear, beautiful, and beneficent; and when we behold His rational
creatures comprehending His will, acting in harmony with it, reaping
aJ1 the enjoyments which His goodneaa intended for them, and ascending in the scale of being by the cultivation and improvement of their
nobler powera, the glory of God appears surpaaaingly great. A deep
conviction thence arises, that the only means by which we can advance
that glory, ia to promote, where possible, the fulfillment of the Creator's
beneficent designs, and sedulously to co-uperate in the execution of hie
plans. When the object of human existence is regarded in this light,
it becomes evident that obedience to every natural law is a positive
duty imposed on 08 by the Creator, and that infringement or neglect
of it il a lin or transgreaaion agaiDBt his will. Hence, we do not pro-
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mote the glory of God by singing his praises, offering up prayers at hia
throne, and performing other devotional exercises, if, at the same time,
we shut our eyes to his institutions of nature, neglect the physical, organic, and moral laws, and act in direct contradiction to his plan of
government, presenting ourselves before him as spectaclel of pain and
misfortune, suffering t.he punishment of our infringements of his iostitutioos, and ascribing those lamentable consequences of our own ignorance and folly to inherent imperfections in the world which he has
made. Every law of God, however proclaimed to us, has an equal
claim to observance ; and as religion consists in revering GOd, and
obeying his will, it thus appeara that the discharge of our daily secular
duties is literally the fulfillment of an tlltntial part of our rdigioul
obligations.
It is only by presenting before the Creator our bodies in as complete
a condition of health and vigor, our minds as thoroughly disciplined to
virtue nod holiness, and as replete with knowledge, and, in consequence,
our whole being ns full of enjoyment, as our constitution wm admit,
that we can really show forth his goodness and glory.
If theae ideas be founded in nature, the first duty of man as an individual is obviously to acquire knowledge of himself and of God's laws,
in whatever record these are contained. I infer this to be a duty, because I perceive iotellectusl powers bestowed on him, obviously intended for the purpose of acquiring knowledge; and not only a wide
range of action permitted to all his powers, corporeal and mental, with
pleasure annexed to the use, and pain to the abuse of them, but also a
liability to suffer by the influence of the objects and beings around him,
unlfl88, by means of knowledge, he accommodate his conduct to their
qualities and action. He hns only one alternative presented to himof using his reason, or of enduring evil.
It hns too rarely been inculcated that the gaining of knowledge is a
moral duty; and yet, if our constitution be so framed that we can not
securely enjoy life, and discha•·ge our duties as parents and membera
of society without it, and if a capacity for acquiring it Las been bestowed on us, its acquisition is obviously commanded by the Creator as a
duty of the highest moment. The kind of knowledge which wo are
bound to acquire is clearly that of God's will and laws. It is the office
of divines to instruct you in the duties prescribed in the Bible; and of
philosophers to teach the department of nature.
The ignorant man suffers many inconveniences and distresses to
which he submits as inevitable dispensations of Providence: his own
health perhaps fails him; his children are perverse and disobedient;
hie trade is unsuccessful; and he regards aU these as visitations from
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God, or as examples of the checkered lot of man on earth. H he be
religious, he prays for a spirit of resignation, and directs his hopes to
Heaven; but if the foregoing view of the Divine administmtioo be
sound, he should ascribe his sufferings, in great part, to his own igoo1 ranee of the scheme of creation, and to his non-compliance with its
f rules. In addition to his religious duties, he should, therefore, fulfiD
the natural conditions appointed by the Creator as antecedents to happill{lss; and then he may expect a blessing on his exertio08 and on hill
life.
Important, however, as the knowledge of nature thus appears to be,
it is surprising bow recently the efficient study of it bu begun. It is
not more than three centuries since the very dawn of inductive philosophy; and some of the greatest scientific discoveries have been made
within the last fifry or sixty years. These facts tell 11,8 plainly that the
race of mao, like the individual, is progressive ; that it has its infancy
and youth; and that we who now exist live only in the dayspring of
intelligence . In Europe and America, the race may be viewed as putting forth the early blossoms of its rational existence ; while the greater
part of the world lies buried in utter darkness. And even in Europe,
it is only the more gifted minds who see and appreciate their true position. These, from the Piegah of knowledge, gaze upon the promised
land of virtue and happiness stretched out before their intellectual eye;
although it is too remote to admit of their entrance on its soil, yet it
lies sufficiently near to permit them to descry its beauty and luxuriance.
If the study of nature and nature's Jaws be our first duty as rational
and accountable beings, a moment's reflection will satisfy you that the
instruction hitherto generally given even to the young of the higher
nnks has been unavailing for purposes of practical utility. If a boy be
taught the structure, uses, and Jaws of action of the lungs, he will be
furnished with motives for avoiding sudden tt·ansitions of temperature,
excessive bodily and mental exertion, and sleeping in ill-ventilated
rooms ; for improving the purity of the air in his native city ; for coo~c~tructing churches, theaters, lecture-rooms, and all places of pubhc
resort, in accordance with the laws of the human constitution in regard
to temperature and ventilation; in short, this knowledge will enable him
to avoid much evil and to accomplish much practical good. If he do
not acquire it, he will be exposed, in consequence of his ignorance, to
suffer from many of these external inftue~ces, operating injuriously
both on hii body and JDind. If, on the other hand, he be taught that
Romulus and Remus were suckled by a she-wolf; that )Eneas was
the soD of V enos, who was the goddeA of love ; that in Tartarus
were tbree Furiea, called Alecto, Tisiphone, and Mega~ra. who sent
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WUI and pestilence on earth, and punillhed the wicked after death wkh
whips of scorpions; that Jupiter was the son of Saturn, and the chief
among all the gods; that he dwelt on Mount Olympus, and employed
one-eyed gianlll called Cyclops, whose workshop was in the heart of
Mount JEtna, to forge thunderbollll, which he threw down on the
world when he was angry-the youth learns mere poetical fancies, often abundantly ridiculous and absurd, whith lead to no useful actions.
As all the personages of the heathen mythology existed only in the imaginations of poets aud sculptors, they are not entities or agents; and
do not operate in any way whatever on human enjoyment. The boy
who hAs never dedicated his days and nights to the study ofthem doee
not suff'cr punishment for his neglect; which he infallibly does for hia
ignorance of nature's Jaws. Neither is he rewarded for acquiring such
knowledge, as he is by becoming acquainted with nature, which always
enables him to do something that otherwise he could not have done ;
to reap some enjoyment which otherwise he could not have reached;
or to avoid an evil which otherwise would have overtaken him. Jupiter throws no thunderbollll on those who neglect the history of hia
amours and of his war with the Ginnts; the Furies do not scourge
those who are ignorant that, according to some writers, they sprang
from the drops of blood which issued from a wound inllicted by Saturn
upon his father Crelus, and that, according to others, they were the
daughters of Pluto and Proserpine ; and the she-wolf does not bite ua,
although we be not aware that she suckled the founders of Rome--or,
to apeak more correctly, that credulous and foolish historians have said
so. But if we neglect the study of God's laws, evil and misery moet
certainly ensue.
These observations, however, are not to be understood as an unqualified denunciation of classical learning. The sentiment of Ideality Iinde
gratification in poetic fictions : but it is absurd to cultivate it and the
fac•Jlty of LanguAge to the exclusion of others not leas important; and
besides, it must be kept in view, that in the pAges of the Book of Nature,
as well as in those of Homer, Virgil, and Ovid, ample materials are to
be found for the cultivation and gratification of a refined taste.
The religious teachers of mankind, also, in the education of their
flocks, have too generally omitted instruction in the natural Jaws of
God. The pastors of every sect hnve been more anxious to iDBtill into
the mind~ of the young j>e~uliar views of religious f11ith, than a correct
and practical knowledge of the Divine wi~dom and will inscribed in the
Book of Nature. In consequence, even the best educated classes are,in general, very imperfectly informed regarding Nature, her laws, and
her rewards and punishments. They have been iDBtructed in claaai.-
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Htera&ure, composed chiefly of elegant and ingenious fables ; a certain
portion of the people at large bas been taught to read and write, bat
left at that point to grope their way to knowledge without teachen,
without books, and without encouragement or countenance from their
superiors; while countless multitudes have been left without any education 'vbatever. In no country have the occupations of society, nod
the plan of life of individuals, been deliberately adopted in just appreciation of the order of nature. We ought, therefore, in reason, to feel
no surprise that the very complex mechanism of our individual constitution, and the still more complicated relations of our social condition,
frequently move harshly, and sometimes become deranged. It would
have been miraculous indeed, if a being deliberately framed to hE-come
happy only in proportion to his attainments in knowledge and morality,
bad found himself, while yet in profound ignorance of himeelf, of the
world, and of their mutual adaptations, in posseasion of all the comforts
and enjoyments of which his cultivated nature is susceptible.
As individuals, our sphere of intellectual vision is so limited, that we
have great difficulty in discovering the indispensable neceBBity of knowledge to the discharge of our duties and the promotion of our happiness. We are too apt to believe that our lot is immutably fixed, and
that we can do extremely little to change or improve it. We feel as if
we were overruled by a destiny too strong for our limited powers to
control; and, as if to give strength and permanence to his impreBBion,
the man of the world asks os, What benefit could scientific information confer on the laborer, whose duty consists in digging ditches, in
• breaking stones, or in carrying loads all day long; anil when the day is
gone, whose only remaining occupe.tion is to eat, sleep, and propagate
his kind 1 Or of what use is information concerning nature's laws to
the shopkeeper, whose duty in life is to manage his small trade, to pay
his billa punctually, and to collect sharply his outstanding debts 1 If .
these were all the duties of the laborer and of the shopkeeper, the
mao of the world would be right. Bat we discover in the individuals
to whom these duties are allotted, faculties capable of far higher aims,
and nature points out the necessity of cultivating them. The scheme
of life of the day-laborer and of the shopkeeper, as now cast, is far
short of the improvement which it is capable of reaching, and which it
was evidently designed to attain. It does not afford scope for the
exercise of their noblest and best gifts; and il; does not favor the steady
advance of these claases as moral, religious, and intellectual beings.
The objector BBBUmes that they have already reached the limits of
their ~ible attainments ; and if the case were so, the conclusion
might be 10nnd, that science is useleas to them. But if they be at pres-
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ent far from enjoying the full sweets of eutenee; if the whole order
of social life, and their condition in it, be capable of YUt amelioration;
and if the knowledge of ounelves and of nature be a meana of producing these advantages, then the duty of acquiring knowledge is at once
fundamental and paramount-it lies at the foundation of all improvement. If the mll88 of the people !Je destined never to riae above their
present condition of ignorance, suffering, and toil, we must abandon the
idea that the attributes of justice and benevolence are manifested by
God in this world.
I am anxious to press this idea earnestly on your conaideration, because it appears to me to constitute the grand difference between the
old and the new philosophy. The characteristic feature of the old
philosophy, founded on the knowledge, no: of man's nature, but of ~is
political history, .is, that Providence intended different Iota for men (a
point in which the new philosophy agrees), and that, in the Divine
appointment of conditions, the millions, or m888es of the people, were
destined to act ths part only of industrious ministen to the physical
wanta of society, while a favored few were meant to be the sole recipients of knowledge and refinement. It was long regarded, not only u
Utopian, but as actually baneful and injurious to the happineaa of the
industrious classes themselves, to open up their minds to high and comprehensive views of their own capabilities and those of external nature ;
because it was said that such ideaa might render them discontented
with the condition which the arrangements of the Creator have RBBigned
to them. According to the old philosophy, therefore, it is not a duty
imposed on every individual to exercise his intellectual powen in extending his acquaintance with nature; on the contrary, according to it, a
working man fulfills his destiny when he becomes master of his trade,
acquires a knowledge of his moral and religious duties from the Bible,
and quietly practices them, rears a family of laborers, and, unmoved by
nmbition, unenlightened by science, and unrefined by accomplishments,
sinks into the grave, in a good old age, to give place to an endleaa succOBBion of beings like himself. Human nature was viewed as stationary, or at least regarded as depending for ita advance on Providence,
or on the higher claases, and in no degree on humbler men.
The new philosophy, on the other hand, or that which is founded on
a knowledge of msn's nature, admits the allotment of distinct conditions
to di1ferent individuals, because it recognizes differences in their mental and bodily endowments : but in surveying the human faculties it
dilcovers that all men poaaeaa, in a greater or less degree, powers of
observation and reftection adapted to the study of nature ; the sentiment
of Ideality prompting them to desire refinement and perfect inatitu·
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mill ; the feeling of Benevolence longing for untYersal hlippineu ; the
sentiment of Conscientiousness rfljoicing in justice; and emotions ...of
Hope, Veneration, and Wonder causing the glow of religious devotion
to spring up in their souls, and their whole being to love, worship, and
obey the beneficent Author of their existence. And it proclaims that
beings so gifted were not destined to exist as mere animated machinery,
liable to be 8U perseded at everr stage of their lives by the steam-engine,
the pulley, or the lever; but were clearly intended to advance in their
mental attainments, and to rise higher and higher in the scale of intelligence, virtue, and happiness.
This conclusion is irresistible, if the general idea of the Divine admio18tration, communicated in the previous Lecture, be sound, viz., that aU
the evolutions of physical nature proceed under fixed, independent,
and harmonious laws. Under such a system, the Creator speaks forth
from every element, and proclaims that every human being must acquirto knowledge or suffer evil. As it is not probable that the Creator hBI
bestowed CBJ)acities and desires on his creatures which their inevitable
condition renders it impossible for them to cultivate and gratify, we
may reasonably presume t.hat the fulfillment of every necessary duty
is compatible with enlarged mental attainments in the race. There
are, no doubt, bumble minds, incapable of high cultivation, who are
adapted to the humble stations of life, but they do not constitute the
majority of mankind ; they are susceptible of improvement far beyond
their present attainments, and in a thoroughly moral and enlightened
oommunity no useful office will be degrading; nor wiU any be incompatible with the due exercise of the highest faculties of man.
It is delightful to perceive that these views are gaining ground, and
are daily more and more advocated by the press. I recommend to
your perusal a work just published (1835), entitled, "My Old House,
or the Doctrine of Changes," in which they are ably and eloquently
enforced. Speaking of the purposes of God in the administration of
the world, the author observf!s, that "the great error of mankind, on
this subject, has at all times been, that feeling themselves, at least in
the vast multitude of cases, to occupy (by tbe ordirJation of Providence,
or by what they commonly consider 88 their unfortunate lot in life),
but a very obscure and laborious station in the household, they are apt
to think that it matters little with what spit·it they adYauce to their toile
-that they can not be in a conditian to give any appreciable advancement to the plans of the Master-and that, at any rate, if they do not
Dltogether desert their place, and permit it to run into disorder, they
have done all that can well be expected from them, or that they are
iDdeed in a condition to do, for the progressive good of the whole.
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Take, for ioatance, the condition of a person, who, in the lowest and
obscurest lot of life, is intrusted with the bringing up of a family-aod
bow ot\en do we hear from such persons the complaint, that all their
cares are insufficient for the moment that is passing over their headsand that, providing they can obtain th11 mere necessaries of life, they
can not be required to look to any higher purposes which may be obtained by their cares! And yet, what situation in life is in rfllllity more
capable of being conducted in the most efficient and productive manner,
or more deserving the nicest and most conscientious care of those intrusted with it 1 For are not the hearts and understanding of tJte young
committed to the immediate care of those who chiefly and habitually
occupy the important scenes of domestic life-and if thay pay a due
regard, not only to the temporal, but to the moral and intellectual, interests of their charge-if they make home the seat of all the virtues
which are so appro11riately suited to it-if they set the example-ao
example which is almost never forgotten--of laborious worth struggling,
it may be, through long years, and yet never disheartened iu its toilsand if, by these means, they make their humble dwelling a scene of
comfort, of moral training, and of both material and moral beauty, which
attracts the eye and warms the hearts of all who witness it-how trul;r
valuable i!l the part which such servants of the Master have been enabled to perform for the due regulation of all the parts of his household
-and when their day of labor is done, and the cry goeth forth, 'Call
the laborers to their reward,' with what placid confidence may they
advance to receive the recompense of their toils-and be aatisfied, as
they prepare themselves for 'the rest that awaits them,' that, though
their lot in life has been humble, and their toils obscure, they have yet
not been unprofitable servants, and that the results of their labors shall
yet be 'seen after many days.'" "The same style of thought may
be applied to all the varied offices which human life, even in its lowest
forms, and most unnoticed places, can be found to present--and when
these varied conditions and duties of the 'humble poor' are so considered, it will be found that a new light seems to diffuse itself over the
whole plan of the divine kingdom-and that no task which the Master
of the household can assign to any of his servants, is left without inducements to its fulfillment, which may prepare the laborer for the most
cheerful and delighted attention to his works." (P. 84.) How important is knowledge to the due fulfillment of the humble, yet respectable
duties here so beautifully described !
I conclude this Lecture by observing that the duty of acquiring knowledge implies that of communicating it to others when attained; and
there ifl no form in which the humblest individual may do more good,
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or 888ist more eft'ectually in promoting the improvement and bappineaa
of mankind, than in teaching them troth and ita applications. I feel that I
lie under a moral obligation to communicate to you (who,. by your attendance here, testify your desire ofinstruction) the knowledge concerning the natural lawa of the Creator which my own mind has been permitted to discover. l Jearn that other iustructors of th~ people have
considered it to be their duty, to denounce, as dangerous, the knowledge which is here communicated, and to warn you against it. • But
I am uot moved by such declamations. What I teach you, I believe
to be truth ioscribed by the band of God in the book of nature; and I
have never been able to understand what is meant by a dangerous
truth. All natural truth is simply knowledge of what the Creator has
instituted; and it savors of imJ)iety, and not of reverence, to stigmatize
it as injurious. The very opposite is the fact. Lord Bacon bas truly
said. that •• there are, besides the authority of Scripture, two reasons
of exceeding great weight and force, why religion should dearly prorect all increase of natural knowledge: the one because it leads to the
greater exaltation of the glory of God; for, as the Psalms and other
Scriptures do often invite us to consider and to magnify the great and
wonderful works of God, so if we should rest only in the contemplation
of those which first offer themselves to our senses, we should do a like
injury to the majesty of God, as if we should judge of the store of
some excellent jeweler by that only which is set out to the street in
his shop. The other reason is, because it is a singular help, and a
preservative against unbelief and error; for, says our Saviour, ye do
err, not knowing the Scriptures nor the power of God: laying before
us two books or volumes to study. if we will be secured from errorfirst, the Scriptures, revealing the will of God ; and then the creatures
expressing his power." We have seen, however, that not the powtr
of God only, but also his will, is expressed in the constitution of "the
creatures;" and hence a double reason becomes manifest why it is onr
duty to study them.
lt would seem, therefore, that the instructors alluded to have assumed that it is not truth, but error, which is inculcated in this place.
If they bad pronounced such an opinion after inquiry, and for reasons
stated, I should have been ready to listen to their objections, and reconsider my views; but they have condemned us unheard and untried
• Theae Lectures were reported In one or the newopapers In Edinburgh, and during
the delivery or them, more than one or the clerllf or the Eetabllobed IJburch preached
eermone agal1111t them. Tbc audience to whom tbey were addressed belong to lbat cllWI
or society over whom the clergy exercise lhe meet powerful lo1luence, and this appeal
appeared to be called for to Induce t.hem to continue their atteDdance. In tbla respect,
II wu eneceeallll.
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-assuming boldly that, because we teach ideas different from their own
individual notioDB, we are necessarily in error. This aBBumption indicates merely that our accusers have not arrived at the aame perceptions of the Divine government with ourselves-a result that will by oo
means be wondered at by any one who considers that they have not
followed the course of inquiry pursued by us. There is, however,
some reason for surprise, that their opinions should be advanced as unquestionably superior to, and exclusive of, those of other men, adopted
after patient observation and thought, seeing that many of them are
the emanations of a dark age, in which the knowledge of nature's laws
did not exist, and that they are prohibited, under pain of forfeiting
theit· livings, from changing their tenets, even although they should
see them to be erroneoqs. •
I advance here, for your acceptance, no propDBitions based on the
authority of my own discernment alone; but I submit them all to your
scrutiny and judgment. I enable you, as far as in me lies, to detect
the errors into which I may inadvertently have fullen, and ask you to
embrace only the ideas which seem to be supported by evidence and
reason. We are told by n great authority, to judge of all things by
their fruits; and, hy this test., I leave the doctrines of this philosophy
to stand or fall. What are the effects of them on your minds? Do
you feel your conceptions of the Deity circumscribed and debased by
the views which I have presented--or, on the contrary, purified and
exalted 1 In the simplicity, adaptations, and harmony of nature's laws,
do you not recognize positive and tangible proof of the omniscience
and omnipotence of the Creator-a solemn and impressive lesson, that
in every moment of our existence, we live, and move, and have onr
being, supported by his power, rewarded by his goodness, and restrained
by his justice 1 Does not this sublime idea of the continual presence
of God now cease to be a vague, and therefore a cold and barren conception ; and does it not, through the medium of the natural laws, become a deep-felt, encouraging, and controlling reality 1 Do your u.nderstandings revolt from such a view of creation, as ill adapted to a
moral, religious, and intelligent being 1 or do they ardently embrace it,
and leap with joy at light evolving itself from the moral chaos, and exhibiting order and beauty, authority and rule, in a vast domain where
previously darkness, perplexity, and doubt prevailed 1 Do you feel
your own nature debased by viewing every faculty as calculated for
virtue, yet so extensive in its range, that when it moves blindly and
• The Church or Scotland recently depoaed from the ministry the anthor or "My Old
House, or the Doctrine of Changes," on account of what they oolllldered to be the
heresy of h1a opinions.
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without control it may find a sphere of action eYeD beyond virtue, in
the wild regions of vice 1 or do you perceive io this constitution a glo·
rious liberty-yet the liberty only of moral beings, happy when they
follow virtue, and miserable when they offend 1 In teaching you that
every action of your lives has a consequence of good or eYilnnnexed to
it, according as it harmonizes with, or is in opposition to, the Jaws of
God, do I promise impunity to vice, and thereby give a loose rein to
the impetuosity of pBBsioo-or do 1 set up around the youthful mind a
hedge and circumvallation, within which it may expatiate in light, and
liberty, and joy; but beyontl which lie sin and inevitable suffering,
weeping, wailing, and gnashing of teeth! Let the tree, I say, be
koown by its fruits. Look to heaven, and see if the doctrines which I
teach have circumscribed or darkened the attributes of the Supreme;
then turn your contemplation inward, and examine whether th6y have
degraded or exalted, chilled or inspired with humble c•mfidence and
hope, the soul which God bas given you ; and by your verdict, pronounced after this consideration, let the fate of the doctrines h11 sealed.
In teaching them, be it repeated, I consider myself to be discharging
a moral duty ; and no frown of men will tempt life to shrink from pro·
ceeding in such a course. If my exposition of the Divine government
be true, it is a noble vocation to proclaim it to the world ; for the
knowledge of it must be fraught with bleBBings and enjoyment to man.
It would be a cold heart and a coward soul that, with such convictions,
should fear the face of clay; and only a demonstration of my being in
error, or the band of the destroyer Death. shall arrest my course in
proclaiming any knowledge that I posseBB which promises to augment
the virtue and hsppin888 of mankind. If you participate in these sentiments, let us advance and fear not--encouraged by the 888urance, that
if this doctrine be of man it wiU come to naught, but that if it be of
God, no human authority can prevail against it.
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PRESERVING BODILY AND MENTAL HEALTH, A MORAL DUTY;
AMUSEMENTS.
The preservation of health Ia a moral dutr-Can- or bad hellith are to be found In lofrlngement of the organic laws-All the bodil)' organs must be preserved In proportionate vigor-The pleasures attending high health are relined, and dlatlnplahable from oenaual pleasures-The hablta of the lower animals are lnatrnotlve to man
In regard to healtb-Labor Ia lndlapenaable to health-Fatal eonaequencea of coolin•
ned, althou~h alight, Infractions or the organic lawa-Amusemenll neceaaary to health,
and therefore not sinful-We have received faculties or Time, Tune, ldeaUty, Imlta•
Uon, and Wll, calculated to Invent and practice amusemeoti-Thelr oaea and ~
elated-Error or religious penooa who condemn loatead or purlf)'lng and Improving
public amoaemenl8.
THE next duty of mao, aa an individual, is to apply his knowledge in
preserving bimselr in health, bodily and mental. Without health he is
unfit for the successrul discharge of his duties. It is so adnntageous
and agreeable to enjoy sound health, that many persons will exclaim,
"No prophet is needed to inform us that it is our duty and our interest
sedulously to guard it;" but many who treat thus lightly the ~eneral
injunction, are grievously deficient in practical knowledge bow to carry
it into effect. It is true that every man in his senses takes care not to
fall into the fire or walk into a pool of water; but bow many valuable
lives are put in jeopardy by sitting in wet clothes, by overtaaking the
brain in study or in the cares of business, by too frequently repeated
convivialities, or other habits that sap the foundations of health!
In tracing to their source the calamities which arise to families Rlld
individuals from bad health and untimely death, attended by deep Iacer' ation of their feelings and numerous privations, it is surprising how
· many of them may be discovered to arise from slight but long-continued
deviations from the dictates of the organic .l aws; apparently so trivial
at first that scat'cely any injurious or even disagreeable result waa observed, but which, nevertheless, were from the beginning important
errors, whose injurious consequences constantly increased. Perhaps
the victim had an ardent mind, nod, under the impulse of a laudable
ambition to excel in his profession, studied with so much intensity, and
for such long periods in succession, t.hat he overtasked his brain and
ruined his health. His parents and l'elations, equally ignorant with
himself of the organic laws, were rejoicing in hi~ diligence, and form-
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ing fond expectations of the briUiatlt future that must, in their estimation,
await one so gifted in virtuous ffleling, in intellect, and in industry;
when suddenly he was seized with fever, with inflammation, or with
consumption, and in a few days or weeks was carried to the tomb.
The heart bleeds at the sight ; and the ways of Providence appear bard
to be reconciled with our natural feelings and expectations; yet when
we trace the catastrophe to its firat cause, it is discovered to have had
\ no mysterious or vindictive origin. The habits which appeared to the
spectators so praiseworthy, and calculated to lead to such excellent attainments, were practically erroneous, and there was not one link
wanting to complete the connection between them and the evil which
they induced.
Another cause by which health and life are frequently destroyed, is
occasional reckless conduct, pursued in ignorance of the laws of the
human constitution. Take as an example the following esse, which I
have elsewhere given : A young man in a public office, after many
months of sedentary occupations, went to the country on a shooting
excursion, where he exhausted himself by muscular exertion, of which
his preYious habits had rendered him little capable ; he went to bed
feYerish, and perspired much during the night: next day he came to Edinburgh, unprotected by a great-coat, on the outside of an early coach;
his skin was chilled, the perspiration wss checked, the blood received
an undue determination to the interior vital organs, disesse was excited
in the lungs, and within a few weeks he was consigned to the grave.
I received an interesting com'!lunication in illustration of the topic
which I am now discussing, from a mw3ical gentleman well known in the
literary world by his instructive publications. His letter was suggested
by a perusal of the "Constitution of Man." "On four several occasions," s11ys he, "I have nearly lost my life from infringing the organic
laws. When a lad of fifteen, I broug.ht ou a brain fever (from excessiYe study) which nearly killed me; at the age of nineteen I had an
attack of peritonitis (inflammation of the lining membrane of the abdomen) occasioned by violent efforts in wrestling and leaping; and while
in France, nine years ago, I was laid up with pneumonia (inflammation
of the lungs) brought on by dissecting in the great galleries of La Pitie
with my coat and hat off in the month of December, the windows next
to me being constantly open ; and in 1829 I had a dreadful feYer, occasioned by walking home from a party, at which I had been dancing,
in an exceeding cold morning, without a cloak or great-coat. I was
for four months on my back, and did not recover perfectly for more
than eighteen months. All these evils were entirely of my own creating, and arose from a foolish violation of laws which every se~
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mao ought to obeene and regulate himselfby. Indeed, I have always
thougbt-iind your book confirms me more fully in the sentimentthat, by proper attention, crime and disease and misery of el'ery sott,
, could, in a much greater measure than is generally believed, be bamsh, od from the earth, and that the true method of doing eo is to instruct
\ people in the laws which govern their own frame."•
The great requisite of health is the preservation of aU the leading
organs of the body in a condition of regular and proportionate activity;
to nllow none to become too languid, and none too active. Tbe reeult
of this harmonious activity is a pleasing consciousneSB of existence, f'X·
perienced when the mind is withdrawn from all exciting objects and
turned inward on its own feelings. A philosophical friend once remarked to me, that be never considered himself to be in complete
health, except when be was able to place his feet firmly on the turf,
his bands banging carelessly by his sides, his eyes wandering ol'er
space, and thus circumstanced, to feel such agreeable aeo~~atioos arising
in hi• mere bodily frame, that be could raise his mind to heaven, and
thank God that be was a living man. This description of the quiet,
pleasing enjoyment which accompanies complete health appears to me
to be admirable. It can hardly be doubted that the Creator intende~
(that the mere play of our bodily organs should yield us pleasure. It is
probable that this is the chief gratification enjoyed by the inferior animals; and although we have received the high gift of reason, it doee
not nece88Brily follow that we should be deprived of the delights which
our organic nature is fairly calculated to afford. How ditferent is the
enjoyment which I have deacribt4, arising from the temperate, active,
harmonious play of every bodily function-from sensual pleasure, which
results from the abuse of a fe\V of our bodily appetites, and is followed
by lasting pain; and yet so perverted are human notions, in consequence of ignorance and vicious habits, that thousands attach no idea
to the phrase bodily pleasure but that of sensual indulgence. The
pleasurable feelings springing from health are delicate and refined ;
they are the supports and rewards of virtue, and altogether incompatible with vicious gratification of the appetites. So widely do the habits
of civilized life depart from the standards of natut'fl 1 that I feat· this
enjoyment is known, in its full exquisiteness, to comparatively few.
Too many of us, when we direct our attention to our bodily sensations,
experience only feelings of discomfort, anxiety, and discontent,
which make us fly to an external pursuit, that we may escape from
• 't'be author or this letter was Dr. Robert Macnlah, and I regret to 11a7, tha\ lllnoe U
was written he bu I&Uen a Tietlm to another attack otrever.
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olll'llelves. This undefined uneaain888 is the result of slight, but extensive derangement of the vital functioos, and is the prelude of future
diaeaae. The caoses of these uneasy feelings may be traced in onr
erroneous habits, occupatioos, and physical condition; and until society
shall become so enlightened aa to adopt extensive improvements in all
these particulars, there is no prospect of their termination.
It is instructive to compare with our own the modes of life of the
lower animals, whose actions and habits are directly prompted and
regulated by the Creator, by means of their iostincta; because, in all
circumstances in which our <-onstitution closely resembles theirs, their
conduct is really a le88o"1 read to us by the Alhvise himself. If, then,
we survey them attentively, we observe that they are incited to a
course of action calculated to produce harmonious activity in all their
vital organs, and thus insure their posseB&ion of health. Animals in a
state of nature are remarkably cleanly in their habits. You must have
observed the feathered tribes dreB&ing their plumage and waahing
themselves in the brooks. The domestic cat is moat careful to preserve
a clean, sleek, glOB&y skin ; the dog rolls himself on grass or straw; and
the horse, when grazing, does the same, if he has not enjoyed the
luxury of being well curried. The sow, although our standard of
comparison for dirt, is not deserving of tbia character. It is invariably
clean, wherever it is possible for it to be so; and ita bad reputation
arises from its maaters, too frequently, leaving it no sphere of existence
except dunghills and other receptacles of filth. In a stable-yard, where
there is abundance of clean straw, the sleeping-place of the sow is onsoiled, and the creature makes great efforts to preserve it in this
condition.
Again : In a state of nature there bas been imposed on the inferior
animab, in acquiring their food, an extent of labor which am,ounta to
regular exercise of their corporeal organs. And lastly, their food bas
been so adjusted to their constitutions, that without cookery they are
well nourished, but very rarely rendered sick through surfeit, or the bad
quality of what they eat. I speak always of animals in n state of nature. The domestic cow, which baa stood in a bouse for many months,
when first turned into a clover-field in summt>r, occasionally commits
a surfeit; but she would not do so if left on the hill-side, and allowed
to pick up her food by assiduous exertion. The animals, I repeat, are
impelled directly by the Creator to act in the manner now described ;
and when we study their organization, and see itS close resemblance
to the human frame, we can not fail, while we admire the wisdom and
benevolence displayed in their habits and COI)Stitution, hence to draw
Jessoosl"or the regulntion of onr own.
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Man diffen from the brutee in thi&-that, illltead of blind illltioctB,
be is fumiabed with reaBC)D, which enablea him to ftlady biu.elf, the
e:r;teroal world, and their mutual relatiooa ; and to punue the coodoet
which tbeae point out 11 beneficial. It is by enmioiog the atructure,
modes of action, and objects of the nrioue parta of his cooetitotioo, that
mao discovers what bia dutiea of performance and abetioeoce in regard
to health really are. This propoaition may be iUuatra~ in the following manner. The akin baa innumerable pores, and ee"ea u an outlet
for the waste particles of the body. The quantity of ooxiou• matter
e:r;creted through these pores in twenty-four houn is, on the very
loweet estimate, about twenty-four ounces•. If the puaage of thi8
matter be obstructed eo that it ia retained in the body, the qaality of
the blood is deteriorated by itl presence, and the general health, which
greatly depends on the state of the blood, aoffers. The nature of perspired matter is such, that it is apt, in consequence of the enporation
of its watery portion, to be condensed and clog the pores of the akin ;
and hence the neceesity for waahing the surface frequently, eo as to
keep the pores open, and allow penpiration freely to proceed. The
clothing, moreover, must be so porous and clean, u readily to absorb
and Jl}low a "pusage to tb11 matter perspired, otherwise the same result
ensues u front the imparity of the akin, namely, the arrest, or diminution, of the process of perspiration. Nor is this all. The akin is an
ablorbiog u well u an excreting organ, and foreign aubataocea in contact with it are sucked into its pores and introduced into the blood.
When cleanliness is neglected, therefore, the 11vil consequence• are
twofold: first, the pores, 11 we have mentioned, are clogged, and perspiration obstructed ; and, secondly, part of the noxious matter left on
the akin or clothing is absorbed into the system, where it produces
hurtful effects. From such an exposition of the structure and fuoctioos
of the akin, the necessity for cleanliness of pl'!rson and clothing becomes
abundantly evident; and the corresponding duty is more likely to be
performed by those who know these details, and are ~onvinced of their
importance, than by persons impelled_by iojunc_tioos alo~e . .. In some
parts of the Eut, ablution of the body is justly regarded u a duty of
religion ; but you need not be told how extensively this duty is neglected in our own country. When men become enlightened, attention
to cleanliness will be regarded as an important duty, akin to temperance, honesty, or pie1y.
I might, in like manner, describe the structure and modes of action
of the bones, mUBcles, blood-vesaels, oe"ea, and brain ; and demonstrate
to you that the necessity for bodily and mental labor, for temperance,
for attention to ventilation, for judicious clothing, and a great variety of
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other obaenances, is written by the finger of God in the f.ramework of
our bodies. Thi11, however, belongs to Physiology ; and here I 881Ume
that you have studied aod understand the leading facbl of that subject.
I limit myself to two obsermtioos. Firat, Exercise of the bones and
mWICles is labor; and labor, instead of being a curse to mao, is a positive source of his well-being and enjoyment. It is only excessive labor
that is painful; and in a well-ordered community there should be no
uecenity for painfully exhausting exertion. Secondly, Exercise of the
brain ·is synonymous with mental activity, which may be intellectual,
or moral, or animal, according to the faculties which we employ.
Mentel inactivity, therefore, implies inactivity of the brain; and 88 the
brain is the fountain of nervous energy to the whole system, the punishment of neglecting ibl exercise is great and severe--consisting in
feelings of lassitude, uneasiness, fear, and anxiety ; vague desires,
sleepless nighbl, and a general consciousneas of discomfort, with iocapacity to escape from suffering; all which poison life at its source, and
render it thoroughly miserable. Well-regulated mental activity, combined with due bodily exercise, on the other hand, is rewarded with
gay, joyous feelings, an inward alacrity to discharge all our duties, a
good appetite, sound sleep, and a general consciousness of happinen
that causes days aod yeare to fleet away without leavio~ a trace of
physical suffering behind.
While moderate and proportionate exercise of all the bodily and
mental functions is essential to health, we must be equally careful, in
order to preserve this invaluable blessing, to shun over-exertion and
excessive mental excitement. Owing to the constitution 'of British society, it is very difficult to avoid, in our habitual conduct, one or other
of the extremes now mentioned. Many persons, born to wealth, have
few motives to exertion; and such individuals, particularly females,
otien suffer grievously in their health and happiness from want of rational objects of pursuit, calculated to excite and exercise their minds
and bodies. Others, again, who do not inherit riches from their ancestors, are tempted to overtask themselves in acquiring them, frequently
to support an expensive style of living, which vanity leads them to regard 88 necessary to social consideration. At this season, how many
of us, after beginning our labors long before the suo dawns upon our
city, find it difficult to snatch even this late hour (8 o'clock), at which
we now assemble, from ou1· pressing and yet unful611ed business engagements ! The same state of society exists in the U oited States of
America, and the same effect. ensue. Dr. Caldwell, one of the ornament. of that country, in his work on Physical Education, introduces
some excellent remarks on the tendency of the embroilment of party
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politics and religions differences to over-excite the brain and produee
insanity, nod aleo dyspepsia or indigestion, which, IJBYS he, ia more
nearly allied to insanity than is commonly supposed. "So true is this,"
he adds, "that the one is not unfrequently converted into the other,
and often alternates with it. The lunatic is usually a dyspeptic during
his lucid intervals; and complaints, which begin in some form of gutric derangement, turn, in many instances, to madness. Nor is thil
all. In families where mental der11ngement is hereditary, the members
who escape that complaint Me more than usually obnoxious to dyspepsia. It may be added, that dyspeptics and lunatics Me relieved by the
aame modes of treatment, and that their maladies Me induced, for the
moat pRrt, by the same causes. The passions of grief, jealousy, anger,
and envy impair the digestive power; and dyspepsia ia often cured by
abandoning care and business, nod giving rest to the brain. Tt :ll ehiefty
for this resson that a visit to a watering-place is so beneficial. The
agitations of comm'lrcial speculation, and too eager pursuit of wealth,
have the same effect with party politics and religious controversy in
over-exciting the brain; and hence, in all probability, the inordinate
extent of insanity and indigestion in Britain, and still mote in the United States."
In opposition to these obvious dictates of resson, two objections are
generally urged. The first is, that persons who are always taking CRre
of their health, generally ruin it; their heads are filled with hypochondriacal· fancies and alarms, and they become habitual valetudinllrians.
The answer to this remark is, that all such persons are already valetudinarians before they begin to experience the anxiety about their
health here described ; they are already nervous or dyspeptic, the
victims of a morbid condition of body attenqed by uneasiness of mind,
which last they ascribe to the state of their health. They are eBSentially in the right u to the main cause of their distress, for their mental anxiety certainly does proceed from disorder of their organic functions. Their 'chief error lies in this, that their efforts to regain health
Me not directed by knowledge, and in consequence lead to no beneficial result. They take quack medicines, or follow some foolish observances, instead of subjecting themselves patiently and perseveringly to a
judicious regimen in diet, .and regular exercise, accompanied by amusement, and relaxation-the remedies dictated by the organic laws.
This last procedure alone constitutes a proper care of health ; and no
one becomes an invalid or a hypochondriac from adopting it. On tbe
contrary, many individuals, in consequence of this rational obedience
to the organic laws, have ceued to suffer under the maladies which
rreviously afllicted them.
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The second objection is, that many pel'llons live in sound health to a
J!:OOd old age, who never take any care of themselves at all; whence it
it1 inferred that the safest plan is to follow their example and act on all
occasions as impulse prompts, never doubting that our health, if we
pursue this manly course, will take care of itself. lu answer to this
objection I observe, that constitutions differ widely in the amount of
their native stamina, and consequently in the extent of tear nod wear
and bad treatment which they are able to sustain without being ruined;
and that, for this reason, one individual may be comparatively little injured by a course of action which would prove fatal to another with a
feebler natural frame.
The grand principle of the philosophy which I am now teaching is,
that the natural laws really admit of no exceptions, and that specific
causes, sufficient to account for the apparent exceptions, exist in every
instance. Some of these individuals may have enjoyed very roblllt
constitutions, which it was difficult to subvert: othel'll may have indulged in excesses only at intervals, passing an intermediate period in
abstinence, and permitting the powers of nature to re·adjust themselves
and recover their tone, before they committed a new debauch ; while
others may have led an extremely active life, passing much of their
time in the open air ; a mode of being which enables the constitution
to withstand a greater extent of intemperance thnn it can resist with
eedentary employment. But of one and all of these men we may IBfeJy affirm, that if they had obeyed the organic laws, they would haft
li•ed still longer and more happily than they did by infringing them:
and in the course of my observations, I have never seeu an example of
an individual who perseveringly proceeded in a course of intemperance,
either sensual or mental--that is, who habitually overtasked his stomach
or his brain-who did not permanently ruin his health, usefulness, and
enjoyment; I, therefore, can not believe in the supposed exceptions to
the organic laws. On the contrary, I have seen many of the most robust and energetic boys, who were my school companions, sink into
premature graves, from reckless reliance on their strength and disregard of external injurious inftuences; while the more feeble, bot more
prudent, survive.
One source of error on this subject may be traced to the widely
pre'f'Biling ignorance which exists r~>gnrdiog the structure and functions
of the body ; in consequence of which, danger is frequently present,
unknown to those who unthinkingly expose themselves to its ap.
proach.
If you have marked a party of young men, every one of whom is
unacquainted with the currents, sand-banks, and rocks, visible and in4
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visible. with which the Frith of Forth is studded, proceeding in a boat
on a pleasure-sail, you may have seen them all alert, and full of fun
and frolic; and if the day wu calm and the sea smooth, you may hue
observed them return in the evening well and happy, and altogether
unconscious of the d11ngers to which their ignorance had exposed them.
They may repeat the experiment, and succeed, by a fortunate combination of circumstances, agRin and again; but how different would be
the feelings of a prudent and experienced pilot, who knew every part
of the channel, and who saw that on one day they bad paBBed within
three inches of a sunken rock, on which, if they had struck, their boat
would have been smashed to pieces; on another, bad escaped by a
few yards a dangerous sand-bank; nod on a third, bad with great difficulty been able to extricate themselvt's from a current which was rapidly carrying them on a precipitous and rocky shore! Tbe pilot's anxiety would probotbly be fully justified at length, by the occurrence of ooe
or other of those mischances, or by the upsetting of the boat in a
aqunll, its destruction in a mist, or its dl'iving out to sea when the wind
aided an ebbing tide.
This is not no imaginary picture. In my own youth I happened to
from one of such an inconsidernte party. The wind rose on us, and
all our111trongth applied to the oars scarcely sufficed to enable us to pull
round
point of rock, on which the sea was beating with so much
force, thnt lutd we struck on it, our frail bark would never have withstood a ~econd shock. ScRrcely had we efcnped this dan~er, when we
ran right in the wny of a heavy man-of-war's boat, scuclding Itt the rate
of ten miles an hour befm·e the wind, and which would have run us
down, but for the amazin~ Jlromptitude of her crew, who in an instant
extended twenty bnnvuy nr·ms over the sid" of their own boat. seized
ours, and ht>.ld it. abuve wnter by main force, till th~>y were ahle to clear
away by our stern. The adv~<ntnre was termirmtt>d by our being picked up by a nwenue cutter, nod bt·ought BHfely into Leith harbor at a
late hour in the evening. I hnve reflected since on the folly nod pr~
EUnlJituous confidence of thnt excursion; but I never wns aware of the
full ext.ent of the danger, until, many years subsequently, I saw a regulRr chart of the Frir.h, in which the shoals, sunken rocks, and currents
were conspicuously laid down for the direction of pilots who navigate
the$e waters.
Thus it is with rash, reckless, ignorant youth in regard to henlth.
Each fully or intliscr~<tion that, through some combination of f<ntunate
circumstances, has been -committt'd without immediate punishment,
emboldens them to venture on greater irregularities, until, in an eYil
hour, they are caught ia a violation of the organic laws that consigns

a
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them to the grave. Those who have become acquainted with the
structure, functions, and laws of the vital organs see the conduct of
these blind adventurers on the ocean of life in the same light that I
regarded our youthful voyage after I had become acquainted with the
chart of the Frith. There is an unspeakable difference between a belief in safety founded only on utter ignorance of the existence of danger,
and that which arises from a knowledge of all the sunken rocks and
eddies in the stream, and from a prsctical pilot's skill in steering clear
of them all. The pilot is as gay and joyous as they ; but his joy arises
from well-grounded assurance of safety ; theirs from ignorance of danger. He is cheerful, yet always observant, cautious, and alert. They
are happy, because they are unobservant and heedleBB. When danger
comes, he shuns it by his skill, or meets and conquers it. They escape
it by accident, or perish unwittingly in the gulf.
The last observation which I make on this head is, that, in regard to
health, nature may be said to allow us to run with her an account-current, in which many small transgressions seem at the time to be followed by no penalty, when, in fact, they are all charged to the debit
side of the account, and, after the lapse of years, are summed up and
closed by a fearful balance against the transgressor; Do any of you
know individuala, who, for twenty years, have persevered in frequent
feasting&, who all that time have been constant diners out or diners at
home, or the soul of convivial meetings, prolonged into far advanced
hours of the morning, and who have resisted eYery warning and admonition from friends, and proceeded in the confident belief that neither
their health nor strength were impaired by such a course 1 Nature
kept an account-current with such men. She had at first placed a
strong constitution and vigorous health to their credit, and they had
drawn on it day by dRy, believing that, because she did not instantly
mike the balance against them and withdraw her blessing, she was
keeping no note of their follies. But mark the close. At the end of
twenty years, or less, you will find them dying of palsy, apoplexy, water
in the chest, or some other disease clearly referable to their protracted
intemperance ; or, if they escape death, you will see them become
walking shadows, the ghosts of their former selves-the beacons, in
short, set up by nature to warn others that she does not, in any instance,
permit her laws to be transgressed with impunity. If sedulous instruction in the laws of health would not assist the reason and moral andreligious feelings of such persons to curb their appetites, and avoid these
consequences, they must be reckless indeed. At least, until this shall
have been tried and failed, we should never despair, or consider theit
case and condition as beyond the reach of improvement.
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It must be allowed, howe•er, that the dangers arising to health from
improper social habits and arrangements can not be altogether a•oided
by the exertions of individuate acting singly in their separate spherea.
I shall have occasion, hereafter, in explaining the social law, to poiot
out that the great precept of Christianity (that we must love our neighbors as ourselves) is inscribed in every line of our constitution; and that,
in consequence, we must render our neighbors ae moral, inteDigent,
and virtuous as ourselves, and ;nduce them to form a public opinion in
fllvor of wisdom and virtue, before we can reap the full reward even
of our own knowledge and attainments. As an example in point, I observe, that if there be among us any one, merchant, manufacturer, or
lawyer, who feels, in all its magnitude and intensity, the evil of an overstrained pursuit of wealth, yet he can not, with impunity, abridge his
hours of toil, unleas he can induce his rivals to do so also. If they persevere, they will outstrip him in the race of competition and impair his
fortune. We must, therefore, produce a general conviction among the
constituent members of society, that Providence forbids that course of
incessant action which obstructs the path of moral and intellectual impro't'ement, and leads to mental anxiety and corporeal suffering, and induce them, by a simultaneous movement, to apply an effectual remedy,
in a wiser and better distribution of the hours of labor, rela)tation, and
enjoymeut. Every one of ua can testify that this is posrible, so far 111
the real, nece888ry, and advantageous business of the world is conc~rn
ed; for we perceive that, by a judicious arrangement of our time and
our affairs, all neceasary business mny be compressed within many
fewer hours than those we now dedicate to that object. I should consider eight hours a-day amply sufficient for busineas and labor: there
'"ould remain eight hours more for enjoyment, and eight for repose;
11 distribution that would cause the current of life to flow more cheerfully, agreeably, and successfully than it can do under our present
system of ceaseless competition and toil.
It appears, then, from the foregoing considerations, that the study
and observance of the laws of health is a moral duty, revealed by our
constitution as the will of God, and, moreover, necessary to the doe
discharge of all oar other duties. We rarely bear from divinea an
exposition of the duty of preserving health, founded on and enforced by
an exposition of our natural constitution, because they confine themselves
to what the Scriptures contain. The Scriptures, in prescribing sobriety
and temperance, moderation and activity, clearly coincide with the natural laws on tbia subject: but we ought not to study the former to the
exclusion of the latter; for by learning the structure,"'functions, and
relations of the human body, we are rendered more fully aware of tho
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excellence of the Scriptural precepts, and we obtain new moti•ea to
obeerYe them in our perception of the punishmenta by which, ••en in
this world, the breach of them is,.visited. Why the exposition of the
will of God, when strikingly written in the Book of Nature, should be
neglected by divinfls, is explicable only by the fact, that when the
present standards of theology were framed, that book was aealed, and
its contents were unknown. We can not, therefore, jostly blame oar
ancestors for the omission ; but it is not too much to hope that modern
divine8 may take courage and supply the deficiency. I believe that
many of them are inclined to do so, but are afraid of giving oft'enae to
the people. By teaching the people to regard all natural institntioDI
as divine, this obstacle to improvement may, in time, be removed, and
religion may be brought to lend her powerful aid in enforcing obedience
to the natoralla ws.
In my Introductory Lecture, I explained that Veneration, as weD
as the other moral sentiments, is merelf a blind feeling, and needs to
be directed by knowledge. In that Lecture I alluded to the case of an
English lady who had all her life been taught to regard Christmas and
Good-Friday as holy, and who, on her first arrival in Edinburgh, wu
greatly shocked at perceiving them to be desecrated by ordinary buainess. Her Veneration had been trained to regard them as sanctified
days, and she could not immediately divest herself of pain at seeing
them treated without any religious respect. I humbly propose that, in
a sound education, the sentiment ol Veneration should be directed to
all that God bas really instituted. If the structure and functions of the
body were taught to youth, as God's workmanship, and the duties deducible from thl'm were clearly enforced as his commands, the mind
would feel it to be sinful to neglect or violate them; and a great additional efficacy would thereby be given to all precepts recommending
e&ercise, cleanliness, and temperance. They would come home to
youth, enforced by the perceptions of the understanding and by the
emotions of the moral sentiments ; and they would be practically confirmed by the experience of pleasure from observance, and pain from
infringement of them. The young, in short, would be taught to trace
their duty to its foundation in the will of God, and to discover that it is
addressed to them as rational beings ; at the same time they would
.tt.arn that the study of his laws is no vain philosophy; for they would
speedily discern the Creator's hand rewarding them for obedience and
punishing them for transgression.
As closely connected with health, I proceed to consider the subject
of amusements, regat:ding which much difference of opinion prevails.
When we have no tAte philosophy of mind, this question becomea
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altogether inextricable ; because every indiYidual disputant ucribea to
hamao. nature those tendencies, either to Tiee or 'rirtue, which eait his
favorite theory, and thea he bu no difficulty in proYing that amua&ments either are, or are not, neceeeai-y and advantageous to a being 10
constituted. Phrenology givea us a firmer basil. As formerly remarked, man can not make and unmake mental and bodily orga01, oer
nry their functions and Jaws of action to suit hill dilferent theoriea and
Tiews.
I obse"e, then, that every meatal organ, by frequent and long continued action, becomes fatigued, juat as the muacles of the leg and arm
· become weary by too protracted exertion. Indeed, it can not be conceiTed that the mind, except in consequence of the interposition of organs, ia ausceptible of fatigue at all. We can comprehend that the
Tigor of the fibers of the organ of Tune may become exhausted by a
eonetant repetition of the same kind of action, and demand repose,
while the idea of an immaterial spirit becoming weary is altogether
inconceivable.
From thia law of our constitution, therefore, it ill plain that variety
of employment is necessary to oar welfare, nod was intended by the
Creator. Hence he has giTen us a plurality of faculties, each baTing
a separate organ, so that some may rest while others are actively employed. Among these various faculties and organs there are several
which appear obviously destined to contribute to our amusement; a
circumstance which (as Addison has remarked) "sufficiently shows us
that Providence did not design this world should be filled with murmurs
and repinings, or that the heart of man should be invoiTed in gloom and
melancholy." We have receiTed a faculty of the ludicrous, which,
when actiTe, prompt& us to laugh and to excite laughter in others,.
we have received organs of Tone and Time, which inspire ua with
the desire, and give us the talent, to produce music. Our organs of
Toluntary motion are so connected with these organs, that when we
hear gay anil vivacious music played in well-marked time, we inatiact;. .
ively desire to dance; and when we su"ey the elfect of dancing ou
our corporeal frame, we discover that it is admirably calculated to promote the circulation of the blood and nenous influence all over the
body, and by thie means to strengthen the limbs, the heart, the lunga,
and the brain; in short, to invigorate the health, and to render the
mind cheerful and alert. To such of my audience as have not studied
anatomy and physiology, and who are ignorant of the functions of the
""· brain, theae propositions may appear to be mere words or theories;
'lxtt to thoae who have made the structure, functions, relations, and
daptations o( these various orgaua a subject of careful investigation,
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they wiD, I hope, appear in the light or troths. If such they are, our
constitution proves that amusement baa been kindly intended for -us by
the Creator, aod that therefore, in itself, it must be not only harmless,
but abeolutely beneficial.
In this, as in everything else, we must distinguish between the use
and abuse of natural gifts. BecaDBe some young men negle~ their
graver duties through an excessive Jove of music, some parents denouoce mDBic altogether as dangerous and pernicious to youth; and
because some youog ladies think more earnestly about balls and operas
than about their advancement in moral, intellf'ctual, and religious attainments, there nre parents who are equally disposed to proscribe
dancing. Bot this is equally irrational as if they should propose to prohibit eating because John or Helen bad been guilty of a surfeit.
These enjoyments in due season and degree are advantageous, and it is
only sheer ignorance or impatience that can prompt any one to propose their abolition.
The organs of Intellect, combined with Secretiveness, Imitation, and
Ideality, confer a taleot for aetiog, or fur representing by words, looks,
gestures, and attitudes the various emotions, passions, and ideas of the
8DUI; and these represeotations excite the faculties of the spectators
into activity in a powerful and pleasing manner. Further, the Creator
has bestowed on us organs of Constructiveness, Form, Size, Locality,
and Coloring, which, combined with Imitation and Ideality, prompt us
to represent objects in statuary or painting ; and these representations
allo apeak directly to the mind of the beholder and fill it with delightful
emotions. Here, then, we trace directly to nature the origin of the
stage and of the fine arts. Ag<tin, I am for.:ed to remark, that to those
iodividunls who have not studied Phrenology and seen evidence of the
existence and functions of the organs here enumerated, this reference
of the fine arts, and of the drama in particuhtr, to nature, or in other
words to the inteotion of the Creator, will nppenr uowarranted, perhaps irreverent or impious. To such persons I reply, th8t, having
eatisfied myself by observation that the orgnns do exist, and that they
produce the eft'ects here described, I can not avoid the conclusion in
question; and in support of it I may refer also to the existence of the
stage, and to the delight of mankind, in all ages and all civilized countries, in scenic representations.
If, therefore, the faculties which produce the love of the stnge and
the fine arts hllYe been instituted by nature, we may justly infer that·
they have legitimate, improving, and exalting objects, although, like
our other talents, they may be abused. The line of demarkation between their use and abUBe may be distinguished by a moderate exer-
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ciae of judgment. They are in therneelvea mere arta of expreuion aod
repreaeotation, a specie• of natuntl language, which may be made subse"ient to the gratification of all the faculties. whether propeDBities,
moral sentiments, or intellect. We may represent in atatuary, on caoYU, or on the stage lasci•ious and immoral ohjects calculated to excite
all the lower feelings of our nature, which is a disgraceful abuse; or
we may portray scenes and objects calculated to gratify and strengthen
our moral, religious, and intellectual powers, and to carry forward our
whole being in the paths of Yirtue and improvement; and this is the
legitimate use of these gifte of God.
The applications made of these powers, by particular nations or individuals, bear reference to their general mental condition. The ancient Greeks and Romans enjoyed very immoral plays, and also combats of gladiators and of wild beasts, in which men and animals tore
each other to pieces and put each other to death. Such scenes were
the direct stimulaniB of Amativeness, Combativeness, and DestructiYeness, and proclaim to us, more forcibly than the pages of the moet
eloquent, veracious, and authentic historians, that these nations, with
aU their boasted refinement, were essentially barbarians, and that, in
the mass of the people, the moral sentiments had not attained any importsnt ascendancy. In the days of Queen Elizabeth and Charles tho
Second, plays of a yery indelicate character were listened to by the
nobles and common people of Britain without the least expreSBion of
disapprobation ; and this indicated a general grossness of feeling and
of manners to be prevalent among them. Even in our own day we
become spectators of plays of very imperfect morality and questionable
delicacy ; and the same conclusion follows, that there still lurks among
us no small portion of unrefined animal propensity and semi·barbarism;
in other words, that the moral and intellectual faculties have not yet
achieved the full conquest over our inferior nature. But even in these
instances there is an evident advance from the Greek and Roman
standards toward a more legitimate use of the faculties of representation ; and I conclude from thia fact, that future generations will apply
them to at ill higher and more useful objeciB. Nor is it too enthusiastic
to hope that some future Shakspeare, aided by the true philosophy of
mind, and a knowledge of the natural Jaws according to which good
and evil are dispensed in the world, may teach and illustrate the philosophy of human life, with all the splendor of eloquence and soul-stirring enl'rgy of conception which lofty genius can impart; and that a
future Kemble or Siddons may proclaim such Ieason& in living speech
and gestures to mankind. Uy looking forward.to poSBibilities like these,
we are enabled to form some notion of the legitimate objects for which
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a love of the lltB(e was given, and of the improvement and delight of
which it may yet be render6d the instrument.
If there be any truth in the principles on which these remarks are
founded, we can not avoid lamenting that helpleas (although well meaning and amiable) imbecility, which, alarmed at the abuses of amusements, decries them altogether. A few days ago (Dec., 1835), we
saw an announcement in the public papers that the ladies directresses
of the House of Industry of Edinburgh bad declined to accept of money
drawn at Mr. Cook's circus for the-benefit of that charity, becau!e it
was against their principles to countenance public amusements. If I
am warranted in saying that the Creator has constituted oar minds an<l
bodies to be benefited by amusements-has given us faculties specially
designed to produce and enjoy them-and has aBBigned a sphere of use
and abuse to these faculties as well as to all others, it is clearly injudicious in the amiable, the virtuous, the charitable, and the religious-in
persons meriting our warmest sympathy and respect-to place themselves in an attitude of hostility, and of open and indiscriminate denunciation, against pleasures founded on the laws of our common nature.
Instead of bringing all the weight of their moral and intellectual character to bear upon the improvement and beneficial application of public
entertainments, as it is obviously their duty both to God and to society
't~ do, they fly from them BB pestilential, and leave the direction of them
exclusively to those whom they consider fitted only to abuse them.
This is an example of piety and charity smitten with paralysis and fats)
cowardice thr~>Ugh ignorance. In urging you to" try all things," and
to distinguish between the uses and abuses of every gift, my aim is to
impart to you kMwledge to distinguish virtue, and courage lo maintain
it; to render you bold in advocating what is right, and to induce you,
while there is a principle of reason and morality left to rest upon, never
to abandon the field, whether of duty, instruction, or amusement, to
those whom you consider the enemies of human happiness and virtue.
Let us correct all our institutions, but not utterly extinguish any that
4*
are founded in nature.
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Origin oftbe domeelle all'eetlons-lllarrlage, or eonneellon for life between the eexee, 11
natural to man-Agea at which marriage Ia proper-Near relaUooa In blood should
not marry-Inlluence of the conat!totlon of the parents on tho chlldren-Pbreoology,
as an Index to natural dlapoalllona, may be used as an Important guide In forming
matrimonial connecttons-Some means or dlacoverlng nalnral qna!lllee prior to experience Ia needed In forming a11ch alllancea, beeanae al\er marriage experience comea
too late.

THt: previous Lectures have been devoted to consideration of the
duties incumbent on man as 110 individual-those of acquiring knowled~e and preserving health. My reason for thus limiting his individual
duties is, that I consider man essentially as a social being; and that,
with the exception of his duties to God, which we shall subsequently
consider, he has no duties as an individual beyond those I have mentioned, any more than a particular wheel of a watch has functions independently of perfurming its part in the general movements of the machine. I mean by this, that although man subsists and acts as an individual, yet that the great majority of his faculties bear reference to
other beings as their objects, and show that his leRding sphere of life
and action is in society. You could not conceive a bee, with its present instincts and powers of co-operation, to be happy, if it were established in utter loneliness, the sole occupant of an extensive heath or
flower-bespangled meadow. In such a situation it might have food in
abundance, and scope for such of its faculties as related only to itself;
but i~ social instincts would be deprived of their objects and natural
spheres of action. This observation is 11pplicable also to man. His
faculties bear reference to other beings, and show that nature bas intended him to live and act in society. His duties as a member of the
social body, therefore, come next under our consideration ; and we
shall first treat of his duties as a domestic being.
The domestic character of m11n is founded in, or arises from, the innare faculties of Amativeness, Philoprogenit.iveness, and AdhesivenePP.
These give him desires for a companion of a different sex, for children, nod for the society of human beings in general. Marriage results ft·om the combination of these three faculties* with the moral
sentilllllnts and intellect, and is thus a natural institution.
• Dr. Vlmonl aaya lhallhere Ia a apeclal organ next to l'hlloprogenlt!nne.., giving a
.ellre fur union for life.
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Some pel"'IIns conceive that marriage, or union for life, is an institution only of ecclesiastical or civil law ; but this idea is erroneous.
Where the organs above enumerated are adequo.tely and equally possessed, and the moral and intellectual faculties predominate, union for
life, or marriage, is a natural result. It prevailed among the ancient
Greeks and Romans, and exists among the Chint>se and many otht>r
nations who have not embraced either Judaism or Christianity. Indt>ed,
marriage, or living in society for life, is not peculiar to man. The fox,
marten, wild cat, mole, eagle, sparrow-hawk, pigeon, swan, nightingnlt>,
sparmw, swallow, and other creatures, live united in pairs for life.•
After the breeding season is past, they remain in union ; they make
their expeditions together, and if they live in herds, the spouses remain
always near each other.
It is true that certain individuals find the marriage tie a restraint,
and would prefer that it should be abolished ; also that some tribes of
savages may be found, among whom it can scarcely be said to exist:.
But if we examine the beads of such individuals, we shall find that
Amativeneas great.Jy predominates in size over Adhesiveness and the
Moral Sentiments ; and men so constituted do not form the standards
by which human nature should be estimated. Viewing marriage as
the result of man's constitution, we ascribe it to a Divine origin. It is
written in our minds; and, like other Divine institutions, it is supported
by reward and punishment peculiar to itself. The reward attached to
it is enjoyment of some of the purest nod sweetest pleasures of which
our nature is susceptible, and the punishment inflicted for incbnstancy
in it is moral and physical degradation.
Among the duties incumbent on the human being in relation to marriage, one is, that the parties to it should not unite before a proper age.
The civil law of Scotland allows females to marry at twelve, and males
at fourteen ; but the law of nature is widely different. The female
frame does not, in general, arrive at its full vigor and perfection, in this
climate, earlier than twenty-two, nor the male earlier than from twentyfour to twenty-six. Befo1·e these ages, maturity of physical strength
and of mental vigor is not, in general, attained ; and the individuals,
with particular exceptions, are neither corporeally nor mentally prepared to become parents, or to discharge, with advantage, the duties of
heads of a domestic establishment. Their corporeal frames are not
yet sufficiently matured and consolidated; their animal propensities are
strong; and their moral and intellectual orgaris have not yet reached
their full development. Children born of such parents are infe:ior in
• Gall on lhe Functlone of lhe Bnln, voL IU., p. 489.
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the size and quality of their brains to children born of the eame parenl8
after they haYe arrived at maturity, and from this defect they are inferior in dispo&itiona and capacity. It is a common remark, that the
elde&t son of a rich family is generally not equal to his younger brothers
in mental ability ; and this is ascribed to his having relied on his hereditary fortune for subsistence and social rank, and to his consequent neglect of accomplishments and education ; but the cause is more deeply
se11ted. In such instance& you will generally find that the parents, or
one of them, have married in extreme youth, and that the eldest child
inherita the imperfections of their immature condition.
The statement of the evidence and consequences of this law belong~
to physiology : here I can only remark, that if nature has prescribed
age& previous to which marriage can not be undertaken with advantage,
we ore bound to pay deference to its enactment&; and that civil and
ecclesiastical Jaws, when standing in opposition to them, are not only
absurd, but mischievous. Conscience is misled by these erroneous
human statutes; for a girl of fifteen has no idea that she sins, if her
marriage be authorized by the Jaw and the church. In spite, however,
of the sanction of acta of Parliament, and of clerical benedictions, the
Creator punishes severely if his laws be infringed. His punishments
assume the following, among other forms :
The parties, being young, ignorant, inexperienced, and actuated
chiefly by passion, often make unfortunate selections of partners, and
entail lasting unhappiness on each other:
They 'transmit imperfect constitutions and inferior dispositions to
their earliest born children; and
They often involve themselves in pecuniary difficulties, in consequence of a sufficient provision not having been made before marriage,
to meet the expenses of a family.
These punishments indicate that a law of nature bas been violated ;
in other words, that marriage at too early 1m age is forbidden by the
Author of our being.
There should not be a great disparity between the ages of the hasband nnd wife. There is a physical and mental mode of being natural
to each age ; whence peraons whose orguns correspond in their condition; sympathize in their feelings, judgments, and pursuits, and form
suitable companions for each other. When the ages are widely different, not only is this sympathy wanting, but the offspring also is injured.
In such instances it is generally the husband who transgresses; old men
are fond of marrying young women. The children of such unions
often sulfer grieYously from the disparity. The late Dr. Robert Macnish, in a letter addreued to me, gives the following illustration of this
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remark. "I know," says he, "an old gentleman who has been twice
married. 'rhe children of his first mftl'riage are strong, active. healthy
people, and their children are the same. The offspring of his second
marriage are very inferior, especially in an intellectual point of view;
and the younger the children are, the more is this obvious. The girls
are superior to the boys, both physically and intellectually. Indeed,
their mother told me that she had great difficulty in rearing her eons,
but none with her daughters. The gentleman himself, at the time of
hi:; second marriage, was upward of sixty, and his wife about twentyfive. This shows very clearly that the boys have taken chiefty off the
fAther nod the daughters off the mother."
Another natural law in regard to marriage is, that the parties should
not be related to each other in blood. This law holds good in the
iransmission of all organized beings. Even vegetables are deteriorated,
if the same stock be repeatedly planted in the same ground. In the
case of the lower animals, a continued disregard of this law is almost
universally admitted to be detrimental, nod human nature affords no exception to the rule. It is written in our organization, and the consequences of its infringement may be discovered in the degeneracy,
physical and mental, of many noble nod royal families, who have long
and systematically set it at defiance. Kings of Portugal and Sp~in, for
iostllnce, occasionally apply to the Pope for permission to marry their
nieces. The Pope grants the dispensation ; the marriage is celebrated
with all the solemnities of religion, and the bleasiog of Heaven is invoked on the union. The real power of his Holiness, however, is here
put to the test. He is successful in delivering the king from the ceolUre& of the Church, and the offspring of the marriage from the civil
consequences of illegitimacy : but nature yields not one jot or tittle of
her Jaw. 'fhe uoioo is either altogether unfruitful, or children miserably constituted io body and imbecile in mind are produced ; and this
is the form io which the Divine displeasure is announced. The Creator, however, is not recognized by his Holiness, nor by priests in general, nor by ignorant kings, as governing, by fixed laws, io the organic
world. They proceed as if their own power were supreme. Even
when they have tasted the bitter consequences of t.heir folly, they are
far from recognizing the cause of their sufferings. With much selfcomplacency they resign themselves to the event, and seek consolation
in religion. "The Lord giveth," say they, "and the Lord taketh
away; blessed be the name of the Lord ;" as if the Lord did not give
men understanding, and impos3 on them the obligation of using it to
discover his laws and obey them ; and as if there were no impiety in
abutting their eyes 11gaiost his laws, in acting in oppositio_!l to them, or,
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when they are undergoing the punishment of each transgression•. io
appealing to him for consolation !
It is carious to obee"e the inconsistency of the enactments of legislators on this subject. According to the Levitical law, which we in
this country have adopted, "marriage is prohibited between relations
within three degrees of kindred, computing the generations through the
common ancestor, and accounting affioity the same as conaanguioity.
Among the Athenians, brothers and sisters of the half-blood, if related
by the father's side, might many ; if by the mother's side, they were
prohibited from marrying.
"The same custom," says Paley, "probably pre-vailed in Chaldea.
for Sarah was Abraham's half-sister. • She is the daughter of my
father,' ssys Abraham, • but not of my mother; and she became my
wife.' Gen. xx. 12. The Roman law continued the prohibition without limits to the descendants of brothers or sisters."•
Here we observe Athenian, Chaldean, and Roman legislators prohibiting or permitting certain acts, apparently according to the degree
of light which had penetrated into their own understandings concerning
their natural consequences. The real Divine law is written in the
structure and modes of action of our bodily and mental constitutions,
and it prohibits the marriage of all blood-relations, diminishing the punishme~t, however, according as the remoteness from the common ancestor incrtJases, b11t allowing marriages among relations by affinity,
without any prohibitio!l whatever. According to the Jaw of Scotland,
a man may marry his cousin-german, or his grMt niece, both of which
connections the law of nature declares to be inexpedient; but he may
not matTy his deceased wife's sister, against which connection nnture
declares no penalty whatever. He might have matTied either sister
at first without impropriety, and there is no reRSon in nature why he
may not marry them in succession, the one after the other has died.
There may be other reRSons of expediency for prohibiting this connection, but the organic laws do not condemn it.
In Scotland, the practice of full cousins marrying is not uncommon,
and you will meet with examples of healthy families born of such
unions ; and from these an argument is maintained against the existence
of the natural Jaw which we are now considering. But it is only when
the parents have both had excellent constitutions that the children do
not attract attention by their imperfections. The first alliance against
the natural laws bl'ings down the tone of the organs and functions, say
one degree ; the second, two dl'grees, and the third, three ; and per• Paley's lllorol PhUotophy, p. 228.
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11everauce in trausgreuion ends in glaring imperfections, or in extinction
of the race. This is undeniable ; and it proves the reality of the law.
The children of healthy cousins are not so favorably organized as the
children of the same parents if married to equally healthy partners,
not all related in blood, would have been. If the cousins have themselves inherited indifferent constitutions, the degeneracy is striking
even in their children. Besides, I have seen the children of cousins
continue healthy till the age of puberty, and then suffer from marked
imperfections of constitution. Their good health in childhood was
looked on by the parents as a proof that they had not in their union
infringed any natural law, but the subsequent events proved a painful
retribution for their conduct. We may err in interpreting nat.ure's
lawa; but if we do discover them in their full import and consequences,
we never find exceptions to them.
Another natural law relative to marriage is, that the parties should
po811ees sound constitutions. The punishment for neglecting this law
is, that the transgressors suffer pain and misery in their own peraons,
from bad health, perhaps become disagreeable companions to each
other, feel themselves unfit to discharge the dutiea of their condition,
and transmit feeble constitutions to their children. They are also expoaed to premature death ; and hence their children are liable to all
the melancholy consequences of being left unprotected and ungu,ded
by parental experience and affection, at a time when these are most
needed. The natural law is, that a weak and imperfectly organized
frame transmits one of a similar description to offspring; and, the children inheriting weakness, are prone to fall into disease and die. Indeed, the transmission of various diseases, founded in physical irnperfections, from parents to children, is a matter of universal notoriety ;
thus, consumption. gout, scrofula, hydrocephalus, rheumatism, and in&anity are well known to descend from generation to generation.
SLTictly speaking, it is not disease which is transmitted, but organs of
such imperfect structure that they are incapable of adequately performing their functions, and so weak that they are drawn into a morbid condition by causes which sound organs could easily resist.
This subject also belongs to physiology. I have treated of it in the
"Constitution of Man," and it is largely expounded by Dr. A. Com he,
in his works on Physiology and the Management of Infancy, and by
mnny other authors. I trouble you only; with the following illustrations,
which were transmitted to me by Dr. Macnish, who was induced to
communicate them by 11 perusal of the" Constitution of Man." "If your
work," says he, "bas no other effect than that of turning attention to
the Jawa which rf'gnlate marriage and transmiuion of qualities, it will
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have done a vast aervice, for on no point are each grievous errore committed. I often see in my own practice the most lamentable consequences resulting from neglect of these laws. There are certain families which I attend, where the coDBtitutions of both pareoiB are bad,
and where, when anything happens to the children, it is almost inlpossible to cure them. An inflamed gland, a common cold, hangs about
them for months, and almost defies removal. Io other families, where
the pareoiB are strong and healthy, the children are easily cured of
aJm..,st any complaint. I know a gentleman, aged about fifty, the only
survivor of a family of six sons and three daughters, all of whom, with
the exception of himself, died young, of plumonary consumption. He
is a little man. with a narrow chest, and married a lady of a delicate
constitution and bad lungs. She is a tall, spare woman, with a chest
still more deficient than his own. They have bad a large family, all
of whom die off regularly as they reach manhood and womanhood, in
consequence of affections of the lungs. In the year 1833, two sons
and a daughter died within a period of ten months. Two still survive,
but they are both delicate, and there can be no doubt that, as they arrive at maturity, they will follow the rest. This is a most striking instance of punishment under the organic laws."
As to the transmission of mental qualities, I observe, that form, size,
and quality of brain descend, like those of other parts of the 'body, from
parent!' to children ; and that hence dispositions and taleoiB, which depend upon the condition of the brain, are transmitted also-a fact which
· has long been remarked both by medical authors, and by observant men
in general.
'rhe qualities of the stock of each parent are opt to reappear io their
children. If there be insanity in the family of the father or mother,
although both of these may have escaped it, the disease, or some imperfection of brain allied to it, frequently reappears in one or more of
their children. The great characteristic qualities of the stock, in like
manner, are often reproduced in distant descendants.
While the father's constitution undoubtedly exerts an influence, the
constitution of the mother seems to have much effect in determining
the qualities of the children, particularly when she is a woman poss688ing a line temperament, a well-organized brain, and, in consequence,
an energetic mind. There are few instances of men of distinguished
vigor and activity of mind, whose mothers did not possess a considerable amount of the same endowments; and the fact of eminent men
having so frequently children far inferior to themselves, is explicable by
the circumstance, that men of talent often marry women whose minds
are comparatively weak. When the mother's brain is verq defecti1c,
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the minds of the children are feeble. "We know," says the great
German physiologist HaUer, •• a very remarkable instance of two noble
females who got husbands on account of their wealth, although tl1ey
were nearly idiots, and from which this mental defect has extended
for a century into several families, so that some of all their descendants
still continue idiots in the fourth and even the fifth generation. "• In
many families, the qualities of both father and mother arfl seen blended
in the children. "ln my own case," says a medical friend, "I can
trace a very marked combination of the qualities of both parents. My
father is a large-chested, strong, healthy man, with a large, but not
active brain; my mo~her was a spare, thin woman, with a high nervous
temperament, a rather delicate frame, and a mind of uncommon activity. Her brain I should suppose to have been of moderate size. I
often think that to the father I am indebted for a strong frame and the
enjoyment of excellent health, and to the mother for activity of mind
and excessive fondness for exertion." Finally, it often happens that
the mental qualities of the father are transmitted to some of the children, and those of the mother to others.
It is pleasing to observe, that in W urtemberg, Baden, and some
other German states, there are two excellent laws calculated to improve
the moral and physical condition of the people. First, " It is illegal for
any young man to marry before he is twenty-five, or any young
woman before she is eighteen." Here the human legislator pays
much more deference to the Divine Lawgiver than he does in our
country. Secondly, "A man, at whatever age he wishes to marry,
must show to the police and the priest of the commune where he resides, that he is able, and has the prospect, to provide for a wife and
family." This also is extremely judicious.
It ims been argued that these prohibitions only encournge immorality. During a residence in Germany, I observed that where the individuals had average moral and intellectual organs, the law gave them
the right direction, and produced the best effects. One of my own
female servants was engaged to be married to a young man who was
sernng his three years as a soldier; and nothing could exceed the industry and economy which both praeticed, in order to raise the requisite funds to enable them to marry on his discharge. When the or·
gans of the propensities predominated, there, as here, the parties rushed recklessly to indulgence. In this case, in Germany, the intercourse
is illicit; in this country, it is often the same; or the substitute for it is
an ill-assorted and miserable marriage. The German legislators, by
• Elom. Physlol., Llb. x:rh:.,
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giving their sanction to the dictates of reason and morality, at least dis·
charge their own duty to their people ; while our legislatora lead us.
by their authority, into error.
Another natural law in regard to marriage is, that the mental qualities and the physical constitutions of the parties should be adapted to
each other. If their dispositions, tastes, talents, and general habits harmonize, the reward is domestic felicity-the greateat enjoyment of life.
If these differ eo widely as to cause jarring and collision, the borne,
which should be the palace of peace and the mansion of the softest
affections of our nature, becomes a theater of war; and of all states of
hostility, that between huaband and wife is the most interminable and
incurable, because the combatants live cooetsntly together, have all
things in common, and are continually exposed to the influence of each
other's dispositions.
.
The importso~ of this law becomes more striking when we atteod
to the fact, that, by ill assortment, not only are the parties themselvea
rendered unhappy, but their immoral oondition directly alfects the dispositions of their children. It is a rule in nature, that the elfects even
of temporary departures from the organic laws descend to olfspring produced during that state, and injure their constitutions. Thus-children
produced under the influence of inebriety, appesr to receive an oFganiz~ttion which renders them liable to a craving appetite for stimulating
fluids. Children produced when the parents are depressed with misfortune, and sulferiog under severe nervous debility, are liable to be
easily alfected by events calculated to induce a similar condition; children produced when the parents nre under the influence of violent passion, inherit a constitution that renders them liable to the same t>xcitemeot; and hence, also, children produced when the parents are happy,
and under the dominion of the higher sentiments and intellect, inherit
qualities of body and brain that render them naturally disposed to corresponding states of mind. I have stated various facts nod authorities
in support of these views in the" Constitution of Man,'' to which Irefer. These phenomena are the result of the transmission to the children of the mental organs modified in size, combination, and condition,
by the temporary condition of ;he parents. This law is subject to
modifications from the influence of the hereditary qualities of the
pnreots, but its real existence can hardly be doubted.
lo my second Lecture I laid down the principle, that man's first duty
as· no individual is to uequire knowledge of himself, of external nature,
nod of the will of God; nod I beg yout· attention to the application of
this koowledge.when acquired. If o1·gaoic laws relative t.o marriage
be really instituted by the Creator, and if t·eward and punishment be
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annexed to each of them, of what aYail is it to koow these fac:te abstractly. unless we know also the corresponding duties, and are disposed to perform them 1 We want such a knowledge of the human
conetitution as will carry home to the understan.ding and the cons.:Unce the law of God written in our frames, and induce us to obey it.
The aaoction of public sentiment, religion, and civil enactments are all
necessary to enforce the observance of that law; and we need training
aleo, to render obedience habitual.
Knowledge of the constitutions of individuals about to marry can
be attained only by the study of the structure, functions, and laws of
the body. If anatomy and physiology, and their practical applications,
formed branches of general education, we should be led to view this
subject in all its importance, and where our own skill was insufficient
to direct us, we should call in higher experience. It is a general opinion, that all such knowledge will ever be useless, because ·marriage is
determined by fancy, liking, passion, interest, or similar considerations,
and never by reason. Phrenology enables us to judge of the force of
this objection. It shows that the impulses to marry come from the in·
stinctive and energetic action of the three orgAns of the domestic affec·
tions. ThPse are large, and come into vigorous activity in youth, and
frequently communicate such so influence to the other mental powera,
as to enlist them all for the time in their service. The feelings inspired by these faculties, when acting impulsively and blindly, are dignified with various poetic names, such as fancy, affection, love, and so
forth. Their influence is captivating, and not a liUie ·mysterious; which
quality adds much to their charms with young minds. But Phrenology, without robbing them of one jot of their real fsscioations, dispels
the mystery and illusions, sod shows them to us as three strong im·
pulses, which will act either conformably to reason, or without its guidance, according as the underst11Ddiog nod moral sentiments are enlightened or left in the dark. It shows us, moreover, disappointment and
misery, in various forms, and at different stages of life, as the natural
consequences of defective guid.snce ; while happiness of the most eo·
during and exalted description is the result of the wise and just direction of them.
Believing, as I do, that the C~estor has constituted man a rational
being, I am prepared to maintain that the very converse of the objection under consideration is true-namt'lly, that average men, if adequately instructed and trained, could not avoid giving effect to the natural laws in forming marriages. I say average men; becnuse Phrenology shows to us that some human beings are born with.nnimalorgans
so large, and moral and intellectual organs so small, that they are the
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slaves of the propensities, and proof against the dictates of reuoo.
These individuals, however, are not numerous, and are not average
specimens of the race. If, before the organs of the domestic affections
come into full activity, the youth of both sexes were iostructed in the
laws of the Creator relative to marringe, and if the sanctions of religion
and the opinion of society were added to enforce the fui6Ument of
them, it is not to be presumed that the propensities would still hurry
average men to act in disregard of all these guides. This aasumptioa
would imply that man is not rational, and that the Creator bas laid down
laws for him which he is incapable, under any natural guidance, of
obeying-a proposition which to me is incredible.
I have introduced these remarks to prepare the way for the observation, that before the discovery of Phrenology it was impossible to aacertain the mental dispositions and capacities of individuals prior to experience of them in actions, and that there was, on this account, great
difficulty in selecting, on sound principles, partners really adapted to
each other, and calculated to render each other happy in marriage. I
know that a smile is sometimes excited when it is said that Phrenology
confers the power of acting rationally, in this respect, on individuals
who could not be certain of doing so without its aid; but a filet does
not yield to a smile.
Not only is there nothing irrational in the idea that Phrenology may
give the power of obtaining the requisite knowledge, but, on the contrary, there would be a glaring defect in the moral government of the
world if the Creatoroohad not provided means by which human beings
could ascertain, with reasonable accuracy, the rr.ental dispositions and
qualities of ench other, before entering into marriage. He has
prompted them, by the most powerful and fascinating of impulses, to
form that connection. He has withheld from them discriminating instincts, to ennble them always to choose right; and yet he has attached
tremendous penalties to their errors in selection. If He have not provided some means, suited to the rationnl nature of man, to enable him
to guide his impulses to proper objects, I can not conceive how his
government can be reconciled to our notions of benevolence and justice.
We must believe thnt He punishes us for not doing what he has denied us the cnpacity and the means of accomplishing.
No method of discovering. prior to experience, the natural dispositions of h•Jman being1.1, has hitherto been practically available. The
general intercourse of society, such as is permitted to young persons
of different sexes bt>fore marriage, reveals, in the most imperfect mnnner, the real character; nod hence the bitter morti6cation and lasting
misery in which some prudent and anxious persons 6nd themselves in·
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YOived, after the blandishments of a first love have passed away, and
when the inherent qualities of the minds of their partners begin to display themselves without disguise and restraint. The very fact that human affection continues in this most unhappy and nnsucctossful condition, should lead us to the inference that there is some great truth re!ative to our mental constitution undiscovered, in which a remedy for
these evila will be found. The fact that a mao is a rational crenturewho mast open up his own way to happiness--ought to lead us, when
mis6ry is found to result from oar conduct, to infer that we have been
erring through lack of knowledge, and to desire better 88 well 88 more
abundant in(ormation.
So far from its being incredible, therefore, that a method has been
provided by the Creator whereby the mental qualities of human beings
may be discovered, this supposition appears to be directly warranted by
every fact which we perceive, and every result which we experience,
connected with the government of the world. If God ha11 placed with-\
in our reach the means of avoiding unhappy marriages, ancl if we neglect to avail ourselves of his gift, then we are ourselves to blnme for the
evils we endure. I can not too frequently remind you, thut every fact,
physical and moral, with which we are acquainted, tends to show that
mao is comparatively a recent inhabitant of this globe ; that, 88 a race,
be is yet in his infancy; and that we have no more reason to be astonished at new and valuable natural institutions, calculated to promote
human enjoyment and virtue, evolving themselves from day to day to
our understandings, than we have to wonder at the increasing intelligence of an individual 88 he passes from childhood to youth, and from
youth to manhood.
I am equally nt a loss to discover any reason why it should be absurd,
that the means of discriminating natural qualities should be presented
to us through the medium of the brain. Dr. Thomas Drown has justly
remarked, that " to those who have not sufficient elementary knowledge of science, to feel any interest in physical truths, as one connected
Py~tem, and no habitual desire of exploring the various relntions of new
pi1Pnomena, many of the facts in nat.ure, which have an appearance of
incongruity as at first stated, do truly seem ludicrous;" but the impression~ of such minds constitute no criterion of what is really wise or unwis" in nRture.
Tt hns i>een ascertained by measurement thnt a head not more than
thirteen inches in horizontal circumference is invariably attended by
idiocy. unlees the frontal 1·egion be disproportionately large. Dr. Voiaon, of P11rie, lately made observations on the idiots und~>r his care nt
the Ho!pital of Incurables in that city, and found this fact uoiformly
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confirmed, and aleo that, CDileri• paribu.s, the larger the bead was, the
more vigorously were the mental powers maoifflsted.
It is worthy of remark, that-almost 88 if to show an intention that
we should be guided by observation of the size and configuration of the
brain-the cerebral development in mao i11 extensively indicated during
life by the external 88pect of the bead ; while in the lower animal11 thia
'is much less decidedly the c88e. In the bog, elephant, and others, the
form and magnitude of the brain are not at all discoverable from the
living head. The brute11 have no need of that knowledge of each
other's dispositions which is required by man : instincts implanted by
nature lead them into the proper path ; and 88 it is presumable that a
different arrangement b88 not been adopted in regard to man without
an object and a reason, subsequent generations may contemplate
Phrenology with different eyes from those with which it h88 been regarded in our day.
To illustrate the possibility of discriminating natural dispositions and
talents by means of observations on the head, I may be permitted to
allude to the following C88es. On the 28th October, 1835, I visited the
jail at NewC88tle, along with Dr. George Fife (who is not n phrenologist) and nine other gentlemen, and the procedure adopted was this : I
etamined the head of an individual criminal, and before any account of
him whatever was given, wrote down my own remarks. At the other
side of the table, and at the same time, Dr. Fife wrote down an account
of the character and conduct of the same individual, as disclosed by
the judicial proceedings and the experience of the jailer. When both
writings were finished, they were compared.
"The first prisoner was a young mao about 20 years of age, P. S.
After stating the organs which predominated and those which were
deficient in his brain, I wrote as follows: • My inference is, that this
boy is not accused of violence ; his dispositions are not ferocious, nor
cruel, nor violent; be has a talent for dect'lption, and a desire for property not regulated by justice. His desires may have appeared ·in
swindling or theft. It is moat probable that he hna swindled ; he has
the combination which contributes to the talflnt of an actor.' The remarks which Dr. Fife wrote were the following: • A confirmed thief;
he hRS been twice convicted of theft. He has never shown brutality, but he has no sense of honesty. He bas frequently !\~tempted
tu impose on Dr. Fife; he has considerable intellectuRI t11lent; he
hns attended school, and is quick and apt; be has R talent for imitation.'
"The next c1·iminRI wns nlso a young man, ag~d 18, 'I'. S. I wrote:
•This boy is considerablv different from the last. He is more violent
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in his dispositions; he has probably been committed for an 8888ult coonecte<l with women. He baa also large SecretiYeoeBB and Acquiai\ivenesa, and may baYe stolen, although I think this leBB probable. He
baa fait· intellectual tale!lta, and is an improvable subject.' Dr. Fife
wrote : • Crime, rape. • • • No striking features in his general
character; mild disposition; has never shown actual vice.'
"The third criminal examined was an old man of 73, J. W. The
remarks which I wrote were these: • His moral dispositions generally
are very defective, but be has much caution. I can not specify the
pre.ciae crime of which be bas been convicted. Great deficiency in
the moral organs is the characteristic feature, which JeaYea the lower
propensities to net without control.' Dr. Fife wrote : • A thief; void.
of every principle of honesty ; obstinate ; insolent ; ungrateful for any
kindneBB. In short, one of the most depraved characters with which
I baYe eYer been acquainted.'"* Many examples of accurate description of natural dispositions and talents from examining the bead, by
other phrenologists, are on record, and before the public.
The two young men here described were rather well-looking and
intelligent in their features, and if judged of simply by their appearance, would have been believed to be rather above than below the
average youth of their own rank of life. Yet which of you will say, .
that if any relatiYe of yours were to be addresstld by men of the same\
dispositions, it would not be more advantageous to possess the means ·.
of discovering their real qualities before marriage, and consequently of
avoiding them, than to learn them only by experience; in other words, '
after having become their victim 1
I add another illustration. Upward of ten years ago I bad a short
interview with an individual who was about to be m11rried to a lady wit.h
whom I was acquainted.
writing this piece of news to a friend at
a distance, I described the gentleman's development of brain and dispositions, and expressed my regret that the lady had not made a more
fortunate choice. My opinion was at variance with the estimate of the
lover made by the lady's friends from their own knowledge of him.
He was respectably connected, reputed rich, and regarded as altogether
a desirable match. The m11rriage took place. Time wheeled in its
ceasaless course; and at the end of about seven years, circumstances
occurred of the most painful nature, which recalled my letter to the
memory of the gantleman to whom it bad been addressed. He had
preserved it, and after comparing it with the subsequent occurrencl!s,
he told me that the description of the natural dispositions coiucided so
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perfectly with thoee which the events had developed, that it might
have been supposed to have been written after they bad happened.
I can not here enter into the limitations and conditions under which
Phrenology should be used for this purpose ; such discussions belong
to the general subject of that science. My sole aim is to announce the
possibility of its being thus applied. If you will ask any lady who suffers under the daily calamity of a weak, ill-tempered, or incorrigibly
rude nod vulgar husband, and who, by studying Phrenology, sees these
imperfections written in legible characters in his brain, whether she
considers that it would have been folly to have observed and given effect to these indications in avoiding marriage, her sinking and aching
heart will answer, no! She will pity the flippancy that would despise
any counsel of prudence, or treat with inattention any means of avoiding so great an evil, and declare that, had she known the real character
indicated by the head, she could not have consented to become the
companion of such a man for life. In fact, we find that sensible men
and women, in forming matrimonial alliances, do, in general, avail
themselves of the best information which they can obtain 88 a guide to
their conduct; they avoid glaring bodily defects and openly bad characters; and this is a complete recognition of the principle for whieh I
am contending. The whole extravagance of which I am now guilty
(if any of you consider it 88 such) consists in proposing to put you in
posaeBBion of the means of obtaining more minute, accurate, and serviceable knowledge, than, in_ ordinary circumstances, you can, otherwise, attain. I am willing. therefore, to encounter all the ridicule
\vhich may be excited by these suggestions, convinced that those will
laugh best who win, and that attention to them will render all winners, if they be founded, as I believe them to be, in the institutions of
nature.
I stand before you in a singular predicament. Lecturers on recognized science are bailed with rapturous encouragement, when they
bring forward new truths; and in proportion 88 these are practicul and
important, the higher is their reward. I appear, however, ns the
humble advocate of a science which is still so far from being uni;vel'l'nlly
admitted to be true, that the very idea of applying it practically in n department of human life, in which, hitherto, there has been no guide,
nppears to mnny to be ludicrous. It would be far more agreeablfl to
mfl to devote my efforts to teaching you doctrines which you shoulc.l
all applaud, and which should carry home to your minds a feeling of
respect for the judgment of your instructor. But one obstacle prevents
me from enjoying this advantage. I have been permitted to become
acquainted with a great, and, lately, an unknown region of truth, which
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appears to my own mind to bear the strongest impress of a Divine
origin, and to be fraught with the greatest advantages to mankind; and,
as formerly stated, I feel it to be a positive moral duty to eubmit it to
your consideration. All I ask is, that ·you will receive the communication with the sv.irit and independence of free-minded men. Open
your t"yes that y;,u may see, your ears that you may bear, and your
undel'!ltandings that you may comprehend; and fear nothing.
5
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ON POLYGAMY; FIDELITY TO THE MARRIAGE VOW; DIVORCE;
DUTIES OF PARENTS TO THEIR CHILDREN.
Polygamy not rounded In nature-Flde!Uyto the marriage vow a natural lutltutionDlvoree-Objectlou to the law or England on this subject-Circumstances In which
divorce should be allowed-Duties or parenta-Mr. Jllalthna' law of popolatlon, and
Mr. Sadler's objection to It, considered-Parents bound to provide for their ehlldren.
and to preserve their health-Consequences or neglectini the laws or health.

THE remarks in my IMt Lecture related to the constitution of marriage. Moralists, generally, discuss also the questions of polygamy,
fidelity to the marriage vow, and divorce.
On the subject of polygamy, I may remark that it is pretty well ascertained by statistical researches that the proportions of the sexes
born are thirteen males to twelve females. From the greater hazards
to which the male sex is exposed, this disparity is reduced, in adult
life, to equality; indeed, in almost all Europe, owing to the injurious
habits and pursuits of the men, the balance among adults is turned the
other way, the females of any given age above puberty preponderating
over the males. In some Eastern countries more females are born
than males; and it is said that this indicates a design in nature, that
there each male should have several wives. But there is reason to believe that the variation from the proportion of thirteen to twelve is the
consequence of vicious habits in the males. In the appendix to the
" Constitution of Man" I have quoted some curious observations in regard to the determination of the sexes in the lower animals, from
which it appears that inequality is the result of unequal strength and
age in the parents. In our own country and race, it is observed that
when old men marry young females, the progeny are gene•·ally daughters; and I infer that, in the Eastern countries alluded to, in which an
excess of females exists, the cause may be found in the superior vigor
and youth of the females; the practice of polygamy being confined to
rich men, who enervate themselves by disobedience to the natural
laws, and become, by that means, physically inferior to the females.
The equality .of the sexes, therefore, when the organic laws are
duly observed, affords one strong indication, that polygamy is not a
natural institution; and this conclusion is strengthened by considering
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the objects of the domestic affections. I111rmonious gratification of the
three fncultit'll constituting the domestic group, in 11ccordance with the
moral sentiments and intellect, is attended with the greatest amount
of pure enjoyment, and the most advantllgeous r·esults; but this can be
attained only by the union of one male with one female. Ir the male
hove several wives. there is 110 excess of gratification provided for the
cerebellum, and a diminution of gratification to A<ihesiveness and Philoprogenitiveness; for his attachment, diffused 111nong a multitude of
objects, can never glow with the intensity, nor net with the sofmess
and purity, which iuspire it when directed to one wife and her offspring. The females al~o. in a state of polygnmy, must be deprived of
gratification to theh- SeJf.Esteem 11nd Adhesiveness, for none of them
can claim an undivided love. There is injustice to the females, therefore, in the practice; and no iostitution that is unjust can proceed from
natut·e. Farther, when we coosider that in married life the pleRsurn
derived from the domestic affections are unspeakably enhanced by the
habitual play of the moral feelings, and that polygnmy is flltlll to the
close sympathy, confidence, respect,lnd reciprocal devotion, which nre
the attendants of active moral sentiments, we shall be fully convinced
that the Creator has not intended that mea should unite themselves to
a plurality of wives.
Regarding fidelity. Every argument tending to show that polygnmy
is forbidden by the natural law, goes to support the obligntion of fitlelity
to the marriage vow. As this point is one on which, fortunately, no
difficulty or difference of opinion, among rntion~l persons, exists, l
sh111l not dwell on it, but proceed to the subject of divorce.
The la\V of England does not permit divorce in any circumstnncl's,
or for any causes. In that country, a specinl net of the legislature
must be obtained to aonul11 marriage, which rule of course limits the
privilege to the rich; and we mny therefore f11irly sny that the lnw denies divorce to the great mnjority of the people. The lstw of Scotland
permits divorce on account of infidelity to the mnrringe vow; nf nonadherence, or willful desertion, ns it is called, by the husbnnd, of his
wife's society for a period of four successive yenrs; and of p~>rsonal
imbecility. The law of Moses permitted the Jewish husband to put
away his wife; and under Napoleon, the French law permitted mRr·
ried persons to dissolve their marriage by consent, nfrer giving one
year's judicial notice of their intention, and making suiteble provisions
for their children. The New Testament confines divorce to the sin·
gle cnse of infidelity in the wife.
The question oow occurs-What does the law of nature, written io
our eoostitutioos, enact!
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The first fact that presents itself to our coneil\eration, is, that in persons of wt'IJ-constituted minds, natu1e not only institutes marriage, but
makes it indissoluble, except by death; even those lower animals which
live in p11irs, exemplify permanent connection. In regard to man, I
remark, that where the three organs of the domestic affections bear a
just proportion to each other, and where the moral and intellectual organs are favorably developed and cultivated, there is not only no desire,
on either side, to bring the marriage tie to an end, but the utmost repugnance to do so. The deep despondency which changes, into one
unbroken expreBBion of grief and desolation, the whole aspect even of
the most determined and energetic men, when they lose by death the
cherished partners of their lives, and that breaking down of the spirit,
profoundly felt, although meekly and resignedly borne, which the widow
indicates when her stsy and delight is removed f1'0m her forever, proclaim, in language too touching and forcible to be misunderstood, that
where the marriage union is formed according to nature's laws, no civil
enactments are needed to render it indissoluble during life. It is
clear that life-endurance is stamped upon it by the Creator, when he
renders its continuance so sweet, and its bursting asunder so indescribably painful. It is only where the minds of the parties are ill-constituted,
or the union is otherwise unfortunate, that desire for sepnration exists.,
The causes which mny lead married individuals to wish to terminate
their union may be briefly considered.
1. If, in either of them, the cerebellum predominates greatly in size
over Adhesiveness, Philoprogenitiveness, and the organs of the monil
sentiments, there is a feeling of restraint in the married state which is
painful.
To compel a virtuous and amiable partner to live in inseparable society with a person thus constituted, and to be the unwilling medium of
tl·ansmitting immoral dispositions to children, appears directly contrary
to the dictates of both benevolence and justice. Paley's argument
against permitting dissolution of the marriage tie at the will of the husband is, that "new objects of desire would be continually sought after,
if men could, at will, be released from their subsisting engagements.
Supposing the husband to have once preferred his wife to all other
women, the duration of this preference can not be trusted to. Possession makes a great difference; and there is no other security ngainst
thA invitations of novelty, than the known impossibility of obtaining the
object." This nrgument is good when applied to men with unfavorably
bRlanced brnins, viz., to those in whom the cerebellum predominates
over the organs of Adhesiveness and the moral sentiments; but it is
unfounded as a general rule; nnd the question is, whether it be desir·
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able to deny absolutely, to the great body of the people, 88 the Jaw of
E"gland does, all available means of dissolving the connection with such
beings 1 It appears not to be so. The husband, certainly, should DOC
have the power to dissolve the marriage tie at his pleuure; but the
French Jaw seems more reasonable, which permitted the paniea to dissolve the marriage when both of them, after twelve months' deliberation,
and suitably providing for their childr~>n, desired to bring it to a close.
The same argument applies to the voluntary dissolution of mnrriage
in cues of irreconcilable differences in temper and dispositions. "The
law of nature," says Paley, "admits of divorce in favor of the injured
party, in cases of adultery, of obstinate desertion, of attempts upon life,
of outrageous cruelty, of incurable madness, and, perhaps, of personal
imbecility; but by no means indulges the same privileges to mere dislike, to opposition of humors, and inclination, to contrariety of tnste and
temper, to complaints of coldness, neglect, severity, peevishness, jealousy ; not that these reasons are trivial, but because such objections
may always be alleged, and are impossible by testimony to be ucertained ; so that to allow implicit credit to them, and to dissolve marriages whenever either party thought fit to pretend them, would lead in
its effects to all the licentiousness of arbitt"HI"Y divorces." "IC a martied pair, in actual and irreconcilable discord, complain that their hap.
piness would be better consulted, by permitting them to determine a
connection which is become odious to both, it may be told them, that
the same permission, as a general rule, would produce libertinism, dissension, and misery among thousands, who are now virtuous, and quiet,
and happy in their condition; and it ought to satisfy them to reflect
that, when their happiness is sacrificed to the operation of an unrelenting rule, it is sacrificed to the happiness of the community."
If there be any trlrth in Phrenology, this argument is a grand fallacy.
Actual and irreconcilable discord arises from wnnt of harmony in the
natural dispositions of the parties, connected with differences in their
cerebral organizations ; and agt·eement arises from the existence of
such harmony. The natures of the parties in the one case differ ineconcilably ; but to maintnin that if two persons of such discordant minds
were permitted to separate, thousands of accordant minds would instantly fly uunder, is as illogical as it would be to RBsert that, if the humane spectators of a street fight w11re to separate the combntRnts, they
would forthwith be seized with the mania of fighting among themselves.
In point of fact, the common arguments on this subject have been
written in ignorance of the real elements of human nature, and are
applicable only to particularly constituted individuals. Married personi
may be divided into three cluses : Firat, thoee whose dispoaitions nat.
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urally accord, and who, consequently, are happy; secondly, those in
whom there are some feelings in harmony, but many in discord, nnd
who are in the medium state between happinf'lls and misery; and,
thirdly, those btltween whose dispositions there are irreconcilable differences. and who ara, in consequence, altogether unhappy in each
other's society.
Palf'y's views, if applied to persoos who are bordering on the middle
line of like and dislike toward each other, would be sound. To hold
up to such persons extreme difficulty or impossibility in obtaining a dissolution of the marriage tie, will present them with motives to cultivate
those feelings in which they agree; while to offer them easy means of
terminating it, might lead to a reckleas aggravation of thetr quarrels.
But this is only one class, and their case does not exhaust the question.
Where the union is really accordant in nature, the facility or undoing
it will not alter its character, nor produce the desire to destroy the
happineas which it engenders. Where it is irremediably unsuitable
and unhappy, the sacrifice of the parties will not mend their own condition ; anti as the happy are safe in the attractions of a reciprocal affection, the only persous who can be said to be benefited by the example of the inseparability of tho wretched, are the cl888 of waverers to
whom I have alluded. I humbly think that nature has attached not a
few penalties to the dissolution of the marriage tie, which mRy have
JQme effect on thi~ class; and that these, aided by proper legal impediments to the fulfillment of their caprices, might render the restraints
on them sufficient, without calling for the absolute sacrifice of their
completely unhappy brethren for the supposed public good.
Such a conclusion is greatly strengthened by the consideration that
the dispositions of .children are determined, in Rn i:nportBnt degree, by the predominant dispositions of the parents, and that to prevent the separation of wretched couples is to entail misery on the off·
spring, not only by the influence of example, but by the transmission
of ill-constituted brains-which is the natural result of the organs of the
lower feelings being maintained, by dissension, in a state of constant
activit.y in their parents.
The argument that an indissoluble tie presents motives to the exercise
of grave reflection before marriage, might be worthy of some consideration, if persons contemplating that state posst'ssed adequate menus of
rendering reflection succeBI!ful; but while the lnw permits matrimonial
unions at agt>s when the parties are destitute of fort>sight. (in Scotland,
in mall'S at 14, and iu females at 12), and while the syst.em of moral und
intellectual education pursued in this country furnishes scarcely one
sound element of information to guide the judgment in its choice, the
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argument is a mockery at once of reason and of human suffering. It
appears to me that until mankind shall be instructed in the views which
I am now advocating (in ao fat aa experience shall prove them to be
sound), and shall be trained to venerate them as ioatitutions of natu're,
nod to practice them in their conduct, they will not possess adequate
means of acting rationally and successfully in forming marriagfls.
While sources of error encompass them on every side, they ought not
to be deprived of the possibility of escaping from the pit into which they
may have inadvertently fallen ; and not only divorce for infidelity to the
marriage vow, but diseolution of marriage by voluntary cooaent. under
proper restrictions, and after due deliberation, should be permitted. •
Having now considered the general BUbject of marriage, I proceed
to make some remarks on the duties of pnrents to their children.
Their first duty is to traoamit sound constitutions, bodily and mental,
to their offspring ; and this can be done only by their posseasing sound
cooatitutions themselves, and living in habitual observance of the naturnl
Jawa. Having already treated of this duty in discussing the cooatitution
of marriage, I shall not here revert to it. It is of high importance ; because, if great defects be inherent in children at birth, a life of suffering is entailed on them: the iniquities of the fathers are trnly visited
on the children, to the third or fourth generation, of those who hate
God by disobeying his commandments written in their frames. The
empirical condition of medical science i~ one great cause of the neglect
of the organic Jaws in marriage. Not only do medical men gllnerally
abstain from wnrning ill-constituted individuals against marrying, but
many of them deliberately form unions themselves, which, on well-ascertained physiological principles, can not fail to transmit feebleness,
disease, and suffering to their own children. It is sufficient here to
disapprove of the selfishness of those who, for their own gratification,
knowingly bring into the world beings by whom life can not faif to be
regarded aa a burden.
In the next place, parents are bound by the laws of nature to sup• The ReTiaed Statutes or M.... achooetta (Chap. T6, Sec. 6) permll divorce "for adultery, or defee&ln either party,or when either ofthem Is sentenced 1o conlloement to bard
labor In the State Prloon, or In any Jail or houe or correction, ror the term of lite, nr for
se•en yeara or more; and no pardon granted &o the par&y so sentenced, arter a dtvoree
for that eauae, shall res&ore the party&o bll or her conJugal right&" This lao& to a Just
and humane proTisloo; !or 11 is calculated for Ibe relief or the Innocent partner of a eon·
ftrmed criminal. When will the law of England contain a similar enactment? The
claaa wbleh makes the laws In Britain I.e not that which eoppll• erlmlnala 1o Jail• or
venal colonies, and 11 I.e oflen long before the mere dletateo or homanlly and Jnell'
prompt them &o reUeve an Inferior order trom an eTII, tbe prteeore ot which lo not e
perleneed b7 themaelne.
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port, educate, and provide for the welfare and hlippin888 of their children. Tbe foundation of this duty is laid in the constitution of the
mind. PhiloprogenitiveneN, acting along with Benevolence, gives the
impulse to its performance, and Veneration and Conscientiouaness invest it with all the Anctions of mbral and religious obligation. When
these faculties are adequately po18el8ed, there is in parents a strong
and never slumbering desire to promote the real advantage of their offspring; and in such cases, only intellectual enlightenment and pecuniary resources are wanting to insure its complete fulfillment. Neglect
of, or indifference to, this duty, is the consequence of deficiency either
in PhiloprogenitiveneN, in the moral organs, or in both; and the conduct of individuals thus unfavorably constituted should not be charged
against human nature as a general fault.
The views of Mr. Malthus on population may be adverted to in connection with the duty of parents to support their families. Stated simply, they are these: The productive powers of healthy, well-fed, welllodged, and well-clothed human beings are naturally so great, that fully
two children will be born for every person who will die within a gtveu
time ; and as a generation lasts about 30 years, at the end of that period
the population will of course be doubled. In point of fact, in the circumstances here enumerated, population is observed actually to double
itself in twenty-five years. This rate of increase takes place in the
newly settled and healthy States of North America, independently of
immigration. To become aware of the effects which this power of
increase would produce in a country of circumscribed territory, like
Great Britain, we need resort only to a very simple calculation. If,
for example, Britain in 1800 bad contained 12 millions of inhahitnuts,
and this rate of increase bad taken place, ihe popul>ttion in 1825 would
have amounted to 24 millions; in 1850 it would amount to 48 millions;
in 1875 to 96 millions; in 1900 to 192 millions; and in 1925 to 384
millions ; and so on, always doubling every twenty-live years. N o\l'
:M:~tlthus maintained that food can not be made to increase in the snmo
proportion; we can not extend the surface of Britain, for nature hAs
fixed its limits; and no skill or labor will suffice to augment the productive powers of the soil in a rntio doubling every twenty-live years.
As the same power of increase exists in other countries, similar observations are applicable to them. He therefore drew the conclusion,
that humap beings (in the absence of adequate menns of emigration,
and of procuring food from foreign countries) should restrain their pt·odoctive powers, by the exercise of their moral and intellectual faculties;
in other words, should not marry until they are in possession of sufficient means to maintain an~ educate a family; and he adder!, that if
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this rule were generally infringed, and the practice of marrying early
and exerting the powers of reproduction to their full extent became
common, in a densely peopled country, Providence would check the
increase by premature deaths, resulting from misery and etal"Vlltion.
This doctrine has been loudly declaimed against; bot ite merite may
be easily analyzed. The domestic affections are powerful, and come
early into play, apparently to alford a complete guarantee against extinction of the race; but along with them, we have received moral
sentiments and intellect, bestowed for the evident purpose of guiding
and restraining them, so as to lead them to their beet and mnst permanent enjoyments. Now, what authority is there from nature for
maintaining that these affections alone are entitled to emancipation from
moral restraint and intellectual guidance ; and that they have a right to
pursue their own gratification from the first moment of their energetic
existence to the last, if only the marriage vow shall have been taken
and observed? I see no foundation in rea8on for this view. From the
imperfections of our moral education we have been Jed to believe that,
if a priest solemnize a marriage, and the vow of fidelity be observed,
there is no sin, although there may be imprudence or misfortuna, in
rearing a family for whom we are unable to provide. But if we believe
in the natural Jaws, as institutions of the Ct·eator, we shall be satiafied
that there is great sin in such conduct. We know that nature has
given us strong desires for propl'rty, and has fired us with ambition, the
love of splendor, and other powerful longings; yet no rational person
argues that these desires may, with propriety. be gratified when we
mve not the means of legitimately doing so; or that any ecclesiastical
ceremony or dispensation can then render such gratification allowable.
\Vhy, then, should the domestic affections form an exception to the
universal rule of moral guidance and restraint 1
1\fr. Sadler, a writer on this subject, Ha'gues, that marriages naturally
hecome less prolific as the population becomes more dense, and that in
this wsy the consequences predicted by Malthus are prevented. But
this is trifling with the question; for the very misery of which Malthus
speaks is the cause of the diminished rate of increaee. This diminution may be owing either to fewer children being born, or to more
dying early, in a densely than in a thinly peopled country or district.
The causes why fewer children are born in densely peopled countries
tta·e eaaily traced ; some parents, finding subsistence difficult. of attainment, practice moral restraint and marry late; others who neglect this
precaution are, by the competition inseparable from that condition, oppressed with cares and troubles, whereby the fruitfulness of marriage
is diminished-but these are instances of misery attending on a dense
5.
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Rate of population.

Again, it is certain that in snch circumstances the
mortality of children is greater ; but this also is the result of the coofined dwellings, imperfect nutrition, depreBBed energies, and care and
anxiety which, through competition, atllict many parents in that social
condition. If the opponents of Malthus could show that there is a law
of nature by which the productiveness of marriage is diminished in
proportion to the density of the population, without an increase of
twery, they would compllltely refute his doctrine. This, however,
they can not do. A healthy couple, who marry at a proper age, and
life in comfort and plenty, are able to rear as numerous and vigorous a
filmily in tht< county of Edinburgh, which is densely peopled, ss in the
thinly inhabited county of Ross. Mr. Malthus, therefore, does well in
bringing the domestic affections, equally with our other faculties, under
the control of the moral and intellectual powers.
,
A reftected light of the intentions of nature in regard to man may
frequently be obtained by ob.ierviog the lower animals. Almost all the
lower creatures have received powers of increasing their numbers far
beyond the voids made by death in the form of natural decay. If we
consider the enormous numbers of sheep, cattle, fowls, hares, and
other creatures, in the prime of life, that are annually slaughtered for
human sustenance, and recollect that the stock of those existing is
never diminished, we shall perceive that if every one of these animals
which is produced were allowed to live and propagate, in a very few
years a general desolation, through scarcity of food, would overtake
them all. It is intended that these creatures should be put to death,
and osed as food. Now mao, in so far as he is on organized being,
closely resembles these cl'eat.ures, and in the instincts in question he is
constituted exactly as they are. But he has obtained the gift of reason,
and instead of being intended to be thinned by the knife and violence,
like the animals, he is invited w increase his means of subsistence by
his skill and industry, and to restrain his domestic affections by his
higher powers of mor·ality and reflection, whenever he reaches the
limits of his food. As the ment11l organs may be enlarged or diminished
in the course of generations by habitual exercise or restmint, it is prob.
able that, in a densely peopled and highly cultivated nntion, the organs
of the domestic affections may diminish in size nnd nctivity, nod tbnt. n
)eBB painful effort may then suffice to restrain them than is at pr-esent
necessary, when the world is obviously young, and capable of con·
taining vastly more inhabitants than it yet poesesses.
'rhe next duty of parents is, to preserve the life and health of their
children after birth, and to place them in circumstances cnlculated to
develop favorably their physical and mental powera. It is painful to
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contemplate the extent to which human ignorance and wickedoea
cause this duty to be neglected. "A hundred years sgo," says Dr. A.
Combe, "when the pauper infants of London were received and
brought up in the workhouses, amid impure air, crowding, nod want
of proper food, not above one in twenty-four Jived to be a year old; so
that out of 2,900 annually received into them, 2,690 died. But when
the conditions of health came to be a little better understood, nnd an
act of Parliament was obtained obliging the parish officers to send the
infants to nurse in the country, this frightful mortality was reduced to
450, instead of 2,600 !" In 1781, when the Dublin Lying-in Ho~pital
was imperfectly ventilated, "every sixth child died within nine days
after birth, of convulsive disease; and after means of thorough vt>ntilation
had been adopted, the mortality of infants, within the same time, in
five succeeding years, was reduced to nearly one in twenty." Even
under private and maternal care, the mortality of infants is extraordinary. "It appears from the London bills of mortality, that between a
fourth and a fifth of all the infants baptized die within the first two
years of their existence. This extraordinary result is not a part of
the Creator's designs; it does not occur in the case of the lower animals, and must therefore have causes capable of removal."• It is the
punishment of gross ignorance and neglect of the organic laws. Before
birth, the infant Jives in a temperature of 98, being that of the mother:
at birth it is suddenly ushered into the atmosphere of a cold climate;
and among the poorer classes through want, and among the richer
through ignorance or inattention, it is often left; very inadequately
protected against the effects of this sudden change. In the earlier
stages of infancy, improper food, imperfect ventilation, deficient cleanliness, and want of general attention, consign many to the grave ; while
in childhood and youth, great mischief to health and life is often occasioned by direct infringements of the organic Jaws. In a family
which I knew well, two sons, of promising constitutions, had slept during the years of youth in a very small bed-closet, with a window consisting of a single pane of glass, which was so near to the bed that it
could never be opened with safety to their lungs during the night.
Breathing the atmosphere of so small an apartment, for seven or eight
hours in succession, directly tended to bring down the vigor of their
rssJliratory organs, and to injure the tone of their whole systems. The
effect of this practice was to prepare the lungs to yield to the first unfavorable influence to which they might be exposed; and accordingly,
when such occurred, both fell victims to pulmonary disen~e. Similar
• Ph)'liology applied to Health and Educatlon.
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cues are ·abundant; and the ignorance which is the root of the eYil i8
the more f~&tal, because the erroueoua practices which undermine the ·
conatitutioo operate slowly and insidiously; and eYeD after the resal&s
are seen, their cauaes are neither koown oor suspected. For many
years, a lady known to me was troubled with frequent and seYere
headaches, which she was unable to get rid off; but haYing beeo instructed iu the functions of the lungs, the constitution of the atmoephere, and the bad effects of improper food and a sedentary life, abe
remoYe<l from a Yery confined bedroom which she had long occupied,
to one that was large and airy-she took regular exercise in the open
air, and practiced discrimination with respect to her food; aod after
these precautions, her general health became good, and headachee
aeldom annoyed her. This improYemeot lasted for upward of teo
years, wheo a severe domestic calamity overtook her; brought back
the disordered action of the stomach and bead, and consigned her at
last to a premature grave.
When you study this subject with a view to practice, you will fiod
that the principles which I laid down in the fourth Lecture are of greet
importance as guides-namely, that each organ of the body has received
a definite constitution, and that health is the result of the harmonioDI
and favorable action of the whole. Hence it is not sufficient to proYide merely airy bedrooms for children, if at the same time the means
of cleanliness be neglected, or their brains be over-exerted in attending too many classes, and learning too many tasks. The delicate brain
of youth demands frequent repose. Io short, a practical knowledge
of the laws of the hamao constitution is highly conducive to the suc.
ce•ful rearing of children ; and the heart-rending desolation of parents,
when they see the dearest objects of their affections successively torn
from them by death, should be viewed as the chastisement of ignorance or negligence alone, and not as proofs of the world being constituted unfavorably for the production of human enjoyment. Io this
matter, however, parents should oot look to their own happiness merely ; they are under solemn obligations to the children whom they
bring into the world. Improper treatment io infancy and childhood,
at which period the body grows rapidly, is productive of effects far
more prejudicial and permanent than at any subsequent age ;• and
auuredly those parents are not guiltless who willfully keep themselves
in ignorance of the organic laws, or, knowing these, refrain from acting
in accordance with them io the rearing of their children. The latter
• The prlnolplee which ahonld guide parenta In the treatment ot children are alated
and entorced In Dr. A. Combe's work on the Phyalologloal and Moral Treatment otlnney.
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have a positive claim (which no parent of right feeling will disregard or
deny) on those who have brought them into existence, that they shall
do all in their power to render it agreeable.
Perhaps some may think that the importance of obedience to the
organic laws has been insisted on more than the subject required.
Such an idea is natural enough, considering that an exposition of these
laws forms no part of ordinaty education, and that obedience to them is
enjoined by no human authority. · There is no trace of them in the
stlltute-book, none in the catechisms issued by authority of the Church;
and you rarely, if ever, hear them mentioned as laws of God, by his
servants who teach his will from the pulpit. Nay, even the general
tongue of society, which allows few subjects to escape remark, is silent
with regard to them. Hence, it is probable that the importance of
obeying the organic laws may to some appear to be over-estimated in
these Lectures. But the universal silence which prevails in society
bas its source in ignorance. Physiology is still unknown to nineteen
twentieths evan of educated persons, and to the mass it is a complete
terra incognita. Even by medical men it is little studied as a practical
science, and the idea of its beneficial application as a guide to human
conduct in general, is only now beginning to engage their attention.
If to all this we add, that until Phrenology was discovered, the dependence of mental talents and dispositions on cerebral development was
scarcely even suspected-and that belief in this truth is still far from
being universal-the silence which prevails with respect to the organic
laws, and neglect of them in practice, will not seem very nnaccountable.
On this subject I would observe, that there is a vast difference. between the uncertain and tha unascertained. It is now universally admitted, that all the movements of matter are regulated ; and that they
are never uncertain, although the Jaws which they observe may, in
some instances, be unascertained. The revolutions of the planets can
be predicted, while those of some of the comets ar~;~ still unknown;
but no philosopher imagines that the latter are uncertain. The minutest drop of· water that descends the mighty fall of Niagara is regulated
in 1tll its movements by definite laws, whether it rise in mist and float
in the atmosphere to distant regions, there to descend as rain ; or be
absorbed by a neighboring shrub, and reappear as an atom in a blossom
adorning the Canadian shore; or be drunk up by a living creature and
mingle with its blood ; or become a portion of an oak, which at a
futo~e time shall career on the ocean. Nothing can be less aecertained, or probably less ascertainable by mortal study, than the revolutioDB of such an atom; but every philosopher, ·without a moment's
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hesitation, will concede that not one of them ia uncertain. • Tht~ firat
element of a philosophic understanding ia the capacity of extending the
same conviction to the events evolved in every department of nature.
A mao who sees disease occurring in youth or middle age, and whose
mind is not capable of perceiving that it is the result of imperfect or
exceBBive action in some vital organ, and that imperfect or excessive
action ia just another name for deviation from the proper healthy state
of that organ, is not capable of reasoning. It may be true that, in
many instances, our knowledge is so imperfect, that we are unable to
discover the chain of connection between the disease and its organic
cause ; but, nevertheless, he is no philosopher who doubts that such a
connection exists, and that the discovery of' it is presented as an important practical problem to the human understanding to solve.
One cause of the obscurity that prevails on this subject in the minds
of persons not medically educated, is ignorance of the structure and
functions of the body; and another is, that diseases appear under two
very distinct forms-structural and functional; only the former of which
ia considered by common observers to constitute a proper malady. If
an at·row be shot into the eye, there is derangement of structure, and
the most determined opponent of the natural laws will at once admit
the connection between the blindness which ensues, and the lesion of
the organ. But if a watchmaket· or an optical instrumAnt-maker, by
long-continued and excessive exertion of the eye, have become blind,
the disease ia called functional; because the function, from being overstimulated, is impaired; but frequently no altet·ation of stl·ucture can
be perceived. No philosophi.! physiologist, however, doubts t.hat there
il, in the structure, a change corresponding to the functional derangement, although human observation can not detect it. He never says
that it is nonsense to assert that the patient has become blind in consequence of infringement of the organic laws. It is one of these laws
that the function of the eye shall be exercised moderately, and it is a
breach of that In w to strain it to excess.
'rhe same principle npplies to n great number of diseases occurring
under the organic laws. Imperfections in the tone, structure, or proportions of certain organs may exist at birth, so hidden by their situation, or so slight as not to be readily perceptible, but not on that account t'be less real and important; or deviations may be made gradually and imperceptibly from the proper and healthy standards of exercise; and from one or other of these causes, disease may invade the
• I owe UliJ torolble IUuatratlon to Dr. Chalmen, having tnt beard U In ooe or hla
leclnrea.
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constitution. Religious persona term disease occurring in this manner
a dispensation of God's proYidence ; the caret- name it an unaccount~
able event : but the philosophic physician invariably views it as the
result of imperfect or excessive action of some organ or another ; and
he never doubts that it has been caused by deviations from the laws of
the animal economy. The objection that the doctt·ine of the organic
laws which I have been inculcating is unsound, because diaeues come
and go, without uneducated persons being able to trace their causes,
has not a shadow of philosophy to support it. I may err in my exposition of these Jaws, but I hope I do not err in stating that neither disease
nor death, in early or middle life, can take place under the ordinary
administrations of Providence, except when these laws have been infringed.
My reason for insisting so largely on this subject is a profound conviction of the importance of the organic laws. They are fundamental
to happiness; that is, the consequences of errors in regard to them can
not be compensated for or removed by any other means than obedience.
I daily see melancholy results of inattention to their dictates. When
you observe the husband, in youth or middle age, removed by death
from the partner of his love, and the other dear objects of his affections ; or when you see the mother at a similar age torn from her infant children, her heart bleeding at the thought of leaving them in the
band of the stranger while they most need her maternal• carl!', the
cause of the calamity is either that the dying parent inherited a defec·
tive constitution in consequence of disobedience by his aneestors to the
organic laws, or that he himself bas infringed them grievously.
Again, if we see the lovely infant snatched from the mother's bosom
by the hand of death, while it caused every affection of her mind to
thrill with joy, and fed her hopes with the fondest and brightest visions
of its future talent, virtue, nod happiness, let us trace the cause, and we
shall find that the organic Jaws have be.en infringed. If yon see an
11ged man walking with heavy step and deeply dejected tnien, the
nearest follower after a bier adorned with white, it is a father carrying
to the gra•e his first-born son, the hope and stay of his life, torn from
him in the full bloom of manhood, when already he bad eued the
hoary head of half its load of care. The cause of this scene also is infringement of the organic Jaws.
Or open the door of some family parlor, where we expect to meet
with peace and joy, blessing and endearment, 88 the natural accompaniments of domestic life, and aee discord, pusion, disappointment,
and e•ery feeling that embitters existence, depicted on the conntenancN of the inmal.ea. The cauae ia still infringement of the organic
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laws. Two pel'IIOns have married whose brains differ so widely, that
there il not only no natural sympathy between them, but abaolull& contradiction in their dispoaitions. This discord might have been read in
their brains before they were united for life.
Look on still another scene. You may observe several pel'IIOD8 of
each sex, in middle life, gravely sitting in anxious deliberation. They
are the respectable members of a numerous family, holding consultation on the measures to be adopted in consequence of one of their
number having become insane, or having given himself up irreclaimably
to drunkenneBB, or to some worse species of immorality. Their feelings are deeply wounded, their understandings are perplexed, and they
know not what to do. The cause il still the 81me ; the unfortunate
object of their solicitude has inherited an ill-contotituted brain; it baa
yielded to some exciting cause, and he has lost his reason ; or he has
given way to a headlong appetite for intoxicating liquors, in consequence
of one or other of his parents, or some one of their stock, having labored
under a similar influence ; and it has now become an actual disease.
The organic laws have been infringed; and this scene also il the form
in which the Creator indicates to his creatures that his laws have been
transgressed. If you make a catalogue of human miseries, and in·
quire how many of them spring directly or indirectly from infringement of thp organic laws, you will be astonished at its extent.
If, therefore, we desire to diminish this class of calamities, we moat
study and obey the organic laws. As these lam operate independently
of all others, we may manifest the piety of angels, and yet suffer if we
neglect them. If there be any remedy ou earth for this c1888 of evils,
it is obedience to the laws of our constitution, and this alone. lf, then,
these laws be fundamental-if the consequences of disobeying them be
so formidable, and if escape be so impossible, you will forgive the
anxiety with which I have endeavored to expound them.
I might draw pictures the converse of all that I have here represented, and show you health, long life, happiness, and prosperity, 1!11
the rewards of obeying these and the other natural laws, and I should
still be justified by philosophy; but the principle, if admitted, will carry
home these counter results to your own understandings. I beg permission further to remark, that all philosophy and theology which have
been propounded by men ignorant of these laws, may be expected to
be imperfect; and that, therefore, we arrogate no undue superiority
in refusing to y~ld the convictions of our own judgments to the dictates of such guides, who had not sufficient data on which to found
their opinions. The events of human life, viewed through the medium
of their principles, and of the philosophy which I am now expounding,
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muse appear in very different lights. In their eyee many evenl8
appear ioscrutable, which to us are clear. According to our view, an
aU-wile and beneficent Creator hu bestowed on us, the higheat of his
terrestrial creatures, the gift of reaeon, and has arranged the whole
world as a theater for its exercise. He has placed before us esamples
without number, of his power, wisdom, and goodness; preecribed laws
to as in external nature, and in our own coostitutiona; and left; us to
apply our facultiee to study and act in harmony wit.h them, and then to
live and be happy; or to neglect them and to auffer. Each of you will
approve of that system which appear& to be founded in truth, and to
tend most to the glory of God. I aek no man to yield his conscience
and' his understanding to my opinions; but only solicit liberty to anaounce what to myself appears to be true, that it may be received or
rejee&ed according to its merits.
In concluding, it is proper to add one obse"ation. Mankind have
lived ao long without becoming acquainted with the organic laws, and
have, in consequence, so extensively transgressed them, that there are
few individuals in civilized society who do not bear in their persons,
to a greater or leas extent, imperfections derived from this source. It
is impoesible, therefore, even for the most anxious disciples of the new
doctrine, all at once to yield perfect obedience to these laws. If none
were to marry in whose family stock, and in whose individual person,
auy traces of aerious departures from the organic laws were to be
found, the civilized world would become a desert. The return to
obedience muat be gradual, and the accomplishment of it the result of
time. After these !awe are unfolded to a man's discernment, he is
not guiltless if he disregard them, and commit flagrant violations of
their dictates. We ru·e all bound, if we believe them to be instituted
by God, to obey them as far ae is in our power; but we can not command all external circumstances. We are bound to do the best we
can; and this, altho:1gh not all that could be desired, is often much;
nor shall we ever miss an adequate reward, even for our imperfect
obedience.
It il.' deeply mysterious that man should have been so formed as to
err for thousands of years through ignorance of his own constitution
and the laws under which he suffers or enjoys; but it is equally mystel'ious that the globe itself underwent the succeesive revolutions revealed by geology, destroying myriads of living creatures, and extinguishing whole races of beings before it attained its present state ! It
is equally mysterious, also, why the earth presents such striking inequalities of soil and climate-in some regions so beautiful, so :Ielightful, so prolific; in others so dreary, sterile, and depressing! It is
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equally my•terioua that men have been created mortal creatures, living, even at the best, but for a se8110n on the earth, aod then yielding
their places to succeseors, whose tenureos will be as brief as their own.
These are mysteries which reason can not penetrate, and for which
fancy can not account ; but they all relate, not to our conduct here,
but to the will of God in the creation of the universe. Although we
can not unravel the counsels of the Omnipotent, this is no reason why
we should not study and obey his laws. What he has presented to
us we are bound to accept with gratitude at his hand as a gift ; but in
using it, we are called on to exercise our r88110n, the noblest of his
boons; and we may rest assured that no impenetrable darkness will
bang over the path of our duty when we shall have fairly opened our
eyes and our understandings to the study of his works. There is no
difficulty in believing that man, having received re8110n, was intended
to use it-that, by neglecting to do so, he bas suffered evils-and that,
when he shall duly employ it, his miseries will diminish ; and this is
ell that I am now teaching. It may be inexplicable why we ehould
not earlier have gone into t.he road that leads to happiness; but let 01
not hesitate to enter it now, if we see it fairly open before us.
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It Ia lbe dutr.ot parenta to educate their children-To be able to dlaebarcelbelrduty,
parenle themaelna mual be educaled-Dellclencr of education In Sootland-Kol oupplrlog lbe dellcleoc:r-IIIa a duty to provide for children-Beat proYialon for
children cooaltla In a eound con&ttlultoo, good moral and Intellectual t.ralnlol(, and
inatrnctlon In uaefol knowledg&-Wbat dlatrtbulton of lbe parenta' fortene ahould be
made!-B,g.llt. of parenta and dnllea of chUdren-Obedlenoe to paren-Parenla
hoalld to render lbemaelna worlb7 of respect-Some children bom wllb defective
moral and lnteUectoal oreant-How lbey ahollld be t.realed.

NEXT to the duty of providing for the physical heslth aud enjoyment
oftheir children, parents are bound to train and educate them properly,
so as to fit them for the discharge of the duties of life. The ground&
of this obligation are obvious. The human body and mind coneist of a
large 888emblage of organs and faculties, each poeseBBing native energy
and an extensive sphere of action, and capable of being ueed or abused, .
according as it is directed. The exteDBive range of these powers, a
prime element in the dignity of man, rendere education exceedingly
important. As parents tire the authore and guardian11 of beinge thue
endowed, it is clearly their duty to train their faculties, and to direct
them to their proper objects. " To send an uneducated child into the
world," says Paley, "is little better than to turn out a mad dog or a
wild beast into the streelll."
To conduct education properly, it is necessary to know the physical
and mental coDBtitution of the being to be educated, and aleo the world
in which he is to be an actor. Generally speaking, the former knowledge is not poesessed, and the latter object is very little regarded.
How many parents are able to call up, even in their own minds, any
satisfactory view of the mental faculties (with their objects and spberee
of action) which they aim at training in their children 1 How many
add to this knowledge 110 acquaintance with the physical constitution
of the hum11n being, and of the kind of treatment which is best calculated to develop favorably illl energies and capabilities? Nay, who
can point out even a body of professional teachere who are thus highly
accomplished 1 I fear few of us can do so.
I do not blame either parents or teachere for the present imperfect
ltate of their knowledge; becauee they themeelvea were not taught;
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indeed, the information here described did not exist a few yean ago,
and it exists but to a very limited extent still. Ignorance, therefore,
is our misfortune, rather than our f11ult; and my sole object in adverting to its magnitude is to present us with motives to remove it. While
it continues so profound and ·exteneive as it baa hitherto genenilly been,
sound and salutary education can no more be accomplished than you
can cause light to shine forth out of darkness. Scotland baa long
boasted of her superior education ; but her eyes are now opening to
the groundl-neaa of this pretension. Io May, 1835, Dr. Welsh, io
the General A111embly, told the nation that Protestant Germany, and
even some parts of Catholic Germany, are, io that respect, far before
us. The public mind is becoming so much alive to our deficiencies,
that better prospects open up for the future. The details of education
eao not be here entered into; but it may be remarked, that Phrenology
points out the necessity of training the propensities and sentiments, as
well as cultivating and iDStr'Uctibg the uuderatandinga of children. For
accomplishing these enda, Infant Schools oo l!tlr. Wildenpin'a plan are
admirably adapted.
The objects of education are-to strengthen the faculties that are
too weak, to rf'strain those which are too vigoroua, to store the intellect
. with moral, religious, 11eieotific, and general knowledge, and to direct
all to their proper objects. Io cultivating the intellect, we should bear
io view that external nature is as directly adapted to our different ioteJIeetual powers as light is to the eye ; and that the whole economy of
our constitution is amtoged on the principle that we shaH study the
qualities and relatioos of external objects, apply them to our use, and
also adapt our conduct to their operation. The three great means of
education are domestic training, public schools, and literature or books.
The first will be improved by instructing parents; the second by the
diffusion of knowledge among the people at large; while the third is
uow-through the efforts of those philanthropists who have given birth
to really cheap moral and scientific literature (particularly Messrs.
Chambers, of Edinburgh)-placed within thtt reach of every class of
the community.
Messrs. Chamben have lately added to their other means of inatruction a series of cheap books ou education, in which the lights of modern
knowledge are brought together to illuminate, and render practical,
this interesting subject. Europe is, at this moment, only waking out
of the slumbers of the dark ages; she is beginning to discover that she
is ignorant, and to desire instruction. The sun of knowledge, however, is still below the horizon to nat multitudes of our British population ; but they are atartJed by a bright effulgence darting from a radian&
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sky, and they now know that that light is the dawn of a glorious day,
which will tend to terminate their troubled dreams of ignorance and
folly. Let us help to arouse them-let us lead them to pay their
morning orisoos in the great temple of uniYersal troth. When they
shall have entered into that temple, let us introduce them to nature
and to nature's God ; and let us hasten the hour when the whole human rac(l shall join together to celebrate his power, wisdW• and
goodness, in strains which will never cease till creation pass away; for
we know that the suo of knowledge (unlike the orb of day), when
once ril4! 0, wil\ 0ever set, but will continue to emit brighter and
brighter rays till til'l)e shall be no more. In eternity alone can we
conceive the wonders of creation to be completely unfolded, and the
mind of man to be satiated with the fullness of information.
In the present course of Lectures I am treating merely of dutiu ;
and when I point out to you ·the foundation and extent of the duty of
educating your children, it is all that I can accomplish. I can not here
discu• the manMT in which you may best discharge this obligation.
This instruction can be obtained only by a thorough education of your
own minds ; and the courses of lectures pro•ided by the Philosophical
Association are admirable auxiliaries to the attainment of this end.
Afte1· you ba•e become acquainted with Anatomy and Physiology as
the keys to the physical constitution of man ; with Phrenology as the
development of his mental constitution; with Chemistry, Natural
History, aud Natural Philosophy as expositions of the external world,
and with Political Economy and Moral Philosophy as the sciences of
human action, you will be in possession of the rudimentary or elementary knowledge necessary to enable you to comprehend and profit by
a course of lectures on practical e<fucation, which is really the application of this knowledge to the most important or all purposes, that of
training the body to health, and the mind to Yirtue, intelligence, and
happiness. I hope that the direction of this association will hereafter
induce some qualified lecturer to undertake sueh a course, but I beg
leave to express my humble conviction, that no error is more preposterous than that which leads many persons to suppose that, without this
preliminary or elementary knowledge, parents can be taught how to
educate their children successfnlly.
The process of education consists in training faculties and communicating knowledge; and it appears to me to be about as hopeless a
task to attempt to perform this duty by mere rules and directions, as
it was for the Israelites to make bricks iu Egypt without straw. I am
the more anxious to insist on this point, because no error is more commoB in the pract~cal walks of life, than the belief that a parent can
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learn bow to educate a child without undergoing the labor of educating
himself. Many parents of both se~:es, but particularly mothers, have
told me, that if I would lecture on Education, they would come and
bear me; because they considered the education of their children to
be a duty ; and were disposed to sacrifice the time neceiiii&IJ' for obtaining iDBtruction how to discharge it. When I recommended to
them to begin by studying Physiology, Chemistry, Natural Philosophy,
and Ph~enology, at least to such an extent as to be able to comprehend
tha nature of the body and mind which they proposed to train, and the
objects by which the mind· and body are surrounded, and on which
education is intended to enable them to act-they iOBtantly declared
that they had no time for these e~:teDBive inquiries, and that information about educaiion was what they wanted, as it alone was neca.ary
to their object. I told them, in vain, that these were preliminary
steps to any available knowledge of education. They were so ignorant
of mind and of its faculties and relations, that they could not conceive
this to be the case, and refused to attend these courses of instruction.
If I could succeed in persuading you of the trut.h of this view, the
permanence of this aSBociation, and the success of its lectures would
be secured ; because the industrious citizens of Edinburgh would prize
it as a grand means of preparing their own minds for the important
duty of educating their children, and would no longer come hither
merely to be amused, or to pass an idle hour; they would regard
every science taught by this association as a step toward the attainment of the most important object of human life--that of training the
young to health, intelligence, virtue, nod enjoyment. •
The next duty of parents is to provide suitably for the outfit of their
children in the world. If I am right in the fundamental principle, that
happiness coosists in well-regulated activity of the nrious functions of
the body and mind, and that the world is designedly arranged by the
Creator with a view to the maintenance of our powers in this condition
of activity, it follows that a parent who shall have provided a good eon- .
stitut~on for his child, preserved him in sound health, thoroughly educated him, trained him to eome useful calling, and supported him until
he shall have become capable of exercising it, will have discharged the
duty of maintenance in its highest and best sense.
It is of much importance to children to give them correct views of
the real principles, mqchinery, and objects of life, and to train them
to act systematically in relation to them, in their habitual cor.oduct.
• The Le<llllres of the Pbllosophlell! AuoclaUon, after being lntermll&ed for eennl

·ean, were reBumed In t.he winter ot 1~.
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What should we think of a merchant who should embark himself, bia
wife, family, and fortune on board of a ship; take the command of i&
himself, and set aail on a Yoyage of achenture, without knowledge of
oaYigatioo, without charta, and without huing any particular port of
destination in Yiew? We ehonld consider him u a lunatic ; and yet
many men are launched forth on the sea of active life, u ill proYided
with knowledge and objects as the individual here imagined. Suppose,
howeYer, our adveotnrous navigator to use the precaution of placing
himself under convoy, to attach himself to a fleet, to sail when they
aailed, and to stop when they stopped, we should still lament his ignorance, and reckon the probabilities great of hie running foul of hie companiooa in the voyage, foundering in a storm, being wrecked on shoals
or sunken rocks, or making an unproductive speculation, eYen if he
aafely attained a trading port. This simile appears to me to be scarcely
an exaggeration of the condition in which young men in general embark in the business of the world. The great mass of society is the
fteet to which they attach themselves ; it is moYing onward, and they
moYe with it ; sometimes it is favored with prosperity ; sometimes
overtaken by adv"'rsit.y, and they passiYely undergo its various fates;
sometimflll they make shipwreck of themselves by running foul of their
neighbors' interests, or by deviating from the course, and encountering
hazards peculiarly their own ; but in all they do, and in all they suffer.
they obey an impulse from without,. and rarely pursue any definite object, except tho acquisition of wealth, and they follow eYeo it without
a systematic plan. If you consider that this moving mass called society
is only a Yast assemblage of individuals, nearly all equally ignorant, and
that the impulses which they obey are merely the desires of the most
energetic minds, pursuing, often blindly, their individual advantage, you
t:an not be surprised at the strange gyrations which society bas so often
exhibited. In rude agee, the leaders and the people loved " the pride,
pomp, and circumstance of glorious war," they moYed to the sound of
the trumpet, and rejoiced in the clang of arms. In our day, the leaders steer to wealth and fame, and the mass toile after them as best it
may. In one year a cotton mania seizes the leaders, and Y&Bt portions
of the people are infected with the diseaee. In another year, a maniB
for joint-stock companies attacks them, and their followers again catch
the infection. In a third year, a feYer for railroads seizes on them,
and all rush into speculatioll8 in stock. In these nrying aspects of social moYemeota, we discoYer ootbin~ like a well-considered scheme of
·action, adopted from koowletlge, and pursued to its results. The
leaders and the multitude appear equally to be moved by impulsea
which control and correct each other by collision and concussion, bul
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in each of which thoueands of inditiduals are crashed to deatb,
although the m888 ei!C&pee and continues to mon forward in that COUI'IIe
which corresponds to the direction of the Jut force which was applied
to it.
It appears to me, that, by correct and enlarged knowledge of human
nature, and of the external world, the young might be famished with
a chart and plan of life, suited to their wants, desires, and capacitietr,
u rational beings. If they should subsequently become leaders, tbia
would enable them to steer the social course with greater precilliea
and advantage than bu been done in bygone times ; or, if they remained bumble members of ~he body politic, to shape their individual
courses, 10 u in some degree to avoid the collisiODI and concusaio01
which reckless ardor, in alliance with ignorance, is ever encouoterin!r·
A young man, if properly instructed, should commence active life with
a clear perception of the natural laws by which social interests, aod
particularly those of the profession which he adopts, are governed ; the
results to which the various courses of action submitted to his choice
are calculated to lead; and the steps by which these results are in
general evolved. This advantage, however, is rarely possessed, and
the young are left to grope their way, or to join the convoy and aail
with the fleet, as they beet are able.
Under the present system of impulsive and imitative action, one or
other of two errors generally infects the youthful mind. If the parenta
of a family have long struggled with pecuniary difficulties and the depression of poverty, but ultimately, after much exertion and painful
self-denial, have attained to easy circumstances, they teach their children almost to worship wealth ; and at the same time fill their minds
with vivid ideas of laborious exertions, ascrifices, difficulties, cares, and"
troubles, as almost the only occurrences of life. They represent expense and enjoyment u closely allied with sin ; and young persons
thus trained, if they possess well-constituted brains, often become rich,
but rarely reap any reasonable satisfaction from their earthly existence.
They plod, and toil, and save, and invest; they are often religious, on
the principle of laying up treuures in heaven ; but cultivate neither
their moral nor their intellectual faculties ; and at the close of life complain that all is vanity and vexation of spirit.
The second error is diametrically the opposite of this one. Parents
of easy, careless dispositions, who have either inherited wealth, or been
successful in business without much exertion, generally teach th11ir
children the art of enjoying life without that of acquiring the means ·
of doing so ; and such children enter into trade or engage in professions
under the settled conviction (not conveyed by their parents, perhapr,
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ill direct terDUJ, but iuaeoaibly instilled into their mind• by example),
that the paths of life are all level, clear, and smooth ; that they ueed
ooly to pu~ the machinery of busine88 into motion ; and that, ftaereafter,
all will go smoothly forward, affording them fonda and leisnre for enjoyment. with little anxiety, and very moderate exertion. Young
pel'IIOoa tbua instructed, if they do not (>988e88 uncommonly large organa
of Cantiouene88 and Conscientiousness, go gayly on in active life for a
brief space of time, and then become the victims of a false system, and
of inexperience. They are ruined, and suffer countless privatioDI.
The errors of both these modea of training the young should be
avoided.
After health, education, and virtuous habit&, the best provision that
a parent can make for his son is to furnish him with sound views of
his real situation as a membPr of the social body. The Creator having
destined man to live in society, the social world is eo arranged that an
individual, illuminated by a knowledge of the laws which recnJate social prosperity, by dedicating himself to a useful pursuit, and fulfilling
ably the duties connected with it, will meet with very nearly as cer1Ria a reward, in the means of subsistence and enjoyment, as if he
raised his food directly from the soil. Astonishing stability and regularity are discoverable in the social world, when ita coDititntion and
laws of action are understood. If legislators would ceaae to protect
what they call national, but which are really class interests, and would
leave the busine88 world free to ita spontaneous movements, enforcing
by law only the obse"ance of justice-the laborer, artiaan, manufacturer, and professional practitioner would find the demands for their
labor, goods, or other contributions to the social welfare, to follow with
so much constancy and regularity, that, with ability, attention, and
morality on the part of each, they would very rarely indeed be left unprovided for. It is of great importance to preBB home this troth on the
minds of the young, and to open their understandings to a perception
of the causes which operate in producing this result, that they may
enter into active life with a just reliance on the wisdom and goodne88
of the Creator, in providing the means of subsistence and enjoyment
for all who discharge. their social duties; and yet with a feeling of the
necessity of knowledge, and of the practice of ~bat moral diacipline
which enforces activity and good conduct at every step, as the natural
and iodispeoaab1e conditions of sncce88.
In our own country, the duty of teaching sound and practical viewl
of the nature of man as an individual, and of the laws which regulate
his social condition, to the young, has become doubly urgent since the
paasing of the Reform Act. Under the pre~us system of govern-
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· ment, only the wealthy were allowed to exercise the political fraoebiae ;
and aa education waa a pretty general concomitant of wealth, power
and knowredge (so far as knowledge existed) were to a great degree
united in the same hands. Now, however, when great property is no
longer indispe.nsable to the exercise of political inftuence, it is necessary
to extend and improve general l!<lucation. The middle classes of this
country have in their own bands the power of returning a majority of
the House of Commons; and as the Commons hold the strings of the
national purse, and, when nearly unanimous; exercise an irrosistillle
inftuence in the state, it is obvious that those who elect them ought to
be educated and rational men.
In put ages, government has been conducted too often on short.
sighted empirical principles, and rarely on the basis of a souud and
comprehensive philosophy of man's nature and wants: hence the _wan
undertaken for futile and immoral purposes; hence the heavy taxea
which oppress industry and obstruct prosperity ; hence, also, the restrictions, protections, and absurd mooopolie11 which disgract' the statute-book of the n11tion; all of which are not only direct evils. but are
attended by this second11ry disadvantage-that they have absorbed the
funds, and consumed t.he time and mental enerj!y, which, under a
better system, would h11.ve been dedicated to the improvement of national and public institutions. Henceforth the government of tbis
country must be animated by, nod act up to, the general intelligence
of the nation; but it will be impossible for it to advance to any considerable extent beyond it. Every patriot, therefore, will find in this fact
an ndd1tional motive to qunlify himself for expanding the minds, and
directing the steps, of the rising ~teneration, that Britain's glory and
happiness may pass, untarnished and unimpaired, to the remotest posterity of virtuuus and enlightened men. •
The question next. n1·ist-s, What p1·ovision in money or lnnd is a parent bound to make fi11· his children 1 To this no answer, that would
euit all circumstances, can be given. As parents cnn not carry their
wealth to the next world, it must of course be left to some oue.;
and the natural feelings of mankind dictate that it should be given to
those who slnnrl nearest in kinrlred nod higheet in merit in rt>lation to
• The remorks In lbe lexl apply wllh olill gl'eater r.,ree In the Unite<! Slates of
America. Ther" the ouprome politics! power I• wielded by tho maBO of the penplc. No
rat•onal pers..n wHI maintain that one l,!.!norant mau is a proper raler for a gre,.t nation ;
· but a~ltthtm 1 to n•tmbf'lrl do nnt att~r t.he l'pecte!. Twenty, or a hundred, or a thoo,.and
lgnor.tnt men, are nor YriB··r than ont'l or them : while they Rre mnob more danaerona.
They inftame eJlc>h other'• pa"•lon~. ke..p ..aP.b other'e fo111es In enunWnAnce, R.nti add
to each other'• strength. If the United Stde•, therefore, desire to avoid anarchy an4
rulo, Uloy mUll ednC4te the maaa of lhelt people.
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tbe testator. With respect to children, in ordinary circumJtances, tbia
can not be questioned ; for it is clearly the duty of parents to do all in
their power to make happy the exiBtence of those whom they have
brought into the world. But difference of customs in different countries, and difference of ranks in the same country, render different
principles of distribution useful and proper. In Britain, a nobleman
who should distribute £100,000 equally among ten children, would do
great injustice to his eldest BOD, to whom a title of nobility would deacend, with ita concomitant expenses ; but a merchant who had realized £100,000, would act more wisely and justly in leaving £10,000
to each of ten children, than in attempting to found a family by entailing £82,000 on biB eldest BOD, and leaving only £2,000 to each of the
other nine. I consider hereditary titles as an evil to society, and desire
their abolition; but while they are permitted to exist, the dietribution
of wealth should bear reference to the expenses which they necessarily entail on those who inherit them. The United States of America
have wisely avoided this institution : and by the laws of most of these
States, an equal distribution of the family estate, real and personal,
among all the children, ensues on the death of the parents. This
practice appears to me to be wise and salutary. It tends to lessen
that concentration of all .thought and desire on themselves and their
families, which is the besetting sin of the rich ; and it teaches them
to perceive that the prosperity of their children is indissolubly linked
with that of their country. As a general rule, parents ought to make
the largest provisiontr for those members of their families who are least
able, from sex, constitution, capacity, or education, to p~ovide for themselves.
In the lower ranks of life, where both sexes engage in labor, an
equal distribution may, other circumstances being equal, be just; in the
middle ranks (in which it is the custom for males to engage in busineBB,
but in which female~, in general, do not), if the parenta have a numerous family and moderate fortune, I should consider the sons amply
provided for by being furnished with education and a calling; while
the property of the .p arents should be given chiefly to the dependent
daughters. It is imppBBible, however, as I have already hinted, to lay
down rules that will be universally applicable.
It is a grave question whether the indefinite accumulation of wealth
11hould be allowed ; but, however this may be determined, there should
be no restriction on the power of spending and disposing of property.
Entails are a great abuse, introduced by Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation acting apart from Benevolence and Conscientiousness. Reaeon dictates that wealth should be enjoyed only on the condition of the
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eureite of at least average diacretioo by it. poueaor; yet the objec&
of entails is to secure it aud its attendant inftuence to certain heirs,
altogether independendy of their intelligence, morality, and prudence.
LaWB have been enacted by which estates may be transmitted unimpeired from sire to eon, through endl0111 generations, although each
posseuor, in his turn, may be a pattern -of vice and imbecility. Bot
the law of nature is too strong to be superseded by the legislation of
ignorant and presumptuous men. The children of intelligent, virtuooa,
and healthy parenlll are eo well constituted u to need no entails to preserve their family estates and honors unimpaired ; while, on the other
hand, del!(lendanbl with imbecile intellects and immoral dispositions are
prone, in spite of the strictest entail, to tarnish that glory and distinction
which the law vainly attempts to ~i.llbi!D· Ac~rdingly, many families, in which superior qualities descend, ftournJli .for centuries without
entails ; whereas others, in which immoral or foolish minds are hereditary, live in constant privation, notwithstanding the props of erroneous
laws; each immoral heir of entail mortgages his lifu-reot right, and
lives a beggar and an outcast from his artificial sphere of life.
Obedience to the organic laws affords the only means of maintaining
family possessions undissolved ; and until men shall seek the aid which
they present, in order to secure a great, virtuous, and ftourishing posterity, they will in vain frame acts of Parliament to attain their object.
.
Parents have rights u well as duties in relation to their children.
They are entitled to the produce of the child's labor during its nonage;
to its reapect and obedience ; and, when infirm, to maintenance, if they
be in want. These rights on the part of parents imply corre~pondi11g
duties incumbent on children. The obligation on children to discharg.,
them, ftows directly from the dictates of Veneration, Conscientiousneas,
and Benevolence. It has been objected to Phrenology, that it presents
no organ of filinl piety; but it points t.o these three organs as contributing to the fulfillment of duty to parents. Veneration dictates reverence, respect, and obedience ; Conscientiousness dictates gratitude, or
a return for their care and affection ; while Benevolence impels to the
promotion of their happiness by every possible means. Adhesivenen
binds old and young in the bonds of reciprocal attachment.
In the lower and middle ranks of life, parents often complain of want
of respect and obedience on the part of their children; but a common
cause of this evil may be found in the deficient knowledge, harsh dispositions, and rude manners of the parents themselves, which are not
calculated to render them really objects of respect to the higher sentimeuts of their children. The mere fact of being father or mother to
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a ebtld is obYiously not sufficient to excite its moral affections. • The
parent must manifest superior wisdom, intelligence. and affection, with
a deeire to promote its welfare ; and then respect and obedience will
natanlly follow. The attempt to render a child respectful and obedient by merely telling it to be so, iB as little likely to succeed as the en.
deavor to make it fon.d of music by assuring it that filial duty requires
that it ebould Jove melody. We must excite the faculty of Tune by
pleasing strains; and in like manner the moral sentiments must be addressed by their appropriate objects. Harsh conduct tends naturally
to rouse the faculties of Combativeness, Destructiveness, and Self-Esteem; while the Moral Sentiments can be excited only by rational,
kind, and just treatment. As reasonably might a father hope to gather
figs from a thorn tree as to gain the Jove and respect of his children by
maltreating or neglecting them. If a parent desire to have a docile,
affectionate, and intelligent family, be must habitually address himself
to th.eir m~ral and intellectual powers ; he must make them feel that
be is wise and good-exhibit himself as the natural object of attachment and respect; and then, by average children, the reciprocal duties
of love and obedience will not be withheld.
If parents knew and paid a just regard to the natural and reasonable
desires of the young, they would be far Ieee frequently disobeyed than
they actually are. Many of their commands fbrbid the exercise of
faculties which in children pant for gratification, and which nature intended to be gratified; and the misery and diaappointment consequent
on balked desire have an effect •ery different from that of disposing
to affection and obedience. The love of muscular motion, for instance,
ia irrepressibl~ i~ children, and physiology proves that the voice of nature ought to be listened to ; yet the young are frequently prohibited
from yielding to this instinct, that the family or teacher m&y not be
disturbed by noiee; tasks unsuitable to their age and dispositions are
imposed ; their health and happiness are impaired ; and when pee•isbness, unpalatable to the parents, ensues, the children are blamed for
being cross and disobedient!
A friend, who is the father of seYeral intelligent children, told me
that before he studied Phrenology and the natural laws, he taught his
children the Shorter Catechism, and required their obedience on the
strength of the fifth commandment, "Honor thy father and thy mother,
• An American clerical renewer objected to tbe text, that I& ...ta aolde tbe Bible,
which commands ehtldren to honor tbelr father and mother without regard to their
qoallliea. Be forgot that the Scrlplnrea reqnlre parents to adorn themselves wllh all
tbe Chri.tltl¥n virtues, and that tbe filth commandment obvloual)'impliea that the)' ahall
Lnve fulllled lhLtl dutr, u the condlt.lon otrece!Ting the revereneu ot their children.
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&bat thy days may be long in &be laDd which the Lord thy God gi•etb
thee," UIUring them that God would punish them by premature deub
if they dilobeyed thill injnae&ion. God, he said, had power of life aad
deuh oYer all, and, u he was jwt, he would enforce his authority.
The children soon learned, howeYer, by experience, that this coDSeqnence did not follow : they dilobeyed, and Wf!re threatened ; bat,
finding themselYea atiU aliYe, they dilobeyed again. He was not succ-t"ul, therefore, by this method, in enforcing obedience.
After becoming acquainted with the natural Jaws, he still taught
them the commandment, but he gaYe them a different explanation of
it. You lll!le, eaid he, that there are many objects around you, dangerOUI to your livea: there ia fire that will burn you, water that will drown
you, poison that will kill you ; and, also, there are many practicea
which will undermine the constitution of your vital organa, such •
your heart, your stomach, or your lunga (explaining uses of thellfl u
the aame time), and cause you to die-tUI you have seen John and
Janet, the children of Mrs. Wilson and Mrs. Brown, die. Now, because I am old, and hue listened to my parents, and haYe studied aod
obse"ed a great deal, I know what will injure you, and what will not,
better than you know yourselves; and I am willing to communicate
my knowledge and experience to you, that you may avoid danger and
not die, if you choose to listen to and obey me; but, if you prefer
taking your own way, and acting on your own ignorance, you willaoon
discover that God's threat is not an empty one : you will come home
aome day, auffering aeverely from your own rashness and self-will, and
you will then learn whether yon are right in your disobedience ; yon
will then understand the meaning of the commandment to be, that if
you obey your parents, and avail yourself of their knowledge and experience, you will avoid danger and live ; while if you neglect their
counsels, you will, through sheer ignorance and self-will, f:rll into misfortune, suffer severely, and perhaps die. He said that this commentary, enforced from day to day by proofs of his knowing more than the
children, and of his ability to advise them to their own good, was succesaful; they entertained a higher respect for both the commandment
and him, and became more obedient.
It is a common practice with nurees, when a child falls and hurtll
itself, to beat the ground, or the table, against ·which it has struck.
This is really cultivating the feeling of revenge. It gratifies the child'•
Self-Esteem and DestructiveneBB, and pacifies It for the moment. The
method or proceeding dictated by the natural Jaw ill widely different..
The nurse or parent should take pains to explain the cause of its fHIIing, and present it with motives to take greater care in future. The
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suffering would thus be turned to good account; it would become,
what it was intended by Prot"ideoce to be, a luaon to lead the child to
circumspection. patience, and reflection.
In exacting obedience from children, it should never be forgotten
that their brains are very differently constituted from each other, and
that their mental dispositions vary in a corresponding degr~~e. The
organ of Veneration, besides, is generally late in being developed, so
that a child may be stubborn and unmanageable under one kind of
treatment, or at one age, who will prove tractable and obedient under
a different discipline, ot· at a future period. 'rhe aid which parents
may derive from Phrenology can hardly be overrated. It enables them
to appreciate the natural talents and dispositions of each child, to modify their treatment, and to distinguish between positively vicious tendencies (such as deceit, lying, dishonesty) and other manifestations
(such as stubbornness and disobedience), which often proceed from
misdirection of faculties (Self-Esteem and Firmness) that will prove
extremely useful under moral guidance in the maturity of the underatandiog. 'rhe reason for watchfulness and anxiety is much greater
in the former than in the h1t.ter case; because dishr.nesty, tiolsehood,
and pilfering betoken not only over-active organa of Si\cretiveoess and
Acquisitiveness, but a native deficiency of the cootrollio•~ moral organs,
which is a more serious evil. When the moral organs sre adequately
possessed, the perceptions of children regarding right and wrong are
naturally active anrl acute; and although individuals with a Iorge development of the orgnns of the higher sentiments may, under the impulse
of the propensities, commit errors in youth, they will certainly improve
as age and experience increase. Where the moral organs are 'ery
defective, the character tends to detl'riorate in mnture life_ After the
restraints imposed by parental authority are withdrawn, and respect
for the world is blunted, persons deficient in the faculties are prone to
become victims to their inferior feelings, to disgrace themselves, and to
bring sorrow on their connections.
As some individuals ore really born with such defiCiencies of the
moral organs as incapacitate them for pursuing right courses of action,
although they possess average intellectual power, anrl are free from
diseased action of the brain; and oa there is no legal method of restraining them unless'they commit what the low accounts crime; great
misery is often endured by their relatives in seeing them proceed from
one ste() of folly and iniquity to another, until they are plunged into
irretrievable ruin and disgrace. The phrenologist who discovers that
the source of the evil lies in an imperfect development of the moral
organs, views them as patients, and desires that physical restraint
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thould be applied to prevent the abuses of their lower propensities,
which they have not sufficient morality to command. • But there i8
no Jaw o•:thorizing their relnt.ives to treat them in this manner against
their inclinations. In some other countries this defect is supplied. At
the village of Horn, near Hamburgh, there is a house of refuge
juvenile offenders for both sexes, named Das Rauhe Haus. It eoneiata
of several plain inexpensive buildings, situated in a field of a few aerN,
without walls,. fences, bolts, bars, or gates. It is supported by subscription, and the annual cost for each individual in 1837, when I vis-

wr

• A writer In the New York RMJU'D allgmaUzea the doclrlne In the text., aa beln~
"calculated to weaken our aenae of accountability, or ehake our confidence In moral
dlatlnctlons.'' He quotes from the "Reports'' of these Lectures the followln~ worda:
"Eiteno!Ye obaerntlon of tbe beads or criminals, and Inquiry Into their feelings and
hlatlbrlea, plaee It beyond a doubt, that In mnny of them conaclence Ia, and always baa
been, either very defective, or had liter11lly no t<Jdatence.'' "It Ia extremely qoeatlonable whether society should punish severely those who err through moral bllndneae arlao
fD« from deficiency of cerlsln paris of the brain." The reviewer does not propose 1o Inquire whether thl• atatement be borne out by facta or not; but at once aaaum.t~~that it i3
nol, and proceeds thns: "Tbls Ia, Indeed • a revelation,' and there can be little doub'
that at Slng·Biog and Auburn It would receive a moot cordial reception." As my motto
Ia """' Mn 11~rba" (!acts not arguments), I submit the following narrative to tbe conakleraUon of the reviewer, and of other persons In a almllar frame of mind to blo. On the
!12d October, 1839, I visited the State Prison of Connecticut, at Wetberslleld, accompanied by the Rev. Mr. Gallaudet., the Rev. Principal Totten, Dr. A. Brigham, and four or
live other gentlemen, who bad attended my conroe or Lectures on Phrenology, then
nearly concluded at Hartf~rd. I had Illustrated the doctrine in the text by the exhibition or numerous casts, and lmpreaeed on their mlodo the peculiar forma or developoo
ment wblcb distinguish the best from the worst conslltuted brains. Mr. PUisbury, the
auperlntendent of the prlaon, brought a criminal Into his omoo, without apeatlog one
word ooncemfllg hla crime or hlatory. I declined to examine his bead myself, bul requeated the gentleman who accompanied me to do so, engaging to correct their obserYaUooa, If they erred. They proceeded with the examination, and alated the lnfereaeee
which they drew, respecting the na•ural dlopoeltlooa or the IndividuaL Mr. PlllabUJ')'
then read from a manuscript paper, which he h10d prepared before we came, the character as known to him. The coincidence between the two was complete. The prisoner
waa withdrawn, another was Introduced, and the same proceae waa gone through, and
with tho aame reault In regard to him. Bo with a tblrd, and a fourth. Amon!f the
orlmlnalo, there were atrlklng dllferences In Intellect and In aome or the teelloge, which
were correctly alated by the obaervers.
These experilllenls, I repeat, were made by the gentlemen who aecompanled me, aome
or whom were evangelical clergymen of the bigbeat reputation. They Inferred the dlapoaltlona ftom actual perception of tbP- great deftclenclea In the moral organa, and the
predominance of the animal organa. Tbla combination was strikingly seen In those Individuals whom Mr. Pillsbury pronounced to be, In hla opinion, Incorrigible, Cor the
queallon was eolemnly put to him, by Dr. Brigham, whether he round any of the prisoners to be Irreclaimable under the existing system of treatment; and be acknowledged
that be did. One of the Individuals wbo was examined bad been thirty years In the
State Prlaoo, under four ditl'ereot sentences, a:1d In him th~t moral region of tbe brain
was exceedingly dellcleot. I respcct!ull;r pressed upon the attention of the re\"erend
gentlemen, that the facts which they bad observed were .natltutloos of the Creator, and
that It """ In vain for man to be angry with them, to deny them, or to esteem them of
llcb& lmportsnee.
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ited it, wu £10 ·'-'· sterling. It then contained 54 inmates, of whom
13 were girls. A portion of them were offenders who had been condemned by the courts .o f law for crimes, and suffered the punishment
allotted to them in the house of correction, and who afterward, with the
cousent of their parents, bad come voluntarily to the institution for the
sake of reformation. Another portion of them consisted of young culprits apprehended for first offenses, and whose parents, rather than
have them tried and dealt with according to law, subscribed a contract
by which the youths were delivered over for a number of years to this
establishment for amendment. . And a third portion consisted of children of evil dispositions, whose parents voluntarily applied to have
them received into the institution, for the reformation of their vicious
habits. Among this lut class we saw the son of a German nobleman,
who- had been sent to it as a Jut resource, and who wu treated in
every respect like the other inrpates, and with marked success. The
inmates are retained, if necessary, till they attain the age of 22. There
is a muter for every twelve, who never leaves them night or day.
The plan of the treatment is that of parental affection, mingled with
strict and steady discipline, in which punishments are used for reformation, but never with injurious severity. The teachers ars drawn
chiefly from the lower classes of society ; and the head manager, Cundidat Wieber, an unbeneficed elergyman, himself belonged to this
class, and thus became thoroughly acquainted with the feelings, manners, and temptations of the pupils. When I visited the establishment,
he poueased unlimited authority, and shed around him the highest and
purest influences from his own beautifully moral and intellectual mind.
He mentioned that only once had an attempt at crime been projected.
A few of the worst boys laid a plan td'burn the whole institution, and
selected the time of his wife's expected confinement, when they supposed that his attention would be much engaged with her. One of
them, however, revealed the design, and it wu f•·ustrated. There are
very few attempts at escape; and when .he reformed inmates leave
the establishment, the directors use their influence to find for them sitoatious and employments in which they may be useful, and exposed
· to aa few temptations as possible. The plan had been in operation for
four years, at the time of my visit, and I understand that it continues
to .flourish with unabated prosperity. Ao institution in some respects
similar to this one, named ''La Colonie Agricola et Penitentiare de
1\'lettray," in France, is described in the Phrenological J011.rnal, vol.
xviii., p. 206, which also baa been suceeBBfuL
Similar institotious are much wanted in this country, and they
should be established, and aided by the Jaw. I know of numerous and
6*
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most distresaing examples of young persons going to utter and irreclaimable ruin in property, health, and character, who by uo human
means, if not by such institutions, could have been saved.
If parents have transmitted to their children well-balanced and f'avorably developed brains, and discba1·ged their duty in training, educating,
and fitting them out in the world, they will rarely have cause to complain of ingratitude or want of filial p_iety. Where the brains of the
children are ill constituted, or where training and education have been
neglected or improperly conducted, the parents, in reaping sorrow and
disappointment from the behavior of their offspring, are only suffering
the natural conaequences of their own actions; and if these are punishments, they should read in them an intimation of the Divine displeasure of their conduct. In proportion to the development and cultivation of the moral and mtellectual faculties, are gratitude and filial
piety strongly and steadily manifested by children. By the well-principled and reapectable members of the middle and lower ranks, parents,
are scarcely ever left in destitution by their children, if they are at all
capable of maintaining them ; but among the heartless, reckless, and
_grossly ignorant, this is not uncommon. The legal provision established
for the poor, bas tended to blunt the feelinga of many individual& in regard to this duty ; yet great and beautiful examples of its fullillment
are frequent, and we may expect that the number of these wiU increase
as education and improvement advance.
Among the domestic duties I might enumerate the reciprocal obligations of masters and servants ; but as the general principles which regulate the conduct of men as members of society apply to this relationship, I shall not enter into them at present.
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Theorlea o!pbUoaopben reepeetlng the origin ofaoelety-BolnUon aft'orded by Phrea.o
ology-Man baa received faculties the spontaneoua action of wblrb prompts him t:o live
ln aoelety-Induatry Is man's llrst social duty-Labor, In modProtioo, Ia a source of
enjoyment, and not a punishment-The opinion that useful labor Is degrading examined
-The dlvhlou of labor Ia natural, and oprlngs from the faculties being bestowed In
dUI'erent degrees or strength on dift"erent individuals-One combination flta for one rur11111, and another for another-Gradations of rank are also natural, and
from dl!f&n!ncea In native talents, and In acquired skill--Gradations of rank are beneficial to all.

arise

I PROCEED now to consider those social duties and rights which are
not strictly domestic. The first subject of inquiry is into the origin of
society itself. On this question many fanciful theories have been given
to the world. It hns engaged the imagination of the poet and the inteUect of the philosopher. Ovid hns described mankind as at first in a
state of innocence and happiness during what is termed the golden age,
and as declining gradually into· vice and misery through the silver, brazen, and iron ages :
" The golden age waa llnl, when man, yet new,
. No rwe but uncorrupted reason knew,
And with a native bent did good puroue.
Unforced by punlahment, unswed by rear,
His words were almple, and bla aoul alncere.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

No walla were yet; Lor !dnce, nor moat, nor mound;
No drum waa beard, nor trumpet's angry aoun:d ;
Nor awords were forged; but void of care and crime,
The aon creation slept a way their time.
The llowen unaown, In flelda and meadows reigned,
And weatem winda Immortal aprfnga maintained.
In following yean, the bearded corn eoaued,
From earth unaaked, nor waa that earth renewed.
From velna of valleys millt and nechr broke,
And honey sweating through the pores of oat."

To this succeeded too rapidly the silver, the brazen, and the iron
ages ; which last, the world had reached in the days of Ovid, and iD
'vhich, unfortunately, it stiU remains.
Rousseau, who was rather a poet than a philosopher, bas written
speculations " on the origin and foundations of the existing inequalities
among men," which have powerfully attracted the attention of the
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learned. He informs ua that he " sees man such u be mull: haYe
proceeded from the bauds of nature, leu powerful than some animals,
leu active than others, but, taking him on the whole, more adnotageously organized than any. He sees him satisfying his hanger uader
an oak, quenching his thirst at the first rivulet, finding his bed uoder
the trees whose fruit bad afforded him a repast, aad thus satisfied to
the full of every desire."*
"It is imp088ible," continues he, "to conceive how, in this original
condition, one man could baYe more need of another than a wolf or an
ape baa of his fellows; or, supposing the need to exist, what motiYe
could induce the oth11r to satisfy it; or how, iu this latter case, the two
could agree upon the terms of their social intercourse.~>
From these premises, Rousseau draws the conclusion, that " the
first who, having inclosed a piece of ground, took upon himself to call
it • mine,' and found individuals so foolish as to believe him, waa the
true founder of civil society." What crimes, what wars, what murders, what miseries and horrors, would he have spared the human
race, who, tearing up the land-marks or filling up the ditches, had
cried to his equals, 'Bewnre how you listen to this impostor ! You
are undon11 if you forget that the fruits of the earth belong to all, and
the soil to none!'" P. 87.
The fundamental error in Rousseau's speculation consists in bill
endowing man, in his primitive condition, with whatever faculties he
pleaaes; or, rather, in bestowing upon him no principles of action
except such as suit his own theory. Numerous antagonists have combated these speculations, and among others, Wieland has"written half
a Yolume on the subject; but their absurdity is so evident, that I do
not consider it neceuary to enter into any lengthened refutation of
them. The mistake of such theorists is, that they assume the mind to
be altogether a blank-to haYe no spontaneous desires and acti'fity ;
they imagine it to be similarly constituted to the ear, which, in a state
of health, bears no sounds till excited by the vibrations of the air, and
ascribe the origin of almost aU our pauiooa and inclinations to the cir·
cumstances which first evolve them.
This mode of philosophizing resembles that which should account
for an eruption of Mount Vesuvius by ascribing it to the rent in the
surface of the mountain, through which the lava bunts, instead of
attributing it to the mighty energies of the Yolcanic matter buried
beneath its rocks.
•l>ltooun aur l'Orfclne e& lee Fondem1111 d'ID6gal1&6 parmi lee Hommee. •to e41&.

GelltTa,lT88, p. 48.

•
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Other philoeopbera besides Rousseau haYe theorized on the constitution of society without previously investigating th11 constitution of the
human mind. Mr. Millar, in his "Observations Concerning the Distinction of Ranks in Society," proceeds at once "to show the effects
of poverty and barbarism with regard to the passions of sex, to the
general occupations of a people, and the degree of consideration which
is paid to the women as membera of society," without at all inquiring
into the innate tendencies and capacities of man, from which the facts,
for which he wishes to account, proceed. However interesting such
a work may •be, as a contribution to the natural history of mao, It
throws no light on the question, whence the cenditions which it
records have arisen. It leaves the mind unsatisfied on the general and
fundamental question, Whether society, such as it bas existed, and
such as it now exists, has arisen from human institutions, arbitrary in
their origin, and controllable by the human will; or whether it has
sprun~ from instincts referable to nature itself?
Lord Kames, one of the shrewdest and most observant philosopher&
of the old school, has taken a more rational view of the origin of society. Perceiving that man bas been endowed with natural aptitudes
and desires, he founds upon these every institution which is universal
among mankind. He attributes the. origin of society to "the 'social
principle." Men became huotera from a natural appetite to hunt, and
by bunting appeased their hunger. They became shepherds from
seeing that it was easier to breed tame animals than to catch wild ones,
after bunting had made them scarce. Being shepherds, population
increased, and necessity made them desire an increase of food. They
saw the earth in some climates producing corn spontaneously, and the
idea llrote that by forwarding its g.-owth and removing obstructing
weeds, more corn could be produced ; hence they became agriculturists. The idea of property sprang from the "hoarding appetite."
Lord Kames ascribes the various institutions which exist in society to
principles innate in the mind, and not to chance or factitious circum·
atllnces.
Locke and some other writtra have assigned the origin of society to
reuon, and represented it as springing from a compact by which individual men surrendered, for the general wtlfare, certain portions of
their private rights, and submitted to various restraints ; receiving, in
return, protection and other advantages arising from the social tllste.
This idea also is erroneous. Society has always been far adYanced
before the idea of such a compact began to be entertained ; and eYen
then it baa occurred only to the minds of philosopht>sr. What solution,
then, of this problem, does Phrenology olfer?
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It ahowa that mao poaaesaes mental facultiea endowed with apontaneous activity, which give rise to many deairea equally definite with
the appetite for food. Among theM are several social iDBtincts, from
the apontsoeous activity of which society baa obviously proceeded.
The phrenologist, then, follows on the same track with Lord Ramee,
but with greater precision. By studying the organs of the mind, he
hll!l ascertained the faculties which are really primitive, their spheres
of action, nod the differences in their relative vigor produced by differences in the relative size of the organs in ditfereot individuals. These
a~e important additions to our means of arriving at aouod"views of the
origin ofsociety.
From the three faculties of Amativeness, Philoprogenitiveoess, and
Adhesiveness, the matrimonial compact derives its 01igio. Adhesiveness has a yet wider sphere of action : it is the gregarious instinct, or
propensity to congregate ; it desires the society of our fellow--men
generally. Hence its existence indicates that we are intended to live
in the social state. The nature and objects of other faculties besides
Adhesiveness, l11ad to the same conclusion. Neither Benevolence,
which prompts us to confer benefits-nor Love of Approbation, whose
gratification is the applause and good opinion of others-nor veneration, which gives a tendency to respect, and yield obedience to, superiors-nor Conscientiousness, which holds the balance between competing rights-has full scope, ex~ept in general society; the domestic
circle is too contracted for their gratification.
The faculty of Conscientiousness, in particular, seems necessarily to
imply the existence of other individuals in the social state. To give
rise to the exercise of justice, and the fulfillment of duty, there must
necessarily be two partiea-the one to perform, and the other to
receive. Conscientiousness would be as little useful to a solitary
human being, as spAech to a hermit; while, even in the domestic circle, the faculties of Benevolence, Philoprogenitiveness, and Veneration
are more directly called into play than it. The head of the family
bestows through atfection and bounty; the dependents receive with
kindliness Rod respect ; and when tht>se emotiona act with great and
spont~neous energy, the feeling of duty, on the part of either, rarely
mingles its influence. The sphere in which Conscientiousness is most
directly exercised is that in which the interests and inclinations of
equals come into competition. Conscientiousness, aided by intellect,
then deteJ·mines the rights of each, and inspirt>s them with the feeling
that it is their duty to perform so much, and to demand no more.
Phrenology enables us to prove that Conscientiousness is not a factitious sentiment, reared up in society, as many moral philosophers and
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metaphysicians have taught-but a primitive power, having its specific
orgnn. This fact is euential to the argument; and, in the "System
of Phrenology," I have stated the nature of the evidence by which it
js established.
The adaptation of the intellectual faculties to society is equally conspicuous. The faculty of Language implies the presence of intelligent
beings, with whom we may communicate by speech. The faculties
of Causality and Comparison, which are the fountains of rea~oning,
imply our associating with other intellectual beings, with whose perceptions and expe•·ience we may compare our own. Without combination, what advance could be made in science, arts, or manufactures? As food is related to hunger, and light to the sense of vision,
so is society adapted to the social f~tcnlties of man. The presence of
human beings is indispensable to the gratification and excitemunt of
our mental powers in general. What a void and craving is experienced
by those who are cut off from communication with their fellows!
Persons who are placed in remote and solitary stations on the confines
of civilization, become dull in intellect, shy, unsocial, and unhappy.
The most atrociouw criminals, when placed in solitary confinement
without work, lose their ferocity, are aulxlued, and speedily sink in
health and vigor. The stimulus yielded to their faculties by the presence of their fullow-men, is wanting.
The balmy influence of society on the human mind may be discov' ered in the vivacious and generally happy aspect of those who live in
the bosom of a family, or mingle freely with the world, contrasted with
the cold, starched, and stagnant manners and expreuion of those who
retire from social sympathies and life.
A mao whose muscular, digestive, respiratory, and circulating
systems greatly predominate in energy over the brain and nervous
system, stands Jess in need of society to gratify his mental faculties than
an individual oppositely constituted: be delights in active muscular
exercise, and is never so happy as with the elastic turf beneath his feet
and the blue vault of heaven over his bead. But where the brain and
nervous system are more energetic, there arise mental wants whi'ch
can be gratified only in society, and residence in a city is felt indispenssble to enjoyment; the mind flags and becomes feeble when not
lltimulated by collision aud converse with kindred spirits. · Hence, the
social state appears to be as .natural to man as it is to the bee, the
raven, or the sheep. This question being set at rest, the duties
implied in the constitution of society are next to be considered.
'l'he first duty imposed on mao in relation to society is indwtry-a
duty the origin and sanction of which are easilv discoverable. Man is
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sent into the world naked, unprotected, and unprovided for. He doee
not, like the lower animals, find his skin clothed with a sufficient
covering of hair, feathers, or scales, but must provide garments for
himself; he can not perch on a bough or burrow in a hole, but must
r13ar a dwelling to protect himself from the weather ; he does not, like
the ox, find his nourishment undllr his feet, but must hunt or cultivate
the ground. To capacitate him for the performance of these duties
he has received a body fitted for labor, and a min!} calculated to animate
and direct his exertions; while the external world has been created
with the wisest adaptation to his constitution.
Many of us have been taught, by our religious instructors, that
l11bor is a curse imposed by God on man as a punishment for sin. I
remarked in the first Lecture, that philosophy can not tell whether sin
was or was not the cause which induced the Almighty to constitute
man such as we now see him, an organized being, composed of bones,
muscles, blood-vessels, ne"es, respiratory and digestive organs, and
a brain calculated to manifest a rational mind-and to confer on
external nature its present qualities, adapted to give scope and exercise to these powers-but that, constituted as we actually are, labor,
which, in its proper sense, means exertion, either bodily or mental, for
useful purposes, is not only no calamity, but the grand fountain of our
enjoyment.• Unless we exercise our limbs, what pleasure can they
afford to us 1 If we do not exercise them, they become diseased, and
we are punished with positive pain; hence the duty of bodily exertion is
a law of God written in our frames, as strikingly as if it were emblazoned on the sky. Constituted as we are, it is not labor, but inactivity,
which is an evil-that is, which is visited by God with suffering and
disease . The misery of idleness has been a favorite theme of moralists
in every age, and its baneful influence on the bodily health has equally
attracted the notice of the physician and of geneml obse"ers. Happiness, in troth, is nothing but the gratification of active faculties, and
hence the more active our faculries at·e, withi11 the limits of health, the
greater is our enjoyment.
"Life's cares are comforts ; such by Beaven designed
He that baa none must make them, or be wretched,
Oarea are emplo)'ments, and without employ
The aoulla on a rack, tbe rack of rest,
To aoula most adverse-action all their Joy."

The prevalent notion that labor is an evil must have arisen from
ignorance of the constitution of man, and from contemplating the
1:1ffects of labor carried to excess.
• A pmoner In the JaU ot Ayr, on being permitted to labor, obee"ed lbat " be nem
knew betoro what a pleu&Dt lblnc work wu."-.P'ijYA Rf'P. oftlu lM]JMMr ~ ~.
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Bodily and mental activity, therefore, being the Jaw of our nature
and the fountain of our enjoyment, I observe, first, that they may be
directed to useful or to useless purposes ; and thnt they may be carried
to exceaa. Exertion for the attainment of useful objects is generally
termed labor, and because of ita utility, men have, with strange perversity, looked upon it 88 degrading! Exertion for mere capricious
self-gratification, and directed to no useful end, has, on the other bond,
been dignified with the name of pleasure, and is esteemed honorable.
These notions appear to be injurious errors, which obtain no countenance from the natural Jaws. Indeed, the proposition ought t~ be
reversed. Pleasure incre88es. in proportion to the number of faculties
employed, and it becomes purer and more lusting the higher the fac. • nltiea are which are engaged in the enterprise. The pursuit of a great
and beneficial object, such 88 providing for a family, or discharging an
important duty to society, calls into energetic action not only a greater
variety of faculties, but also faculties of a higher order, namely, the
moral sentiments and intellect, than those frivolous occupations, miscalled pleasures, which are directed to self-indulgence and the gratification of vanity alone.
The reason why labor has so generally been regarded 88 an evil, is
its very unequal distribution amung individuals-many contriving to
exempt themselves from all participation in it (though not to the
increase of their own happiness), while others have been oppressed
with an excessive share. Both extremes are improper; and the hope
may reason11bly be indulged, that when society shall become so far
enlightened as to esteem that honorable which God has rendered at
once prolitnble and pleasant-and .when labor shall be properly distributed, and confined within the bounds of moderation-it will assume
its true 88pect, and be hailed by all as a rational source of enjoyment.
Regarding bodily and mental activity, therefore, as institutions of the
Ct·eator, I observe, in the next place, that, ns man has been destined
for society, a division of occupations is indispensable to his welfi1re.
If every one were to insist on cultivating the ground, there would be
no manufacturers, carpenters, or builders. If all were to prefer the
exercise of the constructive arts, we should have no agriculturists and
no food. The Creator has arranged the spontaneous diviPion of labor
among men by the simplest yet most effectual means. He has
bestowed the mental faculties iu different degrees of relative strength
on different individuals, and thereby given them at once the desire and
the aptitude for different occupations. Phrenology renders c)enr the
origin of differences of employment. The metaphysicians treat only
of general powers of the mind. They enumerate among the active
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principles ambibon, the Jove of power, the Jove of kindred, and 10
forth, while their catalogue of intellectual faculties embraces only Perception, Conception, Abstraction, Attention, Memory, Judgment, and
Imagination. Many of them deny that individuals differ in the degreee
io which they posseae these powers ; and ascribe all actual differences
to education, association, habit, and a variety of accidents! circumstances.
With their philoaophy for our guide, we are called on to explain by
what process of arrangement or chapter of accidents the general
powers of Perception, Memory, Judgment, and Imagination fit one
man to be a carpenter, another to be a sailor, a third a merchant, a
fourth an author, a fifth a painter, a sixth ao engineer, and how they
communicate to each a special predilection for his trade. How comes
it to pass, according to their views, that some who utterly fail in ooe
pursuit, succeed to admiration in another? and whence is it that there
was no jostling in the community at first, and that very little harsh
friction occurs now, in arranging the duties to be performed by each
individual meniber? We next require a solution of the problem-by
what cause one man's ambition takes the direction of war, another's
thnt of agriculture, and a third's that of painting or making speeches, if
all their nutive aptitudes and tendencies are the same, both in kind and
degree-how one man delights to spend his life in accumulating wealth,
and another knows oo pleasure equal to that of dissipating aod squandering it?
I do not detain you with the ingenious theories that have been propounded by the metnphyaicians, as solutions of these questions, but
come at once to the explanation afforded by the new philosophy.
Phrenology shows that man has received a variety of primitive faculties, each having a specific Hphere of action, and standing in specific
relations to certain external objects, that he tskes an interest in these
objects io consequence of their aptitude to grutify his fncul~ies; sod
thut the same is the case also in regnrd to the lower animals. If a
hare nod a cat, for instance, were lying in the same field, nod a mouse
were to stray between them, the hare would see it pass without inte&est-while the cnt's blood would be on fire, every hair would bristle,
and it would seize and devour it. The cat possesses a carnivorous
instinct, of which the mouse is the external object, and hence the
source of its interest. The hare waota that instinct, and heqce its
ind itference.
Every snne individuHI of the human mce enjoys the same number
of faculties, but ench power is manifested by means of a particular portion of the brain, and acts with a degree of energy (other things being
equal) corre~ponding to the size of that part. These parts, or organs,
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are combined in different relative proportions in different individuals,
and give rise to differences of talents and dispositions. Hence the
individual in whom CombativeneBB and DestructiveneBB are the largest
organs, desires to be a soldier; he in whom Veneration, Hope, and
Wonder are the largest, desires to be a minister of religion ; he in
whom Constructiveness, Weight, and Form are largest, desires to be a
mechanician ; and he in whom Constructiveness, Form, Coloring, Imitation, and Ideality predominate, is inspired with the love of painting.
The Creator, by bestowing on all the race the same number of faculties, and endowing them with the same functions, has fitted us for
constituting one common family. In consequence of our common
nature, we understand each other's instincts, desires, talents, and pursnits, and are prepared to act in concert; while by the superiority in
particular powers conferred on particular individuals, variety of character and talent, and the division of labor are effectually provided for.
The division of labol". therefore, is not an Npedient devised by man's
sagacity, but a direct result of his constitution; exactly as happens in
the case of some of the inferior animals, which live in society and
divide their duties without possessing the attribute of reBBon. The
differences in relntive size in the cerebral organs of different individuals
afford another proof that man has been created expressly to live and
act as a social being.
~
When we compare the corporeal frames of men, we find that they
alo10 differ in stature, strength, and temperament; some are large,
strong, active, and energetic; while ot.hel'S are small, feeble, or sluggish. Iu a world in which the means of subsistencs can be gained only
by vigorous exertion, these differences alone would give rise to inferiority and superiority among individuals. But when we 11xamine the
brain, on which the mental . qunlities depend, and perceive that differences in regard to the size of the mental organs are equally extensive
and striking, the fact of differences in socinl condition being an institution of nature is determined. In one man the brain is large, the temJlV&ment is active, and the three regions of the animal, moral, and
intellt>ctual organs are all favorably developed ; such a psrson is one of
nature's nobility. He is endowed with native enerl!y by his temperament and mental power by his brain ; and be needs besides only
knowledge, with a fair field of action, to attain the highest prizes
which are offered by a bountiful Creator to humun vil·tue, industry,
and talent. Another individual has inherited from birth the lymphatic
temperament, and is constitutionally ineJt, oJ' he has received a small
brain, which is incapable of vigorous manifestations. In a scene
where valuable objects can be a.ttained only by capacity and energy,
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euch a person must, of necessity, giYe place to him who bas been
favored with higher endowments. A third indiYidual, perhaps, has
received several organs developed in a superior degree, which fit him
to acquire distinction in a particular department of life; but be is
deficient in other organs, and is in consequence unfit to advance successfully in other walks. Such a mnn may, if he choose his vocation
wisely in relation to his special endowments, assume a high station;
if unwisely, he may stand low in the scale of social consideration.
These differences give rise to differences in social condition, altogether
irrespective of human arrangements.
Gradations of social condition being thus institutions of God, those
men are wild, enthusiastic dreamers, and not philosophers, who contemplate their abolition. This proposition, however, does not imply
approval of artificial distinctions of mnk, independent of natural endow~
mente. These are the inventions of ignorant and selfish men ; they
are.paltry devices to secure, by means of parchments, the advantages
of high qualities, without the necessary possession of them. As civilization and knowledge advance, these will be renounced as ridiculoU!I,
like the ponderous wigs, cocked hats, laced coats, and swords of bygone
centuries. It is unfortunate for society when a fool or rogue is the
possessor of high rank and title ; for these attract the respect of many
to his foolish or vicious deeds, and to his erroneous opinions.
Nature has instituted stiU another cau3e of social differences. Man
has received faculties, or capacities, adapted to external nature, but be
has not been inspired with information concerning the qualities and
adaptations of objects, or with intuitive knowledge of the best manner
of applying his own powers. He has been left to find out these by
observation and reflection. If we select twenty men whose brains,
temperament, and bodily constitution are alike, but of whom ten have
·sedulously applied their faculties to the study of nature and her capabilities, while the other ten have sought only pleasure in trivial pursuits, it is obvious that in all social attainments the former will speedily
surpass the t~tter. If both c1888es wished to build a house, you would
find the observing and reflecting men in possession of the lever, the
pulley, the hamme1·, the ax11, and the saw; while the hunters and the
fishers would be pushing loads with their hands, or lifting them with
their arms, nod shaping timber with shn1·p-edged stones. In civilized
society the same results appear. An individual who has learned how
to use his natural powers to the best advantage-in other words, who
has acquired knowledge and skill-is decidedly superior to him, who,
although bom with equal native talents, has never been taught the best
method of applying them.
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When
view nature's scheme of social gradation, we recognize in
it an institution beneficial to all. Tbe man who stands at the bottom
of the scale, does so because be is actually lowest either in natural endowments or in acquired skill ; but even in that lowest rank be enjoys
advantages superior to those he could have commanded by his tslent1,
if he bad stood alone. He derives many advantages from the abilities
and acquirements of his fellow-men. In point of fact, an able-bodied,
steady, and respectable laborer in Britain is better clothed, better fed,
and better lodged than the chief of a savage tribe in New South
Wales.
I anticipate that it will be objected, that although this may be a correct exposition of the origin of gradations of ranks ; and although if
the principles now explained were alone allowed to determine the station of individuals, none could have just cause of complaint, yet that
the practical result is widely different; because weak, wicked, and
indolent men are oft(!n found in possession of the highest gifts of fortune and the loftiest social positions ; while able, good, and enlightened
individuals stand low in the scale. I shall consider this subject in the
next Lecture.
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ON THE PAST, PRESENT, AND PROSPECTIVE CONDITIONS OF
BUCIETY.
The qol'lltlon oonsldered, Why are vicious or weak penona sometimes found prooperoue, wblle the vlrtuons and talented •nJoy no worldly dlettnctlon-lndlvldoala honored anrt reworded acoordlng ao they display qua>ltles adapt.d I~ the state of the aoelety
In which they liTe-Mankind bilherto animated ehi•fl ,. by the ae•llah fncoltie&--Proepecllve Improvement of the morul a.peet of •ociety-Retr<>Fpect of Its previous condlllono-Savage, pastoral, agrlooltural. and oomm.rclal stages; and qualities requisite
fur the prosp•·rity of individuuls In each-Dios•tlsfactlon of morol and lntelleclllal
mind• with tbe pr•scnt sonic of society-Increasing tendency of society to honor and
reward ''lrtue &ltd intelligence-Artlfteial impedimenta to-th;s-Heredit•ry toties and
ent,lls-Tbt·ir bad eft'ccta-Pride of ane<>stry, rat•onal and Irrational- ArlatocraUc
feeling In Amorica arod Euro11e-Menns tbrungh which the future lmprov.ment of aociety may be .xpccted-Two views of the proper objects of bum an pursuit; one representing man's eojoyments as priDcipally animal, ond the other as ehlelly m ..ral and
Intellectual-The selllsh facuhlea at prl'llent paramount In society-Consequenceo of
tbi&--Keen competition of lodlvidoallntereal8, and Its advantages and disadvantages
-Present state uf Britain nnsatisfaetory.

IN the last Lecture we considered the origins ofsociety, oftbe division of labor, and of differences of rank. I proceed to discuss an objection which mny be urged ngainst some of the views then statednamely, t.bat occasionally persons of defective moral principle, though
of considerable tAlent-and, in other inst,ances, weak and indolent men,
are found in possession of high rank nnd fortune, while able, good, and
enlightened individuals stand low in the scale of public honor. Let us
endeavor to investigate the c.ause of this anomaly, and inquire whether
the evil admits of a remedy.
Man is endowed with two great classes of faculties, so different in
their nature, desires, nnd ohjects, that be appears almost like two
beings conjoined in one : I refer to the animal propensities and moral
sentiments. All the propensities have reference to self-sustenance,
self-gratification, or self-aggrandizement, and do not grve rise to a single
feeling of disinterested Jove or regard for the happiness of other being~.
Even the domestic affections, when acting independently of the moral
sentiments, prompt us to seek only a selfish gratification, without
regard to the welfare of the beings who afford it. Exnmples of this
kind mny be met with, every dny, in the seductions and temporary
alliances of individuals of strong animal paBBions and deficie~t morality.
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We observe, also, that parents deficient in intellect, in their ecetaaiaa
of fondnees for their offspring, inspired by Philoprogenitiveness, often
spoil them and render them miserable ; which is just indulging their
own affections, without enlightened regard for the welfare of their
objects. When Combativeness and Destructiveness are active, it is to
assail other individuals, or to protect ourselves against their aggre88ioos.
When Acquisitiveness is pursuing its objects, the appropriation of
property to ourselves is its aim. When Self-Esteem inspires us with
its emotions, we are prompted to place ourselves, and our own interests
and gratifications, first in all our considerations. When Love of
Approbation is supremely -active, we desire esteem, glory, praise, or
advancement, as public acknowledgments of our own superiority over
other men. Secretiven688 and Cautiousness, from which arise savoir
faire and circumspection, are apt allies of the selfish desires. All these
feelings are necessary to the subsistence of the individual or the race,
are good in themselves, and produce beneficial results when directed
by the higher faculties. But, nevertheless, self-gratification is th.e ir
primary object, and the advantagas conferred by them on others follow
only as secondary consequences of their actions.
The other ciRSs of faculties alluded to is that of the moral sentiments,
Benevolence, Veneration, and ConPcientiousness; these take a Jofrier,
a more disinterested and beneficent. range. Benevolence desires to
diffuse noiversnl happiness. It is not satisfied with mere self-enjoyment. As long as it sees a sentient being miserable, whom it could
render happy, it desires to do so; nod its own satisfuction is not complete till thnt be accomplished. Veneration desires to invest with
estePm and treRt with deference nod respect evPry human being who
mnnift>sts virtue antl wisdom; and to adore the Creator as the fountain
of universal perfection. Conscientiousness dt>sires to introduce and
maintain an all-pervading justice, a state of Focit>ty in which the merits
of the humblest individuals shall not be over-looked, but shall be appreciated and rewarded ; and in which the pretensions of the egotist and
the ambitious shall be circumscribed within the limits of their real
deserts.
There are certain faculties which may be regarded as auxiliaries of
these. Ideality desires to realize the excellent and the benutiful in
every object and action. It longs for a world in which all things shnll
be fair, nod lovely, and invested with the most perfect nttributes of
form, colnr, proportion, and arrangement, and in which the human
min:i shall mnnifest only dispositions in harmony with such 11 scene.
Wonder desires the new and the untried, and serves to urge us forward in gur career of improvement; while the sentiment of Hope
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smooths and gilds the whole vista of futnrity prl!lented to tbe mind'e
eye, representing every desire 88 poaaible to be fulfilled, and Me'r7
good as attainable.
The intellectual faculties are tbe ae"anta equally of both orders o(
faculties. Our powers of observation and reflection may be flmployed
in perpetrating the blackeat crimes, or performing the moat benefice8
actions, according aa they are directed by the propensities or by the
moral sentiments.
We have seen that among these faculties there are several which render man a social being; and we find him, accordingly, living in aoeiety,
in all circumstances and in all stages of refinement. Society does not
all at once attnin the highest degree of virtue, intelligence, and refinement. Like the individual, it passes through stages of infancy, yootb,
full vigor, and decay. Hence it has different standards at different
times, by which it estimates the qualities of its individual membeno.
lo the rudest state, the selfish faculties have nE"arly unbridled swayrapine, fraud, tyranny, and violence prevail; while, on the other hand,
among a people in whom the moral sentiments are vigorous, private
advantage is pursued with a constant respect to the rights of other
men. In the former. state of society, we should natnrally expect t.o
see selfish, ambitious, and unprincipled men, who are strong in mind
and body, in possession of the highest rank and greatest wealth,
because in the contention of pure selfishneBB such qualities alone are
fitted tu succeed. In a society animated by the moral sentiments and
intellect as the governing powers, we should expect to find places of
the highest honor and ndvantsge occupied by the most moral, intelligent, and useful members of the community, because these qualities
would be most esteemed . The former state of society characterizes
all barbarous nations ; and the latter, which is felt by well-constituted
minds to be the great object of human desire, hBB never yet been fully
realized. By many, the idea of realizing it is regarded as Utopian;
by others, its accomplishment is believed possible; by all, it is admitted .
to be desirRble. It is desired, because the moral sentiments exist, and
instinctively long for the reign of justice, good-will, refinement, and
enjoyment, and are grieved by the suffering which so largely abounds
in the present condition of humanity.
The question is an important one, Whether mao be destined to proceed, in this world, for an indefinite time, coostsotJy desiring pure and
moral institutions, yet ever devoting himself to inferior objects-to the
unsatisfying labors of misdirected selfishness, vanity, and ambition; or
whether he will, at length, be permitted to reBiize his loftier conceptions and enter on a thoroughly rational state of existence.
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The fact of the higher sentiments being constituent elements of our
nature, ~~eems to warrant us in expecting an illimitable improvement in
the eondition of society. Unlesa our nature bad been fitted to rise up
to the standard which these faculties desire to reach, we may presume
that they would not have been bestowed on us. They ean not have
been intended merely to dazzle us with phantom illusions of purity,
intelligence, and happiness, which we are destined ever to pursue in
vain.
But what eneouragement does experience afford for trusting that
under any future social arrangements rank will be awarded only to
merit 1 Mao is a progreBBive being, and in his social institutions he
ascends through the seale of his faculties, very much as an individual
does in rising from infancy to manhood. In his social capacity be
commences with institutions and pureuit.s related almost exclusively to
the simplest of his animal desires and his most obvious intellectual percept.ions.
Men, in their early condition, are described by historians as IBvages,
wandering amid wide·spreading forests or over extensive savannas,
clothed in the skins of animals, drawing theit• chief sustenance from
the chase, and generally waging bloody ware with their neighbors.
This is the outward manifestation of feeble intellect and Constructive- •
ness, of dormant Ideality, very weak moral sentiments, and active propeosities. The skulls of savage nations present indieatioos of a eorresponding development of brain.• · In this condition there is little distinction of rank, except the auperiority conferred on individuals by age,
energy, or courage ; and there is no division of labor or diversity of
employment, except that the most painful and laborious duties are
imposed on the women. All stand so near the bottom of the scale,
that there is yet little scope for social distinctions.
In the next stage we find men congregated into tribes, pos868sed of
cattle, and 888uming the aspect of a community, although still migratory in their habits. This state implies the poBBession of implements
and utensils fabricated by means of ingenuity and industry ; also a
wider range of social attachmflnt, and so much of moral principle as to
prompt individuals to respect the property of each other in their own
tribe. This is the p88toral condition, and it proclaims an advance in
the development of Intellect, Constructiveness, AdhesiveneBB, and the
Moral Sentiments. In this stage, however, of the social progreBB,
there is still a very imperfect manifestation of the moral and intellectual
• Strong evidence ot lhla tact Ia preeented tn Dr. Xorton•a work on the characler an4

..ma or tbe native Amerloan lndlaua.
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faculties. Acquisitiveness, unenlightened by intellect and undirected
by morality, desires to acquire wealth by plunder rather then by industry; and the intellectual faculties have not yet comprehended the
advantages of manufactures and commerce. In this stage, men regard
neighboring tribes as their natural enemiee-make war on them, apo.il
their aubetance, murder their males, and carry their females and children into captivity. They conceive that they crown themselves with
glory by these achievements.
lu such a state of society, it is obvions that tbaae individuals wbo
posae88 in the highest degree the qualities most uaeful to the community, and most esteemed according to their standard of virtue, will be
advanced to the highest rank, with all its attendant advantages and
honors. Great physical strength, a large brain and active temperament,
with predominating Combativeness, Destructiveness, Self-Eateem,
Love of Approbat.ion, and Firmne88, with a very limited portion of
morality and rellecting intellect, will carry an individual to the rank of
a chief or leader of his countrymen.
The next step in the progre88 of society is the agricultural condition,
and this implies a still higher evolution of intellect and moral sentiment.
To sow in spring with a view of reaping in autumn, requires not only
economy and prudt>nce in preserving stores and stock, and the exercise,
of ingenuity in fabricating implements of husbandry, but a stretch of
rellection embracing the whole intermediate period, and a subjugation
of the impatient animal propensities to the intellectual powers. To insure to him who sows that he shall also reap, requires a general combination in defense of property, and R pmctical acknowledgment of the
claims of justice, which indicate decided activity in the moral sentimenta. In point of f11ct, the brains of nations who have attained to this
condition are more highly developed in the moral and intellectual
re~tions than those of savage tribes.
In order to reach the highest. rank in this stage of society, individuals must possess a greater endowment of reflecting intellect and moral
sentiment, in proportion to their animal propensities, than was necessary to attain supremacy in the pastoral state.
When nations become commercial, and devote themselves to manufactures, their pursuits demand the activity of still higher endowments,
together with extensiYe knowledge of natul'Bl objects, and their relations
and qualities. In this condition, arts and sciences are seduloualy cultivated; proce88es of manufacture of great complexity, and extending
over a long period of time, are successfully conducted ; extensive
transaetiooa between individuals, living often in different hemispheres,
and who probably never aaw each other personally, are carried oD
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with regularity, integrity, and dispatch; laws regulating the rights and
dutiea of individual~ engaged in the l'D08t complicated trantl8ctioDI are
enacted, and this complicated social machinery moves, on the whole,
with a smoothness and regularity which are truly admirable. Such a
acene is a high manifestation of moral and intelle::tual power, and man
in this condition appears for the first time invested in his rational character. Observation shows that the organa of the superior faculties
develop themselves more folly in proportion to the advances of civilization, and that they are de facto largest in the moat moral and enligbt.
eoed natinna.
This is the stage at which society baa arrived in our day, in a great
part of Europe, and in the United States of America. In other parts
of the globe the· inferior conditions still appear. But even in the moat
advanced nations, the triumph of the rational portion of man'a nature
is incomplete. Oar institationa, manners, desires, and aspirations still
partake, to a great extent, of the characteristics of the propensities.
Wars from motives of aggrandizement or ambition ; unjust, and sometimes cruel laws ; artificial privileges in favor of cla88es or individuals ;
restrictiona calculated to impede general prosperity for the advantege
of a few ; inordiaate leve of wealth ; overweening ambition, and many
other inferior desires, still flourish in vigor among us. In such a state
of society it is impossible that the virtuous and intelligent alone should
reach the highest social stations.
In Britain, that individual is fitted to be moat succe88ful in the career
of wealth and its atttmdant advantages, who pos888Bes vigorous health,
industrious habits, great selfishness, a powerful intellect, and just so
much of the moral feelings as to serve for the profitable direction of hie
inferior powers. This combinatjon of endowments renders self-aggrandizement the leading impulse to action. It provides sufficient inteller.t
to attain the object in view, and morality enough to restrain every
desire which would tend to defeat it. A person so constituted feels
his faculties to be in harmony with his external condition ; he has no
lofty aspirations after either goodoe88 or enjoyment which the state of
eociety does not permit him to realize ; he is satisfied to dedicate his
undivided energieB to the active busine88 of life, and is generally succeseful. He acquires wealth and distinction, stands high in social
esteem, transmits respectability and abundance to his family, and dies
in a good old age.
Although his mind doea not belong to the highest order, yet being in
harmony with external circumstances, and little annoyed by the imperfections which exist around him, be is one of that class which. in the
preeent social condition of Britain, is reasonably happy. We are in
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that ltage of our moral and intellectual progreu which corre11p0nd1
with the aupremacy of the above·mentioned combination of facultiee.
In savage times, the rude, athletic warrior was the chief of his tribe;
and be was also probably the most happy, beeaase he po111essed in the
gre11test degree the qualities nece•ary for succesa, and WRB deficient
in all the feelings which, in his circumstances, could not obtain gratift·
cation. If be had bad Benevolence, Ideality, Veneration, and Conscientiousneas alao largely developed, be would have been unhappy,
by the aspirations after higher objects and conditions which they would
have introduced into his mind. 'rhe same rule holds good in our owu
cue. Those individuals who have either too little of the selfish pro·
pensities or too much of the moral feelings, are neither successful nor
happy in the present state of British aociety. The former can not
succe~~~fully maintain their ground, in the great struggle for property
which is going on around them ; while the latter, although they m11y
be able to keep their places in the competition for wealth, are conttllntly grieved by the misery and imperfection which they are compelled to witness, but can not remove. They have the habitual conaciousneas, also, that they are laboring for the mere means of enjoyment, without ever reaehing enjoyment itself; and that their lives are
spent, aa it were, in a vain show or a feverish dream.
In these examples, we observe that society hRS been slowly bot
regularly advancing toward elevating virtue and intelligence to public
honor ; and we may reuonably hope that, in proportion to the increase
of knowledge, especially of the law which renders m~ral and intellectual
attainment indispensable to the hil(hest enjoyment, will the tendency
to do homage to virtue increalle. The impediments to a just reward
of individual merit do not appear to be inherent in human nature, but
contingent. There are, however, artificial impedimenta to the
accomplishment of this end, among which stand conspicuous hereditary
titlt>s of honor.
The feudal kings of Europe early acquired or as&umed the power
of confer1·ing titles of honor and dignity ou men of distinguished qualities, as a mark of approbation of their conduct, and as a reward for
their services to the state. As reason and morality urge no objections
to a title of honor being conferred on a man who baa done an important
service to his country, the practice of ennobling individuals was easily
introduced. The favored peer, however, naturally loved his off~pring;
and without ~nsidering any consequences beyond his own gratification,
he induced the king to add a right of succession, in favor of his children, to the dignities and privileges conferred on himself. We uow
know that if he himself had really been one of nature'• nobility, and if
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he hod ollied himself to a partner, also possessing high qualities of brain
and general constitution, and if the two bad liYed habitually in accordance with the natural laws, be would b&Ye transmitted his noble oature
to his children; and they, having the stamp of natiYe dignity upon
them, would have needed no patent from on earthly sovereign to
maintain them in their father's rank. But this law of nature being
then unknown ; or th6 noble, perhaps, having attained to distinction by
one or two distinguished quolities merely, which were held in much
esteem in his own day, and being still deficient in many high endowmeats ; or having from passion, love of wealth, ambition, or some other
unworthy motive, married an inferior partner, he is conscious that he
cAn not rely on his children inheriting natural superiority, and be
therefore desires, by artificial means, to preserve to them, for ages,
the rank, wealth, titles, and power which be has acquired, and which
nature intended to be the rewards in every generation solely of superior endowments. The king grants a right of eucceuion to the titlet
and dignity ; and Parliament authorizes the father to place his estates
under entail. By these means, his heirs, however protlig11te, imbecile,
and unworthy of honor and distinction, are enabled to hold the highest
rank in society, to exercise the privileges of ber"ditary legislators, and
to receive the revenues of immense estates, which they may squander
or devote to the most immoral of purposes. In these instllnces, legislators have directly contradicted nRture. All this, you will perceive,
is following out the principle, that individual aggrandizemen~ is the
great object of each successive occupant of this. world. These measures, however, are not successful. They are productive, often, of
misery; as every one knows who bas observed the wretched condition
of many nobles and heirs of entail, whose profligacy and imbecility
render them unfit for their artificial station.
·In regard to society at 1arge, this practice produces baneful effl'lcts.
A false standard of consideration is erected ; the respect and admiration of the people are directed away from virtue and intelligence to
physical grandeur and ostentation, and low objects of ambition are
presented to the industrious classes of every grade. When extraordinary success in trade raises the banker or merchant to greet wealth,
instead of devoting it, and the talents by means of which it WIIB
acquired, to the improvement and elevation of the cl888 from which he
hiiB sprung, be becomes IIBhamed of his origin, is fired with the ambitio~ of being created a noble, and is generally found wielding his whole
energies, natural and acquired, in the ranks of the arietocr11cy against
the people. If the distinctions instituted by nature were left to operate. the effect would be that the people would, 118 a yeneral rule, veno;git;zed by
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erate in othere, and daemMlYee desire, the qoalitiea molt eltimaW.
according to their own moral and intellectoal perceptioDI ; the ataDdard of co01ideratioo would be rectified and railed in proportion to their
adYUce in knowledge and wildom ; and a great obltroction to impt'OYement, created by artificial and hereditary rank, would be removed.
We are told that in the United St.tes of America, where oo dietinct claaa of nobility exilt.B, ariltocratic feelings, and all &he pride of
anceatry, are at l111ut 81 rampant 81 in England, in which &he whole
frame-work of society 11 cooatituted in reference to &he ucandency of
an ancient and powerful ariatocracy ; and I see no reason to doubt the
ltatemeut. Differences of rank were ioatitoted when &he Creator
bestowed the mental organa in different degrees on different men, and
rendered them aU improvable by education. It is natural and beneficial, therefore, to esteem and admire nature's nobility; men grea&ly
gifted with the highest qualities of our nature, and who have duly cultivated and applied them. The Creator, also, in conferring on mao the
power to transmit, by means of his organization, his qualities and condition to his offspring, hu laid the foundation for our admiration of a
long line of illustrious ancestore. This direction of ambition may be.
come a strong assistant to morality and re880n, in inducing men to attend
to the organic laws in their matrimonial alliances, and in their general
conduct through life. According to the doctrines expounded in a pre.
Yious Lecture, irtwo persons, of high mental and bodily qualities, were
to marry, to oble"e the natural laws during their lives, to rear a family, and to train them also to yield steady obedience to these laws in
their conduct, the result would be, that the children would inherit the
superior qualities of their parents, hold the same high rank in the eetimation of society, be prosperous in life, and form specimens of human
nature in its best form and condition. If these children, again, obse"ed
the organic laws in their marriages, and obeyed them in their Jivee,
the tendency of nature would etill be to transmit, in an increasing ratio,
their excellent endowments to their children ; and there is no ucertsined limit to this series. It would be a just gratification to Self·
Esteem to belong to a family which could boast of a succession of troly
noble men and women, descending through ten or twelve generati0111;
and it would be an object of moat legitimate ambition to be admitted to
the bonor and advantages of an alliance with it. This is the direction
which the natural sentiments of family pride and admiration of ancestry
will take, whenever the public intellect is enlightened concerning the
laws of our constitution. In times past, we have seen these two sen.
timents acting u blindly and perniciously as Veneration does, when, in
the absence of all true knowledge, it ezpends itself in preposteroo1
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npentitions. It, however, iB always performing its proper function of
venerating, and is ready to take a better direction when it receives illumination ; and the eame wiU bold good with the two feelings in question.
At a time wheo war and rapine were the distinguiebing occupationa
of nobles, men were proud of their descent from a great warrior, perhaps a border chieftain, who W88 only really a thief and a robber on a
6J'eiU scale. At present, great self-congratulation is experienced by
many individuals because they are descended from a family which received a patent of nobility five hundred years ago, and bas since been
maintained, by means of entails; in poBSession of great wealth, although
during the inte"eniog period their annals have commemorated as many
profligates and imbeciles 88 wise and virtuous men. Maoy commoners,
also, who have inherited sound brains and respectable characters from
their own obscure but excellent ancestors, are ashamed of their humble birth, and proud of an alliance with a titled family, although feeble
and immoral. But all this is the result of a misdirection of Veneration
and Love of Approbation, which increasing knowledge will assuredly
bring to a close. It indicates an infatuation of vanity, compared with
which, wearing bones in the nose and tattooing the skin, are harmless
and respectable customs. 1(, in a country like Britain, a family have
preserved property and high social consideration for successive centu·
ries, without a patent of nobility, and without entails, its members
must have poBSessed sound understandings and respectnble mornlity,
and they are, therefore, really worthy of respect. The fact that there
are several (I might say many) such fnmilies, is a proof that the
objects aimed at by charters of hereditary rank and entails may be
better and more effectually attained by obedience to the laws of
organizBtion.
It forms no argument against these views, that in America there iB
as jealous a distinction of ranks, and 88 strong an admiration of ancestry,
88 in Britain ; because these feelings are admitted to be natural, while
it ill certain that the mass of American society iB not bettE'Ir informed
in regard to their proper direction than our own countrymen. The
founders of the American republic, however, were great and enlightened men, and they conferred a boon of the highest value on their
posterit.y, when, by prohibiting arti6cial hereditary ranks and titles,
they withdrew the temptatioos to misdirected ambition \vbich they
inevitably present. In America t.be field is left; clear for the operation
of reason and morality, and we may hope that, in time, ambition wiU
take a sounder direction, corresponding with the incre88e of knowledge.
In our own country: the law not only obstructs reason, but adds 11
mighty impulse to our natural liability to err.
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We thus account for the fact, that the beet of men do not always
attain the highest stations and richest social rewards, first, by the circumstance of society being progressive-of its being yet only in an
.-.' early stage of its career, and of its honoring in every stage those qualities which it prizes most highly at the time, although they may be low
in the seale of mol'al and intellectual excellence; and secondly, by the
impediments, to a l'ight adjustment of social honors, presented by the
institution of artificial hereditary dignities and entsils.
It is an interesting inquiry, Wheth!lJ" society is destined to remain
forever in its present or in some analogous state, or to advance to a
more perfect condition of intelligence, morality, and happinese? and if
the l11tter be a reasonable eXJleetation, by what means its improvement
is lik.ely to be accomplished 1 In considering these questions, I shall
attempt to dissect and represent with some minuteness the principles
\vhich ehi~tfty charaetel'ize our present social condition, and then compare them with our faculties, as revealed by the physiology of the
brain. We shall, by this means, discover to what class of faculties our
existing institutions are most directly related. If they gratify our
highest powers, we may regard ourselves as having approached the
limits of improvement permitted by our nature; if they do not gratify
these, we may hope still to advance.
There are two views of human nature relating to this subject, both
of which are plausible, and may be supported by many facts and arguments. The first is, that man is merely a superior animal, destined to
draw his chief enjoyments from 11. regulated activity of his animal
nature, adorned by such graces as are compatible with its supremacy.
Life, for example, may be regarded as given to us that we may enjoy
the pleasures of sense, of rearing a family, of accumulating wealth, of
acquiring distinction, and also of gratifying the intellect and imagination
by literature, science,. and the arts. According to this view, self-interest, individual aggrandizement, nod intellectual attainment would be
the leading motives of all sensible men during life ; and the moral faculties would be used chiefly to control and direct these selfish propensities in seeking their gratifications, so as to prevent them from unduly
injuring· their neighbors and endangering their own prospe,rity.
There would be no leading moral object in life : our enjoyments would
not necessarily depend on the happiness and prosperity of our fellowmen ; and the whole duty of the higher sentiments would be to watch
over and direct the lower propensities, so as to prevent them from defeating their own aims.
The other view is, that man is essentially a rational and moral b.,ing,
destine~ to draw his chief bappinese from the pursuit of objects related
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directly to his moral and intellectual faculties ; the propeDBities acting
merely as the servants of the sentiments, to maintain and assist them
while pursuing their high and beneficent behests. History represent!l
man, in past ages, u having been ever in the former condition ; eitheropenly pursuing the gratification of the propensities, as the avowed and
only object of life, or merely curbing them so far as to enable him to
obtain higher aatisfa'ction from them, but never directly pursuing moral
ends or universal happiness as the chief object of his existence. Tbia
also is our present condition.
Even ia civilized ·communities, each individual who is not bora to
hereditary fortune, must necessarily enter into a vivid competition for
wealth, power, and distinction, with all who move ia lais own sphere.
Life is spent in one incessant struggle. We initiate our children into
tbe system, at the very dawn of their intelligence. We place them in
cllllll88 at school, nod offer them marks of merit, and prizes to stimulate their ambition ; and we estimate their attainments, not by the
extent of useful knowledge which they have gained, but according to
the place which they hold ia relation to their fellows. It is proximity
to the station of dux that is the grand distinction, and this implies the
marked inferiority of nil below the successful competitor.
On entering into the business of life, the same system is pursued.
The manufacturer taxes his invention and his powers of application to
the utmost, t.hat he may outstrip his neighbors in producing better and
cheaper commodities, and reaping a greater profit than they; the
trader keeps hia shop open earlier and later, and promises greater bargains than his rival. that he may attract an increased number of customers. If a house is to be built, or a stP.am-engine fitted up, a
specification, or a minute description of the object wanted, is drawn up;
copies are presented to a number of tradesmen ; they make offers to
execute it for a certain sum, and the lowest offerer is preferred. The
extent of difference in these offers is enormous. I was one of several
public commissioners, who received offers for building a bridge, the
highest of which amounted to .£21,036, and the lowest to .£13,749.
Of six offers which I received for building a bouse, the highest was
.£1,975, and the lowest .£1,500. Differences equally great have been
met with in tenders for furnishing machinery and works of various
kinds. I have made inquiries to ascertain whence these differences
arO!Ie, and found them accounted for by the following causes : Sometimes an offer is made by a trr.desman who knows himself to be insolYent ; who, therefore, has nothing to lose ; but who is aware that the
etate of biB -affairs is not publicly known, so that his credit is still good.
AI long u he can proceed in trade, be obtaiDB the meane of supporting
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aod educating his family, aod every year Jl888ed in accomplilbiog thill
object ia 10 much gained. He can preee"e hie trade only by obtain·
ing a regular succession of employment, and be secures this by underbidding every mao who hae a shilling of capital to Jose. Baokruptcy
is the inevitable end of this career, and the men who have property
ultimately suetain the loes arising from this unjustaod pernicious course
of action; but it serves the purpose for a time, and this is all that the
individual who pursues it regards. Another and a more legitimate
cause of low bidding is the reverse of this. A trader has accumulated
capital, and buys every article at the cheapest rate with ready moaey ;
he is frugal, aod spends little money in domestic expe0888 ; he is active
and sharp in his habits and temper, and exacts a great deal of labor
from his workmen in return for their wages. By these three cireumltaneee combined, he is enabled to underbid every rival who is inferior
to him in any one of them. I am informed that the cost of produetioll
to a master tradesman thus qualified, compared with that to one io
other circumstances and of more expentlive habits and lax diapoaitio118;
differs to the extent of from 15 to 20 per cent.
Viewed on the principle that the object of life is self-aggrandizement, all thia order of proceeding appears to be proper and profitable.
But if you trace out the mol'lll effects of it, they will be found
extremely questionable.
The tendency of the system is to throw an accumulating burden of
mere labor on the industrious classes. I om told that in aome of the
great machine manuf11etories in the west of Scotland, men labor for
sixteen hours a-day, stimulated by additions to their wages in proportion to the quantity of work which they produce. Masters who push
trade on a great seale, exact the most energetic and long-continued
exertion from all the artisans whom they employ. In such circumstances, mao becomes a mere laboring animal. Excessive muscular
action drains off the nervous energy from his brain ; and when labor
ceases sleep ensues, unless the artificial stimulus of intoxicating liquors
be applied, as it generally ia in such instances, to rouse the dormaot
mental organs and confer a temporary enjoyment. To call a man who
puaes his life in such a routine of occupation-eating, sleeping, laboring, and drinking--iJ. Christian, an immortal being, preparing, by his
exertions here, for an eternity hereafter, to be passed in the society
of pure, intelligent, and blessed spirits-is a complete mockery. He
is preparing for himself a premature grave, in which, benumbed in all
the higher attributes of his nature, be shall be laid exhausted with toil,
more like a jaded and ill-treated horse than a human being. Yet this
system pe~es every department of practical life in these Ialande.
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If a farm be advertised to be Jet, tenants eompete with each other in
bidding high rents, which, when carried to excea, can be paid only by
their converting themselves and their tenants into laboring animale,
beatowing on the land the laat effort of their strength and skill, and
resting satisfied with very little enjoyment from it in return.
By the competition of individual interests, directed to the acquisition
of property and the attainment of distinction, the practical members of
aoeiety are not only powerfully stimulated to exertion, but actually
forced to submit to a most jading, laborious, and endless eourse of toil ;
in which neither time, opportunity, nor inclination is left for the culti·
vation and enjoyment of the higher powers of the mind.
The order and institutions of society are framed in harmony with
this principle. The law prohibita men from using force and fraud in
· order to acquire property, but sets no limits to their employment of all
other means. Our education and mode of transacting mercantile busiD888 support the same system of selfishness. It is an approved maxim,
that secrecy is the soul of trade ; and each manufacturer and merchant
pursues his speculations secretly, so that his rivals may know as little
as poeaible of the kind and quantity of goode which be is manufacturing,
of the sources whence he draws his materials, or the channels by
which he disposes of his products. The direct advantage of this system is, that it eonfers a superiority on the man of acute and extl"osive
observation and profound sagacity. He contrives to penetrate many of
the secrets which are attempted, though not very sncceafully, to be
kept ; and he directs his own trade and manufacture, not always
aceording to the current in which his neighbors are floating, but rather
according to the results which he foresees will take place from the
course which they are following ; and then the days of their adversity
become those of his prosperity. The general effect of the system,
however, is, that each trader stretches his capital, his credit, his skill,
and his industry to produce the utmost possible quantity of goods,
onder the idea, that the more he manufactures and sells, the more
profit he will reap. But aa all his neighbors are animated by the same
spirit, tluy manufacture as much as possible aleo ; and none of them
knows certainly how much the other traders in his own line are producing, or bow much of the commodity in which he deals the public
will really want, pay for, and consume, witbin any specific time. The
consequence is, that a superfluity of goods is produced ; the market is
glutted ; prices fall ruinously low, and all the manufacturers who have
proceeded on credit, or wlm have limited capital, beeome bankrupt.
and the effects of their raah speculationa tall oa their creditors. They
are, however, excluded &om trade for a aeason-the other manufaco;git;zed by
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turera reatrict their operationa; she operatiYea are thrown idle, or their
wages are greatly reduced. The surplus commodities are at length
co111umed, demand revives, prices rise, and she rush toward production
again takes place; and thus in all trades the pendulum oecillates, geoeration after generation, first toward prosperity, then to the equal
balaoce, then toward adversity-back again to equality, aod once more
to prosperity
The ordinary obae"er perceives in this system what he considers to
be the natural, the healthy, and the inevitable play of the constituent
elements of human nature. He discovers many advantsgea attending
it, and some evils; but these he regards ns inseparable from all that
belongs to morts! mao. The competition of individual inrerests, for
example, he assures us, keeps the human energin alive, and stimulates
all to the highest exercise of tht~ir bodily and mental powers ; whence
abundance of every article that man needs, is poured into the general
treasury of civilized life, even to superfluity. We are all interested,
he continues, in cheap production; and although we apparently suffer
by an excessive reduction in the prices of our own commodities, the
evil is transitory, and the ultimate effect is unmixed good, for all our
neighbors are running the same career of over· production with our·
selves. While we are reducing our shoes to n ruinously low price,
the stocking-maker is doing the same with his stockings, and the hiltmaker with his hats ; and after we all shall have exchanged article for
article, we shall still obtsin as many pairs of stockings and as many hnts
for any given quantity of shoes as ever: so that the real effect of competition is to render the nation richer, to enable it to maintain more
inhabitants, or to provide for those it possesses more abundantly, without rendering any individuals poorer. The evils attending the rise and
fall of fortunes, the heartbreaking scenes of bankruptcy, and the occasional degradation of one family and elevation of another, they regnrd
as storms in the moral, corresponding to those in the physical worltl,
which, although inconvenient to the individuals whom they overtake,
are, on the whole, beneficial, by stirring and purifying the atmosphere;
and regarding this life as a mere pilgrimage to a better, they view these
incidental misfortunes as means of preparation for a higher sphere.
'rhis representation has so much of nctual truth in it. and such no
infinite plausibility, that it is somewhat adventurous to question its
soundness; yet I am forced to do so, or to give up my best and brightest hope of human nature and its destinies. In making these remarks,
of course I blame no individuals; it is tqe course of action which I
condemn. Individuals are as much controlled by the social system in
which they live, as a raft is by the current in which it floats.
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In all the systems which I have described, you will dileover no
motives higher than those furnished by the propensities regulated by
justice, animating the competing members of society in their eYolutions.
The gmnd object of each is to gain 88 much wealth, and, 88 its consequence, 88 much power and distinction to himself 88 possible; be pursues this object without any direct regard to his neighbor's interests or
welfare; and no high moral or intellectual aim elevates, ennobles, or
adorns his career. The first effect is, that he dedicates his whole
powers and energies to the production of the mere means of limng,
and he forces all his fellows to devote their lives to precisely t.h e same
pursuits. If leisure for moral and intellectual cultivation be necessary
to the enjoyment of a rational, a moral, and a religious being, this is
excluded; for the labor is incessant during six days of the week, the
effect of which is to benumb the faculties on the seventh. If the soft
play of the affections; if the enjoyment of the splendid loveliness of
nature and the beauties of art; if the expansion of the intellect in the
pursuits of science; if refinement of manners; if strengthening and
improving the tone and forms of our physical frames ; and if the adoration, with minds full of knowledge and souls melting with love, of our
most bounteous Creator, constitute the real objects of human life in
this world-the end for which we live; and if the fulfillment of this
end be the only rational idea of preparation for a higher state of existence, then the system of action which we have contemplated, when
viewed as the leading object of human life, appears stale, barren, and
unprofitable. It no doubt supports the activity of our minds and bodies.
and surrounds us with innumerable temporal advantages, not to be
lightly valued; but its benefits end there. It affords an example of the
independence of the several natural laws. The system is one in
which the mind and body are. devoted for ten or twelve hours a-day,
on six days in the week, to the production of those useful and ornamental articles which constitute wealth; and in this object we are
eminently successful. Verily we have our reward; for no nation in
the world possesses so much wealth as Britain; none displays such
vast property in the possession of individuals; none approaches her in
the general splendor of living; and none in the multitude of inhabitants who live in idleness and luxury on the accumulated fruits of industry. But still, with all the dazzling advantages which Britain derives from her wealth, she is very far from being happy. · Her large
towns are overrun with pauperism and heathenism; and in many En·
glish counties, even the agricultural population has lately been engaged
in burning corn-stacks and farm-offices, out of sheer misery and dis.
content. The overwrou&ht manufacturers are too frequently degraded
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by intemperance, licentiousneu, and other forms of vice. In the
cluses distinguished by industry and morality, the keen competition
for employment and profit imposes excessive labor and anxiety on
nearly all ; while the higher claases are often the victims of idleness,
vanity, ambition, vice, ennui, and a thousand attendant aufferings of
body and mind. The pure, calm, dignified and lasting felicity which
our higher feelings pant for, and which reason whispers ought to be
caur aim, is seldom or never attained.
The present condition of society, therefore, does not seem to be the
most perfect which human nature is capable of' reaching; hitherto man
h8.1! been progressive, and there is no reason to believe that he has yet
reached the goal. In the next Lecture will be stated some ground•
for expecting brighter prospects in future.
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THE CONSIDERATIONS OF THE PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE
CONDITIONS OF SOCIETY CONTINUKD.
Additional examples of bad results of competition of lndivldnallntereai&-Disadnntagce
attending the division of labor-Dimcnlty of beMlltlng one lndlvidnal wltboutlojnrlllg otbera-Iutance or charitable lnstitutlona-Qutation, Whether the destruction or
human life or of com Ia the greateat public oKlamtty Y- State or the lrlab peuantrylmpediments to the abandon men~ of luxuries by the Irish-The leading arrangements
or aoolety at present bear reference to ""lf-toteresl-Cbrlstlanity can not beeome pracUoal while Ibis continues to be the oaae-Doea human nature admit of such Improvement, that the evola or lndlvidnal competition may be obviated, and tbe moral aenUmenta rendered supreme Y-Grouoda for hope-Natural longln~t tor a more perfect
aoolal condltlon-Scbemea or Plato, Sir T. More, the Primitive Christiana, the H..nnonltea, and Jllr. Owen.

I PROCEED to point out some additional examples of the results of
the competition of individual interests.
Apparently the evils of the selfish system have the tendency to pro·
long and extend lhemselves indefinitely. We have seen, for example,
that the institution of different employments is natural, springing from
differences in native talent and inclination. This leads to the d1vision
of labor, by which every person has it in his power to confine his
exertions to that species of art for which he has the greatest aptitude
and liking; while, by interchanging commodities, each may acquire
the things necessary to h1B own enjoyment. But under the present
system, this institution is attended with considerable disadvantages.
Workmen are trained to perform the minutest portions of labor on a.
particular article, and to do nothing else : one man can point a pin, and
do no more; another can make the pin's head: but. can finish no other
part of it; one can make the eye of a needle, but can neither fashion
the body, nor point it. In prepar\ng steam-engines, there are different
branches of trade, and different workshops for the different parts of
the machine. One person makes boilers, another ca>ts the framework
and heavy iron-beams, a third makes cylinders, a fourth pistons, and
so on; and the per11on who furnishes steam-engines to the public,
merely goes to these different work-shops, buys the different parts of
the skeleton, and his own trade consists in fitting them together, and
aelling the engine entire.
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These arrangements produce commodities better and cheaper than
if one man made the whole needle or pin, or one manufactory fabricated the whole steam-engine ; but when we view the system in its
moral effects, there is an attendant disadvantage. It rears a large
number of workmen, who are ignorant of every practical art beyond
the minute details of their own branch of industry, and who are altogether useless and helpless, except when combined under one employer.
If not counteracted in its effects by an extensive education, it renders
the workmen incapable of properly discharging their duties as parents,
or members of society, by leaving them ignorant of everything except
their narrow mechanical operations. It leaves them also exposed, by
ignorance, to become the dupes of political agitators and fanatics, and
makes them dependent on the capitalist. Trained from infancy to a
minute operation, their mental culture net;lected, and destitute of capital, they are incapable of exercising sound judgment on any subject,
and of combining their labor and their skill for the promotion of their
own advantage. They are, therefore, mere implements of trade in
the hands of men of more enlarged minds and more extensive property; and as these men also compete keenly, talent against talent, and
capital against capital, each of them is compelled to throw back a part
of the burden on his artisans, demanding more labor, and giving 1858
wages, to enable him to maintain his own position.•
Nor does the capitalist escape the evils of the system. In consequence of manufacturer competing with manufacturer, and merchant
with merchant, who will execute most work, and sell his goods cheapest, profits fall extremely low, and the rate of interest, which is just
the proportion of profit corresponding to the capital employed in trade,
becomes depressed. The result is, that the artisan's wages are lowered to the verge of a decent subsistence, earned by his utmost exertions; the manufacturer and merchant are exposed to incessant toil and
risk, and are moderately recompensed; and the capitalist, who desires
to retire from active business, and live on the produce of his previous.
industry, in the form of interest, participates in their deprecsion, and
starves on the smallest pittance of annual return. Thus, selfish competition presents the anomaly of universal abundance co-existing with
individual want, and leads to a ceaseless struggle to obtain objects
fitted chiefly to gratify our inferior powers.
• I conOne the obaervallona In the text to the cao~ or mechanlea who are unednealed.
Ir they receive a good education, the more monotonoua their employment Ia, they hue

the more spare energy for thought. Weavers wno hue once entered on reading, gen·
erally become Intelligent, for their labor absorbs a amall portion of mind: but If the1
ban not been educated at all, the1 become doll and atop1d 1 o• ou.ellled and Tlolou.
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While the competition of individual interest continues to prevail in
aoeiety, the field even of benevolence itself is limited. It becomes difficult to do good to one individual, or class of individuals, without doing
an injury to others. Nothing, for example, can at first sight appear
more meritorious and beneficial, than the institution of such charitable
endowments as that of Heriot's Hospital, or the hospitals founded by
the two Watsons, of this city, in which children of decayed or deceased
parents, belonging to the industrious classes, are educated, provided
for, and set out in life. Yet objections to them have been stated, on
very plausible grounds. According to the principles which I have endeavored to expound in the preceding Lectures, children do not, in
general, become destitute, ~xcept in consequence of great infringement
of one or more of the natural Jaws by their parents. If the parents
died prematurely, they must, in most cases (for accidents will happen,
even with the utmost care), have inherited feeble constitutions, or disobeyed, in their own persons, the organic laws; and the destitution of
their children is the natural consequence of these causes. If the father
have been in trade, have failed, and fallen into poverty, he must have
been deficient in some important qualities or habits necessary to success. Now, amid the competition of individual interests, there is
always a considerable uumber of meritorious persons, who stand in the
middle line between high and low endowments, who with great difficulty are able to maintain themselves and their families in the station
in which they were born, and who succeed in doing so, only by submitting to incessant toil, and great sacrifices of enjoyment. I have
heard such persons make remarks like the followin~ : " Do you see
that young man ?-he was educated in Heriot's Hospital, and, by the
influence of the managers of that institution, was received as an apprentice into a thriving mercantile establishment, into which I had in
vaiu endeavored to get one of my sons introduced. He is now headclerk. Well! benevolence is not always justice; that boy's father was
aporting his horse and gig, and living like a gentleman, while I was
toiling and saving _; he fell from his gig and broke his neck, when he
had drunk too much wine. At his death, his affairs were found to be
in bankruptcy; but he had good friends; his children were taken into
the hospital, and here you see the end of it; this boy comes out of the
charity better educated than my sons; and, supported by the influence
of the managers, he prevents mine f~om getting into a good situation,
by stepping into it himself: this, I say, may be benevolence, but it is
not justice." This is not an imaginary dialogue; I have heard the
argument stated again and again, and I could never see a satisfactory
answer to it. lt would be cruelty to abandon the children, eYcn of the
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victims of such misconduct u ia here described, to want, crime, and
misery ; yet surely there must be some defect in the leading principle
of our aocial iuatitutiona, when a benevolent provision for them really
has the eft'eet of obstructing the path and hindering the proeperity of
the children of more meritorious individuals.
I have heard this line of argument pushed still farther. An acute
reasoner often mai~ttained in my presence, that if one hundred unmarried men, and one thoasand quarters of wheat, were both in one ship,
the Joss of the men would be no public evil, while the loss of the
wheat would be a real one. He maintained his position by arguiug
that, in this country, the competition for employment is so great, that
the removal of one hundred individuals from any branch of labor
would only benefit those who were left, by rendering the competitioa
less arduous and their remuneration greater; whereas the loss of oae
thousand quarters of wheat would neceuarily lead to diminution of the
diet of a certain number of the poorest of the people. All the wheat
which we pouess, he said, is annually consumed; if it be abundant, i$
ia cheap, and the poor get a larger share; if it be scarce, it is dear, and
the deficiency falls upon the poor exclusively; the loss even of one
thousand quarters, therefore, would have stinted the poor, it may be
only to a fractional, but still to a real extent, sufficient lo establish the
principle contended for; so that, continued my friend, British society
is actually in that condition in which the loss of food is a greater public
calamity than the lou of men.
This argument appears to me to be sound in principle, although
wire-drawn. The answer to it is, that our benevolent feelings, which
although obstructed under the selfish system, are not extinguished,
would receive so much pain from seeing one hundred human beings
deprived of the pleasures of existence, that even the poor would cheerfully sacrifice many meals to contribute to their preservation . If the
events be contemplated apart from the pain or gratification which our
benevolent feelings experience from them, and if the amount of good
and evil, not to the one hundred sufferers, but to the community at
large, be solely regarded, the loss of men, in a country like this, does
appear a smaller misfortune than the loss of food. Ireland affords a
striking illustration. There is more of benevolent arrangement in the
tendency of barbarous tribes to wage furious wars with each other,
than at first sight appears. The.lrish peaLsantry, in general, were till
lately barbarous in their minds and habits, and, but for the presence of
a large army of civilized men, who preserved the peace, they would
have fought with and slain each other. It is questionable whether
the miseries that would have attended such a course of action would
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have exceeded those which are actually endured from starvation. The
bane of Ireland
that, owing to England keeping the peace, her population has increased far more rapidly than her capital, morality, and
knowledge. Where a nation is left to follow its own course, this does
not oceur. While it is ignorant and barbaroqs, it is pugnacious, reekleu, licentious, and intemperate, qualities which na.turally restrain or
destroy population; and it is only after morality and intelligence have
been introduced, that capital and industry follow, and population naturally and beneficially increases. England prevented the Irish from
tigh\ing, but she did little to improve their moral, intellectual, and physical condition. The conl!equenee has been, as the purest philanthropist will confess, tha.t a. destroying angel, who in one night would slay
a. million of human beings, men, women, and children, in that country,
would probably occasion less suffering than would arise from any considerable deficiency in their potato crop. I see it mentioned in the
newspapers, that at this moment (June, 1835,) the peasantry in the
west of Ireland are suffering all the horrors of famine through failure
of that portion of their food.* Although corn is abundant, and is daily
exported to England, they are too poor to purchase it. The Irish
peasantry, habitually on the brink of starvation, and exposed to the
greatest destitution, stand at one end of the agricultural scale: and the
great lauded proprietors of England, with revenues of £100,000 per
annum, and rolling in every kind of luxury, occupy the other. The
hand-loom wea\·ers of Britain, eaming five shillings a week by the
labor of six days, of fourteen hours each, are at the base of the manufacturing pyramid; while the Peels and Arkwrights, possessing millions of pounds, appear at the summit. There is something not agreeable to our moral sentiments, and not conformable to the brother-loving
and wealth-despising precepts of Christianity, in a system of which
these are the natural fruits, and according to which, even benevolence
can not be manifested towa.rd one human being without indirectly doing
injury to another.
Another example of the· solidity and consistency of the prevailing
system may be noticed. Many persons imagine that there is no social
obstacle to the rich leaving off their va.nities a.nd luxuries, a.nd dedicating their surplus revenues to mora.! and religious purposes; on the
contrary, tha.t great good would result from their doing so; but the
consequences, even of this virtuous measure, would, while the present
system endures, prove highly detrimental to thousands of meritorious

if,,

• By a singular co!netdenee, atarvatlou, from di8~n8'l. In tbe potato crop, Ia again
allllcUog uohappylreland, at the Ume when tbla ed!Uon Ia In the presa (April, 1846).
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traders. Multitudes of laborious and virtuous families subsist by f'urnishing materials for the luxuries of the rich, and a change in the
direction of their expenditure would involve these families in misfortune. Fluctuations in fashion, as taste varies, often occasion great
temporary suffering to tbis class of the community, and a total abandonment of all luxurious indulgences, on the part of the wealthy, would
involve them in irretrievable ruin.
We perceive, therefore, that the general arrangements of our existing social system evidently bear reference to the supremacy o( o•r
lower facultiea. The pursuit of wealth at present generally ends in
the gratilic11tion of Self- Esteem and Love of Approbation. 'rhe attainment of power and distinction in politics, in rank, or in fashion ia
the Alpha and Omega of our social machinery; yet it does not produce
general happiness. Every moral, and I may almost say religious, advantage is incidental to, and not a part of, the system itself. There are lawa
to compel us to pay taxes for the maintenance of officers of justice,
whose duty it is to punish crime after it is committed ; but there are
no general IRWS to prevent crime by means of penitentiaries and of
abundant and instructive schools. • There are laws which tax us to
support armies and navies for the purpose of lighting our neighbors;
but no laws compel us to pay taxes for the purpose of providing, in
our great cities, the humblest luxuries, nay almost necessaries for the
indigent, such os medical hospitals, to receive them when in disease,
or baths to preserve them in health, or reading-rooms, or places of in·
struction and amusement, in which their rational fllculties may be cultivated and their comfort promoted, after their days of toil are finished.
'rhere are taxes to maintain the utterly destitute and miserably poor
after they have fallen into that condition, but none to provide meane
for arresting them in their downward progress toward it. In short,
the system, us one of self-interest, is wonderfully perfect. From the
beginning to the end of it, prizes are held out to the laborious, intelligent, and moral, who choose to dedicate their Jives, honestly and fairly,
to the geoel"lll scramble for property and distinction ; while every fll·
cility is afforded to those less favorably constituted, who are incapable
of mniotaining the strug~~;le, to sink to the lowest depths of wretched·
ness and degradation. When they have reached the bottom, and are
helpless nod completely undone, the hand of a meager charity is
stretched forth to support life, till disappointment, penury, or old age
• The Unit•d States of America are happily free from this reproach. Iu their proTI·
alons for national education, &Dd lu the management of their prlsona, they are greatly lo
ad vance or Britain.
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consign them to the grave. The taxes ocr..asioned by our national and
immoral wars render us unable to support imposts for moral objects.
It is worthy of remark, that if the system of individual aggrandizement be the necll88ary, unalterable, and highest result of the human
faculties as constituted by' nature, it altogether excludes the po11Bibility
of Christianity ever becoming practical in this world. The leading and
distinguishing moral precepts of Christianity are those which command
ua to do to others as we would wish that they should do unto us ; to
love our neighbors as ourselves; and not to permit our minds to become
engrossed in the pursuit of wealth, or iofatuatetl by the vanity and ambition of the world. But if a constant struggle for supremacy in weal.th
and station be unavoidable among men, it is clearly impoBSible for us to
obey such precepts, which must therefore be as little adapted to our
nature and condition, as the command to love and protect poultry, but
never to eat them, would be to thnt of the fox. Instead, therefore, of
divines teaching Christian morality (if the system of competition of individual interests be the highest that our nature admits of), it would be
wiser in them to follow the example of the political economists, and to
auit their precepts to t.he human constitution. Political economists in
general regard the existing forms and condition of society as the result of our natural faculties, and as destined·to be the lot of man to the
end of time. In perfect consistency with this view, thfly propose to
provide for the increasing welf11re of the race, by exalting the aim of
the selfish principles, and directing them more bimeficially by extended
knowledge. They would educate the operative classes, and thereby
confer ou them mental energy, fortitudt'l, and a rational ambition-after
which it might be expected that they would not consent to lnbor, like
the lower animals, merely for the humblest subsistence; but would
eoneidflr decent comforts, if not simple luxuries, essential to their enjoyment, and demand wages adequate to the command of these, as
the recompense of their industry and skill. As long, however, as the
pystem of individual aggrandizement is maintained, it will he the interPSt of the class immediately above the operativl'Os, and who subsist on
the profits of their labor, to prevent the growth of improved notions
nnd principles of action among them; for the laborer is in the most
profitable condition for his master's service when he possesses just intellif!Pnce and morality sufficient to enable him to discharge his dutie!l
f11ithfully, but so little as to feel neither the ambition not· the power of
pffectoRIIy improving his own circumstances. And accordingly, the
maintenance of the laboring classes in thi~ stale of eontPntment and
toil is the beau ideal of practic11l philosophy with many excellent indi·
vidoals io the higher and middle l'llnks of life.
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Under this aystem, the aim of the teacher of morality and religion Ia
to render the operative clauee quiet and indmtrious laborere, toiliog
patiently through this life in poverty and obecurity, and looking forward
to heaven ae their only place of rest and enjoyment. Under the aelf·
ish system, religion and morality do not aspire to the eetablishment Ofl
earth of the trnly Christian condition-that in which each individual
finds his neighbor's hnppine11 an e88ential element of his own; in which
be truly loves his neighbor as himself; and in which labor and the atainmf\nt of wealth are not the ends or objects of existence, but simpl,r
the means of enabl_ing him to live in comfort and in leieure, to exercise
habitually his moral and intellectual f~tculties, and to draw from theee
his chief enjoyments. According to the present system, the attainmeDC
of this condition is deferred till we arrive in heaven. But, if human
nature be cnpable of reali~ing this state on earth, it is an error to postpone it till after death, more especinlly as there is every warrant, both
in reuson and Scripture, for believing that every step which we· shaH
make to\vard it in this life. will prove one of adunce toward it in
another.
It is now time, however, to enter on the consideration of the main
subject of the present Lecture-the question, Whether the human
faculties, and tbllit• rel».tions to external objects, admit of man ascflnding
in the scale of morality, intelligence, aud religion to that state in which
the evils of individual competition shall be obviated, and full scope be
afforded tt•r the ac!tual supremacy of the hi,ghest powers 1
On contemplating man's endowments in a general point of view,
nothing would appear more simple nod eaey than practically to realize
the general and permanent supremncy of the moral powers. We havo
seen that aptitude for labor is conferred on him by the Creator ; anti
that, if enlightened in regnrd to his own constitution nnd the sourcea
of his own welfttre, be would desire to l~tbor, for his own gratification,
even independently of the rewnrd, in the ti~tm of food, raiment, and
physical abundunce, which it is the means of procuring. Again, the
earth, and the external world generally, are created with an admirable
adaptation to his bodily and mental powers, so as to recompense him,
by great rewards, for a very moderate extent of exertion in applying
them to his own advantage. Further, man has been endowed with in·
ventive and co-operative faculties, which confer on him a vast ingenniry, and render him capable of impressing, not only. the inferior animals, but fire, air, t>arth, and water. into his service as laborers. And
finally, he hns receivf"d m·gAns of Benevolence, prompting him to love
all sentient being~. and to delight in their ha ppine11 i organa of Conscientiousness, desiring to aee universal jusrice reign; org11ns ofldeal·
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ity, wblcb aspire after uniYersal perfection and loYeliness; with orga111
of Veneration, Wonder, and Hope, lea.Qing him to desire communion
with God, and to rejoice in the contemplation of all that is pure, excellent, and bene6cent.
With such a constitution, and placed in such circumstances, the
wonder is that he baa wandered in error and misery so long. Some
light into the cause is afforded by Phrenology. In addition to these
high moral and intellectual endowments, man possesses animal propensities, which are blind and sel6sh impulses. They are necessary for
his .sustenance, and their organs are the largest) most active, and earliest
developed in his brain. They are prone to produce evil until they are
directed and enlightened by his moral and intellectual powers. Hia
ignorance of himself and of external nature, and his consequent inexpsrience of the happiness which he is capable of reaching, appear to
h81'e been the chief causes of his past errors ; and the following among
other reasons authorize us to hope for happier scenes hereafter. His
propensities, although strong, are felt by nil well-constituted minds to
bet inferior in dignity and authority to the moral and intellectual fnculties. There is, theref.,re, in man a natural longing for the realization
of a more perfect social condition than any hitherto exhibited, in
which justice and benevolence shall prevail. Plato's " Republic" is the
most ancient recorded example of this desire of a perfect social state.
Josephus describes the sect of the Essenes, among tha Jews, as aiming at the same object. The "Essenes," snys he, "despise riches,
and are so liberal as to excite our admiration. Nor can any be found
among them who is more wealthy than the rest; for it is a lnw with
them, tbet those who join their order should distribute their possessions
among the members, the property of each being added to that of all
the rest, as being all brethren." "They reject pleasurl'! us evil; and
they look upon tempArance and a conquest over the passions ns the
greatest virtue."-( War, ii., ch. 7.) In the days of thfl Apostles, an
attempt was made by the Christians to realize these principles, by possessing all things in common. The same end is aimed at also by the
Society of Shakers and by the Harmonites of Nort.h America, and by
the followers of Mr. Owen in Britain : Pinto's Republic, und Sir
Thomas More's Utopia, which was a similar scheme, were purely
speculative, and have never been tried. Theo word 'Utopian,' indeed,
is u~ually applied to all schemes too perfect and beautiful to admit of
being reduced to practice. The Essenea labored in ogriculture and in
Yarious trades, and seem to have maintained t.beir principles in active
operation for a considerable period of time. We are not told whether
the primitive Christians formed themselves into an 88Sociation for the
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purpose of producing wealth : eo far as we know, however, they
mere!)' contributed their actual possessions, and then gave themeelve~
up to religious duties; and as their stores were soon coosumed,,tbe
practice ceased. The Harmonites are stated to have been a colony of
Moravian& united under one or more religious leaders. In their own
count.ry they had, from infancy, been taught certain religious tenet~.
in which they were generally agreed ; they had all been trained to
industry in ita various branches, and disciplined in practical morality;
and thus prepared, they emigrated with some little property, purchased
a considerable terl'itory in Indiana, which WRS then one of the back
' settlements of the United States, and proceeded to realize the scheme
of common property and Christian brotherhood. They sustained
many privations at first ; but in time they built a commodious and
handsome village, including a church, a school-bouse, a library, and
baths. They cultivated the ground, and carried on various manufactures ; all labored for the common good, and were fed and clothed by
the community. Thfly implicitly obeyed their chief pastor or leader,
Mr. Rnpp, who exercised a mild though despotic authority over them.
They lived ns families in distinct dwellings, and enjoyed all thtl pleasures of the domestic affections ; but their minds were not agitated by
ambition, uor racked by anxiety about providing for their children.
The lattf'lr were early traintld to industry, co-operation, and religion;
and if their parents died, they were at once adopted by the community. The Hnrmonites were not distracted with cares about old age
or sickneas, because they were then abundantly provided fo1·. There
WRS divi~ion of labor, but no exhausting fatigue.
A fertile soil, favorable climate, and moral habits rendered moderate exertion sufficient to
provide for every want. There were natural distinctions of rnnk ; for
all were subordinnte to Mr. Rapp; and the individuals most highly
gifted filled the most important offices, such as those of religious instructors, teachers, and directors of works, and they were Vf'lnernted
and beloved by the other members accordingly ; but no artiflcinl distinctions found a plnce. This community existed many years, enjoyed
grent prosperity, nnd becnme 1ich. Mr. Owen at last appenrfld,
honght their property, nod proceeded to try his own schemE>. They
thf'ln retired again into the wilderness, and recommenced their career.
At that time they were about two thousand in number.
Here, then, the vice and misery which prevail io common society
were in a great measure excluded :· and though the ('Xternnl circum.
stances of the Harmonites we1·e pecull~rly favorable, their history
shows what human nature is capable of accomplishing.
The leading priociple of l\fr. Owen is, that humau character II
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determiaed maialy by externaJ circumlltaacee ; aad &hat aatoral dilpoaitions, and even established habite, may be e81!ily overcome. Atcordingly, be invited all penoas who approved of his ec:beme, to eettle at
New Harmony r but aa tboee wbo acted on bil invitation bad been
trained in the aelfieh ayetem, aad were, in mauy inetancee, mere ignorant adventnrera, they failed to act in accordance with the dictatee of
the moral sentiments and intellect, and Mr. Owen's benevolent ec:heme
proved completely unsucceBBful. The establishment at Orbistou, in
Lanarksbire, set oo foot ten years ago, by the admirera of that geotle~
man, fell closely under my peraonal observation; and there the Hme
disregard of the principles of human nature and the reaulte of experience was exhibited. About three hundred persons, very imperfectly
educated, and united by no great moral or religious principle, excepting the vague idea of co-operation, were congregated in a large building; they were furnished with the use of two hundred and seventy
acres of arable land, and commenced the co-operative mode of life.
Bot their labor being guided by no efficient direction or snperintendence, and there being no habitual supremacy of the moral and intellectual powers among them, animating each with a love of the public
good, but the reverse, the result was melancholy and speedy. Without in the Jeaat benefiting the operatives, the scheme ruined ita philanthropic projectors, most of whom are now either in premature graves,
or emigrant. to distant Jsnds ; while every stone which they reared
has been razed to the foundation.
These details are not foreign to the subject in baud. They prove
tbnt, while ignorance prevails, and the selfish faculties bear the
ascendency, the system of individual interest. is the only one for which
men are fitted. At the same time, the attempt. above narrated show
that there is in the human mind an ardent aspiration after a higher,
parer, and happier state of society thaa has ever yet been realized.
In the words of Mr. Forsyth, there is ia some men "a passioa for
reforming the world;" aad the succe88 of Mr. Rapp, at Harmony,
ebows that whenever the animal propensities can be controlled by the
strength of moral and religious priociple, co-operation for the general
welfare and a vast increase of happiness become poesible. As, however, individuals are liable to be Jed away on this subject, by Hnguine
di~poaitions and poetical fancies, our first object should be to judge
calmly whether past experience does not outweigh, in the scale of
reason, these bright desires and this almost solitary example, and tesch
us to regard them as dangerous phantoms, rather tbao indications of
capabilities lying dormant within us. Certainly the argumeot founded
011 experience is a very atroog one ; yet it docs aot eeem to me to be
8
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cooclasiYe-end u tbe queBtion of tbe c:apabilitiee of bumau nature is
one of great and preliminary importance, a 1tatement wiiJ be giYen in
the next Lecture of the reuo01 which render it probable that man ill
lltill IUICeptible of improYement to an unucertained extent. Our
opinio01 on tbil point malt nece•arily exercile a great influence on
our ideu of 1ociaJ duty ; aod tbe mbject is, t~erefore, deeening of the
fuJie1t co01ideration.
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THE CON8IDERATHINS OF TH~ PRESKNT AND PIWSPKCTIVE
CONDITIONS OF SllCIKTY CONTit\U~:D; DUTY
OF MAI~TAINING THE POOR.
Beur.na ror expecUng rotore human lmpronment-Tbe brain lmproYel with Ume,
exerclae, and the amellnratlon of inathutloos-Exi•tlng superior brains and minds
prove the capability or the roef!-The best men nre the ftrm~st bellev•rs In muot'a
capability of Improvement--Human bappineu will loocl't'ase wilh the prop.. c,f
knowl~<lge-lgnoranee atill l•reval~nt--!obny or our anll'erlnge traceable to ~.ansca
removable by knowlerl~te and the practice <>f mnrality-This exempl•fted In poYerty,
and the vlci ..ltotle and ancertoln•y or eondlttnna- Means l>y which human Improve.
m"nt may be ell'eeiPd -The lntereotof Individuals el11t!ely linked wuh generallmJ.roY..
ment aod pr""perity-Examplea In pr<~of of tbis-Exlo'n•lvA view of tbQ Cbrlallan pre·
eept, that we oo~bt to love our neighbor a• ouraelveo-Duiy or ntt•nding to public
atfalr&-Preventlou of war-Abolition of •lave-trade-Imperfection nf polltlcnl•·ronomyln hs tendency to promote general bapplneaa-Propoaalto •et Sf""' •tated portlm>i
.of time for the ln8truction or the people In their social dutl•s, nn•l for the dlocbargo of
tbem-Antlclpated g•wxl ell'ects of auch n menouro-Duty of endeavoring to cqu~llzo!!
bapplneo•-Duty nf maint.lning the poor-Opposite views of political <conom••ts ""
tble subject considered-Causes or pauperism, aod means of r<•moviog tbem-Tbeae
ea0808 ont struck at by the present system of management or t~e poor, but on tbo coo·
trary etrengthened.

I PROCF.F.D to state some of the reasons which render it probable
that the capacity of man for improvement is greater than experience
may, at first sight, lead us to suppose.
In the first place, man is obviously progressive in the evolution of
his mental powers. The moral and intellectual faculties bear a far
higher sway in the social life of Europe in the present day than they
did five hundred years ago; and the development of the brain also
appears to improve with time, exercise, and the amelioration of ~ocial
institutions. Wherever skulls several centuries old have been disinterred, they have presented moral and intellectual organs Jess in size
in proportion to those of the propensities, than are found in the average skulls of the modern inhabitants of the same countries. It is
certain also, lhat, in civilized nations in general, the moral and intellectual organs are larger, in proportion to the organs of the animal
propensities: than they are in savages. The skulls of civilized and
savage races, in the collection of the Phrenological Society, afford
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proofs of this fa.ct.• Moreover, individuals are fitted to institute,
maintain, and enjoy a lughly moral and irrtellectual social condition,
in proportion to the predominance of the organs of the superior sentiments and intellectual powers in their brains. Many persons enjoying this combination may be found in all Christian countries. They
are genuine philanthropists-good, pious: wise, long-suffering, and
charitable. They see and lament the ignorance, selfitihness, blindness,
and degradation of the unenlightened masses of mankind, and would
rejoice in institutions that should introduce peace and good-will to
men: and the love of God into every mind. If men possessing such
brains exist, human nature must be capable of reaching this condition;
and as we are all of the ~arne race, and regulated by the same laws,
the ext'ellent qualities exhibited by a few can not be said to be beyond
the ultimate attainment of the majority.
Further-as the firmest believers in man's capability of improvement are those persons who themselves possess a high moral development of brain: t~ey are inspired, in this faith, not by a demon, but by
Heaven; for the moral sentiments are the God-like elements of our
nature; and the very fa.ct that these ennobling expectations are enter·
tained by men possessing the best moral affections, affords an indication that Providence intends that they should be realized. In proportion, then, as a large development of the organs of the higher faculties
becomes general, ·the conviction of the possibility of improvement, the
desire for it, and the power of realizlng it, will increase.t
Again : man, as already mentioned, is clearly and undeniably progressive in knowledge; and this single fact authorizes us to rely with
confidence on his future improvement. In proportion as he shall
evolve a correct knowledge of the elements of external nature, and of
his own constitution, out of the dark chaos in which they have
• Since tbe text was written, I bave visited tbe United States or Amerlea, and seen
large numbers of skulls or o11tlve Indians, and aleo living lndlvtdoala of tbeee racee, and
have round tbe atatement In tbe text supported b;y tbla evidenoe. See tbe m<JM autbenllc descriptions or tbeae skulls In Dr. Morton'ij Cr-ania Anurlcana, au admirable worlt
containing 78 drawings, or the size or life, of tbe stuns or uatlve American Indla111,
wlrb lcller·prPoe descriptions oftbe mental qualutes ortbe tribe&
t The fall are of tbe disciples of Mr. Owen, at Orbiston, In Laoarbbir<', ma:r be supposed to be a refUtation or tbla remark ; but &bey followed tbe aspirations or tbetr moral
ecutlmen!lo, without conoultlng tbe dictates or enlightened Intellect. Tbl'f believed &bat
the good whlob the;ystrongl;y desired could be at once realized, by m e - eaneeted
by tbe mere force of tbe desire, without tulftlllug tbe prellmlnar;y conditione ueceuar:r
~~. succc•o. Tbe:r 8.88tlmbled a number c.f eelfteb and Ignorant people, and expected
that., b;y a few speeches and b;yllvlng In a commnnlty, they coul<l alter tbelr mental con·
dillon and render tbem In tbe bigbest degree dlaiotereeted and moral. Tbla was Irrational, and failure was tbe natural reanU; but tbla does not abow that wlaer m-.
mlgbt not bave led to bapplcr enda.
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hitherto existed, will his means of acting wisely, and advantageously
for his own happiness, be augmented. If we trace in history the
periods of the direst sufferings of human nature, we shall tl.nd them
uniformly to have been those of the most benighted ignorance ; and
Phrenology confirms the records of history on this subject; it shows
us that the animal organs are the largest and most active, and that,
in uncultivated men, they act blindly and with terrible energy, producing misery in every form. If the progress of knowledge be destined
to augment virtue and enjoyment, our brightest days must yet be in
reserve ; because knowledge is only at this moment dawning even on
civilized nations. It has been well observed, that we who now live
are only emerging out of the ignorance and barbarism of the dark
ages; we have not yet fully escaped . This is proved by the mass of
uneducated persons everywhere existing,• by the imperfect nature of
the instruction usually given, and by the vast multitude of prejudices
which still prevail, even in the best informed classes of society. li is,
in truth, an error to believe that even modern Europe is enlightened,
in any reasonable meaning of the term. A few of her ablest men are
comparatively well instructed, when tried by the standards of other
ages; but the wisest of them have the most forcible conviction that
• BT..t.TB OJ' Eouo..t.TtON 11< ENOL..t.Nl>.-The regist.e r of marriages In England Utrowa
an Incidental light upon the state of edaatlon. The parties married sign their names,
If tbey can write, and atllx their marks, If tbey can n••t. Judging by this criterion, It
appean tbat, among 100 men who marry In England, tbe nnmber unable to write Ia 88,
Among 100 women, 49; and the mean of both, 41. As it is estimated that the number

who marry annually Ia only about 8 per cent. of the persons marriageable, the data are
are wen
worth:r or attention. WiUt Utls q~~&ll4catlon, we give the proporUona !or Ute dlll'erent
.ectiona of the country.
BoaoL..t.BilmP oP ENGL..t.liD.-Of 100 of each sex who marry, the number who elgn w!Ut
too Umlted to all'ord aure results; but In tbe abaence or better eTidence, the:r

markala-

Jfatu.

South-.astem eounUea. .. .. .... ............ .. ......
SouUt·mldland do. .. .. ........ .. ... .. .... .. ...
Eastern
do. .. ... ....... .. ... .... . .. ....
South·weslem do. .. .. .. . .... ..... ........ ....
Weotem
do. . .. .. ...... ........ .. .. .... .
North· midland do. .. .. .......... ....... .... .. .
Norfu.westem do. .. .. .... ....... .... . .... ....
Yorkshire
do. .. .. . ...... . ........ ... .....
Northern
do. .. ... ... ...... .. .. .... .... ..
Monmouth and Wales .. ... ... .......... .... ..... .
The Xetropolla .... .. ......... .... ....... ........ .

M
48
45
81
40
M
89
84
2!

Fem&lea.

........
.... . ...
........
........
.. ......
.. ......
........
.. .... ..
...... ..
4~ ........
U ..... ...

Xean.

40
118
119
47
114

.. .... . .
. .......
........
... ... ..
.. .. ....

68
49
411
70
94

... .. . ..
........
.. ......
.... ....
.. ..... .

eo ........

88
48
48
89
41
41

Ill

41
81
e9
18

The tact that 41 adults out of ever:r 100 can not write their names Is disgracefUl to
:England, and to Ute Church In partleular, whose upecial duty It wu, either to make
provlolon for tbe education of the people, or to see that It was made by the stale. The
Cburch, In Ita collective capacity, has In fact been hostile to Ute dlll'll81on of knowledae.
Be~U.tD of tM BtqWrar·G~ral'a &cond .A.nnV<JI R$porl of Blr-IM, Df4tM, Gll4
Xlwrlagu,p Bnglafld.., iA 1M &otlman qf !114 A"ff'''', 184Q.
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the field of their knowledge of nature, physical and mental, when
compared with the vast regions of territory still unexplored, is aa &
span to the whole terrestrial globe; and as to the multitude of mankind, their ignorance is like the loftiest mountain in extent, and their
knowledge as the most diminutive mole-hill. The great body of the
people are uninstructed in everything deserving the name of praetioal
·science.
Neither our scheme of life, the internal arrangements of our
houses, the plans of our towns, our modes of industry, our habil.l! of
living, our amusements, nor even the details and forms of our religious
faith and wor~hip, have been instituted after acquiring sound and systematic views of our own nature, and its wants and capabilities. The
commencement of discovery in the arts and sciences, and of the art of
printing itself, are still comparatively recent: while the practical
application of them to increase the intelligence and happiness of the
great mass of the people, with a view to realizing Christian morality
and its attendant enjoyments, has scarcely yet begun.
The external world is clearly constituted with the intention that
man should exert his highest faculties, illuminated by knowledge, and
that his happiness should be by that means increased. Civilized man
with his numerous inventions, and his admirable command ·over phys.
ical and animal nature, appears almost like a. God, compared with
the sa.va.ges of New Holland, and pther helpless tribes bearing the
human form, without manifesting human intelligence. When we
survey the ingenuity and utility of our mechanical in,·entions, and
consider the extent to which they have increased our powers of producing the necessaries and elegances of life, it seems difficult to doubt
that the Creator, when he bestowed on us faculties which have done
ao much, and are capable of accomplishing incalculably more, intended
that they should augment the happiness of all his children. He never
could have designed them to be employed merely in carrying on a
vast game of hazard, in which a thousand Bhould be loser~, and only
one the fortunate winner; and yet, at this moment-when we Yiew,
on the one hand, the condition of our operative, agricultural, and
manufacturing population, too generally pre11sed to the earth with
pover1y and toil ; and on the other, a few men of superior talent,
who, by combining the exertions and accumulating the profits of the
labor of theRe industrious classes, have become almost princes in for·
tune-we can not deny tha.t, to some extent. this is the use to which
discoveries in art and 11cience have been hitherto devoted. This, I
say, can not be the ultimate design of Providence; and therefore J
-~nclude, again, that we mus~ be as yet ouly evolving our deat.iui.ea;

Ftl1'URE CO:tmmON OJ' SOOIETY.

that we are now in a state of transition, and, let ua hope, advancing

to higher morality and more universal enjoyment.
Another reason for believing in human capability of improvement
is, that imperfect as our scientific acquaintance with ourselns and
with external nature at present is, we are able to trace many of our
aUtrerings to causes which are removable by knowledge and by the
practice of moral duty. The evils of sickness and premature death
may in general, and with the exception of accidents, be traced to
feeble constitutio,ns inherited from parents, or to direct disobedience
of the organic laws in our own persons. If knowledge of the causes
of health and disease were generally ditrused, and if the sanctions of
religion and of public opinion were directed toward enforcing attention
to them, it is reasonable to believe that in every succeeding generation
fewer parents would produce children with feeble constitutions, and
fewer adults would cause their own deaths prematurely, by ignorant
infringement of these Jaws.
Poverty, and the consequent want of the necessaries and enjoyments
of life, is another vast source of human sutrering. But who that con·
templates the fruitfulness of the earth, and the productiveness of
human labor and skill, can doubt that if a higher-minded and more
considerate population could be reared, who should act according to
the dictates of an enlightened understanding and a sound practical
morality, under wise social arrangements, this source of suffering
might also be dried up, or very greatly diminished !
Vieissitude and uncertainty of condition also a1B.ict thousands who
are placed above the reach of actual want of food and raiment ; yet
how much of these evils may be traced to the dark mysteriousness in
which trade is generally conducted; in consequence of which, each
manufacturer is often in secret ruining both himself and his neighbor
by over-production, without any of them being aware that he is the
source of his own and his neighbor's calamities; and how much evil
may be ascribed to the grasping and gambling spirit which prompts
so many persons to engage in wild speculations, which a sound edu.
cation in political economy might prevent ! Evils like these appear
to be to some extent avoidable, by knowledge of the principles which
govern commerce, and by the practice of prudence and morality by
individuals.
The last reason which I assign for believing in the capability of
man for improvement is, that he can scarcely advance a step in
knowledge and morality without inducing a palpable amelioration of
his condition. If you will trace the history of our countrymen through
their various states, of savages, barbarians--ehivalroua professors of
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love, war, and plunder-and of civilized citizens of the world, you
will find the aggregate enjoyment of the people increased with every
extension of knowledge and virtue. This is so obvious and certain,
that I forbear to waste your time by proving it in detail, and only
remark that we can not reasonably suppose that the progress is destined to stop at its present and still imperfect stage.
For all these reasons, let us hope that improvement, although not
boundless, yet so.extenaive that its limits can not be defined, lies within
the reach of man, and let us proceed to consider some of the means by
which it may be attained.
The first step toward realizing this object is to produce a general
conviction of its possibility, which I have endeavored, in this and the
preceding Lectures, to accomplish. The next is to communicate to
each individual a clear perception of the advantages which would
accrue to himself from such improvements, and a firm conviction of the
impossibility of individuals in general ever attaining to the full enjoyment and satisfaction of their highest and best powers, except 'by
means of social institutions founded on the harmonious action of all
their faculties.
In support of this last proposition, I solicit your attention, for a
brief space, to our helpless condition as individuals. In social and
civiliz!ld life, not one of us could subsist in comfort Cor a day without
the aid and society of our fellow-men.* This position will perhaps
be disputed•by few; but the idea is general, that if we only acquire
property enough, we may completely realize the happy condition so
delightfully sketched by Moore, when he invokes felicity to a friend in
the following words :
" Peace be around thee wherever thou roT'el;
Mar life be for thee one eummer dar;
And all tb11t thou wlsbest, and aU that thou loT'el,
Come emlllng around threunnr way."

Wealth can not purchase such happiness as this. Have any of you, in
traveling, ever lost or broken some ingenious and useful article which
you were constantly using, purchased in London or Edinburgh ; and
have you, in coming to a con~iderable village in the country, where
you felt certain that you should be able to supply your want, found
that you searched for it in vain? The general inhabitants of the dis• Alexander Selkirk lived In eolltnde for fonr years, on the uninhabited leland of Joan
Fernandez, In Mmfort, and even wltb t>ojoyment, after be bad become accnotomed to
bla eltnatlon ; bot he bad a line climate, a f•rtlle eon. and unbounded range for action.
A bnman being left without aid In a el1111zed community wonld be tar more belpl•
aud mllerable.
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trict had not yet adopted the use of that article ; the shopa contained
only the things which they demanded; and you speedily discovered
that, however heavy your purse might be, you could not advance one
atep beyond the sphere of enjoyment of the humbler people into whose
territory you had come. Or, during a residence in the country, have
you taken a longing for some particular book-not a rare or old work,
but one on an important and generally cultivated science, say Lyell's
Geology or Gregory's Chemistry- and repaired to the . circulating
library of the county town ? You searched the catalogue for it in
nin ! Perhaps you applied at the best bookseller's shop, but it was
not there, either. The bookseller looked into his London or Edinburgh
oorrespondent's catalogue, found the name and price at once, and
offered to get the book for you by the next 8tonthly parcel ; but in the
mean time you received a convincing proof that you could not, without drawing on the stores of a more scientific population, advance,
even intellectually, before the general inhabitants of the country in
which you were located ; because the means of doing so did not exist
around you. If you survey the catalogue of a country circulating
library, you will find that it contains chiefiy the standard novels, •vl'ith
the current magazines, and 11uch voyages and travels as have acquired
a general popularity. With these you must rest contented, or draw
your supplies from a district more advanced in intellectual culture.
Now, the principle which is here illustrated holds good universally
in social life.
·
If you are a parent, and see the imperfections of the prevailing system of education, you can not amend it until a teacher and a large
number of parents shall have concurred in views similar to your own,
and combined in the institution of an improved seminary. Many applications have been made to me for information where seminaries for
rational education, particularly for females, were to be found ; but
until very recently, I could not tell, because none such, to my knowledge, existed. There are now some of these in various parts of the
kingdom ; but before they were instituted, individual parents were
compelled, by social necessity, to place their children in schools of
which they did not approve, because they oould fintl no better. Nay,
enlightened teachers have told me that their schools are arrested in
their progress, and retained in arrear of their own knowledge and convictions of improvement, in consequence of the prejudices of parents
rendering it unsafe for them to adopt new methods. The improved
aehools, so far as they exist, have been created by the enlightenment
of parents and teachers, by the aid of the press, and by the general
apread of knowledge,

s•
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Ia any of us convinced that human life is rendered unneeeuarily
laborious by our present habits of competition, and does he desire to
limit his hours of labor, and long ardently to enjoy more ample opportunities for exercising his moral and intellectual faculties ?-he soon
discovers that while his neighbors in general continue to seek their
chief happiness in the pursuit of wealth or the gratification of ambition, he can accomplish little toward realizing his moral desires. He
must keep his shop open as long as they do ; he must labor in his
manufactory up to their full standard of time ; or if he be a. member
of a profession, he must devote as many hours to business as they;
otherwise he will be distanced in the race, and lose both his means of
subsistence and his station in Mociety. So true is-this representation
that, in my own day, ma:y of the men who, without fortune, have
embarked in public life-that is, who have taken the lead in public
affairs, and devoted a large portion of their time to the busineBB of the
community-have ruined themselves and their families . Their competitors in trade, manufactures, or professional pursuits were dedicating their whole energies to their private duties, while they were
di'IJiding their attention between them and the public service ; and
they were, in consequence, ruined in their individual fortunes, and
sank into obscurity and want. Yet it is certain that the business of
the state, or of a particular town or city, should receive a due portion
of attention from the inhabitants.
This dependence of individuals on the condition of the social cirele
in which they live .. extends through all the ramifications of existence.
Does any indil·idual entertain higher notions of moral and religious
duty than are current in his own rank and age ?-he will find, when
he attempts to carry them into practice, that he becomes an object ef
remark to all, and of dislike and hostility to many. Does another
perceive the dangers to health and comfort, in narrow lane111 small
sleeping apartments, and ill-ventilated rooms and churches, and desire
to have them removed ?-be can accomplish absolutely nothing, until
he bas convinced a multitude of his fellow-citizens of the reasona.bleness and advantage of his projected improvements, and induced them
to co-operate in carrying them into effect. Does any of us desire to
enjoy more rational public amusements than those at present at our
command ?-he can not succeed, unless by operating on the unc:lerstandings and tastes of thousands. Perhaps the highest social pleasure of life is that of familiar converse with moral and intelligent
friends ; but do we not feel that, from the limited cultivation of taste
and intellect still prevalent, our social parties are too often cumbrous
and formal displays of wealth and luxury, and ooouiona much mon
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of ostentation than of pleasing and profitable mental excitement? It
is only by a higher general education that this evil can be removed.
It is the want of mental resources that causes the dull display.
But perhaps the strongest proof of the close connection between the
public welfare and private interest is afforded by the effects of any
great political or commercial convulsion. In 1825-6, we saw exten- '
sive failures among bankers, merchants, and manufacturers; and how
universal was the individual suffering throughout all classes ! Laborers could find no employment, and the shopkeepers who depended on
them had few customers, and of these many were unable to pay. The
great manufacturers who supplied these classes with clothing and
articles for domestic use were idle ; the house proprietor suffered for
want of solvent tenants, and the landed proprietor found a dull and
disadvantageous market for his produce. Contrast this picture with
the condition of the country when the great branches of manufacturing
industry are prosperous, and how different the happiness of individuals! Thu> it appears, that even under the present ~ystem of the pursuit of individual interest, the real welfare of each individual is much
more closely connected with that of his neighbors than is generally
recognized. This provea that a fundamental element of individual
advantage is public prosperity.
According to my humble conviction, therefore, the very first lesson
relative to our social duties which should be given to the young, is to
open their understandingR to the great fact, that the precept of Christianity which commands us to love our neighbors as ourselves, is
actually written in our individual and social constitutions, and must
be practically realized before individuals can become truly prosperous
and happy.
The precept has been eenerally interpreted to mean that we should
do specific acts of kindness to the men who live locally in our neighborhood, or who are connected with us by ties of intimacy or kindred ;
but although this is unquestionably one, and a very important application of it, the principle of the precept goes much farther. It enjoins
ua to arrange our social institutions and our whole practical conduct
in such a manner as to render all simultaneously and, as nearly as
may be, equally, happy ; and apparently our nature has been constituted to admit of this being done with unspeakable advantage to all,
whenever we shall thoroughly understand our constitution, its wants
and capabilities. At present this principle is imperfectly understood,
and certainly not generally aoted on.
A few years ago we used to hear the maxim often repeated 7 tha1
private penona had nothing to do with public affairs ; that their buso;git;zed by
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iness was to mind their shops, their manufactories, their pro(e~Biona,
and their families, and to leave public matters to public men. The
evil consequences of the world having followed this rule in past ages,
may be read in the wide aberrations of many of our laws and institutions, and of our social condition, from the standards of reason and
general utility. If you will peruse the pages of history, you will find
the caprices of a 11ingle sovereign often leading to wars which spread
devastation and misery among millions of people. These could not
have been waged if the millions of persons on whom the calamities
fell had considered the public interest inseparably connected with their
own, and bad had courage to exercise an enlightened control over the
actions of their rulers. Another instance is presented in the history
of the slave-trade. It proceeded from individual rapacity, and constituted the foulest blot that ever stained the fame of Britain. It
enriched a few individuals at the expense of every principle of humanity, and in defiance of every Christian precept. At no period was it
approved of by the general voice of the people; but each was too busy
with his private alfairs to make a simultaneous and general elfort to
arrest its progress. At last, growing intelligence and increasing
morality, in the great body of the people, did produce this co-operation ; and, after ages of crime and misery, it was extinguished, by the
nation paying £2010001000 for the freedom of the slaves. If the Briti11h
people had been able earlier to insist on the cessation of this odious
traffic, how much of human misery, besides the loss of the £20 100010001
would have been avoi<i.ed! If we trace narrowly the great causes
why our rulers have been permitted to waste the public resources, and
incur the national debt, which now forms so great an impediment to
public improvement, we shall find that too often the individuals of the
nation were calculating the private gain which hostilities would yield
to them. War created a demand for farm produce to maintain fleets
and armies, for cloth to clothe them, and for iron to arm them, and so
forth ; and men shut their eyes to the fact that it was destroying th•
national resources, and that they themselves would, in the end, be
forced to pay for all. Unfortunately the maxim that each of us should
mind his private affairs, make gain of the public if he can, and leave
public measures to public men, still reigns in too much vigor. The
number of persons who take an enlightened interest in social welfare
is still small : so much is this the case, that even in this course of
Lectures the audience has diminished in proportion as I have left the
interests of individuals, and proceeded to discun those of the public.
This indicates a humble degree oC mental cultivation.
One of the most certain marks of a truly enlightened mind ill the
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power of comprehending the dependence of our individual welfare on
public prosperity. I do not mean, of course, that each of us should
become a political reformer, or a conservative, or a brawler about town
politics and police regulations, as if these constituted our chief business,
to the neglect of our private duties. This would augment, instead of
dimiuishing, the evils of our social condition. What I wish to enforce
is, the conviction that, in the general case, our individual enjoyments
are inseparably connected with those of the society in which we move;
and that it is both our interest a.nd our duty to study a.ttentively the
nature, objects, a.nd pra.ctica.l results of our socia.l institutions; a.nd to
de\·ote all the time a.nd a.ttention that tna.y be necessa.ry to hi'ing them
into accorda.nce with the dicta.tes of our higher powers.
The preva.lence of these views would lead to numerous and important advanta.ges. We should lea.rn to regard public measures in their
real rela.tiouship to genera.! utility, a.nd not through the distorting
medium of our private interests a.nd pa.rtia.lities. We should proscribe
class interests a.s public nuisa.nces; and believe in the inca.lculable
power which society possesses to improve its condition whenever it
chooses to a.ct in the right direction. We should feel much more disposed than at present to promote, with our moral influence, the a.scend·
ency of a.ll mea.sures calcula.ted to lead to public good, relying on their
benefiting ourselves in our social capa.city. Another effect would be,
that men of far higher moral a.nd intellectua.l cha.racter would become
candidates for offices of public trust a.nd honor, beca.use they would be
certain of support from a moral and intelligent public. At present
the busy men in all the minor departments of political a.nd public life
are too often those who are actuated by a. restless vanity, or who
expect to attain some selfish end through their public influence a.nd
connections. From the general disbelief in disinterested motives,
public men a.re a.t present frequently rewarded with obloquy a.nd
a.buse, however zea.lously a.nd uprightly they ma.y ha.ve discha.rged
their official duties; and this deters men of delicacy, who also entertain a strong sense of justice, from accepting official trusts. There
are, fortunately, many exceptions, but I fear tha.t there are a.lso too
many exa.mples of the truth of this remark. The truly enlightened
and disinterested shrink from the mea.ns which selfishly ambitious men
employ, not only to obta.in, but to wield and preserve power, a.nd
hence the field is left too open to them. The remedy for these evils
is to educa.te the public at large into a. perception of the rea.l nature
and importa.nce of their socia.l interests and duties.
If I be correct in the opinion tha.t the ha.ppiness of ea.ch individua.l
ia inseparably connected with tha.t o( the society in which he lives,
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and that the law that we must love our neighbor as ourselves really
means, in its extensive sense, that individual enjoyment can arise only
from improved social habits and institutions-then I shall not be
thought to be guilty of extravagance when I remark, that in times
past this view has rarely, to any practical end, been pressed on the
attention of society. Within the last fifty or.,sixty years, political
economy has been discuRsed on philosophical principles; but the
leading aim of the economists has been to demonstrate the most effectual means of increasing wealth. The very title of the first valuable
work on the subject in this country is " The Wealth of Nations," by
J)r. Adam Smith . The principles which he expounded, it is true, are,
in many respects, coincident with tho~e which I am now advocating ;
and no one can value his labors, and those of his successor8, such as
Ricardo, M·Culloch, and their followers, more highly than I do; yet
it is unquestionable that the great aim of all these writers has been to
clear away the rubbish that impeded the play of our selfish faculties,
and to teach the advantage of repealing o.ll laws that impede a man
in following his own bent, in search of its own happiness in his own
way, restrained only by the obligation that he shall not directly injure
or obstruct the prosperity of his n.eighbor. In the infancy of civilization, Jhe exposition of the natural laws by which wealth is created
and diffused is most valuable, and these writers are worthy of all consideration as being useful in their day. But society must advance in
its course. It ha11 augmented its wealth, while many persons doubt
whether the increase of happiness has, in all ranks, kept pace with
that of its riches. What seems now to be wanted is, the application
of principles in harmony with our whole nature, physical, animal,
m!Jral, and intellectual, calculated to lead to the gratification of all
our power11. We need to be enlightened regarding the constituent .
elements of our own happiness, and to pursue it, in combination, in a
right direction . The gigantic efforts l)f Britain in war alford au example of the prodigious power, in the form of violence, which we are
capable of wielding; aud if our forefathers had dedicated to the physical and mental improvement of the people the same ardor of mind
a.nd the same amount of treasure which they squandered in battles
between the years 1100 and 1815, what a. different result would at
this day have crowned. their labors! If they had bestowed honors on
the benefactors of the race a~; they have done on its destroyers, how
dilfetent would have been the direction of ambition!
The next requisite for improving our social condition is the command
~e for the discharge of our social duties. One day in the week is
vl for tea.ching and practicing our religious duties; bul in that
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day, little instruction is communicated by our public and authorized
teachers touching the affairs of this world, and the laws by which the
happiness of our social state may be best promoted. The other six
days of the week are devoted to the advancement of our individual
interests in the pursuit of wealth, or, as the Scripture designates it, to
the collection of "the. meat which perisheth." In the existing
arrangements of society, our social duties do not appear to be generally recognized as incumbent on us. There are few seminaries for
making us acquainted with them, and no time is allotted for the practice of them. Those unofficial individuals who discharge public
duties must either sacrifice to them the time which their competitors
are devoting to their private interests, or overtask their minds and
bodies by laboring when nature demands repose. With all deference
to exibting opinions, I should humbly propose that a specific portion
of time should be set apart for teaching in public assemblies, and discharging practically our social duties, and that all printe business
should then be suspended. If half a d~y in the week were devoted to
this purpose, some of the following consequences might be expected to
ensue.
In the first place, the great importance of social institutions and
habits to individual happiness would be brought home to all. It
would be half a day dedicated to the consideration of the means by
which we might practically love our neighbors as ourselYes : a public
recognition of the principle, as one capable of being carried into effect,
would, in itself, bend many minds toward realizing it.
Secondly, such an arrangement would enable, and also excite, the
people at large to turn their attention seriou~ly to moral and social
considerations, in which their true interests are so deeply involved,
instead of considering it meritorious and advantageous to neglect
them ; and it would tend to remove a dense mass of ignorance and
prejudice which offers a powerful obstacle to all improvement. If I
be correct in thinking that individual men can not realize the Christian precepts in their actions, while living in a society whose ruling
motives are opposed to them, it is obvious that the rectification of our
social habits is an indiapt11$able prelude to the introduction of practical
Christianity; and how can these be rectified unle.ss by instructing the
people in the means of improving them? Thus the religious community
are deeply interested in promoting the plan of reformation now proposed.
Thirdly, the dedication of a specific portion of time to our social
duties would leave leisure for truly virtuous and enlightened men to
transact public business, without exposing themselves to be ruined by
their competitors in the race of private intereat. Under the present
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system, the selfish are enriching themselves, while the patriotic are
impoverishing their families by discharging their public duties. Bat
as individual morality and happiness never can be securely and permanently maintained without social improvement, it follows that some
adequate means must be used to communicate to men in general a
correct and elevated view of their own nature, position, interests, and
duties, as rational beings, with a view to induce them to improve
their social habits and institutions, as a necessary preliminary to their
individual well-being. In the " Constitution of Man," I have endeavored to show that the power of abridging labor by mechanical inventions appears to have been bestowed on man to afford him leisure for
cu!Livating his moral and intellectual powers ; and if this idea be
correct, there can be no natural obstacle to the dedication of sufficient
time to the duties in question.
Perhaps the notion will present itself to many persona, that if the
industrious classes were congregated to receive instruction in this
manner, the result would be the formation of innumerable clubs and
debating societies, in which vivacious but ignorant men would imbue
the weaker brethren with discontent, and lead them into mischievous
errors. This would probably happen if a sudden adoption of the plan
took place, without previous preparation. At present, ignorance of
sound social principles is so prevalent, that such unions might be
abused; but a young aod rising generation may be prepared, by train·
ing and education, for comprehending and performing their social
duties, and then leisure for the practice of them would lead only to
good.
So little attention has been paid to instructing the people at large
in their social duties, that I am not acquainted with a single treatise
on the subject calculated for popular use, except the 38th number of
" Chambers' Information for the People,'' which contains an excellent
exposition of a variety of public duties; but it is necessarily limited,
in comparison with the vast extent" of the subject. Nay, not only has
no sufficient instruction in social duties been provided for the people,
but the opinion has been very generally adopted that they have no
such duties to discharge, except to pay taxes and to bear arms in the
militia, and that they go out of their sphere when they turn their
attention to public affairs. This appears to me to be an erroneous
assumption, because the industrious classes are, if possible, more
directly and seriously affected by the good or bad management of
public interests than the rich, in whose hands alone it has been
imagined that the discharge of social duties should be placed. The
"'··-vative tradesman and small shopkeeper absolutely riso and t'&l.l
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with every wave of public proaperity or adversity ; whereu the
lauded proprietor and the great capitalist are able to weather many &
aocial storm, with scarcely a perceptible abridgment of their enjoyments.
After the people at large are enlightened, and thoroughly imbued
with the love of justice and of the happiness of their neighbors, another
aocial duty will be, to carry into pr11ctice as far as possible, and by
every moral means, the equalization of the enjoyment of all-not by
pulling the fortunate and accomplished down, but by elevating the
condition of the inferior orders. With this view, all privileges and
artificial ranks which obstruct the general welfare should be abolished, not violently, but gradually; and, if possible, by inducing their
poasessors to give them up, as injurious to the public and not beneficial to themselves.
The next social duty which I mention, relates to the maintenance
of the poor. Much diversity of opinion prevails on the causes of poverty and the remedies for it; as also on the best means of managing
the poor. Many political economists have taught that there should
be no legal provision for the indigent, because t:he knowledge of such
a resource induces the indolent and vicious to relax their own efforts
to earn the means of subsistence, leads them to throw themselves unblushingly, and as a matter of right, on the public bounty, and thus
operates as a direct stimulus to poverty. Other authorities have
taught the very opposite doctrine, and given Ireland 11s an instance of
unexampled destitution, arising from no legal provision existing for
the poor; and it is now proposed to enact poor-laws for that country.*
This proposal is based on the ground that, if the rich be not compellu.l
to support the poor, they will abandon the whole class from which the
indigent arise, and allow them to sink into the lowest depths of ignorance, misery, and degradation; whereas, if they be forced to maintain all the victims of unhappy circumstances, they will be prompted
by their own interest to care for them, and promote their social
improvement. Again, some political economistR, of whom Dr. Chalmers is the chief, regard all compulsory assessments for the poor as
injurious to society, and maintain that private benevolence, if fairly
lef' to itself, is quite adequate to provide for them. Other men,
equally wise and experienced in the world, are altogether disbelievers
in this alleged power of the principle of benevolence; and argue, that
the only effeet of relying on it, would. be to permit the avaricious to
ucape from all contribution, and to throw the burden of maintaining
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the poor entirely on the benevolent, who, in general, &re overwhelmed
with other demands on their bounty.
Scientific knowledge of hum&n nature, &nd of the influence of
external circumstances on happiness, can not be general when such
widely different doctrines, regarding a question so momentous, a.re
supported by men of ~ual profundity and learning.
The view of it which is presented by.the new philosophy ia the
following:
The causes of that degree of poverty which amounts to destitution,
are great defects in the body or the mind of the individuals who fall
into this condition, or in both. The lame, the deaf, and the blind may
be poor through bodily defects, and should be comfortably supported
by the more fortunate members of society. Their numbers are not
great in proportion to those of well-constituted men, and the expense
of their maintenance would not be felt as a severe tax, if they were
the only burdens on the benevolence of the community. The idiotic
belong to the same class. All that society can accomplish in regard
to such persons is, to provide comfortably for those who exist, and to
use means to limit their increase in future generations. This c&n be
accomplished best by instructing the community at large in the organic
laws, and presenting to them every intelligible motive to obey them.
The most numerous class of destitute poor is that which springs
from deficiency of size or quality in the brain, or in the intellectual
region of it, not amounting to idiocy, but occasioning so much mental
weakness that the individuals are not capable of maintaining their
place in the great struggle of social existence. Persons so constituted
often provide for their own wants, although with difficulty, during
the vigorous period of their lives, and become helpless and a burden
on the community in the wane of life. That the primary cause of.
their falling into destitution is an imperfection in their mental organs,
any one may ascertain by qualifying himself to distinguish well-constituted from ill-constituted brains, and then going into any of the
charity-workhouses and asylums for adults, and observing the .heads
a.nd temperaments of their inmates. It is obvious, that teaching the
organic laws, and improving the external circumstances of society, are
the most feasible means for lessening in future times the numbers of
these unfortunate individuals.
Another proof that physiological defects lie at the root of the evil
of poverty may be obtained by observing the temperament, and size
a.ud forms of the heads, of the children of the higher and middlfl
classes, a.nd comparing them with l.hose of the children of the poor,
found in the parish charity-workhouses. The latter children, wi~b
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aome exceptions, spring from parenta "'l·ho are the refuse or dregs of
the community, and through whose feeblenesa and vices they become
burdens on the parish. Their children are palpably inferior in temperament, and in size or form of brain, to the oft"spring of parenta of
the middle and higher ranks; and teachers who have been employed
in the sch~ls of the 11uperior gradeR, and have afterward taught the
children of public charities, have remarked an extraordinary dift"erence
of native capacity between the two, the children of the pauper asylum being much les11 apt to learn.
Now, although these facts go to the root of the evil, they are generally unknown and unattended to. An accomplished manager of the
poor of a. parish, according to the present system, is a man who resists,
to the very last extremhy, every application for charity; and who,
when resistance is no longer possible, obtains the greatest quantity of
food and raiment for the smallest amount of money. Economy in
contracts is the grand object ; and those managers are covered with
glory who are able to reduce the assessment on the parish one half
per cent. Without meaning at all to depreciate tbe advantages of
economy, I remark that this mode of management reminds me of the
manner in which an old relative of my own coped with the rushes
which grew abundantly in one of his fields. He employed women,
whom he hired at so many pence a-day, to pull them up; and if the
wages of the women fell from I Od. to 6d. or 8d. a-day, he thought
that he had managed the rushes to great advantage that year. But it
so happened, that the rushes, like the poor, constantly reappeared,
and the labor of pulling them up never came to an end. At last this
excellent person died, and his son succeeded to the farm. The son
had received a scientific education, and had heard of the chemical
qualities of soil, of the various metals and minerals which are usually
found incorporated with it, and of the eft"ect of these and other circumstances on vegetation. He thus discovered that stagnant water is the
parent of rushes ; and "'hen he succeeded to the farm, he cut a deep
drain through a high bank, obtained declivity sufficient to cause water
to .ftow, and then constructed drains through the field in every direction. By this means he dried the soil; the rushes disappeared, and
have never since been seen there; the labor of pulling them up is
saved, and the money wh ich it cost is devoted to further improvements.
So long as society shall neglect the causes of poverty, and omit to
remove them, and so long as they shall confine their main efforts to
making cheap contracts for supporting the poor, so long "'l"ill they have
a constant succession of indigent to maintain. Nay, there is a great
tendency in their proceedings to foster the growth of the very poverty
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which 10 grievously distresses them. • I have said that the children
in the charity-workhouses have generally low temperaments and
inferior brains; and that these are the great parents of poverty. To
prevent these children from rearing an inferior race, also bordering on
pauperism, and from becoming paupers themselves in the decline of
life, it would be necessary to improve, by every possible means: their
defective organization. This can be done only by supplying them
with nutritious diet, and paying the utmost attention to their physical
and menta.! training. By the present system, they are fed on the
poorest fare, and their training is very imperfect. They look dull,
inert, heavy, and lymphatic, and are not fortified so much as they
might be against the imperfections of their natural constitutions. In
point of fact, in feeding pauper children with the most moderate quantity of the coarsest and cheapest food, means are actually taken to
perpetuate the evil of pauperism; for bad feeling in childhood weakens
tho body and mind, and consequently diminishes the power of the
individuals to provide for themselves. Attention, therefore, ought to
be devoted, not merely to the support of existing paupers, but also to
• The present Lecture wu wr!Uen and dellnred In 18811, and the views of pauperlam wbieb It contains were then generally regarded as theoretical and unfounded. Bnbeequent ennts have not only proved them to be sound, but have strongly excited publlo
attention to the painful fact, that In Scolland pauperlam baa lnereued and te rapidly
Increasing. Prot'eeaor Alleon, In hie two pamphlets "On the Management of the Poor
In Scotland," bu, 1:. my opinion, demonelrated, by Irrefragable evidence, that the
wretched pittances dole.J out to the poor In this country are Inadequate to their comtorlnble eubolat.ence, aud that a r.onttnually lucreulng pauperism Is the actual •nd !nevi•
table consequence of the deep mental depreeslon and physical degradation In which they
habitually exiaL 1Sl0.
In England, Dr. nay and Mr. Tull'nell, In tbelr admirable report, dated ht January,
1~,1. on "the Training School at Battersea," observe that" the pauper children aa.ombled at Norwoo<l, from the garreta, cellars, and wretched rooms or alleys and courta In
the denee parts of London, ar~ onen eent thither In a low etage of destitution, covered
only with ra.a and vermin: often the vlctlme or chronic dleeaee, almost unlvereally
etuoted In tbeir growth, and aometlmee emaciated with wanL The low-browed and
ln~xpr<l'sive physiognomy or malign aspect or the boys le a true ludex to the mental
darltn ..., tbe stubborn tempera, the hopeless aplrlts, and the vicious habits on which
the maater baa to work." • • • "The peculiarity of the p11uper chlld'a eond•Uon 1•,
that hie parenta, either from misfortune, or Indolence, or vice, have sunk Into destltu·
tl•>n. In many lnstancea children deecen<i from generations of paupen. Tbey have
been bora In the worst purlieus or a great city, or In the most wretched hovels un tbe
pnrtob waslo. They ha'l'e aull'cred privation of every kind." • • "They have eeen
much of vice aud wretchednes•, aud have known neither comfort, kludneae, nor virtue."
P. 202 -8. These gentlemen recommend, and have lnot't,.ted, a mode or treatment calculated to remove theee eauees or pauperism. 1842.
Sluee these notea were published, a new poor· law tot BcoUaod naa been enuted and
come into operation, calculated to provide more adequate autenance for the poor: but
the prlnelnlea advocated In the text can eea.rcely be 8ald to be recocnt&ed b7 thoee wu
aro cbaraed whll car.rytnc It IAto execution. 1844.
·
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the means of preventing another crop from springing up in the next
generation . Our present system may be compared to that which the
farmer would have pursued, if he had watered the field after pulling
up the rushes, in order to assist nature in accomplishing a new growth .
. In making these observations, I be-g it to be understood that I do not
blame any particular managers of the poor for their proceedings, or
accuse them of neglect of duty. The principles which I am now expounding have hitherto been unknown to these persons, and are not
yet generally acknowledged by society at large. Public men, therefore, could not easily act on tilem. But believing them to be founded
in nature, and to be highly important, I use the freedom to announce
them for general consideration, in the confidence that they will in
time become practical. Whatever may be thought of these views, one
fact, at all events, can not be controverted, namely, that society has
not yet discovered either the causes· of poverty or the remedy; hence,
I conceive the statement of new principles to be neither arrogant nor
unnecessary ; leaving them, as I do, to stand or fall by the result of
observation and ~xperience.
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PAUPERISM AND CRIME.

ea- olpauperlam eouUnned-Indulgenee In

lutoxlcatlng Jlqnor&-Cautea produelq
Jove of tbeee: Heredltat)' predtapooltlon; ExreNlve labor wllh low dlel; lgnoranee
-EII"eela or oommerclal conYulalooaln ereallng· pauperltm-Datr of aupportlng the
poor-EYil• r<'lul•lng 1o aoelcty from n~gleel of tbla duly-Remonl or tbe ean- ol
pauperism ahoultl be t.lmctlai-Leg•l aaaeeemenla for the support or tbe poor ad•oeato-d-Oppo»ltlon to new or.Jnlona Ia no reason for deopondency, provided tb<')' are
eound-Trcalment or crlmloala-Ex'aUngt...,atment t.lld Ita f111lure to auppreaa crime
-Ligbl thrown by Phrenology on tbla aubjeci-Tbree claaoea of eombinaliona ot the
meoW. organa favorable, unfavorable, and middliog-lrrf'llalible proclivity of aome
men to ertme-Propoaed trealmenl of tbla elaaa oC erlmlnala-Obj..ellon aa to moral
reapooalblhty an.wered.

IN the immediately preceding Lecture I entered upon the consideration of the social duty of providing for the poor. Tlie remofal of the
cause• of pauperism, it was observed, should be aimed at, as well as
the alletliation of 1M misery attending it. One great cause of pauperism mentillned was bodily and mental defect; and it was held that
those thus aftlicted should be maintained by society.
Auothcr cause of pauperism is the habit of indulging in intoxicating
liquors. This practice undermines the health of the whole nervous
system, through which it operates most injuriously on the mind. The
intoxicating fluid, by its influence on the nerves of the stomach, stimulates the brain, and excites the organs of Eensibility, emotion, and
thought, for the time, into pleasing and vivacious action. · Hence the
drunkard enjoyH a momentary happiness; but when the stimulus ill
withdrawn, the tone of the system sinks as far below the healthy state
as during intoxication it was raised above it. He then experiences an
internal void, a painful prostration of strength and vivacity, and a
strong craving for a renewed supply of alcohol to recruit his exhausted
vigor. During intoxication, the brain, from over-excitement, is inca·pable of healthy action, while in the intervals between different debauches, it is so exhausted and enfeebled that it is equally unfit to
execute its function~. The habitual drunkard thus sinks into the
condition of an imbecile, and may become a burden on the industrious
portion of the community for his mai1Henance.*
• The phenomena attending the dlll"ereol etagea of Intoxication appear to Indicate
thai tbe breln Ia deoted alao dtreollyln tbe following manner, although ertden• Ia
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Various causes lead to these unfortunate habits. One is hereditary
predisposition. If the parents, or one of them, have been ha.bitua.lly
addicted to this vice, its consequences a.lfect their physical constitution, and they tra.nsmit an abnormal condition of orga.niza.t.ion to their
children. This doctrine has been ridiculed, as if we ta.ught tha.t children are born drunk. They are no more born drunk tha.n they are
born in a passion, but they are engendered with conditions of bra.in
that tend ultimately to produce in them a love of intoxicating fluids.
Again; a tendency to drunkenness appears to be caused by excessive labor with low diet. The nervous energy is exha.usted through
the medium of the muscles, and the stimulus of alcohol is felt to be
extremely grateful in restoring sensations of life, vigor, and enjoy- ·
ment. This cause may be removed by moderp.ting the extent of labor
and improving the quantity or the quality of the food. If a.lcohol
were withheld and a nourishing diet supplied to such men, they
would, after a few weeks, be surprised at the pleasurable feelings
which they would experience from this better means of ~applying the
waste of their systems.
An additional cause of intoxication is found in ignorance. When
an individual enjoys high health and a tolerably well-developed
brain, he feels a craving for enjoyment,• a desire to be happy, and to
be surrounded by happy friends. If he be uneducated and ignorant,
his faculties want a scene in which they may vent their vivacity, and
objects on which they may expend their energies, and he discovers
that intoxicating liquors will give him a vivid experience, for the
time, of the pleasures of which he is in quest. For the sake of this
artificial stimulus, the bottle is then resorted to, instead of the natural
excitements of the mind, calculated at once to render us happy and to
improve our external condition. This was the real source of the
drunkenness which disgraced the aristocracy of Britain in the last
generation. I am old enough to have seen the last dying disgraces
of that age. The gentlemen were imperfectly educated, had few or
no intellectual resources, and betook themselves to drinking as a. last
resource, for the sake of enjoying the pleasures of mental vivacity.
etlll wanting to render this view oertalo. Intoxicating llqnora accelerate tbe nctlon
of the heart, nod cause an lncre•aed flow or blood to the head. Tbe ftrat cO'ect or this
Ia to sllmulnte ull the organs Into ~reat.er activity. and to produce roellngs or vivacity
and pleasure. The blood circulates most f'reety In the larg•st ment•l or~ans, because
!bey b1\Te tho lnr..:est blood-veS&el•. As Intoxication proceeds, the smaller oraansthooe or the int.lleetual powers- are ftrat overcharge.1 wltn blood, and tbelr function•
become Impaired; next, the or~ans of tbe moral sentiments are gorged; and lastly,
those or the propeDBIIICS; so that the dmnkard extlngulsbes Oral his bumanlty, then bit
&Dimal nallue, and at lut beoomea a mere breathing uneonacloua m:ua.
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From an analogous cause, some legal and medical practitionel'll, who
who reside in the provinces, fall into these pernicious habits. Their
limited llphere of duties does not afford a constant stimulus to their
minds, and they apply to the bottle to eke out their enjoyments.
A more extensive and scientific education is the most valuable remedy for these evils. We have seen mental cultivation banish drunk·
enness from the classes holding rank and respectability in society, and
the same effed may be expected to follow from the extension of education downward.
'
The last cause of pauperism is a great convulsion which occurs
every few years in our manufacturing and commercial systems, and
which, by deranging trade, deprives many industrious individuals
of employment, casts them on charity for subsistence, breaks down •
their self-respect and feelings of independence, and ultimately degrades them into helpless pauperism.
__
If, then, I am correct in the opinion that the chief causes of pauperism are, 1st, a low temperament, and imperfect development of.
brain, attended with a corresponding mental imbecility, although not
so great as to amount to idiocy; 2dly, hereditary or acquired habits
of intoxication, which impair the mind by lowering the toue of the
whole nervous system; 3dly,•want of mental-cultivation; and 4thly,
depression arising from commercial disasters-the question, Whether
the poor should be provided for by society, is easily solved. To leave
them destitute would not remove any one of these causes, but increase them. To allow our unhappy brethren, who thus appear to
be as frequently the victims of evil influences over which they have
little or no control, as of their own misconduct, to perish, or to linger
out a miserable and vicious existence, would be not only a direct infringement of the dictates of Benevolence and Conscientiousness, but
an outrage on Veneration (seeing that God has commanded us to as~;ist and reclaim them). Moreover, it would tend also to the injury
of our own interests.
The fact that the world is arranged by the Creator on the principle
of dispensing happiness to the community in proportion to their obedience to the moral law, is here again .beautifully exemplified. By
neglecting the poor, the number of individuals possessing deflcient
brains and temperaments is increased ; the number of drunkards
is increased ; aud the number of the ignorant is increased ; and
as society carries these wretched beings habitually in its bosom;
as they prowl about our houses, haunt our streets, and frequent
-{)Ur highways ; and as we can not get rid of them, it follows that
we must suffer in our property and in our feelings until we do
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our duty toward them. Nay, we muRt sulfer in our health also;
for their wretchedness is often the parent of epidemic diseases, which
do not confine their ravages to them, but sweep away indiscriminately
the good and the selfish, the indolent and the hard-hearted, who have
allowed the exciting causes to grow up into magnitude beside them.•
On the other baud, by applying rigorous measures not only to maintain the poor, but to remove the causes of pauperism, these evils may
he mitigated, if not entirely removed. If a practical knowledge of the
organic laws were once generally diffused throu&h society, and a sound
moral, religious, and intellectual education were added, I can not
doubt that the causes of pauperism would be perceptibly diminished.
Phrenology conveys a strong conviction to the mind, that precepts or
knowledge are not sufficient by themselves to insure correct conduct.
The higher faculties of the mind must be brought into a state of w..lficient trigor to be able practically to resist not only the internal solicitations of the animal propensities, but the temptations presented by
the external world, before sound precepts can be realized in practice.
Now, a favorable state of the organs, on the condition of which mental strength or feebleness in this world depends, is an indispen,sable
requisite toward the possession of this vigor ; and as this fact has not
hitherto been known-at least, has not been attended to--it seems to
me probable that society does not know a tithe of its own resources
for mitigating the evils which affiict it. The temperance societies are
extremely useful in this respect. The substitution of comfortable
food for intoxicating beverages bas the direct tendency to benefit the
whole uervous system and to increase the vigor of the higher powers
of the mind. Society at large should bend its best energies, directed
by sound knowledge, toward the aecomplishment of this end.
• I baTe alreadr adverted to tbe deatllule condition or tbe poor, and Ita lendener to
eaue &he lncreue of pauperism. Proreasor Alloon, In bla pamphlet " On tbe Managementor tbe Poor in Scotland," baa abown that another of the coneeqnencea of tbelr exlr>!me want Ia tbe prevalence or epidemic fe~era among them In tbe lnr~re towns. Tbla
aJI!ietlon t. no longer conllned to tbemoelvee. In 1889, !be Fever Boord and tbe
Dlreeton or tbe Royal Inftrmarr or Edinburgh reportetl that," "otwllbalandlng everr
exerlloo, fever baa kepi Ita ground In Ibis elty, and •bot on three dUI'erenl oceaaiona
within tbeee twentr yeara It baa uaumed tbe form or ao &f•palllng epidemic; tbat Ita
rnag,.. bave extended. while Its mahgnl17 bus greatly lnerea.ed, !be morlall•y having
rioen rrom one In tweo17 to near one In six : onA il ha• pau~ .fr<>m
d'I.Nllinq• <:1
1M , _ . to t~o«~ ~1 liM rl•·h, a11d prHJ~iltd Helen8if>tly "monq famillu in 80"1/ and
t>jftue1at ctrCIMMta~; that within the last two yenr• It n•usl bave all'eeted at leaal len
tbooaand of tbe population of tbe cily." In 1S88, ono In tborty w"e all'eewd. Here we
tee the rich falling victims to dl.ecaae origlnallng In tbelr own neglect or tbe poor. A.
more llrlklng lllnatraUon of tbe mode or operation or tbe natural lawa, and of tbe oer· .
&alntr ot the pliJillllmellt wblcllla IDAioled for tntrlniiJIC them, oollld not han been preIM&ed.
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Holding it, then, to be clearly both the duty and the interest of so.
ciety to provide for the poor, the next question is, How should this be
done-by legal ftl!sessment, or by voluntary contributions? Phrenology enables us to answer this question also. The willingness of any
individual to bestow charity depends not exclusively on the quantity
of wealLh which he possesses, but likewise on the strength of ihe
benevolent principles in relation to the selfish in his mind. N,w, we
discover by observation that the organ11 of the benevolent and selfish
f11clings differ very widely in relative size in different individuals, and
experience supports the conclusion which we draw from this fact., that
their dispositions to act charitably are as widely different. Not only
so, but as the leading principle of our present social system is the pursuit of Felf-intere~t, it may be stated as a general rule (allowance
being always made for individual exceptions), that those in whom
the selfish feelings, with intellect and prudence predominate, will possess most wealth ; and yet thi11 very combination of faculties will
render them least willing to besr.ow. Their wealth and benevolence will
generally be in the iuverse ratio of each other. This inference, unfortunately, is also supported by facts. It has frequently been remarked
that the humbler cla~ses of society, and also the poorer members of
theRe classes, bestow more charity, in proportion to their income~, than
the very wealthy. To trust to voluntary contributions, therefore,
would he to exempt thousands who are most able but least willing
to bear the burd~n , and to double it on those who are most willmg,
but least able, to support it.:fir
The correctne~s of this ob~ervation is supported by the following
extract from a Report by the Cornmitt.ee of Contributors to the Royal
Infirmary of Edinburgh, presemed to the general m11eting held on 5th
January, 1845: '·This state of matters has induced us to look with
anxiety to the revenue, and more especially to that part of the ftuetuatiug branch arising from the subscription, contribution~, and church
collections; and when we con~ider that the population of Edinburgh
is 133,000, and the inhabited houses 22,500 1 and that the population
• Pr.ofet1s~r All•on bps a•r;ve•l at the tame conelu•lona by means of practical obser•
Tallon. He oays: '·In following nut Ibis Inquiry {Into lhe ~onditi•>n or lbe poor), I have
lnng •mce forme-1, and do hot •crnple to express, an opmlon wblch I con n·>l ~xp~et to
be In tbt> ftrot ln•tunce either well r~celv"d or ~renerally credh..d In tbl• Ot>nntrr, Yl&.,
lhnt •b~ hl~h"r ranks In Sr.otland <I•• much l•s• {•nrl what I bey do, let1s ayolemut•el\lly,
an<t ther~d\,re leas efi'tctnatl)) fur the lt"'!li~r t•f pov~rty and nf t'Ufr~rings re&ulting from
It, lhaot those or any otn<'r cono•try In Euroro" which Is re•lly w•ll rej~Uia..,d.•· And
ag•lu: "Many ret~p~et.ahle citiz•n• (of E•Hnhn•~th) never &<•pear among tb~ au!>,oeribera
to &IIJ' public eb•rlly. at t~e ••me lime tbal thPy steadily w•thaoand a11 oollell•tlooe Cor
l>rl ....... nlm .. and I hOB reduce the pr•et•ce ..r I hi• C•rlatlao tla•y (charily) to lhl' ulm*
poeelble ahnpllciiJ."-0" U.. Manaqmwllt •ft/&4 p()(),. ,,. &:oU.ind, pp. 11 and 98.
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of Leith ia 261000, and the inhabited houses 41600-making (exclusive
of Portobello, Musselburgh, etc.) a total population of about 160,0001
and i7,000 inhabited houses, it is surprising, and much to be lamented, that the subscription contributors above 5s. are under 11800, and
that the contributions are under £3,000. When it i& reeollected that
the object of the institution is to provide a comfortable abode, the best
medical skill, the purest medicines, and the most experienced nurses
to relieve the bodily suffering11 of the poorer classes of society; and
when we consider the deep interest which those in more fortunate circumstances have that the progress of disease should be arrested (inde·
pendent of higher consideration), we can not resist the conclusion that
there must either be some misapprehension as to the institution, or a
callousness to charity which we are unwilling to imputE<."
I select these examples of local charity because I believe them to
be applicable to many cities besides Edinburgh, and they lead to the
conclusion that while the present principles of social action preYail,
eompulsory assessment is indispensable, and I am inclined to carry it
the length of assessing for the maintenance of the poor in all their
forms. There Rre voluntary societies for supporting the destitute
aick, a House of Refuge, the Deaf and Dumb Institution, the Blind
Asylum, and the Royal Infirmary. I have been told that these, and all
the other charitable institutions of Edinburgh, are sustained by about
fifteen hundred benevolent individuals, many of whom subscribe to
them all, and most of whom subscribe to several, while the remaining
twenty or thirty thousand of tho adult population of the oity and suburbs, who are aQ)e to bear a part of the burden, never contribute a
farthing to any one of these objects. In a sound social system this
should not be the case. It is a social duty incumbent on us all to
alleviate the calamities of our unfortunate, and even of our guilty
brethren; and until our moral principles shall be so quickened as to
indnce us aU to discharge this duty voluntarily, we should be com·
pelled to do so by law.
On another point I am disposed to carry our social dutie11 farther
than is generally done. I regard the money applied to the maintenance of the indigent as at present to a great extent wasted, in conse·
quence of no efficient mea~ures being adopted by society to check
pauperism at its roots. If I am correct in ascribing it to a low temperament, imperfect development of brain, habib of intoxication,
ignorance, and commercial ftuctuations, efficient means must be uRed
to remove these causes before it can either cease or be effectually
diminished; and as the removal of them would in the end be the best
polio)' for boLh Lhe public ud the poor, I am humbly of opinion that
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the community, if they were alive to their own interef:lts, as well aa
to their duty, would supply the pecuniary means for laying the axe to
the root of the tree, and by a rational education and elevation of the
physical and mental condition of the lower claues of society, would
bring pauperism to a close, or, at all events, diminish its present gi·
~antic and increasing dimensions.•
Here the regret always occurs,
that our senseless wars should have Wl\sted so much capital that we
must provide twenty·seven millions of pounds sterling annually to pay
the interest of it; a sum which, but for these wars, might have been
applied to the moral advancement of society, and have carried a thousand blessings in its train. If our moral sentiments were once rendered as active as our propensities have been, and I fear still are, we
should devote our public assessments to beneficial social ob~,
render them liberal in proportion to the magnitude of the work to be
accomplished, and pay them with o. hearty good-will, because they
would all return to ourselves in social blessings.
The question is frequently asked, How are these principles, even
supposing them to be founded in nature, ever to be carried into execution, seeing tba.t the opinions of society are strongly opposed to
them? In answer, I appeal to the experience of the world. All new
opinions are rejected, and their authors persecuted or ridiculed at first;
but in all instances in which they have been true they have been ultimately adopted. Galileo was imprisoned for proclaiming the first
principles of a scientific astronomy. Fifty years elapsed before his
opinions made any perceptible progress, but now they are taught in
schools and colleges, and the mariner guides his ship by them on the
ocean. It was the same in regard to the circulation of the blood, and
it will be the same in regard to the application of the new philosophy
to the social ~mprovement of man. The present generation will descend, contemning it, to their graves; but, if it be true, we are sowing in young minds seeds that will grow, flourish, and ripen into atl
o.bnndant harvest of practical fruits in due season. A thousand
years are with the Lord as one day, and with society a hundred years
are as one day in the life of an individual. Let us sedulously sow
the seed, therefore, trusting that, if sound and good, it will not perish
by the way-side, but bring forth fruits of kindness, peace, and love in
the appointed sea~on . t
• It Ia gratifying to observe that the tng~Uon In tbe text hu, to eome extent, been
recently carried Into ell'eet by the Poor-Law Commlaalooers of England. 8811 their 114•
miroble report" On the Training of Pauper Children." 1841.
t The aerloua ell'orta no,. making bv tbe Ssnltary Commlaalooera to Improve tile
health o! l&rp towna; b7 the prllon boards to lmp110ve the &re&tmen& ot orlmlAala;. 117
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I forbear suggesting any particular plan by which the objects now
detailed may be accomplished; because no plan can become practical
until the public mind be instructed in the principles, and convinced
of the truth of the doctrines, which I am now teaching: and whenever
they shall be so convinced, they will devise plans for themselves with
infinitely greater facility and success than we can pretend to do, who
live only in the dawn of the brighter day.
The next social duty to which I advert, relates to the treatment o(
eriminals, or of those individuals who commit offenses against t)le
persons or property of the members of the community. The present
practice is to leave every man to the freedom of his own will, until
he shall have committed an offense; in other words, until he
shall have seriously· injured his neighbor.: and then to employ, at the
public expense, officers of justice to detect him, witnesses to prove hill
crime, a jury to convict him, judges to condemn him, jailers to imprison, or executioners to put him to death, according as the law
shall have decreed. It will be observed that in all this proceeding
tliere is no inquiry into the causes which led to the crime, into the
remedies for crime, or into the effects of the treatment on the offender
or on society; yet every one of these points should be clearly ascertained before we can judge correctly of our social duties in regard to
the treatment of criminals.
As to the cause of crime, there is a strange inconsistency between
our theological and legal standards on the proclivity of the human
mind to evil. The articles of our Church teach us that the human
heart is deceitful above all things and desperately wicked; while,
legally, eYery man is regarded as so completely a moral agent, that
he can command his will and his actions; and hence, that, when a
elea.r law which his intellect can comprehend, is laid down for his
guidance, he is a just and proper subject for punishment, if he infringe
it. The premises and the conclusion in this last view are consistent
with each other, and if this were a. correct description of human
11ature, there would be no gainsaying the propriety o( the practice.
We should still, however, find a difficulty in accounting for our want
of success in putting an end to crime; for, if these principles of criminal legislation and punitive infliction be sound, it appears a strange
anomaly that crime has everywhere, and in every age, abounded most
where punishment, especially severe punishment, has been most extenJllllRia•ralea and pnbllo omcera to provide boosea or refuge and reclamation for young
otfendcro; and by CaPtain Macoooeble to Induce the gonmment to Improve convlc'
management-all aO'..rd the most oallafactor:y evidence or the progreea or sound prlnclo
pie. toward practical reaolta wltbln the last len yean. 1844.
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sively administered, and that it bas abated in all countries where penal
indiction bas become mild and merciful. There is, however, an error
in this view of human nature, which Phrenology enables us to detect.
It appears incredible that, in a well-governed country like this,
whore detection and punishment are almost certain to follow crime,
any man should infringe the law, if be were not urged by impulses
which obtained the mastery, for the time, over conscience and reason.
We need not wa!te time, however, in speculating on this subject, but
may come at once to facta.
As mentioned in a former Lecture, the brain may be divided into
three great regions : those of the Animal Propensities, Moral Sentiments, and Intellectual Faculties.
In some individuals the organs of the propensities bear the ascendency, in point of size, over those of the moral and intellectual faculties.
Such men feel the impulses of passion very strongly, and are internu.lly
urged by vigorous selfish desires, which vehemently crave for gratification; while,. on the other hand, they possess only feeble glimpses of
moral obligation, and a glimmering of intellectual perception. When
beings thus constituted are placed in a dense society, in which every
man is struggling to acquire property and to advance his own fortunes,
they commence the same career; but they take the road that first
presents itself to their own peculiar minds; they are impatient to
obtain gratification of their passions; they feel few restraints from
conscience or religion, as to the mode of doing so; they are greatly
deficient in intellectual capacity, in patience, perseverance, and acquired skill; and from all these causes they rush to crime, as the
directest method of enjoying pleasure.
The class of minds which forms the greatest contrast to this one is
that in which the moral and intellectual organs decidedly predominate
over those of the animal propensities. Individuals thus constituted.
have naturally strong feelings of moral and religious obiigation, aud
vigorous intellectual perceptions, while the solicitations of their
~nimal passions are relatively moderate.
The third class is intermediate between these two. They have the
organs of the propensities, of the moral sentiments, and of the intellectual faculties nearly in a. state of equilibrium. They have strong
passions, but they have also strong powers of moral and religious
emotion, and of intellectual perception.
Fortunately, the lowest class of minds is not numerous. The highes~ elass appears to me to abound extensively; while the middle cl&SB
is also numerous. The middle o.nd the highest class are at least as
twenty to one in comparison with the lowest.
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I am aware th.at many of my present audience, who have not
attended to Phrenology, may regard these, not as facts, but as dangerous fancies and groundless speculations. To such persons I can only
say, thai if they will take the same means that phrenologists have
taken to discover whether thehe are truths in nature or not, they will
find it as impossible to doubt of their reality as of the existence of the
sun at noon-day; and there is no rule of philosophy by which facts
should be disregarded merely because they are unknown to those who
have never taken the trouble to observe them. I respectfully solicit
you to consider that the brain is not of human creation, but the workman~hip of God, and that it is a most pernicious error to regard its
functions and its influence on the mental dispo~itions with indifference.
I beg leave here to assume that the views now presented are founded
in nature, and to apply them in elucidation of our social duties in the
treatment of criminals.
In the ease of persons possessing the lowest class of braius, we are
presented with being~ whose tendencies to crime are naturally very
strong, and whose powers of moral guidance and restraint are very
feeble. We permit such individuals to move at large, in a ~tate of
society in which intoxicating liquors, calculated to excite and gratify
their animal propensities, are abundant, and easily obtained, aud in
which property, the great means of procuring pleasure, is everywhere
exposed to their appropriation; we proclaim the Jaw, that if they invade this property, or if, in the ecstasies of their drunken excitement,
they commit violence on each other, or on the other members of the
community, they shall bf> imprisoned, banished, or hanged, according
to the degree of their offense; and in that condition of things, we leave
them to the free action of their owu faculties and the influence of
external circumstances.
It appears a. self-evident proposition, that if such men are actuated
by strong animal passions (a. proposition which few will dispute),
there must be a.n antagonist power, of some kind or. other, to restrain
and guide them, before they can be Jed to virtue or withheld from
vice. Now, the well-constituted members of society, judging from
their own minds, a.ssume that these individuals possess moral feelings
and. intellectual capacities adequate te this object, if they choose to
apply them. On the other hand, the conviction forced on me by observation, not only of the bra.in, but of the Jives and histories of great
and habitual criminals, is, that they do not enjoy these conl.rolling
powers in a.n adequate degree to enable them successfully to resist the
tempta.tions presented by their passions and external circumstances.
In treating of the founda.tions of moral obligation, I mentioned that I
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bad repeatedly gone to jails, and requested the jailers to write down
the character and crimes of the most distinguished inmates of the
prisons; that before seeing these descriptions, I had examined their
heads, and also noted in writing the dispositions and probable crimes
which I inferred from the development of their brains, and that the
two had coincided. This could not have happened unless, in such
CIU!es, the brain had a real influence in determining the actions of the
individuals. Especially, wherever the moral and the intellectual
organs were very deficient, and the organs of the propensities were
large, I found the whole life to have been devoted to crime and to
nothing else. I saw a criminal of this description, who had been sent
to the lunatic asylum in Dublin, in consequence of the belief that a
life of such unde,·iating wickedness as he had led, could result only
from insanity; for he had repeatedly undergone every species of
punishment, civil and military, short of death, and had also been sentenced to death-all without etfect. Yet the physician assured me
that he was not insane, in the usual acceptation of the term; that all
his mental organs and perceptions, so far as be possessed them, were
sound, but that he had scarcely any natural capacity of feeling or
comprehending the dictates of moral obligation, while he was subject
to the most energetic action of the animal propensities, whenenr an
external cause of excitement present.ed itself. In him the brain, in the
region of the propensities, was enormously large, and very deficient
in the region of the moral sentiments. The physician, Dr. Crawford,
remarked, that be considered him most properly treated when he was
handed over to the lunatic asylum, because, although his brain was
not diseased, the extreme deficiency in the moral organs rendered him
morally blind, just as the want of eyes would render a man incapable
of seeing.
•
In October, 1835, I saw another example of the same kind in the
jail of Newcastle, in the person of an old man of seventy-three, who
was then under sentence of transportation for theft, and whose whole
life had been spent in crime. He had been twice transported, and at
-the age of seventy-three was still in the handR of justice, to sutfer for
his otfenses against the law.• These are facts, and being facts, it is
God who has ordained them. Phrenologists are no more answerable

-

• In Oetober, 1889, I Tlelted the State Prison or Conneetlent, al Weatheralleld, near
Hartrord, In presence of lbe ReT. Mr. Gallandet, Principal Totlen. and other genllemen,
and eaw a man In wboae bead the moral organa were Tel'J deOclent, and the anllllll
organa la•ge. Xr. Pllabu17, lbe aoperlntendent or lbe prleon, staled lballbla man bad
p-.1 lblrty yeare of bla ure In the Stale Prison, nnder four eeTeral eentencee, and tbat
Jae had no doubt that, U then Uberaled, be would, In a week, be aaatn engaaed In ertme.
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for them, or their consequences, than the anatomist is answerable for
blindness, when he demonstrates that the cause of that malady is a
· defect in the structure of the eye. Blame appears to me to lie with
those persons who, under an infatuation of prejudice, refuse to examine
into these most important facts when they are oft"ered to their con.
sideration, and who resolutely decline to give eft"ect to them in the
treatment of criminals.
The question now presents itself, What mode of treatment does this
view of the natural dispositions of criminals suggest? Every one is
capable of understandin: that if the optic nerve be too feeble to allow
of perfect vision, or the auditory nerve too small to permit complete
hearing, the persons thus afflicted should not be placed in situations
in which perfect vision and hearing are necessary to enable them to
avoid doing evil; nay, it will also be granted without much difficulty,
that deficiency in the organ of Tune may be the cause why some
individuals have no perception of melody; and it will be admitted,
that, on this account, it would be cruel to prescribe to them 1.be task
of learning to play even a simple air, under pain of being severely
puuished if they failed . But most people immediately demur when
we assure them that some human beings e]list, who, in consequence
of deficiency in the moral organs, are as blind to the dictates of benevolence and justice, as the others are deaf to melody; and that it is
equally cruel to prescribe to them, as the law does, the practice of
moral duties, and then to punish them severely because they fail. Yet
the conclusion that this treatment is cruel is inevitable, if the premises
be sound.
What, thea, should be done with this dass of beings? for I am
speaking only of a class, small in comparison with the great mass of
society. The est.ablished mode of treating them by inflicting punishment bas not been successful. Those who object to the new views,
constantly forget that the old method has been an eminent failurethat is to say, that crime has gone on increasing in amount, in proportion as punishment has been abundantly administered; and they shut
their eyes to the conclusion which experience has established, that be
the causes of crime what they may, punishment has not yet been successful in removing them, and that therefore it can not, on any grounds
of reason, be maintained to be of itself sufficient for this purpose. The
new philosophy dictates that the idea of punishment, considered as
mere retribution, should be discarded. Punishment, in this sense,
really means vengeance; and the desire for inflicting it arises from an
erroneous conception of the structure and condition of the criminal
mind, and from the activity of our own passions, which are excited by
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the injuries inflicted on u11 by the actions and outrages of this class of
persona. Our duty is to withdraw external temptation, and to supply,
by phyaical restraint, that deficiency of moral control which is the
great imperfection of their minds. We should treat them as moral
patients. They should be placed in penitentiaries, and prevented from
abusing their faculties, yet be humanely treated, and permitted to
enjoy comfort and as much liberty as they could sustain, without
injuring themselves or their fellow,men. They should be taught
morality, knowledge, and religion, so far as their faculties enable them
to learn; and they should be trained to industry.
This mode of treatment would render their lives happier than they
could ever be were their persons left at large in society; and it would
make them also useful. , I consider the restoration of this class of
persons to the possession of a moral self-control as nearly hopeless:
they resemble those who are blind and deaf from irremediable defects
in the organs of sight and hearing. If, however, by long restraint and
moral training and instruction, they should ever become capable of
self-guidance, they should be viewed as patients who have recovered,
and be liberated, on the understanding that if they should relapse
into immoral habits, they should be restored w their places in the
asylum.*
It has been frequently urged that this doctrine aboli~hes responsibility; but I am at a loss to comprehend the exact import of this
objection. As formerly mentioned, the distinction between right and
wrong does not depend on the freedom of the human will, as many
persons suppose, but on the constitution of our faculties. Every
action is morally right which gratifies all our faculties, enlightened
and acting harmoniously; and every action is wrong which outrages
or offends them . Hence, if we see a furious madman or a mischievous
idiot (whom no one supposes to be free agents) burning a house or
murdering a child, we are compelled, by our whole moral faculties,
to condemn such actions as wrong, and to arrest the perpetrator of
them in hi11 wild career. Now, the case of the claEs of offenders
which we have been discussing i11 precisely analogous. Like the madman, they act under the influence of \lncontrollable passions, existing,
in their case, in consequence of the natural predomiuance of certain
organs in the brain, and in hi~, from asceudency of the passions pro• I have MD Versed on the subject or the Irreclaimable dlaposltlons or this elua of
criminals, wlUIIDtelllgent and humo.ne enperlntendenla or prieons In Britain and lbe
United Slates or America, and tbey have expressed a decided conviction thai there are
prleonera whom no punishment will recall to virtue, but who, when liberated, conatantl)'
reoo-e- Uletr career of crime.
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duced by cerebral disease. Society absolves idiots and the insane
from punishment, and we only plead that this class of unfortunate
beings should be as extensive in the eye of the Jaw as it is in nature;
and that by erroneous legal definitions of insanity, and by legal fictions,
the really insane should not be treated as criminals. The actions of
the morally insane, whom we wish to include in it, are w»hout hesitation condemned; and no one doubts that we should put a stop to
their outrages, although we do not regard the individuals as guilty.
The important question, therefore, is, By what means may society be
most effectually protected against their injurious assaults on property
and life? The disciples of the old school answer, that this may be
best done by holding them responsible for their actions, and punishing
them; but in doing so, they turn a deaf ear to the lessons of experience, which proclaim only the failure of this treatment in times past.
They close their understandings against the examination of new facts,
which promise to account for that failure ; they assume, in opposition
to both philosophy and experience, that these men can act rightly if
they choose, and that they can choose so to act; and finally, in consequence of these prejudices, errors, and fabe assumptions, and without
considerations for the real welfare either of society or of the offenders,
they indulge their own animal resentment, by delivering over the victims of cerebral malformation or disease to jailers and executioners,
to be punished for committing actions which their defective mental
constitution rendered it impostible for them to avoid. There is no
wonder that crime does not diminish under such a form of treatment.
The disciples of the new philosophy, on the other hand, answer the
question by appealing to experience; by looking at facts; by consulting reason; by regarding the advantage at once of the criminal and of
socie~y: they say that physical and moral restraint are the only effectual remedies for this great evil; that these should be unhesitatingly
applied-not vindictively, but in affection and humanity; and that
then the offenses of this class of criminals will be diminished in
number.•
• Since the first edltlon or thla work waa publlohed, Mr. 111. B. Bampooq had treated
tbe whole subject referred to In the text In a maaterl:r manner, In LeUera on "Crlml'!al
Jnrl•prudence considered In relation to Mental Organlzalion." The:y have been publl•hed In a cheap form, and I a•rongl:r recommend them lAthe attention of the reader.
The views presented tn the text are now opera ling on tbe minds or tbe middle claaaea
or 1100lety, although sill! opposed b:y the teamed. Law:yers In general reject them, bu&
juries give ell'ecl to them In their verdicts. I latet:r heard a bishop and a law:yer
lamenting onr the decenerac:r or modem limes, evblced b:y the lmpoulblllty ot lnduolDC Jurlet to ooDTiot tor death, wllere t.lle plea otillllllltJ wu urpd u a de!_ I lS4of.
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There remain t~·o other classes of minds to be considered in relation
to criminal legislation-those whose organs of propen11ity1 moral
sentiment, and intellect are pretty equally balanced, and th06e in
whom the moral and intellectual faculties predominate ; but the consideration of these must be reserved till the next Lecture.
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TREATMENT OF CRIMINALS CONTINUED.
Crlmlnala In whom the moral and lnlellectnal organa are cnnelderably developed-Inlloence or external clrcumatameee on thta elaaa-Doctrlne or regeneration-Importance
or attending to the flluellons or the brain In ref~renee to thla subject, and the trealment
or cnmlual11-Power or aoelety over the eondnet or men poaaeaalng bralna or the
mldole etaaa-Caae or a criminal made eo by ctrcumatancea-Expedlency or beptng
certain men 11-om temptation-Then.. by poat.omce ometal&-Aid furnished by Phren·
ology, In selecting pereoue to 1111 conlldenllal altoattona-Pnnlehmenl or crlmlnalaObjecll or punishment-Ill legitimate ends are to protect aoelety by example. and to
reform lbe oll'endere-Means or ell'ecllng tbeae purpoaea- Conllnement-Employment
-Uneallefactoryetale or our exlatlng prlaona-Morallmprovement or crlmlnala.

THE second class of heads to which I direct your attention is that
in which the organs of the animal propensities, of the moral sentiments, and of the intellectual faculties are all large, and nearly in
equilibrium. In individuals thus constituted, the large organs of the
propensities give rise to vivid manifestations of the animal feelings,
but the large organs of the moral sentiments and intellect produce
also strong moral emotions a.nd intellectual perceptions. In practical
conduct such persons are, to a remarkable extent, the creatures of
external circumstances. If one of them, born of profligate parents, be
trained to idleness, intoxication, and crime, his whole lower organs
will thus, from infancy, be called into vivid action, while his moral
sentiments will receive no proportionate cultivation. His intellectual
faculties, denied all rational and useful instruction, will be employed
only in serving and assisting the propensities; they will be sharpened
to perpetrate crime, and to elude punishment. Such an individual
will be prepared to become an habitual criminal, and he will be the
more dangerous to society on account of the considerable degree in
which he possesses moral and intellectual faculties. These will give
him an extent of intelligence and plausibility which will enable him
only the more successfully to deceive, or probably to obtain acOKS to
places of trust, in which he may commit the more extensive peculations.
If, on the other hand, an individual thus constituted be placed from
infancy in the bosom of a moral, intelligent, and religious family, who
shall present few or no temptations to his propetlsities, but many
powerful and agreeable excitements to his higher faculties; if he shall
)lave passed the period of youth under this inlluence, and in early
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manhood have been ushered into soeiety with all the &dvanta.gea of a
respectable profession il.nd a high character, and been received and.
cherished by the virtuous as one of themselves, then hiR moral and
intellectual facultie& may assume and maintain the ascendeney during
life.
If, again, an individual of this class have been religiously educated:
but, in early youth, have left home, and been much thrown upon the
world-that is to say, left to a88oeiate with persona of indifferent characters and dispositions, he may gradually deteriorate. In the dawn
of manhood and blaze of his passions his conduct may be not a little
profligat.e and disreputable. But as he advances in life, the energy
of the animal organs may begin to decay; or they may be exhausted
by excessive indulgence; or he may suffer aftlictions in h1s health, in
his family, or in his worldly circumstances (all which have a tendency,
for the time, to quell the energy of the animal passions); and under
the influence of these combined causes and circumstances, his moral
organs may recover their activity, his early religious impressions may
resume their ascendency, and he may come forth a repentant sinner
and a reformed man.
In religion; this process is generally called regeneration. Aceordin~
to my observation, the men who are converted and reformed from habitual profligacy, and who continue, afterward, permanently moral
and religious characters, possess this combination of brain. They
become profligate at first, from the energetic action of their large orgaos
of the animal propensities; and when subsequently they become
respectable Christians, they act under the control of their moral and
intellectual powers.
I am aware that, in making this statement, I am treading on delicate
ground; because many sincere and excellent persons believe that these
results dow from the infl.uence of the Holy Spirit, and that the Holy
Spirit operates in regenerating sinners altogether independently of the
laws of organization; in short, that the influence is supernatural. I
do not at all dispute the power of God to operate independently of the
natural laws: the very idea of his being omnipotent, implies power
to do according to his pleasure, in all circumstances and times; but
it appears to me that, the age of miracles being past, it does not now
please God to operate on the human mind either independently of, or
in contradiction to, the laws of organization instituted by himself.
This reduces the question, not to one respecting God's power, for we
all grant this to be boundless, but to one of fact-whether it pleases
him actually to manifest his power over the human mind alway• in
harmony with, or sometimes independently of, and at other times in
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eontradiction to, the laws of organization; and this fact, lite &Dy
other, must be determined by experience and observation. I humbly
report the results of my own observations; and say that, although I
ltave seen a number of men of renewed lives, I have never met with
one possessing a. brain of the lowest character whG continued moral
».mid the ordinary temptations of the world. Such men occasionally
appear moral for a. time; but they do not remain steadfast in the
paths of virtue when temptation is presented. On the contrary, I have
uniformly seen regenerated men who maintained their position, posRess
a brain in which the organs of the animal propensities, the moral sentiments, and the intellect were aU considerably developed, so that in
these instances the influence of religion seemed to me to operate completely in harmony with the organic laws. That influence cast the
balance in favor of the higher sentiment:;, gave them the permanent
aseendency, and hence produced the regenerated character.
These observutions can be met, not by argument, but by counter
facts. If any one will show me cases in which men possessing the
defective brains of idiots, or the diseased brains of insanity, have, by
any religious influences, been converted into rational and pious Christians, he will completely overthrow my conclusions; because suc!J.
facts would show unequivocally that it does please God, in some
instances, to operate on the mind, even in our day, independently of,
or in contradiction to, the laws of organization. Nay, if examples
ehall be produced of men possessing the worst brains, becoming permanently, by the inftuence of religion, exceilent practical Christiana
amid external temptations, I shall yield the point. But no such
examples have yet been exhibited. On the contrary, we see individuals whose heads are less than thirteen inches in circumference at the
level of the eyebrows and occipital spine, continue irretrievable idiots
through life; and we see madmen continue insane until their brains
are restored to health by natural means. Nay, further; I was told
by the late Rev. Dr. Andrew Thomson, who attended Mary Mackinnon, the mistress of a brothel, while under sentence of death for
murder, that he found it impossible, on account of her great natural
incapacity, to convey to her any precise views or feelings of religion,
or of the heinousness of her crime, and that he was greatly grie\·ed to
observe that nearly all he said fell powerless on her mind; or if it did
rouse any feeling, this lasted only for a moment. If you examine the
de,·elopment of her head, as shown in the cast, you will find that the
moral and intellectual organs are very deficient. In regard to moral,
intellectual, and religious impressions, she was in a condition similar
to that in which a person with &D extremely ema.ll org&D of Tune
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would find himself in relation to music. Either he could not perceive
the melody at all ; or if he did, the impression would die instantly
when the instrument ceased to sound in his ears.
Perhaps some of you may be of opinion that this is a discussion
which belongs m«e to theology than to moral philosophy. In reply,
I remark, that the question regarding what is the ICI'iptural doctrine
touching regeneration belongs to theology, and I avoid all discussion
of it; but the question, Does any religious influence act independently
of, or in contradiction to, the laws of organization, is one which belongs
to philosophy. Indeed, it teaches a fundamenta.l point in moral philosophy; because, if the laws of nature, on which alone philosophy
rests, are liable, in the ease of mind, to be traversed by influences of
any kind operating independently of, or in contradiction to them, moral
philoM>phy ean have no foundation. There may be a theology comprising a code of moral duty, founded on Scripture; but assuredly
there can be no philosophy of morals founded on nature. In like
manner, there can be no natural religion; because all our scientific
observations and conclusions will be constantly liable to be falsified,
and rendered worse than useless, by a supernatural influence producing
results entirely independent of, or in contradiction to, the causes which
are presented in nature for the guidance of our understandings. This
question, therefore, is not only important, but, as I have said, fund&·
mental in a course of moral philosophy ; and I could not consistently
avoid introducing it. Many theologians deny that any sound philosophy of morals can be drawn from the study of nature; and found
morals, as well as religion, exclusively on revelation. This opinion
leads them to shut their eyes to many most important facts in nature,
and to depreciate their value. It appears to me that they err in this
conclusion, and that theology will be imprond when divines become
11equainted with the constitution of the human faculties, their dependence on organization, and the natural laws of man in general.
I beg you to observe, that this question here assumes a different
aspect from that in which it i11 generally presented to your consideration. In the discussions which commonly take place on it, we find
arguments and opinions stated against arguments and opinions; and
the result is mere unprofitable disputation. In the present ease, I
adduce faot11-in other words, God's will written in his works; and
these are placed, not against the Bible (for: be it observed, there is no
declaration in Scripture that any religious influences operate independ·
ently of, or in contradiction to, the natural laws), but against human
inferences unwarrantably (as it appears to me) drawn from Scripture,
that this is the ease. We place facts in nature against human inter.
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pretations of Scripture; and these too, de._duced at firat, and now
insisted on, by men who were, and are, entirely ignorant of the facts ia
question.
A second reason for introducing this 11ubject is, that I consider it to
be of great importance that religious persons shQPld be correctly
informed concerning the facts. If you examine the lists of the members of the most useful and benevelent societies in all parts of the
country, and especially of prison-di~cipline societies, you will discover
that individuals distinguished for their religious character form a
large and highly inftuential portion of them. These persona act boldly
and conscientiously on their own principles; and if, in any respect,
their views happen to be erroneous, they become, by their very sincerity, union, and devotion, the most formidable enemies to improvement. In consequence of profound ignorance of the facts in nature
which I have stated, this class of persons, or at least many of them,
are alarmed at the doctrine of the influence of the brain on the mental
dispositions, and oppose the practical application of it in ·criminal legislation, in prison-discipline, and in schools; and they obstinately
refuse to inquire into the facts, because they imagine that they have
the warrant of Scripture for maintaining that they can 11ot be tT'Ut.
This conduct is unphilosophical, and sheds no luster on religion. It
impedes the progress of truth, and retards the practical application of
the natural laws to the removal of one of the greatest evils with which
society is affiicted. This is no gl'atuitous supposition on my part;
because I know, from the best authority, that within these few weeks,
when the Pri11on-discipline Society of this city was formed, religious
men specially objected to the admission of an individual into that
society, because he was known to be a phrenologist, and to hold the
opinions which I am here expounding; in other words, an individual
who had stu~iied and observed the natural laws in regard to the inftuence of the brain on the mental dispositions, was deliberately excluded
from that society, lest be should attempt to point out to its members
the advantages to be derived from knowing and obeying the laws of
God!•
Thirdly, I introduce this subject because, from the extensive observations which have been made by Dr. Gall, Dr. Spurzheim, and their
followers, during the last five-and-thirty years in many parts of the
• I oould name Important lnatilullona, eupported by public snblerlpllon>J, wbloh ban
'IM!eu l>rought to an admirable st:lte or emclency by aid or t.he llghta which Phrenology
lhedtl on t.he humnn mind In health and lu dlaease ; but which aid Ia carefully concealed
&om the public, althnngh candidly acknowledged In private, lea•, w•re the fact avowed,
lbe evangellelll au~bera abould withdraw their oontrlbullonsl lfl.t3.
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world, I have the moat complete conviction that the facta which I now
state are true, and that they will inevitably prevail ; and that, whenever they do prevail, the enemies of religion will be furnished with a
new weapon with which to aaaail her, by the opposition which religious persona ar, now making to improvements in the treatment oC
criminals, in ignorance, as I have said, of these facta, and of their
inevitable consequences. They will point to that opposition, and proclaim, u they have often done, that Religion seta herself forward aa
the enemy of all philosophy, and of every moral and social improvement which does not emanate from her own professors. Such an
accusation will be unfounded when directed against religion; because
it will be applicable only to religious mea who are, at the same time,
ill-informed and dogmatical. But only the enlightened and the candid
will give elfect to this distinction; and it therefore becomes every
sincere friend to the beat and holiest of causes, not to give occ&&ioa to
the scolfer to point the finger of contempt at its reai~ting truth.
To return lo the subject from which we have digreBBed: I observe,
that in the case of this class of brains, in which the organs of the propensities, moral sentiments, and intellectual faculties are nearly in
equilibrium, aociety enjoys a great power in producing good or evil.
If, by neglecting education, by encouraging the use of intoxicating
liquors, by permitting commercial convulsions attended with extreme
destitution, society allows individuals possessing this combination of
mental organs to be thrown back, as it were, on their animal propensities, it may expect to rear a continual succession of criminals. If
by a thorough and all-pervading training and education, moral, religious, a.nd intellectual ; by well-regulated social institutions providing
steady employment, with adequate remuneration; and also by atrording opportunhies for innocent recreation, this class of men shall be led
to seek their chief enjoyments from their moral and intellectual faculties, anJ to restrain their animal propen~ities, they may be elfectually
11aved from vice. It is from this class that the grea.t body of criminala
arises; and as their conduct is determined, to a great extent, by their
external circumstances, the only means of preventing them from
becoming criminals is to fortify their higher faculties by training aud
education, and to remove external temptation by introducing improvements, at< far as possible, into our social habits and institutions.
There a.re instanceg of individuals committing crime who do not
belong precisely to any of the classes which I have described, but who
have, perhapR, one organ, such as AcquisttivenesR, in great excess, or
another, such as Conscientiousness, extremely deficient. These iudt·
viduals occasionally commit crime under strong temptation, althou&h
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their dispositions, in general, are good. I knew an individual who
had a good intellect, with much Benevolence, Veneration, and Love of
Approbation, but in whom a large organ of Secretiveness was combined with a great defi.ciency of Conscientiousness. Hill life had been
respectable for many years, in the situation of a clerk, while his duty
was merely to write books and conduct correspondence; but when he
was promoted, and intrusted with buying and -selling, and paying and
receiving cash, his moral principles gave way. The temptation to
which be yielded was not a selfish one. He was much devoted to
religion, and began by lending his master's money, for a few days, to
his religious friends, who did not always repay it; he next proceeded
to assist the poorer brethren ; he also opened his bouse in great hospitality to the members of the congregation to which he belonged.
These actions gratified at once his Benevolence and Love of Approbation, and rendered him extremely popular in his own circle; but the
expenses which they entailed speedily placed his master's cash so
extensively in arrear, that he had no hope of recovering the deficiency
by any ordinary means. He then purchased lottery tickets to a large
amount, hoping for a good prize to restore him to honor and independence. These prizes never came, and the result was, disclosure, dis,
grace, and misery.
The way to prevent crime, in cases like this, is to avoid presenting
temptation to men whose defective moral organs do not enable them
to withstand it. Phrenology will certainly come to the assistance of
I!Ociety in this respect, because it affords the means of determining
beforehand, whether any great moral deficiency exists. The chief
officers of the post·office in Britain frequently have persons pressed on
them to act in subordinate stations, who are recommended, not by their
own fitness, but by influential political patrons ; and the consequence
is, that scarcely a day closes in which one or more capital felonies
have not been committed, in abstracting money from letters. I called
the attention of Sir Edward Lees, late secretary of the Edinburgh postoffice, to the aid which Phrenology might afford toward the remedy of
this evil, by enabling the government to select individuals in whom
the moral and intellectual organs so decidedly predominate over those
of the animal propensities, that they would be free from internal
temptations to steal, and of course be more able to resist the external
temptations presented by their situations. He visited the museum of
the Phrenological l!!ociety, where I ·showed him the skulls and busts
of many executed criminals, from Europe, Asia, Africa, and America,
and enabled him to compare them with the tikulls and busts of virtuous
men: he acknowle.dged that the difference was so palpable that it waa
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impossible to avoid the perception of it, and that
could not see
sufficient reason why Phrenology, if borne out by large experience,
should not be applied in this manner; but added, truly, that, being
only a subordinate functionary, he had no power to carry so great &11
innovation into practice. :11r
The reason why I introduce these facts is, to press on your attention
the dereliction of social duty which the better constituted members of
society commit, while they neglect to use the light which Providence
presents to their eyes. If official persons place men in whom the animal faculties predominate, or in whom the balance between them an4
the moral powers only hangs in equilibrium, in external circumstances
in which temptations are presenLed to the inferior faculties stronger
than they are able to resist, a great portion of the guilt of their offensea
lies with those who thus expose them to trial; and although the criminal iaw does not recognize this as guilt, the nMural Jaw clearly does
so. Loss, annoyance, and sometimes ruin, ensue from these depredations; and if the municipal law held those responsible for the evils
who appointed the delinquents to office, the natural chastisements for
placing improper persons in situations of trust would reach the primary
offenders.
•
It may appear hard that these punishments should have been
infticted for so many generations, while men did not possess any adequate means of discriminating natural dispositions, so as to be able to
avoid them. This difficulty presents itself in regard to all the natural
laws; and the only answer that can be offered is, that it has pleased
Providence to constitute man a progressive being, and to subject him
to a rigid discipline in his progress to knowledge. Our ancestors suffered and died under the ravages of the small-pox, until they discovered
vaccination; and we lately suffered helplessly under cholera, because
we have not yet found out its causes and remedies. There are merchants who employ Phrenology in the selection of clerks, warehousemen, and other individuals in whom confidence must be placed, and
they have reaped the advantages of its lights.
I may here remark, that the number of really inferior brains is not
great; and that of all the countless thousands who are intrusted with
property, and have the power of appropriating or misapplying it, the

r

• rr the poat-omce and other public anthorltlea would order accurate cute to be made
from the beada or all their aervanta who are eonYieted or embezzlement, and compare
them wllb the beads or tboae who have maintained the hlgheal character for tried
Integrity, they would aee a diO'erence that would force them to believe In the lnllucn•e
or or~anization on tbe mental dlopooltlona; but while the patronage of gonrnment Ia
wielded oblellyaa a mean• or rewardln& pollUoal aubaerrlenor, the publlo IDtereela mllll
&iTo war to thoae of panr poliUolaDL
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number who actually do so is comparatively small. Still, those who
do not know how to judge of dispositions from the brain, are left under
an habitual uncertainty whether any particular individual, on whose
fidelity their fortunes depend, and whom they had always regarded as
an example of the highest class, may be found, on some unlucky day,
to belong to the inferior order.
I repeat, then, that the first step toward prt~Jenting, and thereby
dimimshing, crimes, is to avoid placing men with inferior brains in
external circumstances of temptation, which they are not calculated
to resist. The second is, to give every possible vigor to the moral and
intellectual faculties, by so exercising and instructing them, as to cast
the balance of power and activity in their favor. And the third is, to
improve, as sedulously as possible, our social institutions, so as to
encourage the activity of the higher powers, and diminish that of the
inferior faculties, in all the members of society.
The next question to be considered is, How should men, having
brains of this middle class, be treated, after they have yielded to umptation, infringed the law, and been convicted of crime? The established method is, to confine them before trial in crowded prisons, in
utter idleness, and in the society of criminals like themselves; and
after trial and condemnation, to continue them in the same society,
with the addition of labor; to transport them to New South Wales,
or to hang them. In no aspect of European and Christian society are
there more striking marks of a still lingering barbarism than in the
treatment of criminals. In almost no other institutions of society are
there more glaring indications of an utter want of the philosophy of
mind than iu the prisons of Britain.* But let us descend to particulars.
We have seen that men of the middle class of cerebral development
(and most criminals belong to it) are led into crime in consequence of
the ascendency, for the time, of thcir animal propensities ; but that,
nevertheless, they possess, to a considerable extent, also moral sentiments and intellect. In treating them as criminals, we may have
Yarious objects iu view. First, our object may be revenge, or the
deRire to intlict suffering on them because they have made society
suffer. This is the feeling of savages, and of all rude and naturally
cruel minds: and if we avow this as our principle of action, and carry
• The tl'xt w,.. written In lq~IS-6, and an lmprovem~nt baa since taken place In tbe
m..o.. gemcnt of Britlob prison•. . A prlaon act baa been pa•eed, appolnllnc Boarda for
tbe dlrecti .. n or prisons In ScoUAod, and Mr. Frederick Hill, a gentleman distinguiabed
for bomanlty and lnlelllg~ne~, baA been named Tnopector ofthPlll. 1841.
Tbe lmprnvement of prleone In both aecUono or tbe bland lleadU7 proceeds; bat IIIIIJ
1118 11118 phU010phy ot pnaon dUolpUae Ia little Wldentood. liKG.
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it ooneietently into efl'eet, we ehould employ instruments of torture,
and put our criminals to a cruel and lingering death. But the national
mind is humanized beyond the toleration of this practice. I humbly
think, however, that as we profess to be humane, we should entirely
discard the principle of vengeance from our treatment, as unchristian,
unphilosophical, and inexpedient, and not allow it to mingle evea
covertly, as I fear it still does, with our system of criminal legislation.
Or, secondly, our object may be, by indicting sufl'ering on criminals,
to deter other m-.n from ofl'ending. This is the general and popular
notion of the ~reat end of punishment ; and when applied to men of
the middle class of faculties, it is not without foundation . Individuals
who are strongly solicited by their animal propensities, and have a
very great deficiency of the moral and intellectual faculties-that ia
to say, criminals of the lowest grade of brain-are not alive even to
the fear of punishment. You will find them committing capital
felonies while they are attending the execution of their previous
associates for similar ofl'euses. Their moral and intellectual organa
are so deficient, that they possess no adequate controlling power over
their propensities to enable them to profit by example. The terror of
punishment, therefore, scarcely produces an appreciable efl'ect on their
conduct; and some persons, drawing their observations from this clan
alone, have concluded, as a general rule, that sufl'ering indicted on
one ofl'ender does not deter any other individual from committing crime.
But I respectfully differ from this opinion. Wherever the organs of
the moral and reflecting faculties possess considerable development,
example does produce s'me efl'ect; and the higher the moral and
intellectual faculties rise in power, the more completely etllcacioua
does it become. What one of us would not feel it as an enormous
evil to be dragged to prison; to be locked up, night and day, in the
society of the basest of mankind ; to be publicly tried at the bar of a
criminal court, and subsequently transported as a felon to a. dist&n*
colony? Most of us instinctively feel that death itself, in a.n honorable form, would be perfect bliss compared wit.h such a fate. If,
therefore, any of 011 ever felt, for a. moment, tempted to infringe the
criminal b."·, unquestionably the contemplation of such appalling consequences of guilt would operate, to a considerable extent, in steadying our steps in virtue. But the error is very grea.t, of supposing that
all men are constituted with such nice moral sensibilities as these.
Superior minds feel in this manner, solely because their moral and
intellectual organs are large ; and the sa.me feelings do not operate to
the same extent in the co.se of men possessing inferior brains.
Laws ha.ve been enacted, in general, by men possessing tho beat
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clua of brains, and they have erroneously imagined that punishment
would have the same effect on all other individuals which it would
have on themselves. While, therefore, I consider it certain that the
fear of punishment dou opera~ beneficially on the waverers, I regard
it& induenoe u much more limited than is generally believed. A man
who hu a tendency to commit crime will be capable of anticipating
the oonsequences of offending with a degree of precision oorresponding
to the extent of his intellectual endo~ments ; but in the same propor.
tion will his capacity for eluding them, by superior addren, increase;
whenoe there is a counteracting inftuenoe, even in the possession of
.intellect: The faculty chiefty addressed by the prospect of punishment i11 Fear, or Cautiousness; and although, in ~orne men, this is a
powerful sentiment, yet, in many, the organ is deficient, and there is
little consciousness of the feeling.
On. the whole, therefore, the conclusion at which I arrive on this
point is, that the condition of convicted criminals should be such as
should be felt to be a very serious abridgment of the enjoyments of
moral and industrious men; and this it must necessarily be, even
under the most improved method of treating them: but I do not consider it advisable that one pang of suffering should be added to their
Jot for the sake of deterring others, if that pang be not calculated to
prove beneficial to themselves. Indeed, it is a questionable point in
morals, whether society is at all wa1·ranted in inflicting on one of its
members suffering which can do him no good, solely with a view to
benefit itself by deterring others, at his expense, from committing
crime. It appears to me that this is unjust, ~nd, therefore, inadmissible; and it is still less defensible, because it is unnecessary.
Thirdly, our object in criminal legislation may be, at once to protect
society by example, and to reform the offenders themselves. This
appears to me to be the only real and legitimate object of criminal
Jaw in a Christian country, and the question arises, How may it best
be accomplished ?
A condemned criminal is necessarily an individual who has been
convicted of abusing his animal propensities, and thereby indicting
evil on society. He has proved by his conduct, that his moral and
· intellectual powers do not possess sufficient energy, in all circumstances, to reRtrain his propensities. Restraint, therefore, must be
supplied by external means; in other words, he must, both for his own
sake and for that of society, be taken possession of, and prevented from
doing mischief; he must be confined. Now, this first step of discipline
itself affords a strong inducement to waverers to avoid crime; becauae,
to the idle aud dissolute, the lovers of eue and pleuure, eon1lnement
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is a sore evil ; one which they dread more than a severe but shorter
in:fliction of pain . This measure is recommended, therefore, by three
important considerations-that it serves to protect society, to reform
the criminal, and to deter other men from offending.
The next question is,· How should the criminal be treated under
confinement? The moment we understand his mental constitution
and condition, the answer becomes obvious. Our object is to abate
the activity of his animal propensities, and to increase the energy of
his moral and intellectual faculties. The first step in allaying the
activity of the propensities, is to withdraw every object and communication that tend to excite them. The most powerfully exciting causes
to crime are idleness, intoxication, and the society of immoral associates. In our Briti~<h jails, criminals, until lately, were utterly idle;
they were crowded together, and lived habitually in the society of
each other; intoxication being the only stimulus that was withdrawn.
If I wished to invent a school or college for training men to become
habitual criminals, I could not imagine an institution more perfect for
the purpose than such jails. Men, and often boys, in whom the propensities were naturally strong, were left in complete idleness, so that
their strongest and lowest faculties mighi enjoy ample leisure to luxuriate; and they were placed in each other's society, so that their
polluted minds might more effectually avail themselves of their leisure
in communicating their experience to each other, and in cultivating,
by example and precept, the propensities into increased energy and
more intense activity.
The proper treatment is to separate them, as much as possible, from
each other; and while they are in each other's society, to prevent
them, by the most vigilant superintendence, from commuuicating
immoral ideas and impressions to each other's minds. In the next
place, they should be all regularly employed; because nothing tends
more directly to subdue the inordinate activity of the animal propensities than labor. It occupies the mind, and physiologically it drains
off, by the muscles, from the brain, the nervous energy, which, in the
<'ase .o f criminals, is expended by their largeoorgans of the propensities.
The greater the number of the higher faculties that the labor stimulates, the more beneficial it will be. Mounting the steps of a. tread.
mill exercises merely the muscles, and acts on the mind by exhausting
the nervous energy and producing the feeling of fatigue. It does not
excite a single moral or intellectual faculty. Working as a weaver
or shoemaker would employ more of the intellectual powers ; the
occupations of a carpenter or blacksmith are still more ingenious;
while that of a. machine-maker stands hirher still in the scale of
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mental requirement. Many criminals are so defieient in intelleCt, that
they are not capable of engaging in ingenious employments ; but my
proposition is, that, wherever they do enjoy intellectual talent, the
more effectually it is drawn out, cultivated, and applied to useful
purposes, the more will their powers of self-guidance and control be
increased.
Supposing the quiescence of the animal propensities to be secured
by restraint and by labor, the next object obviously is, to impart vigor
to their moral and intellectual faculties, so that they may be rendered
capable of mingling with society at a future period 1 without relapsing
into crime. The moral and intellectual faculties can be cultivated
only by exercising them on their natural objects, and in their le~itimate
fields. If any relative o{ ours possessing an average development of
the bones and muscles of the legs, had nevertheless, through sheer
indolence, lost the use of them and become incapable of walking,
should we act wisely, with a view to his recovery, if we fixed him in
an arm-chair, from which it was impossible for him to rise? Yet,
when we lock up criminals in prison, amid beings who never gi~e
expression to a moral emotion without its becoming a subject of
ridjcule; when we exclude from their society all moral and intelligent
men calculated to rouse and exercise their higher faculties; and when
we provide no efficient means for their instruction, do we not, in fact,
as effectually deprive all their superior powers of the means of exercise and improvement, as we would do the patient with feeble legs,
by pinioning him down to a chair? All this must be reversed.
Effectual means must be provided for instructing criminals in duty
and knowledge, and for exercising their moral and intellectual faculties. This can be done only by greatly increasing the numbers of
higher minds that hold communion with them ; by rendering their
labor the rneaus of purchasing the stores which they consume; and
by encouraging them to read and to exercise all their best powers in
every practicable manner. The intluence of visitors in jails, in
ameliorating the character of criminals, is explicable on such grounds.
The individuals who undertake this duty are, in general, prompted to
it by the vivacity of their own moral feelings; and the manifestation
of these toward the criminals excites the corresponding faculties in
them into action. On the same principle on which the presence of
profligate associates cultivates and strengthens the propensities, does
the society of virtuous men excite and strengthen the moral powers.
By this treatment the offender would be restored to society with his
inferior feelings tamed, his higher powers invigorated, his understanding enlightened, and his whole mind and body trained to industrious
10
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habita; If thia abould not afford society a more effectual protection
again•t hia future crimea, and be more in conaon&Dce with the dictates
of Christianity th&D our pre.ent treatment, I stand condemned as a
vain theorillt ; but if it would have these blessed effects, I humbly
entreat of you to auiat me in subduing that spirit of ignorance and
dogmatism which repre.enta these views u dangerous to religion and
injurious to society, &Dd pre.enta every obstacle to their praetical
adoption.•
• The prt.u lu lhe Unlt..S 8tatee ot AmPrloa are ~acted lu a III&Diler ~
Rperlor to llloae ot Groa& Brlraln and lrtolADd ; bnc eyen llleJ adm.U ollmpronmeal.
I ahall add eome remarb OD ~~~- to llle nut Leclare.
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DUTY OF SOCIEfY IN REGARD TO THE TREATMENT OF
CRHUNALS.
Tile p11DIIIbment ot crlmlnala proceeda teo much on the principle of rennce-Conae•
quPne•s of Ihi• error-The proper obj~era are the protection of ooc•ety an<l tbe
r~rormatlon or lhe criminal-Means or accomp•lshlng theee •n<I•-C•mftn~rncnt In a
pedtentlary 1111 the oll'eudcr Is r~ndered capable ur goJO<I c.on~oc•-Expcrien•e or the
corrupting cll'..cts or shorr periods or lmprl...,nment In Gla•gow Bruleweli-EII'""ts of
aimple imprisonrnent-EII'octs or rrausportaoLion -ExamJ>Ieo or hum•oe treatol<ml of
erlmmal• In Gumaay and Fr.nee-Fntlure of tbe tread-m•II - S•.ogge.tlon• fur an
lmpNved treatm··ul or tralll'ported coovlc•o-Amerlean penltentiariPs-Puolahment
of death may ulumately be aboll>hed-Furth"r particulars rPspect•na .Amorican
prisona-Reoult> or solitary and social cooftnemenl considered-8lleotlabor &) alem at
Auburn.

I PROCEED to consider the duty of the highest class of minds, in
reg1,1.rd to criminal legislation and prison-discipline. This clasR has
received from Providence ample moral and intellectual power~, wtth
as much of the lower elements of our nature as is necessary for their
well-being in their present Rphere of existence, but not so much as to
hurry them into crime. Such individuals have great moral power
committed to them by the Creator, and we may presume that he will
hold them responsible for the use which they make of it. Hitherto,
this class, chiefly through want of knowledge, has fallen far short of
their duty in the treatment of criminals. In my last Leeture, I
remarked, that, as revenge is disa,·owed by Christianity, and condemned by the moral law of nature, we should exclude it entirely, as
a principle, in our treatment of criminals; but that, nevertheless, it
may be detected mingling, more or less, with many of our criminal
regula1ions.
Under the existing system of criminal legislation, every man is held
responsible for his actions, who, in the phraseology of lawyers, can
distinguish between right and wrong; and this responsibility consists
in being subjected to a certain extent of punishment-in other words,
mental and physical suffering-proportioned to the magnitude of the
offense which be has committed. Although even in the metaphysical
schools of philosophy it is generally admitted that the impulsive, and
also the intellectual, faculties are distinct in their characteristics, and
do not exist in fixed and definite proportions to each other in every
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individual, yet these faets, and the consequences which flow from
them, have been and are disregarded by our criminal legislators. Aa
individual may be born with so strong an instinct of acquisitiven6811
and such weak moral and intellectual powers, that, like a fox on a
common, he may be actually impelled by his nature to appropriate
objects suited to gratify his propensity, regardless of the preferable
rights of others; or he may be destructive or deceptive in his tendencies-prompted by strong internal impulse to take away life, or to
commit fraud; but the law takes no cognizance of his mental conatitution. He may be grossly ignorant; he may be undergoing tbe
pangs of starvation; or he may be surrounded by the temptations presented by intoxicating liquors a~d a social atmosphere of ignorance
and profligacy; still the law takes no account of such things. U
inquires only whether he possesses so much intellect as to know that
it has declared stealing, killing, lire-raising, fraud, deception, and
hundreds of other acts, to be wrong. If he is not purely idiotic or
raving mad, he may be in any of the unfortunate conditions now men·
tioned, and yet know this fact. And this is enough for the law. It,
then, by a Action of its own, and often in opposition to the most glaring
indications, assumes him to be a free and responsible being, and deals
out its punishment, in other words, its vengeance, upon him for having
disregarded its dictates. It makes no inquiry into the effect. of its
inflictions on his mind. Strong in its own fiction that he u a free,
JDoral, and responsible being, it aims at no object except deterring its
aubjects from actions injurious to society, and assumes that suffering
is the best or only JDeans necessary to accomplish this end ; snd
punish bini it does accordingly.
In committing men to prisons in ·which they shall be doomed to
idleness-in compelling them to assooiate, night and day, with each
oilier (the most effectual method of eradicatmg any portion of IQDr&l
feeling left unimpaired in their minds)-and in omitting to provide
instruction for them-society seems, without intending it, to proceed
almost exclusively on the principle of revenge. Such treatment may
be painful, but it is clearly not beneficial to the criminals ; and yet
pain, deliberately inflicted, without benefit to the sufferer, is simply
vengeance. Perhaps it may be thought that this treatment will serve
to render imprisonment more terrible, and thert•by increase its efficacy
as a means of deterring other men from offending. No doubt it will
render it very terrible to virtuous men-lo individuals of the highest
class of natural dispositions-because nothing could be more horrible
to them than to be confined in idleness, amid vicious, debased,
profligate associate• · but this is not the class on whom prisons are
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intended to operate aa obJects of terror ; these men have few temptations to become criminals. Those to whom prisons should be rendered
formidable, are the lovers of pleasure, men enamored of an easy, dissolute life, enlivened with animal excitement, not oppreSBed with
la.bor, nor saddened by care, reflection, or moral restraint. Our
prisons, as recently conducted, were not formidable to such characters.
They promised them idleness, the absence of care, and the stimulus
of profligate society. On this class of minds, therefore, they, in a
great degree, lost the character of objects of terror and aversion ; undenia.bly they were not schools of reform ; and they therefore had no
recognizable feature so strongly marked on them as that of instruments
of vengeance, or means employed by the higher minds, for inflicting
on their inferior brethren what, judging from their own feelings, they
intend to be a terrible retribution, but which these lower characters,
from the difference of their feelings, found to be no formidable punishment at all. Thus, through ignorance of human nature, the one class
continued to indulge its revenge, in the vain belief that it was deterring offenders; while the other class proceeded in its career of crime,
in nearly utter disregard of the measures adopted to deter it from
iniquity ; and a.t this day, although important improvements have
been effected in prisons, crimina.! legislation is still far from being
crowned with success.
If any class deserve punishment for these proceedings, I would be
disposed to inflict it on the higher class, or on the men to whom a
bountiful Creator has given ample ability to reclaim their less fortu.,.
nate brethren from vice and crime, but who, through ignorance, and
the helplessness that accompanies it, leave this great duty undischarged. In point of fact, the natural law does punish them, and will
continue to punish them, until they adopt the right method of proeee«Vng. If we reckon up the cost, in the destruction of life and
property, expenses of maintaining criminal officers, courts of justice,
and executioners-and the pangs of sorrow, flowing not only from
pecuniary loss, but from disgrace, sustained by the relatives of proflicate offenders--we may regard the sum-total as the penalty which the
virtuous pay for their negleat of the rational principles of criminal
legislation. If the sums thus expended were collected and applied,
under the guidance of enlightened judgment, to the construction and
proper appointment of penitentiaries, on.e or more for each large district of the country, and if offenders were committed to them for
reformation, it is probable that the total loss to society would not be
greater than that of the present system, while the advantages would
unapeakably exceed those which now exist.
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In regard to the treatment of criminals when placed in such penitentiaries, I have already remarked, that, in the sentences pronounced
under the pre~ent system, the principle chiefiy, although unintentionally, acted on by the superior class of society, appears to be
revenge. If a boy rob a till of a few pence, he is sentenced to eight
days' imprisonment in jail ; that is, to eil!ht days' idleness, passed in
the society of accomplished thieves and profligate blackguards, at the
end of which space he is liberated. Here the quantity of punishment
measured out seems to be regulated by the principle, that the eight
days' confinement causes a quantity of suffering equal to a fair retribution for robbing the till. If a female steal clothes from a hedge,
she is sentenced to sixty days' confinement in Bridewell, where she is
forced to work, in the society of ten or a dozen profligates like herself, during the day, and is locked up alone during the night. At the
end of the sixty dnys she is liberated, and turned adrift on society. IC
a man commit a more extensi\'e theft, he is committed to Bridewell
for three months, or perhaps transported ; the term of confinement and
the period of tran~portation bearing a uniform, and, ~far as poi'Sible,
a supposed just relation·to the magnitude of the offense. The intention of this treatment is to cause a quantum of ~uffering sufficient to
deter the criminal from repeating the offense, and also others from
committing similar transgressions; but we shall inq11ire whether thea;e
effects follow.
If we renounce, altogether, the principle of vengeance as unsound,
we shall still have other two principles remaining as guideR to our
steps: first, that of protecting society ; and, secondly, that of reforming
the offender.
The principle of protecting society authorizes us to do everything
that is neceR8ary to accomplish this end, under the Fingle qualification
that "'·e shall arlopt that. mct.hod which is mo>t beneficial to ~o~etv
and lt'ast injuriou~ to the criminal. If, as 1. have contended. the world
be really constituted on the principle of the supremacy of the moral
sentiments, we shall find, that whatever mea•ures serve best to protect the public interests, will al~o be mo~t beueficial for the offeuder.
and vit:e ursa. In t.he view, thl'H. of soeial protection, any individual
who haR hecn co11vict.ed of iufringing the criminal law, sloould be
handed o\·er, as a moral patient., to the managers of a well-re:!Uiated
penite11tiary. to he confined in it. not until h; Fhall ha,·e end.ured a
certain quantioy of suffering, equal in rnal!hitude to what is suppo~ed
to be a fair reveuge for his offense, but until >Uch a chan!!e shall have
been em~cted in his mental condition, as may afford soci~ty a reaPOII•
able guarantee that he wiil not commit fresh crimea when he is set at
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large. It is obvious that this course of procedure would be humanity
itself to the offender, compared with the present system, while it would
unspeakably benefit society. It would convert our prisons from
houses of retribution and of corruption into schools of reform. It
would require, however, an entire change in the principles on which
they are conducted.
The views which I have expounded in this and the preceding Lecture are strongly elucidated and confirmed by a report of tho state of
the Glasgow Bridewell in 1826, which I obtained from the late Mr.
Brebner, the enlightened and truly humane superintendent of that
establishment :
STATE OF CRUU;s AND OFFENSES.
Year ending Slit.

YPar end In~

Dec., ll'i25.

Dec.,

3111~

lt-~6.

.. .~~ -;;~ ..:i .::E -;;~
-- -- -- -- -,;l

~
:;

:;

5~8

708

1261

688

101

219

880

124

Remain< net nnmber of ditferent persons ... . ..
Whereof in custody for the firs time..... . .. ..

4'67

42-1
209

Old otfenders... .. ..........................

9T 215f3i2 1120 243 8()8'

Commitmenl!! during the year ....• . .........
Deduct recommitments or the same indi· }
vidual in the currency of the fear .....

SGO

718
281

--s81
1564
569 444

1401
405

--:r;2 996
189

6=38

Mr. Brebner has observed that offenders committed for the first time,
for only a short period, almost invariably return to Bridewell for new
offenses; but if committed for n long period, they return less frequently. This fact is established by the followin:: table, framed on an
average of ten years, ending 25th December, 1825.
Of prisoners sentenced for the first time to 14 days' confinem<-.Jt,
there returned under sentenoe for new crimes-About .. ..... . .... . .. . . . ... 7~ per cent.
: d:y•' oonfl::ement, a~ut ~
~

eo "

8 months'

"

"

"
"

40

26

"

"

I

S montba' conJinemeD&, aboDt 10 per oll>llt.
::
:
1: ::

lt ::

18
U

"
"

"'
"

"
"

1

"

none.

During the ten years, 93 persons were committed for the first tirne
for two years, of whom not one returned.
Mr. Brebner remarked, that when prisoners come back to Bridewell
two or three times, they go on returning at intervals for years. Ho
has observed that a good many prisoners commhted for abort periods
for tint offenses, are afterward tried before tlle High Court of Justiciary
and transported or hanged.
JwlgiDg from the ultimate effect, we here diaoover that the individ
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uals who for some petty offense are eommitted to Bridewell for the
first time, for only J 4 days, are in reality more severely punished than
those who, for some more grave infringement of the law, are aeatenced
at first to two years' imprisonment; na.y, the ultimate result to the
petty delinquent would have been far more beneficial, if for his triding
offense he had been sentenced to two yea.rs' confinement instead of 14
days. The sentence of 14 days' imprisonment merely destroyed his
mora.) sensibilities (if he bad any), initiated him into the mysteries of
a prison, introduced him to aceomplished thieves, and enabled him to
profit by their instruction ; and, when thus deteriorated, and alao
deprived of a.ll remna.nts of chara.cter, it turned him loose aga.in into
the world, unprotected and unprovided for, leaving him to commit new
crimes and to undergo new punishments (which we see by the table he
ra.rely fa.iled to do), until, by gra.dua.l corruption, he was ultima.tely
prepared for tra.nsporta.tion or the ga.llows. Of the delinquents sentenced to only 14 days' confinement for their first offense, 'i5 per cent.,
or three fourths of the whole, returned for new crimes. On the other
ha.nd, the tra.ining, discipline, and ameliora.ting effect of a. eonfinement
for two yea.rs, for the first offense, seems to ha\"e been so efficacious,
that not one individual who had been subjected to it, returned aga.in to
the same prison as a crimina.!.* This proves that, looking to the
ultimate welfare of the individuals themselves, as well as to the interests of society, there is far greater humanity in a sentence for a first
offense, tha.t shall reform the culprit, although the offense itself may be
small and the Cf!".fiP&ement long, than in one decreeing punishment for
a few days only, proportional solely to the amount of the crime.
The chief forms in which the law punishes, are confinement in
prisons (until very lately in idleness and amid vicious associates), and,
in more aggravated cases, transportation to a penal colony.
I present the following example of the effects of imprisonment on the
minds of a male and female offender. It appeared in the London
JVeekly Chronicle of 26th January, Jll45, a.nd is only one of a thousand
similar illustrations which could ea.sily be collected from the records
of the prisons of the United Kingdom.
"HISTORY OF A CoiNER.-A woman, named Mulhern, alia1 Lockwood, was committed in La.ncaster last week, on a charge of coining
and uttering counterfeit coin: and we now proceed to give some particulars of her truly eventful history, with which Mr. Powell, the
solicitor to the Mint, has obligingly furnished us.
• Mr. Brebner meotlone<l that be did not believe that aU or these lndlvldnala were
completely reclaimed; but that they bad r~elved aucb lmprei!Sions or Gl•o~tow prbon•
clllclpllne, Ulat, If dlapoeed w return to crime, they aought ou& a new Aeld '01 aollon.
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" The first that is known of her is as the wife of a soldier serving
under Sir John Moore in Spain, and whom she ' followed to the field'
-trudging along with the army and its gallant leader through its long
and remarkable retreat, till the battle of Corunna. After this, she
wae with the army under 'the Duke' in Portugal, and during the whole
of the Peninsular war, whether merely a~ a camp-follower or with her
husband is not known; but he is suppo~ed to have been killed in some
of the many engagements that took place, and she to have consoled
herself with another, if not many more. In one engagement with the
enemy, the serjeant-major of the regiment she followed was killed by
a shot; on which (while, it is imagined, the engagement still continued) she contrived to get at the body, and rifled the dead man's' kitl of
its contents. Among these were his marriage and other certificates,
which she carefully concealed and preserved for after use. On
returning home she passed herself off as the widow of this serjeantmajor, iu order to obtain a pension; and afterward, on a nurse's place
in Chelsea Hospital becoming vacant, she applied for, and obtained it,
also as the serjeant-major's widow ; having all the necessary documents, she was enabled to answer every question, and her identity
was never doubted. But when she had been comfortably located here
for some time, the real widow came home ! Her application for a
pension, its denial on the ground that the widow was already provided
for, and the real widow's reiterated assertions that she was the widow,
caused an investigation by the late Sir Charles Grant. The result
was, that Biddy was turned adrift on the ' wide wo5ld,' and was lost
sight of for several years. Her first re-appearance was in the character of a. coiner, as which she was tried and convicted in 1828, and
sentenced to a year's imprisonment. In 1834 she was again tried;
but this time under the name of Lockwood, and in company with her
Becond husband, whose real name, however, was Stafford, and who
was a very skillfnl mason by trade. He was convicted, and she was
\ben acquitted as being his wife, and supposed to be acting under his
direction. In 1836 she was convicted at Aylesbury for coining, and
she then said she wa.s fifty-five years of age. She was again tried for
the same offense at Warwick in 1838, but acquitted, owing to the
insufficiency of evidence; and in July of the same year Hhe was again
tried, and this time in connection with a woman named Eliza Perceval, the offense being the same. Lockwood (prisoner) got eighteen
months' imprisonment, and her companion twelve months. From that
time till the present apprehension of Mrs. Mulhern, alitU Lockwood,
etc., Mr. Powell had almost entirely lost sight of her; sometimes he
t.hought he recognized her busineu talent in the different casea for•
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warded to him, but wu not able to follow out the clew. In the
answers she now.gave to the questions contained in the 'Description
Paper,' prisoner had in almost every case given false statements, not
wishing, doubtless, to renew her acquaintance with the Mint solicitor;
and when confronted with him, she stoutly denied all previous knowledge of Mr. Powell, till he mentioned one or two ' passages• in her
life, when she eaid : 1 Ah ! - - - - told you that tale !'
11 In 1821, Lockwood (her husband) was convicted at the Surrey
assizes of coining, etc., and sentenced to one year's imprisonment. In
1833 he was convicted at Warwick, and sentenced to six months'
imprisonment. The following year he was tried and convicted at
Staft'ord, and sent to jail for one year. For the next three years little
or nothing was heard of him; but in 1838 he was tried at Warwick,
where he got three months' imprisonment; and in January, 1839, he
was tried at Gloucester, and sentenced to a year's imprisonment.
Lastly, he was apprehended at Abingdon in the following, or the year
after that, with a woman of the nam11 of Harriet Thompson-whom
be had taken to supply the place of his wife on her being sent to
prison for eighteen months ; and on the 25th of January he was transported for life, and she (Thompson) was imprisoned for two years.
Ann Lockwood, if we recollect aright, was not actually aware of her
husband's fate till she saw Mr. Powell in Leicester jail. At the
expiration of her term a subscription was raised to enable the woman
Thompson to follow her 'husband: to Sydney, and she arrived there
safely. In OctoQer last the governor of Abingdon jail bad received a
letter from her, stating that 'James' (Lockwood or Thompson) was
regularly emplo)·ed by the chief builders at Sydney, and at good
wages; while she had also obtained profitable employment. He, it
seems, is very clever as a workman in Gothic architecture, and at cutting out grotesque heads and other ornaments for churches."
The Chronicle, which reports this case, adds, "The above sketch of
the strange lives of two coiners furnishes a striking commentary on
the utter inutility of mere punishment, as deterring from the future
commission of crime; and should the present or any future solicitor
to the Mint ever make known to the world the 'curiosities of his legal
experience,' that world would be atttonished to find with what utter
recklessness these sons and daughters of crime have looked upon the
violent and ignominious death of their most intim&ote companion."
If the existence and character of a cause is to be judged of from its
eft'ects, no person capable of reasoning can doubt, that although tbii
husband and wife were both capable of distinguishing intellectually
between rieht and wrong, there waa in their minds some strong tend·
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ency to wrong (although perceived to be wrong), which all the religious, moral, and intellectual training that they had received-all the
influence of public opinion that had reached them-and all the terrors
of the law which they had either heard of or experienced-had failed
to eradicate or control. From these premises, unbiased reason would
conclude that they were not free moral agents, but moral patientl,
whose eases needed restraint and treatment for cure, much more than
puflilhmmt in the form of vengeance or retribution. I repeat that the
&llllumption of the law that they are free moral agents, is purely a
ji.clion, directly contradicted by facts ; and in my opinion, those peraonages who, in enacting our laws, create this fiction and persist in
acting upon it, in \he face of positive demonstration of its mischievous
effects, are responsible to God and man for all its painful consequences.
The following description of the penal colonies in Australia shows
what the consequences of the seccmd form of punishment-transportation
-re&lly &re. Captain Maconochie, late superintendent of Norfolk
lal&nd, in his account of " The Management of Prisoners in the Penal
Colonies," printed in 1845, but not publi11hed, but which I am authorized to cite, remarks-That the attention of the British Government,
and of the public, has of late years been much directed to this subject,
and many changes have been introduced into the arrangements for the
management of convicts in the penal colonies; but these have related
chiefly to details in the administration, leaving the principlu very
slightly, if at all, improved. Indeed, the inevitable operation of the
prevailing principles on the minds of the convicts has not yet been
sufficiently understood. Only a deeply interested eye-witness (says
Captain M.) can thoroughly appreciate their effects; and only a practiced band can successfully develop better principles on which a new
system may be advantageously founded. Captain M., besides being
conversant with Phrenology, has enjoyed the advantage of eight years'
study and observation in the penal colonies, during the last four of
which he bad the principal charge of the prisoners in Norfolk Island.
He possesses, therefore, high qualifications for portraying faithfully
things as they are, and for suggesting how they may be improved.
He describes the errors of the existing system to be the following:
1. "It measures its sentences by time, with little or nG reference
to conduct during that time." The young, the single, the careleu,
reekleu, and profligate care little about the loss of time; while the .
middle-aged, the married, the provident, and the ambitious feel ~&
strongly, and would make great exertions to shorten the duratiou..~
their sentences, if means were afforded by good conduct to do so.
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pl'ellent the conatant thought, e~en of the beat men, ia how the1r time
may be whiled away with the least pouible diacomfort.
2. It errs in "punishing by compulsory labor, in the due performance of which the men have no individual interest." This gives a
disgust to labor, and impairs all industrious tendencies in the convict;
it cultivates every original and acquired capacity for deceit or evasion;
and in extreme cases leads even to mutilating the person to avoid
work. Slovenly and imperfect execution of work is another consequence ; and even the good men dare not resist the esprit de cmps of
the mass, which is constantly, through its interests, directed to idleness. A man who should " furnish in his own person a measure by
which to estimate the exertions of others, might reasonably fear
injury, whether be actually sustained it or not."
Through these two circumstances, "a vast school of evasion and
deceit, of craving after sensual indulgence, and snatching at it when
it offers, however criminal and even disgusting sometimes its' character, is formed in the penal colonies."
3. Another error is, " the allowance to all of fixed rations of food
and clothing, whether labor and good conduct are rendered for them or
not." Their employments are generally irksome to them, and ot\en
studiously (although most unwisely) made so by the principles of the
aystem. Here, then, through labor that is irksome, and food supplied
irrespective of performing it, is a premium offered to idleness; and as
idleness can be reached only by deceit and imposition on their taskmasters, a fresh stimulus is given to the practice of falsehood. Their
occasional1ucceas in deception encourages them, while their occasional
detection and punishment irritate and stimulate them, like gamblers,
" to try again."
4. Another error of the system is of a precisely opposite character
to this, yet it is not less injurious. Certain periods are fixed when
prisoners may apply for specific indulgences ; "but their applications
may be granted or refused at will ; and when granted, the results may,
in most cases, be also canceled at will." The officers employed are
greatly attached to this part of the system, as investing them with
what they regard to be a salutary influence, authority, and control
over the convicts. Captain M. views its effects very differently.
"Placed [says he] as little gods in the communities in which they
move, they become tyrannical and capricious almost of necessity."
"By flattering their weaknesses (and no man is without some), .it
impairs insensibly the better parts of their character, and brings into
prominence the worse. I say all this [continues Captain M.] the more
frankly, because I include myself among those spoken of: and duriDg
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my four years' command at Norfolk Illand, nothing was more continually before me than the progressive deterioration to which I was
thus subjected." The evil eft"ects on the men are equally apparent.
" Every feeling of self-dependence is speedily lost in a universal relying on favor, hypocrisy, and fawning, play,ing on the weaknesses of
others, and not studying, by patient diligence and integrity, to deserve
and reap their due rewards."
5. Under the ·existing system, the men are almost universally indecently lodged. " They are now, for the most part, accumulated in
rooms containing f1·om fifty to one hundred and fifty each, usually
without light, and without other convenience than night tubs for the
relief of the wants of nature." The injurious eft"ects are most deplorable. " Personal reserve and delicacy are speedily banished ; the
most disgusting scenes become familiar;" I can not proceed with the
quotation : the picture is completed in these words-all are "reduced
to a common low level ; and the actual level is, on this point, low
almost beyond conception; it is exhibited in their language, habits,
feelings--everything!" Better accommodation, says Captain M.,
would not now stop this monstrous evil. "It is interwoven with the
whole state of degradation to which these men are subjected, and can
be removed only with it." A partial remedy would be found no
remedy at all.
6. The deep degradation of the convicts, consequent on all these
circum11tances1 is the next evil of the present system. Captain Maconochie gives a view of their moral state, which is truly appalling.
Their low condition prompts the officers to overlook all their interests,
and in the administration of justice among them to treat them with
"culpable negligence and severity;" to disregard their natural feelings, and to subject them" to much harsh and contumelious language."
The individual being thus degraded in the eyes of others, speedily loses
his own self-respect also, yields without restraint to present temptation, and falls into a state of " almost inconceivable wickedness."
Despairing of earning the approbation of the free community with
which he is associated, "he naturally falls back on his own class, and
the more prizes its sympathy and approval instead. In this manner
is generated a stroug and even tyrannical public opinion among the
conv1cts themselves," a school in which "courage, patience: daring,
self-sacrifice, and fidelity" are often elicited, but " uniformly directed
against the Government and the interests of free society." The approbation which they obtain " confirms the tendency to reckless daring,"
a quality which, " more or le881 characterizes all prisoners, and without which they would probably have been soared by the first threat.
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cnings of the law, and would have escaped its toils." The concluding
remark on this point is of the highest practical importance ; it is as
follows: " As a feature in the criminal character, this daring is not,
I think, sufficiently adverted to by those who advocate the attempt to
deter from crime by sever~ punishments. Tempe-r~ under il8 influence
feel them.selve1 only challengtd, bol.h in their own eyes and tho&e of their
companiun.s, by the recurrence of the&e." HoweYer strange it may
appear to those un&.cquainted with the subject, yet" crime thrives on
~trJeTe examplea," and" most certainly in direct competition with them."
7. The present system operates de facto as if it had been expressly
contrived to accomplish the moral ruin of the men. The individual
is condemned for seven, fourteen, twenty-one years, or a whole lifetime, to the influence of these circumstances, and ft() moral or religioua
condw:t can extricate him from them. The " good conduct" for which
a pardon may be obtained, consists in "shooting a bush-ranger,
betraying a comrade, or otherwise, with or without risk, promotmg
what is considered an adequate government object !" They are
" among the worst men who are so benefited; and there is no example
that I am aware oj, of the milder and more domestic 'IJirtue.s being similarly rewarded. Nor is this a fault in the adminiatratiorl of the system, but is essential to itself!" The results are next stated. " It is
astonishing how rapid is the progress of deterioration! I have seen.
fine promising young men, and comparatively innocent, in a few
months pass through every degree of wickedness ; and, in fact, I have
observed that it is the young, and otherwise the most interesting, who
generally fall both fastest and farthest.:' "It is notorious in the penal
colonies that the new arrivals are much better generally than the
older prisoners, though they speedily acquire all their evil ways; but
such an a.scendency is given to all that is evil in the management to
which after their arrival they are subjected, such fetters are thrown
by it over all good, such scope is afforded for the development of bad
passions, 80 narrow is the sphere for every virtue, except submissiveness, not in it8elf a. virtue at all, but rather a. weakness, preparing for
evil influence as much or more than for good direction," that "any set
of men in the world would be ruined," and "even the most virtuous
and intelligent in the kingdom would speedily be destroyed by it."
" I willingly admit that an aspect of external decency is maintained
by the discipline imposed, which vails much of the real effect from
superficial observation; but the facti here sta~M- are indilputable."
Nor does the evil end with the prisoners; for in society the ruin of
one class necessarily involves the deep injury of every other. "Wild
beasta as these men are made, weak and wicked as they become, th11y
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are the laborers in the penal colonies, and rise, many of them, to be
small tenants and pr<>?rietors in them. They carry with them to their
new sphere the vieeto of their old condition. They enter the market
prepared to take any adnntage that may offer; and while they thus
lie, steal, rob, or defraud, as it may happen, it is too often thought
fair by others to meet them with their own weapons, and 'diamond
cut diamond' becomes thus a general rule. Meanwhile, the hardier
and more enterprising of them (generally the worst, and in such eases
no language can over-rate their wickedness) effect their escape, or
otherwise leave the colonies, and spread over the Pacific." Everywhere "they rob, they murder, they steal, they commit every excess
that comes in their way, they catch at every passing sensual enjoyment, they gratify every brutal appetite, they revenge their quarrel
with their native country (their just quarrel I will venture confidently
to call it), by trampling where they have the power on every feelin&
of humanity and every interest of civilization !"
No words can add strength to the terrible features of this representation. Society owes a debt of gratitude to Captain Maconoehie for
having lifted up the vail and shown us the monstrous evil in all its
hideousness and horrors.
If the humane principles which I now advocate shall ever be adopted
(and I feel confident that they will), the sentence of the criminal
judge, on conviction of a crime, should simply declare that the individual had committed a certain offense, and that he was not fit to live
at large in society. It should contain a warrant for his transmission
to a penitentiary, to be there confined, instructed, and employed, until
liberated in due course of law. The treatment in pri~on and the process of liberation would then become the objects of greatest importance. There should be official inspectors of penitentiaries, invested
"V''ith some of the powers of a court, sitting at regular intervals, and
proceeding according to fixed rules. They should be authorized to
receive applications for liberation at all their sessions, and to grant
the prayer of them, on being satisfied that such· a thorough change had
been effected in the mental condition of the prisoner, that he might
safely be permitted to resume his place in society. Until this conviction was produced, upon examination of his dispositions, of his attainments in knowledge, of his acquired skill in some useful employment,
of his habits of industry, and, in abort, of hi11 general qualifications to
provide for his own support, to restrain his animal propensities from
committing abuses, and to act the part of a useful citizen, he should
be retained as an inmate of the prison. Perhaps some individuals,
whose dispositions appeared favorable to reformation, might be tiber.
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ated at an earlier period, on wmoient aecnrity, under bond, giYen by
responsible relatives or friends, for the discharge of the same duties
toward them in private which the officers of the penitentiary would
discharge in public. For example, if a youth were to commit such an
offen11e as would subject him, according to the present system of criminal legislation, to two or three months' confinement in Bridewell, hs
might be handed over to individuals of undoubtedly good character
and substance, under a bond that they should be answerable for his
proper -education, employment, and reformation; and fultlllment of
this obligation should be very rigidly enforced. The principle of
revenge being disavowed and abandoned, there could be no harm ia
following any mode of treatment, whether private or publie, that
should be adequate to the accomplishment of the other two objects of
criminal legislation-the protection of society and the reformation of
the offender. To prevent abuses of this practice, the public anthorities should carefully ascertain that the natural qualities of the
offender admitted of adequate improvement by private treatment; and,
secondly, that private discipline was actually administered. If any
offender liberated on bond should ever re-appear as a criminal, the
penalty should be inexorably enforced, and the culprit should never
again be liberated, except upon a verdict finding that his reformation
had been completed by a proper term of training in a penitentiary.
This plan, or one closely resembling it, has been tried in Germany
wilh the best effects. At the village of Horn, near Hamburgb, there
is a house of refuge for juvenile offenders of both sexes, named Das
Rauhe Haus. It consists of several plain inexpensive buildings, situated in a field of a few acres, without walls, fences, bolts, bars, or
gates. It ic supported by subscription, and the annual cost for each
individual in 1837, when I visited it, was £10 48. sterling. It then
contained 54 inmates, of whom 13 were girls. A portion of them were
offenders who had been condemned by the courts of law for crimes,
and suffered the punishment allotted to them in the house of correction, and who afterward, with the consent of their parents, had come
voluntarily to the institution for the sake of reformation. Another
portion of them consisted of young culprits apprehended for first
offenses, and whose parents, rather than have them tried and dealt
with according to law, subscribed a contract by which the youths were
delivered over for a number of years to this establishment for amendment. And a third portion consisted of children of evil dispot~itions,
whose parents voluntarily applied to haYe them received into the
institution, for the reformation of their vicious habits. Among this
last class I saw the son of a German nobleman, who had been sent to
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it as a last resource, and who was treated in every respect like the
other inmates, and with marked success. The inmates are retained, if
necessary, till they attain the age of 22. They are instructed in reading, writing, and religion, and are taught a trade. There is a master
for every twelve, who never leaves them night or day. The plan of
the treatment is that of parental alfeotion mingled with strict and
steady discipline, in which punishments are used for reformation, but
never with injurious severity. The teachers are drawn chiefly from
the lower classes of society ; and the head manager, Candida! Wieber,
an unhenefieed clergyman, himself belonging to this class, and thus
became thoroughly acquainted with the feelings, manners, and temptations of the pupils. When I visited the establishment, he possessed
nulimited authority, and shed around him the highest and purest inftuenoes from his own beautifnlly moral and intellectual mind. He
mentioned that only once had an attempt at crime been projected. A
few of the worst boys laid a plan to burn the whole institution, and
selected the time of his wife's expected confinement, when they supposed that his attention would be much engaged with her. One of
t.hem, however, revealed the design, and it was frustrated. There are
very few attempts at escape; and when the reformed inmates leave
the establishment, the directors use their influence to find for them
situations and employments in which they may be useful, and exposed
ie as few temptations as possible. The plan had been in operation for
four years, at the time .of my visit, and I understand that it continues
to 11.ourish with unabated prosperity.
Another instance of the successful application of rational and
huma~e principles is alforded by" La Colonie Agricole et Penitentiaire
de Mettray," about four and a half miles from Tours, in Fra.nce. It
is described in the Journal de la Societe de la Morale Chretienne, for
September: 1844, and is contrasted by Captain Maconocbie with his
own system, in an appendix to the documents formerly mentioned.
It was founded in 1839, for the reception of young delinquents, who,
under a special provisiotl to that elfect, are acquitted of their offenses
(as our lnnatics are) co1mne ayant agi sans discemement (as !tauing
acted with(}ut discernment), but are sentenced to specific periods of correctioMl discipline before their final discharge. It was founded, and is
still to a. considerable extent maintained, by voluntary contributionsone benevolent individual, Count Leon d'Ourches, having endowed it
during his lifetime with 150,000 francs, and the King and Royal·
Family, the Ministers of the Interior, of Justice, and of Instruction,
with many public bodies and private individuals, having also liberally
contributed.
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The principles of management are the following:
1. A IOCial or family spirit (uprit tkfamille) IS sedulously illsiilled
into the pupils, as opposed to the selfish or merely gregarioua apirU
usually created in large assemblies of criminals.
ll. For this purpose, the boys are divided into small sections or familiea, with common interests and tasks.
3. In all other respects they are placed in circumstances as much
as possible resembling tho~e of free life; and are led to submit to tho
atrict order, obedience, and other discipline imposed on them, by appeals to their judgment, interests, and feelings, rather than by cijroct
coercion. Corporal punishment, in particular, is avoided in regard
to them.
4. A carefully impressed religious education is given to them, with.
aa much purely intellectual culture as may comport with their proposed future condition as laborers. Reading, writing, arithmetic,
linear drawing, and music are considered to constitute the requisite
branches.
Lastly, Their employments consist chiefly of those connected with.
agricultural and country life ; a strong wish being entertained that
they should settle to these on being discharged, rather than return to
deuse societies.
Before coming to this institution, the boys undergo a rigorous penitentiary discipline in the central prisons, to which they much dread
returning. Without this, the fatigue and moral restraints imposed on
them by the direntors, would make them desire to return to their idle
and comparatively comfortable life in the common prison. Expulsion,
and, in consequence, a return to the severe penitentiary discipline, is
the greatest punishment which is inflicted, and it is sufficient. There
are a head-master and two assistants, and a separate bonae for every
forty boys. " The boys are further divided into four sections or subfamilies, who elect every quarter au elder brother (frere aine), who
assists the masters, and exercises a delegated authority under them.
We attach much importance," say the dir~tors, "to his situation
being thus made elective. Knowing the boys as we do, we can tell
the dispositions of each section from its choice."
The labor imposed on the inmates is all useful. ':In England they
use crank and tread-wheels for exercise; but our criminals universally
object to this, and express great indignation at being set., as they eall
it, 'to grind the air' (moudre l'air). We find it of much importance
that our occupations, whether ordinary or for punishment, produce a
sensible result." There is equal humanity and reuon in this observation. Criminals can be reformed only by strengthening their moral
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and intellectual faculties ; and, " grinding the air'' on tread-mills,
whatever effect it may produce on the calves of their legs, seems little
calculated to improve their brains. The tread-mill, by not only diapensing with, but absolutely excluding, all thought and moral feeling,
and exhausting both mind and body in sheer aimless fatigue, is calculated first to exasperate, and ultimately to blunt whatever little
mental power the individuals may have carried with them into prison.
" Before inflicting any punishment," continues the Report, "we are
very anxious both to be perfectly calm ourselves, and to ha.ve the
culprit toned down to submission and acquiescence in the justice of our
seutence.a ''On grave occasions we also frequently assemble a jury
of his companions to hear and decide on his case, reserving to ourselves
only the right of mitigating any punishment awarded by them. It
remarkable that thue young peopk always err on the &ide of aeverity!'
Captain Maconochie highly approves of "Prisoner Juries" for the
trial of prisoners, as calculated to interest the body of them in the administration of justice, to break down their otherwise natural opposition to it, and to assist in atta.ining truth. "They should, however,"
says he, "judge only of the fact, and not of the fitting sentence on it •
.All rude minds are inclined to severity." The greatest harshness,
he adds, of naval and military officers who have risen from the ranks,
compared with thoHe who have always held an elevated position, "u
proverbial" The principle involved in this fact extends through
every branch of society. The excellent but stern moralists who, in
the social circles of life, in parliament, and at public meetings, advocate severe punishments, are, in this respect, "rude minds." There
is in them a lurking element of resentment and revenge, which, bowever restrained in their general conduct in society, prompts them,
unconsciously to themselves, when they come to think of criminals, to
distrust the efficacy of moral treatment, and to exaggerate the advantageR of severe inflictions.
'
In the Mettray Institution, "we use the cell to prepare for our
other influences, to enable our pupils to ~eco~r from the turbulence
of excited feeling, and sometimes also to lay a foundation of instruction, when little aptitude for it is exhibited amid a crowd. It is in a
cell, too, that religious impressions are most easily and certainly conveyed, and that first habits of industry may be formed.'' Captain
Maconochie entirely subscribes to this opinion, provided that the ti"me
ibua spent be not too long, and that this treatment be not considered
as capable of constituting a complete moral course.
' ' From the second year of our establishment, we ihink that we may
aay ~h&~ vice had become unpopular, &nd the bad were under the

u
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in8aence of the good.'' "The cause of our success has been the applieation of two fruitful ideas-the substitution of a domutic or family
spirit in our pupils, instead of one proceeding from more gregarious
association, and tk •«king from moral influences the rutrainl8 which
other I!Jilemllookfor in walls, bolls, chaiM, and severe punishments."
The result of this statement is stated thus: "The institution has
received in all 411 children, of whom 102 have been discharged. or
these latter, 4 have been re-convicted (June, 1844); 1 has been apprehended and awaits a new trial; 6 are considered only of middling
conduct; but 79 are irreproachable. Of the remaining 12 nothing is
kno11'D."
If such a system were adopted in this country, a sound and serviceable philosophy of mind would be of importance, to guide the footsteps
of judges, managers, inspectors, liberating officers, and criminals
themselves. Without such a philosophy, the treatment would be empirical, the results unsatisfactory, and the public disappointment great.
1£, keeping the principles which I have explained in view, you read
attentively the various systems of prison discipline which have been
tried, you will discover in all of them some lurking defect in one
eSBential particular or another, and perceive that their success has
been great or Fmall in proportion as they have approached to, or
receded from, these principles. A few years ago, there was a rage
for tread•mills in prisons; these. were expected to accomplish great
effects. The phrenologist laughed at the idea and predicted its failure,
for the simplest reason: Crime proceeds from over-acth·e propensities
and under-active moral sentiments; and all that the tread-mill could
boHt of accomplishing, was to fatigue the muscles of the body, leaving
the propensities and moral sentiments, after the fatigue was removed
by rest, in a condition exactly similar to that in which they bad been
before it was inflicted. The.advocates of the tread-mill proceeded on
the theory, that the irksomeness of tbe labor would terrify the otrenderH
so much, that if they had on;e undergone it, they would refrain from
crime during their whole lives, to avoid encountering it again. This
notion, however, was without sufficient foundation. The labor,
although painful at the time, did "bot, in the least, remove the causes
of crime ; and after the pain had ceased, these continued to operate,
offenses were repeated, and tread-mills have now fallen considerably
into disrepute.
Captain Maconochie, who has· been long acquainted with Pllrenolog)', proposes the following improvements, in accordance with the
views now advocated, in the treatment of transported convicts: Two
sentences should be pronounced against convicted criminals-first,
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ba.nahment for 7, 10, 15, or other term of yean, from the }>&rent
country; and, secondly, hard labor in a penal.uUlt11ttnt until dur:harged
under its regulations. The two sentences should have no necessary
tiependence on each other. The expatriation should be considered as
imposed to protect the society that has been -injured from the early
return of one who has shown himself weak amid the temptations
incident to it. The discipline in the penal settlement should be maintained until this weakne11 is cr.mverted into strength. Like a patient in
an hospital, the convict should not be discharged at the expiry of a
term, unlu1 cured.
Captain Maconochie states confidently, from much experience, that
the mixture of a free and convict population, while the latter is still
in a state of bondage, is fatal to both. The administration of justice
is impaired by its dependence on colonial interests and prejudices, and
becomes inconsistent; while its importance is lost sight of amid a
Tariety of other questions, interests, and details. The expense, also,
is greatly increased by the heavy police-judicial, military, and
executive-which is indispensable to keep down the confusion, abuse,
and crime thus created. "Penal settlements, therefore, should be
separated from free colonies altogether, and not even be subject to
them, but be kept in direct correspondence with the government at
home." Captain M. attaches great importance to this point.
His suggestions for the improved management of penal settlements
are the following :
1. The sentence, besides prescribing a term of banishment, should
impose a fine (graduated according to the offense), which the convict
should be required to redeem exclusively by labor and good conduct;
a sum being placed to his credit daily as wages, according to his
behavior, or charged to his debit, if he neglected his labor, or otherwise offended. This fine should, in no case, be dischargeable by a
mere payment in money, obtained by tlie convict from any source
besides his own labor and good conduct in prison. Indeed, to do away
with every idea of this kind, Captain M. proposes that " a factitious
debt of 61000, 8,000, or 10,000 marks should be created against every
man, according to his offense," and be redeemable in the manner now
mentioned, and that these marks should exercise all the functions of
money in relation to him.
2. No ration, except bread and water, should be allowed to him of
right; for everything else be should be charged in marks, aa the
representative of money.
3. He should be allowed to expend the marks he has earned for
neoeuaries, or even for present indulgences, at his discretion, but
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never to obtain his discharge till, from his labor and economy eombine4
(both voluntary), he should have fully redeemed the sum ehargecl
againsl him in hia senlence.
It seems almost unnecesaary to contrast this ayll,tem with the one
now in operation. In tho present one, everything lends to evil; in
the one proposed, everything would tend to good. The introduction
of a representative of wages, to be earned by the convict's labor and
good conduct, would give him an interest in exertion, and present
motives for self.control. These alone would change entirely the characler of the convict's condition. ''They would remove that taint of
alavery which, at pretient, corrupts every portion of it. The absence
of fixed rations, also, irrespective of exertion or conduct, would further
improve the meu. Under both 11timulants, they would give twice the
amount of labor that they do now, with half the superintendence; and
this alone would make their maintenance much more economical."
As a further strengthener of the motives to good conduct, the utmost
eertainty should be given in prisons to the operation of the syslem of
marks. A reward earned should unfailingly be given, and a fine incurred by neglect or misconduct should unfailingly be exacted. There
should be as little discretion in regard to either as possible, in order
that the men may speedily learn to look on themselves a.~ the architects
of their own fortune, and not to trust to deeeption, evasion, and playing on the weaknesses of others, as means of escaping from labor or
shortening the periods of their confinement. Voluntary labor and
economy, thus practically enforced (as the only means by which the
convicts could ever obtain their liberty), would tend to cultivate in
them habits of activity and self-command, the most important preparations for a return to freedom. By this means, also., the sense of
justice and honesty, and the habit of connecting enjoyment with
virtuous action, and suffering with negligence and vice, would be fostered; while the certainty of the consequences of their own conduct
would contribute toward steadying their minds, and eradicating that
gambling spirit which is so characteristic of the convict class, and
which at present everything tends to encourage.
4. During a period of not less than three months, commencing with
the convict's first arrival in the penal colony, his treatment should
consist of moral, religious, and intellectual instruction, in a penitentiary. During this P"riod, he should be secluded from all general
intercourse, beyond the society of a few individuals undergoing a
similar course of dlscipline ; but access to a public ball should be
allowed to him, to hear public worship and receive general instruction.
By regularity of conduct and proficiency in learning he should earn a
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recompeDiein marks, and by negligence and disobedience forfeit these.
This initiatory schooling would wean him from vicious recollections,
cultivate and gain his will, and enlarge his understanding, and would
thus lay the foundation for subsequent moral and intellectual improve.
ment, by continued though less exclusive care. The issue from this
seal uded stage of treatment should be made, in every case, to depend
on proficiency. "I speak on all these points," says Captain M.,
"experimentally; for however imperfect were all my proceedings in
Norfolk Island: and although thwarted in every possible way, they
yet left no doubt of the tendency of the principles on which they were
founded."
5. After this probation, the men should be required to form themselves into parties of six, who for a time-not less than eighteen months
(and longer in case they should not redeem the stated number of
marks)-shonld be lleld to constitute one family, with common interests and mutually responsible; laboring, if they labor, for common
benefit; and idling, if they idle, to the common injury.
By this arrangement, all interests would be engaged in the common
improvement, and the better men would have a direct interest in the
conduct of the worse, and therefore a right to watch, influence, and,
if necessary, control them . This would create an esprit de c(lr]b in
the whole body, directed toward good-a matter of first-rate importance
in the management of convicts.
6. When the convict had acquitted himself in a satisfactory manner,
and redeemed, by his industry and good conduct, the marks allotted to
these different stages, which should extend over three years at the least,
he might be re-v~·arded by a ticket of leave in the penal settlement. In
this sphere, the means should be afforded him to earn i little money,
as a provision for his return to society. Small farms or gardens might,
with this view, be let at moderate rents, payable in kind, to the men
holding this indulgence, and the surplus produce, beyond their rent.~,
should be purchased from them, at fair price~, into the public stores.
This mode of obtaining supplies, besides creating habits of industry
and cultivating the feeling of private interest among the convicts,
would tend to improve the agriculture and develop the resources of
the settlement; the cost of the produce would be nea.rly as low as if
raised directly by the government, and much lower than if imported.
7. A fixed proportion of the prisoners (say 3, 4, or 5 per cent.) should
be eligible to till subordinate stations of trust in the general management, and receive (say) sixpence per day as money salary, besides the
marks attached to their situations.
The effects of this arrangement wonld be to enlist & proportion of
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the best prieoners in the service of the establishment; to influence tbe
coudnct of the others by enabling them to look to the same advantage in
their turn ; and to allow of a diminution in the number of the free
o8ioers employed, and also of the military guards, who are much more
espensive and leBB efficient instrwnents for controlling and directing
~he convict mind and labor.
·
8. The final liberation of the prisoners from restraint, as well as
every intermediate step toward it, should in every ca.se depend solely
on having served the prescribed time, and earned the corresponding
number of marks. No discretion on either bead should be vested in
any local authority. The whole arrangement should be, as it were, a
matter of contract between each convict and the government; and the
local authorities should have no other control over it than to see ita
conditions, on both sides, punctually fulfilled.
On a final discharge, every facility should be afforded to the men to
disperse, and enter as useful members into the free society of the colonies; but they should not be permitted to return home till the expira·
tion of the period of banishment prescribed by their sentences.
Besides these means of improvement, Captain Maconocbie proposes
to employ largely secular and religious instruction: and to institute
courts of justice easily and conveniently accessible to the prisoners,
allowing them, at a particular part of their probation, even to act as
jurors in trying delinquents, and to be eligible to serve as police or
special constables. As they approach their freedom, well-regulated
amusements-such a.s music, readings, experimental and oth~>r lectures
-hould be open to them on suitable payment for admission. "In
every way their minds should be stirred and their positions raised up
to the usual privileges of freedom, before these are ful)y confided to
them. Much may eventually depend on the transition not being at
last too great."
It is only justice also to Captain M. to observe, that it is not sympathy with any mere phyrical suffering inflicted on the convicts by the
present system that prompts him to desire reform. He stateiJ that
more physical exertion is undergone, and greater privations are endured,
by many an honest English laborer, than are even now imposed on the
convicts by law. But the system is so contrived as to work out the
perversion of all their natural feelings and the miAdirection of all their
intellectual faculties; and by way of curtng this moral degradation,
1evere punishments are resorted to. These inflictions, however, instead of removing, increase the evil. The system obviously fosters,
although it does not create, the condition of mind which leads to tho
offenses for which ihese punishments are in11.icted; and in so tar aa it
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does ao, the puniahments ean be viewed in no oUter light than u
unnecessary and unprofitable, and therefore cruel. It is this whole
acheme of moral and intellectual degradation, and ita attendant umttceuary and profiUess suffering, that rouses Captain M.'s indignauon,
which, however, he never unbecomingly expresses in any of his communications.
This leads me to another remark. The admitted advantages attending scientific knowledge, compared with mere mgru and indimdual
imprtuions concerning a subject, should suggest to Captain Maconoohie1
and every other individual who may be charged with the execution of
the new plan, the duty of applying the lights of Phrenology, as far aa
they will go, in all the discretionary parts of the treatment. By no
other mean11 can they act securely, consistently, and successfully. The
eerebral development of every offender should be examined and recorded ; and where places of trust and influence are to lole disposed of1
the men who by previous labor and good conduct have earned the
right to be presented to them, and who, besides, have the best moral
and intellectual development of brain, should, ceteris paribUB, be preferred. This rule will be found, in the end, to be the most humane,
just, and expedient for the wlwle community of offenders; because tho
highest minds are most needed, and best caleulated to do good, in auoh
& sphere.
We can easily foresee that certain individuals with large
uimal and intellectual, and very deficient moral organs, may,, while
under the ordeal of servitude, restrain their propensities, perform their
prescribed tasks, and earn the necessary marks for promotion; but yet
that when they are placed in a situation in which internal •elf-acting
morality must supply the place of previous external restraint, they
may prove wanting and inefficient Such men, owing to their unscrupulous dispositions and powerful intellectual capacities, will be piau-;
ible, deceptive, and dangerous officers, fountains of injustice to all
under their authority, constantly doing evil, yet seeming to do good,
and extremely difficult to detect and expose. No arbitrary addition
should be made to any man's sufferings because he has.an unfortunate
~evelopment of brain; but in selecting, at diacretion, instruments for
the moral reformation of others, we should use the moat complete
means in our power to aacertain the actual qualities of the instrumenY,
and prefer those which are best suited to aooomplisll the end in view.
Phrenology will afford valuable aid ia attaining this object.
Further-! consider that it would be -highly advantageous to the
mminale themselves to teaeh them Phrenology as part of their moral
ADd intellectual instruction. Many individuala of anrage min~
:wb.o &H untra.Uled in mental pbll0110pb.y1 assume tbir own t'eelliap
11
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and capacitiea to be the types and standards of those of all other men;
and why should not the lowest class do the same? In point of fact
they actually do so; and many of them believe that the portion of
aociety which is out of prison is, at the bottom, as unprincipled, proftigate, and crtminal as themselves, only more fortunate and dexterous
in avoiding temptation and detection. One means of correcting these
erroneous impreFsions, and enabling such persons to understand their
own dispositions, and the real relations in which they stand to virtuous
men, and altio of deli,•ering their minds from the admiration of fraud,
violence, obstinate pride, and many other abu~es of the propensities,
which at preReut they regard as virtues, would be to teach them the
functions, the uses, and the abuses of every faculty, and particularly
the peculiarities in their own cerebral organization, which render their
perceptions unsound on certain points, and their proclivities in certain
directions dangerous.

PosTsCRIPT To THE PRECF.DING LECTURE.-Since the preceding
Lecture was delivered in Edinburgh, I have personally visited the
State prisons at Boston; at Blackwell's Island and Auburn, in the
_State of New York; the Eastern Penitentiary and the Moyamensing
Prison of Philadelphia; and the State Prison at Weathersfield, Conn.
I cheerfully testify to their great superiority over the vast majority of
British prisons, but I am Rtill humbly of opinion that the discipline
even in them pro~eds on an imperfect knowledge of the nature of the
individuals who are confined and punished in them.
In the prisons of Auburn and Sing-Sing, in the State of New York,
and at Weathersfield, in the State of Connecticut, the system which
has been adopted is one combining solit.ary confinement .at night, hard
labor by day, the strict observance of silence, and attention to moral
and religious improvement. At sunrise the convicts proceed in regulau order to the several work-shops, where they remain under vigilant
11uperintendence until the hour of breakfast, when they repair to the
common hall. When at their meals, the prisoners are seated at tables
in single rows, with their backs toward the center, so that there can
be no interchange of signs. From one end of the work-room11 to the
other, upward of five hundred convicts may be seen, without a single
individual being observed to turn his bead toward a visitor. Not a
whisper is heard throughout the apartments. At the close of the day
labor is suspended, and thP. prisoners return, in military order, to their
aolitary cells; there they have the opportunity of reading the Scripiurea, and of re1leoti.D& in silence on their paat lives. The chaplai.Jl
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occasionally visits the cells, illlltructing the ignorant, and administering the reproofs and consolations of religion.•
In the Eastern Penitentiary of Pennsylvania the convict is locked
up, solitary, in a cell, during the whole period of his sentence. He is
permitted to labor, and is intitructed in moral and religious duties; but
he is allowed to hold no converse with society, nor with the other
inmates of the prison. The following remarks on these prisons are
offered to your consideration :
In order to weaken the animal propensities, it is necessary to withdraw from them every exciting infiuencc. The discipline of the
American State prisons, in which intoxicating liquors are completely
excluded, in which the convicts are prevented from conversing with
each other, in which each one sleeps in a separate cell, and in which
regular habits and hard labor are enforced, appears to me to be well
calculated to accomplish this end.
But this is only the first step in the process which must be completed before the convict can be restored to society, with the prospect
of living in it as a virtuous man. The second is to invigorate and
enlighten the moral and intellectual powers to such an extent that he,
when liberated, shall be able to restrain his own propellllities amid
the usual temptations presented by the social condition.
There is only one way of strengthening faculties, and that is by
exercising them; and all the American prisons which I have seen are
lamentably deficient in arrangements for exercising the moral and
intellectual faculties of their inmates. During the houn of labor no
advance can be made beyond learning a trade. This is a valuable
addition to a convict's means of reformation; but it is not all-sufficient.
After the hours of labor, he is locked up in solitude; and I doubt much
if he can read, for want of light; but assuming that he can, reading
is a very imperfect means of strengthening the moral powers. They
must be exercised, trained, and habituated to action. My humble
opinion is, that in prisons there should be a teacher, of high moral
and intellectual power, for every eight or ten convicts; that after the
close of labor, these instructors should commence a system of vigorous
culture of the superior faculties of the prisoners, excite their moral
and religious feelings, and instruct their understandings. In proportion as the prisoners give proofs of moral and intellectual -advance·
ment, they should be indulged with the liberty of social converse and
action, for a certain time on each week-day, and on Sundays, in presence of the teachers, and in these conflerzationu, or evening partie11,
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they should be trained to the ue of their higher powers, and habituated to restrain their propensities. Every indication of over-active
propenaity ahould be visited by a restriction of liberty and enjoyment.
while these advantages, and also respectful treatment aud moral consideration, ahould be inereued in exact proportion to the advancement
of the convicts in morality and underatanding. Captain Maconochie's
aystem of markll embraces all these advantages; and by such means,
if by any, the convict& would be prepared to enter into society with a
chance of resisting temptation and continuing in the paths of virtue.
In no country has the idea yet been carried into effect, that, in order
to produce moral fruita, it is neceaaary to put into action moral intluences, great aud powerful in proportion to the barrtnnu& of the soil
from which they are expected to spring, and yet this is a self-evident
truth.
A difference of opinion exist& among intelligent persona, whether
the system of solitary confinement and solitary labor pursued in the
Eastern Ptmitentiary of Pennsylvania, or the system followed in
Auburn of aoeiallabor in silence, enforced by inspectors, and solitary
confinement after working hours, is more conducive to the ends of
criminal legislation. The principles now stated lead to the followin~t
conclusions:
Living in entire solitude weakens the whole nervous system. It
withdraws external excitement from the animal propensities, but it
operates in the same manner on the organs of the moral and intellectual faculties. Social life is to these powers what an open field is to
the muacles; it is their theater of action, and without action there
can be no vigor. Solitude, even when combined with Ja.bor and the
use of book~, and an occasional visit from a religious instructor, leaves
the moral faculties still in a paBSive state, and without the means of
vigorous active exertion. I stated to Mr. Wood, the able su~rintend
eut of the Eastern Penitentiary, that, according to my view of the laws
of physiology. his discipline reduced the tone of the tDkok nervous
system to the level which is in harmony with solitude. The p&BSions
are weakened and subdued, but so are all the moral and intellectual
powers. The susceptibility of the nervous system is increased,
because all organa become susceptible of impressions in proportion to
their feebleness. A weak eye is pained by light which is agreeable
to a sound one. Hence it may be quite true that religious admonitions will be more deeply feU by prisoners living in solitude than by
.those enjoying society, just u such instruction, when addressed to a
patient recovflring from a severe and debilitating illness, makes a more
vivid impreuion1h&D when delivered w the aame individual iu health;
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but the appearances of reformation founded on such impressions are
deceitful. When the sentence is expired, the convict will return to
society, with all his mental powers, animal, moral, and intellectual,
increased in BUICeptibility, but lowered in strength. The excitements
that will then assail him will have their inlluence doubled by operating on an enfeebled frame. If he meet old associates, and return to
drinking and profanity, the animal propensities will be fearfully excited by the force of these temptations, while his enfeebled moral and
intellectual powers will be capable of offering scarcely any resistance.
If he be placed amid virtuous men, his higher faculties will feel
acutely, but be still feeble in executing their own resolves. Mr.
Wood admitted that convicts, after long confinement in solitude, shudder to encounter the turmoil of the world, become excited as the day
of liberation approaches, and feel bewildered when set at liberty. In
short, this system is not in harmony with a sound knowledge of the
physiology of the brain, although it appeared to me to be well administered.
These views are supported by the "Report of Dr. James B. Coleman, Physician to the New Jersey State Prison (in which solitary
confinement, with labor, is enforced), addressed to the Board of Inspectors, November, 183!1." The Report states that . " among the
prisoners there are many who exhibit a child-like simplicity, which
shows them to be less acute than when they entered. In all who
ha,·e been more than a year in prison, some of these effects have been
observed. Continue the confinement for a longer time, and give them
no other exercise of the mental faculties than this kind of imprisonment affords, and the most accomplished rogue will lose his capacity
for depredating with success upon the community. The same inlluence that injures the other organs will soften the brain. Withhold
its proper exercise, and as surely as the bandaged limb loset~ its power,
will the prisoner's faculties be weakened by solitary confinement.''
He sums up the effect of the treatment in these words: "While it
subdues the evil passions, almost paralyzing them for want of exercise, it leaves the individual, if still a rogue, one who may be easily
detected;" in other words, in reducing the energy of the organs of the
propensities, it lowers also that of the organs of the moral and intellectual faculties, or causes the convict to approach more or less toward
general idiocy. Dr. Coleman does not inform us whether the brain
will not recover its vigor after liberation, and thus leave the offender
as great a rogue after the close as he was at the beginning of his confinement.
The Auburn system of social labor is better, in my opinion, than
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that of Pennsylvania, in so far as it allows of a little more stimulus
to the social faculties, and does not weaken the nervous system to so
Jtreat an extent; but it has no superiority in regard to providing efiicient means for invigorating and training the moral and intellectual
faculties. The Pennsylvania system preserves the convict from contamination by evil communications with his fellow-prisoners, and
prevents the other convicts from knowing the fact of his being in
prison. It does not, however, hinder his associates who are at large
from becoming aware of his conviction and imprisonment. The
reports of the trial in the public newspapers inform them of these;
and I was told that they will keep a note of them and watch for him
(In the day of his release, if they should happen themselves to be then
at large, and welcome him back to profligacy and crime.
The principles of criminal legislation now advocated, neC8811arily
imply the abolHion of the punishmeJlt of death.
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THE DUTIES OF GUARDIANS, SURETIES, JURORS, AND
ARBITRATORS.
Guardiaoahlp-.A. dnly not to be declined, tbongh Ita performance Ia aometlmet repaid
with lograUtud-The misconduct Is often on the part or tbe guardlana-Eumplea of
both cases- Particlllar circumstances in which gnardiautbip may be decllned-Dntlea
or guardians-They ahonld study and aednlously perform the obllgat.lona Incumbent
on them-Property of warda not 10 be mioapplled 10 guardlana' own pnrp<IIIIIO-Cognardlans lo be vigilantly watched, and cbected when actlug Improperly-Care for
&be ma•utenance, education, ar.d aelt.log out In l•f" of the ward,_Duty of auretythip
-Dangen lncurr<d by II• performance-These way be J..sened by PbrenolonSe!Oshne"" of those who decline to become anretlcs In any case wbatevtlr-Precautlona
under "hlch suretyship should be undertaken-No man onght to bind hlmaelfto soch
an extent as to expose himself to sul!'or severely, or 10 become surety for a sanguine
and prosperoll& Individual who mer.ely wishes to incrtnee hie proapt'rlty-Snrelyeblp
for good eonduct-Precnuliona applicable to this-Dulles of Juron-Few meu capable
of their satl•fa•:tory performance-Sug(esi•>Ds for rho Improvement of jurleo-Duties
of arbitrators -Erroneons notions prevaleut on thla subjeet-Deci•lon• of" honeat men
JudaiJliiiCCOrdtng to equity"-Prluclplea of law ouaht not to be disregarded.
HAVING discusr;ed the social duties which we owe to the poor and to
criminals, I proceed to notice several duties of a more private nature,
but which still are strictly social and very important. I refer to the
duties of guardianship and surety.
As humo.n life is liable to be cut short at any stage of its progress,
there are always existing a considerable number of children who have
been deprived, by death: of one or both of their parents ; and an obligation devolves on some one or more of the members of society to discharge the duties of guardians toward them. When the children are
left totally destitute, the parish is bound to maintain them; and that
duty has already been considered under the head of the treatment of
the poor. It is, therefore, only children who stand in need of personal
guidance, or who inherit property that requires to be protected, whose
case we are now to consider. We may be called on to discharge these
duties, either by the ties of nature, as being the next of kin, or by
being nominated guardians or trustees in a deed of settlement execnted
by a parent who has committed his property and family t.o our care.
Many persons do not regard these as moral duties, but merely as
discretionary calls, which every one may discharge or decline without
blame, according to his own inclination; and there are individual&
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who recount some half dozen of instances in which trustees and
guardians, after having undergone much labor and anxiety, have been
rewarded with Joss, obloquy, and ingratitude; and who, on the exculpatory strength of these eases, wrap themselves up in impenetrable
selfishness, and, during their whole lives, decline to undertake such
duties for any human being.
It is impossible to deny that instances of fiagrant ingratitude to
guardians have occurred on the part of wards ; but these are exceptions to a general rule ; aud if the practice · of declinature were to
become general, young orphans would be left as aliena in aoeiety1 tbe
prey of every designing knave, or be east on the cold affections of pub.
lie officers appointed by the state to manage their affairs.
While there are examples of misconduct and ingratitude on the
part of wards, there are also, unfortunately, numerous instances of
malversation on the part of guardians; and those who are chargeable
with this offense are too apt, when called to account, to complain of
hardship, and want of just feeling on the part of their wards, as a
eereen to their own delinquencies. I have known some instances,
indeed, but very few, in which children, whose affairs had been managed with integrity, and whose education had been superintended with
kindness and discretion, have proved ungrateful; but I have known
severalfiagrant examples of cruel mismanagement by guardians. Jn
one instance, a common soldier who had enlisted and gone to the
Peninaular war, left two children, and property yielding about £'70
a-year, under ehar&e of a friend. He was not beard of for a considerable time, and the report became current that he had been killed.
The friend put the children into the charity work-house as paupers,
and appropriated the rents to his own use. A relative of the soldier,
who lived at a. distance, at last got tidings of the circumstance,
obtained a legal appointment of himself as guardian to the children,
took them out of the work-house, prosecuted the false friend, aad
compelled him to refund the spoils of his treachery.
In another instance, both the father and mother of two female children died, when the eldest of the children was only about three years
of age. The father was survived by a brother, and also by a friend,
both of whom he named as guardians. He left about £31000 of property. The brother was just starting in business, and had Ole world
before him. He put £1:500 of the trust-money into his own pocket,
without giving any aecurity to the children ; and, during the whole
of their minority, he used it as his own, and paid them neither capital
nor intere11t. Hie co-trustee, who was no relation in blood, was an
example of generosity as strikingly as this individual was of selfish·
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He lent out the other £1,500, took the children into hit houte,
educated them. along with his own family, applied ~he interest of the
half of their fortune which he had rescued, faithfully, for their benefit;
and finally accounted to them honestly for every shilling. When the
children became of age, they protecuted their di8intereattd uncle for
the portion of their funds which be had mistaken for his own ; and
after a considerable litigation they succeeded in recovering principal,
interest, and compound interest, which the court awarded against him,
in contequence of the ll.agrancy of the case; but they were loudly
taxed by him and his family with ingratitude and want of affection,
for<ealling to a court of law so near and dear a relative!
As a contrast to this case, I am acquainted with an instance in
which a body of trustees named in a deed of settlement by a mere acquaintance, a person who had no claim on their services through
rela.tionship, managed, for ma.ny years, the funds of a young familysuperintended the education of the children-and accounted faithfully
for every farthing that came into their own possession ; but who, at
the close of their trust, owing to their having employed a law-ag'!nt
who did not attend to his duty, and to the children having turned out
immoral, were sued personally for £1,000 each, and were involved in
a very troublesome and expensive litigation.
I mention thete facts to convey to the younger part of my audience,
who may not have bad experience in such matters, an idea at once of
the trouble and risks which often accompany the duty of guardianship.
At the same time, I have no hesitation in saying, that I consider every
man bound to undertake that duty, with all its discomforts and
dangers, where the dictates of the higher sentiments urge him to do
10. If one of our own relatives have been laid in a premature gra\"'e,
na.tore calls aloud on us to assist and guide his children with our
experience and advice. If we have passed our lives in habits of sincere friendship and' l'bterchange of kindness .with one not connected
with us by blood, but who has been called, before the ordinary period
- of human life, to part from his family forever, we are bound by all the
higher and purer feelings of our nature to lend our aid in protecting
and assisting his surviving partner and children, if requested by him
to do so.
There are instances, however, in which men, from their vanity or
more selfish motives, do not appeal, in their deeds of settlement, to
their own respectable relatives and friends for assistance; but name
men of eminent rank as the guardian11 of their children, under the
double expectation of adding a posthumous luster to their own names,
and securing a distinguished patronage to their family. This pr~oti•lO
11*
JUIIIII,
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i11 disowned by eonacienee and by just feelings of independence, and
trustees ealled on in such circumstances to act: are clearly entitled
to decline.
Suppose, then, that a case presents itself in which one of us feels
himself justly required to accept the office of a trustee or guardian,
under a deed of settlement-what is it his duty to do? Certain rules
of law are laid down for the guidance of persons acting in these
capacities, with which he should, at the very first, make himself
acquainted. They are framed for the direction of average men, and,
on the whole, prescribe a line of duty which tends essentially to proteet the ward, but which also, when observed, affords an equal protection to the guardian. It has often appeared to me, from seeing the
loss &Ad suffering to which individuals are exposed from ignorance of
the fundamental rules of law on this subject, that instruotion_in them,
and in other principles of law applicable to duties which the ordinary
members of society are called on to discharge, should form a branch
of general education.
After having become acquainted with our duties as trustees or
guardians, we should bend our minds sedulously to the upright discharge of them. We should lay down a positive resolution not to
con\'ert our wards, or their property and affairs, into sources of gain
to our,.elves, and not to suffer any of our co-trustees to do such an
act. However tempting it may be to employ their capital in our own
business, and however confident we may feel that we shall, in the end:
honestly account to them for every shilling of their property-still, I
say, we ought not to yield to the temptation. The moment we do so,
we commit their fortunes to all the hazards of our own; and this is a
breach of trust. \Ve place ourselves in circumstances in which, by
the failure of our own schemes, we may become the instruments of
robbing and ruining helpless and destitute children, committed, as the
most sacred charges, to our honesty and honor:" If this grand cause
of mah·ersation be avoided, there is scarcely another that may not be
easily resisted.
After abstaining ourselves from misapplying the funds of our
wards, our next duty is to watch over our co-trustees or guardians, in
order to prevent them from falling into a similar temptation. Men
of sensitive, delica.te, and upright minds, who are not in the least
prone to commit this offense themselves, often feel extraordina.ry hesitation in checking a. less scrupulous co-trustee in his ma.lpractieea.
They view the act a.s so dishonorable that they shrink from taxing
another with it; a.nd try to shut their eyes as long as possible to mirimanagement, eolely from a.version to give pain by bringing it to a
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close. But this is ~ weakness which is not founded in reason, but on
a most erroneous VIew both of duty and of human nature. I can
testify, from experience and observation, that a man who is thoroughly
honest, never objects to have his transactions examined with the
utmost strictness. He is conscious of virtue, and is pleased that his
virtue should be discovered; which can never be done so effectually
as by a close scrutiny of his conduct. We shall, therefore, never
offend a really good and trustworthy man, by inquiring habitually how
he is discharging his duty. On the contrary, he will invite us to do
so; and esteem us the more, the more attentively we watch over the
a1fairs of our pupils.
That eleward whoee account Ia clear,
Demanda hie honor ma:r appear;
·"
Hie actlone never ebun the llgbt ;
He Ia, and would be proved, upright.
0"1/1 Fa'hlM, Part U., Fah. 6.

On the otper hand, if the organs of ConscienLiousness be so defective
in any individual, that he is tempted to misapply the funds committed
to his care, he stands the more in need of being closely watched, and
of having his virtue supported by checks and counsel; and in suoh
circumstances no false delicacy should be allowed to seal our lips and
tie up our hands. We can not give just offense by the discharge of
our duty in stopping peculation. If our co-guardian be upright, he
will thank us for our scrupulosity; whereas, if he be dishonest, his
feeling of offense will resemble that of a rogue at the officer who
detects him and brings him to justice, which is unworthy of consideration.
But even in this case, we shall give much less offense than we
imagine. It it a fact, of which I am convinced by extensive observation, that men in whom the organs of Conscientiousness are deficient,
and who are thereby more prone to yield to temptations to infringe
justice: have very little of that sensibility to the disgrace of dishonesty
which better constituted minds feel so acutely, and hence we may
apeak to them very plainly about their departures from duty without
their feeling debased. But whether they be offended or not, it is the
duty of their co-trustees to prevent them from doing wrong.
If the funds of our pupils be properly preserved and profitably
invested there will generally be little risk of great failures in the
remaini~g duties of trustees and guardians. These consist generally
in seeing that the children are properly maintained, educated, and set
out in life. Every trustee will be more able to discharge these dutie1
well, in proportion to the ra.ngft and va.lue of his owu information.
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The next aooi&l duty to which I advert, is that of suretyship, or
cr.utionry, u it is o&lled in Scotland. A surety may either engage
to pay a oertr.in sum of money, if the principal obligant fail; or
become bound for his good behavior and proper discharge of duty, in
any office to which he haa been appointed. Great losses and m11ch
misery often arise from suretyship; and in consequence, many persollll
lay down the rule never to become surety for any human beiag.;
while others, of a more generous and confiding nature, are ready to
bind themselves for almost every one who gives them a solemn 1Ul6uranoe that they will never be called on to pay. I sh&ll attempt to
expound the philosophy of the subject, and we shall then be llotter
able to judge of our duty.
Survyahip is a lame substitute for a knowTedge of human character.
There a~e men whose prudence and integrity are proof against every
temptation ; and if we were certain that any particular individual
whom we designed to trust, or to employ in our affairs, was one of
these, we should desire no other security for his solvency or load conduct than that afforded by his own noble nature. But we know that.
there are also plausible persons who are only ostensibly honest; and
we are never certain that an individual whom we are dispose·d to trust
or employ, may not, in an unlucky hour, be found to belong to this
clus. We therefore require that some one, who know11 his qualitieB:
should certify his possession of prudence and integrity in the only way
which can convince us of the entire sincerity of the recommendation,
namely, by engaging to pay the debt in case of default--or to indemnify u.e, if, through negligence or dishonesty, we shall suffer lo11s.
It appears to me that the practical application of Phrenology will
diminish both the neceuity for demanding security and the danger of
granting it. I have repeatedly shown to you examples of the three
classes of heads : first, the class very imperfectly endowed in the
moral and intellectual regions; secondly, the class very favorabl}l constituted, in which these have a decided preponderance ; and, thirdly,
the claas in which these regions and that of the propensities stand
nearly in equilibrium. No man of prudence, if he knew PhrenolorY
would become surety for men of the lowest class, or be acceSBory, in
any way, to placing them in situations of trust; because this would
be exposing them to temptations which their weak moral faculties
could not withstand. Men having the highest combination of organs,
i~ well educated, might be safely trusted wilhout security ; or if we
dtd become bound for them, we should have little to fear from their
misconduct. Among several thousand criminal heads which I have
seen, I have never met with one possessing the highest form of com.
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biaa\ion. Only onee, in a penitentiary in Dublin, I found a f~male
wlloeo head approached cl011ely to this sL&ndard, and I ventured to
predict that the brain was not in a. healthy condition. The jailer said
that be was not aware of her brain being diseased, but that she was
subject to intense and long-continued headaches, during which her
mental perceptions became obscure; and the physician, on hearing my
remark, e.xpre.ssed his own matured conviction that there was diseased
action in the bra.in. This leaves, then, only the middle clasA of
individuals, or those in whose brains the organs of the propensities,
moral sentiments, and intellect are nearly equally balanced, as those
for whose good conduct surety would be most necessa.ry ; and these
are precisely the persons for whom it would be most hazardous to
undertake it. The necessity and the hazard both arise from the same
cause. Individuals thus constituted may be moral as long as e:rternal
temptation is withheld; hut they may, a.t any time, lapse into dishonesty, when strong inducements to it are presented. The possession
of property, committed to their charge in a confidential manner-that
is to say, in such circumstances that they may misapply it for a. time
without detection-frequently operates as an irresistible temptation,
and, to the consternation of their sureties, they seem to change their
character at the very moment when · their good conduct was most
implicitly relied on. We sometimes read in the newspapers of enormous embezzlement!!, or breaches of trust, or disgraceful bankruptcies,
eommitted by persons who: during a long series of years, had enjoyed
a reputable character; and the unreflecting wonder how men can
change so suddenly, or how, after ha.ving known the sweets of virtue,
they can he 110 infatuated aR to part with them all, for the hollow illusions of criminal gain. But the truth is, that these men, from having
the three regions of the brain nearly equally balanced, never stood at
any time on a very stable basis of virtue. Their integrity, like a
pyramid poised on its apex, waA in danger of being overturned by
every wind of temptation that might blow a-gainst it.
In judging on the subject of suretyship-it is of some importance to
know 1.he characteristic distinctions of the different classes of minds :
because, in some cases, such obligations lead to no loss, while in others
they are ruinous in the extreme. Our understanding is perplexed
while we have no means of accounting for these differences of result;
but if you will study Phrenology, and apply it practically, it will
clear up many of these apparent anomalies, and enable you to judge
when you are safe, and when exposed to danger.
We come now to inquire into the practical rule which we 8hould
follow, in regard to undertaking suretyship. In the present 11tatc of
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the exacting of security is in many instances indispeDsable;
and I can not, therefore, see any ground on which those who declioe,
in all circumstances, to undertake it, can be defended. H appeara to
me to be a necessary duty, which present.! itself to many individuals;
and although, when imprudently discharged, it may be hazardous, we
are not, on that account, entitled entirely to shrink from it. There
are several precautions, however, which we are not only entitled, but
called on; to adopt, for our own protection. In the first place, no man
should ever bind himself to pay money to an extent, which, if exacted,
would render him bankrupt; for this would be to injure his creditor&
by his suretyahip; nay, he should not bind himself gr11.tuitously to pay
any sum for another, which, if lost, would seriously injure his own
family. In short, no man is called on to undertake gratuitous and
benevolent obligations beyond the extent which he can discharge
without severe and permanent suffering to himself; and in subscribing
such obligaLions, he should invariably calculate on being called on to
fulfill them by payment. In general, men, even of ordinary prudence,
find, by experience, that they are compelled to pay at least one half
of all the cauti-onary obligations which they undertake, and the
imprudent even more. Unless, therefore, they Bl'e disposed to go to
ruin in the career of social kindness, they should limit their obligations
in proportion to their means.
Serondly-We should consider the object sought to be attained by
the applicant. If he be a young man who desires to obtain employ.
ment, or to commence business on a moderate seale on his owa
account, or if a friend, in a temporary, unexpected, and blameless
emergency need our aid, good may, in these instances, resul~ from the
act. But if the suretyship is wanted merely to enable a person who
is doing well, to do, as he imagines, a great deal better; to enable him
to extend his business, or to get into a more lucrative situation, we
may often pause, and teasonably consider whether we are about to
11erve our friend, or injure both him and ourselves. According to my
observation, the men who \ave succeeded best in the pursuits of this
world, and longest and most steadily enjoyed prosperity and character,
are those who, from moderate beginnings, have advanced slowly and
11teadily along the stream of fortune, aided chiefly by their own mental
resources; men who have never hastened to be rich, but who, from
the first, have seen that time, economy, and prudence are the grand elements of ultimate success. These men ask only the means of a fair
commencement, and afterward gh·e no troubl,., either to the public or to
their friends. Success flows upon them, as the natural result of theil
own course of action, and they ne,·er attempt to force it prematurely.
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There are other individuals, full of sanguine hope, inordinate
ambition, or boundless love of gain, who never discover the advantages
of their present poBBession!, but are constantly aiming at an imaginary
prosperity, just at arm's length beyond their reach; and who solicit
their friends to aid them, that they may seize the prize. They urge
their acquaintanc-es to become sureties for them to raise money in
order to extend their business. I recommend to tho~;e to whom this
appeal is made, to moderate the pace of these sanguine speculators,
instead of helping to accelerate it; to advise them to practice economy
and patience, and to wait till they acquire capital of their own to
increase their trade. The danger of undertaking obligations for such
men ari~es from their over-sanguine, ambitious, and grasping dispcsitions, which are rendered only more ardent by encouragement. The
chances are many, that they will ruin themselves, and bring serious
loss on their sureties. I have seen deplorable examples of families
abl'Olutely ruined by one of their number possessing this character.
By brilliant repreRentations of approaching fortune, he succeeded in
obtaining possession of the moderate patrimonies of his brothers and
sisters, the funds provided for his mother's annuity; in short, the
whole capital left by his father, as the fruit of a long aud laborious
life-and in a few years he dissipated every sixpence of it in enterprises and speculations of the most extravagant description.
One benefit of Phrenology, to those who make a practical use of it,
is to enable them to discriminate between a man's hopes and his real
capacities. When they see considerable deficiency in the organs of
Intellect, or in those of Cautiousneu, Conscientiousness, and Firmness,
they know that whatever promises the individual may make, or however sincere may be his intentions of being prosperous, yet, that if be
invoh·e himself in a multitude of affairs, beyond the reach of his
intellectual powers, failure will be inevitable; and they act accordingly. I have repeatedly urged individuals to abstain from assisting
characters of this description to extend their speculations, and advised
them to reserve their funds for emergencies of a different description,
which were certain to arise; and at the distance of a few years, after
the advice bad been forgotten by me, they have returned and thanked
me for the counsel. Such speculative men generally fall into great
destitution in the end; and my recommendation to their relatives bas
uniformly been, to reserve their own means, with the view of saving
them from abject poverty, when their schemes shall have reached
their natural termination in ruin; and this has been found to be prndent ad vice.
As a general rule, I would dissuade you from undertaking suretyship
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merely to increase the qu11ntity, or accelerate the march, of pro11perity,
if your friend, by the aid of time, prudence, and eeonomy, have it in his
power ultimately to command success by his own resources.
In becoming bound for the good conduct of an individual in a new
employment, you should be well aware that the situation into which
you are about to introduce him is suited to his natural dispositions
and capacities, and not calculated to bring the weaker elements of his
character into play, and be the means of ruining him as well as
injuring yourselves. Suppose, for example, that a young man has any
latent seeds of intemperance in his constitution, or that he is fond of a
wandering and unsettled life, and that, by becoming surety for his
faithful accounting, you should obtain employment for him aa a ·
mercantile traveling agent, you might manifestly expose him to
tempt:~.tions which might completely upset his virtue. I have known
indi\·iduals, who, in more favoro.ble circumstances, had acquired and
rnaint:~.ined excellent characters, ruined by this change. Again, if an
individual be either extremely good-natured, so much !O that be can
not resist solicit:~.tion; or if be be ambitious and fond of display and
power; or Yery speculative; and if you aid him in obtaining an
agency for a bank, by which m'lans be will obtain an immediate
commo.nd of large sums of money, you may bring him to ruin, when
you intended to do him a great service; for his integrity will thereby
be exposed to assaults in all these directions. It has been remarked,
that more men prov~ unsuccessful as bank-agents than almost in any
other office of trust; and the reason appears to me to be, that the free
command of money presents gree.ter temptations to the weak points of
character than almost any other external circumstance. For this
reason, it is only men of the highest natural moral qualities who
should be appointed to such situations; individuals whose integrity
and love of justice and duty are paramount to all their other feelings;
and then, with average intellectual endowments, their conduct will
be irreproachable. It is clear, that until we possess an index to
natural talents and dispositions which can be relied on in practice,
much disappointment, loss, and misery must inevitably be sustained
by the improper location or employment of indh'·iduals in the complicated relations of society; and if Phrenology promise to aid us in
arriving at this object, it is worthy of our most serious consideration.•
• Senral Jolnt-otock companies bavc recently been fonned to goarnntea tb• lnlromi&,Iona and good conduct or penona employed Ia situations of truot, and the mod~rale
J>remloma wblcb tbey demand opeak blably for the general lntearlty of the lnda•trlona
el&Mea or Great Britain. In the Pltrenological.!..-urnal, vol. xlv., p 297, some ro·markl
"1111 be found on the nee which ma:r be mntle or Phrenology by these alliOCiatlona.
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Another social duty which men are occasionally called on to discharge, is that of acting privately as arbitrator• between disputing
parties, or publicly asjuryTMn. According to the present practice, no
special preparation for these duties is supposed to be necessary. A
yonng man may have obtained any kind of education, or no education;
he may possess any degree of intelligence and talent ; and he may be
upright in his dispositions, or very much the reverse; yet none of
these things are of the least consideration in regard to his qualification
to serve as a juror. As soon as he is found inhabiting a house, or
possessing a shop, or a farm, of a certain rent, his name is placed on
the list of jurors ; he is summoned in his turn to tit on the bench of
justice, and there he disposes, by his vote, of the lives and fortunes
of his fellow-men. The defense maintained for this system is, that as
twelve individuals are selected in civil cases, and fifteen in criminal,
the verdict will embody the average intelligence and morality of the
whole; and that, as the roll of jurors includes all the higher and
middle ranks, their decisions, if not absolutely perfect, will, at least,
be the best that can be obtained. This apology is, to some extent,
well-founded; and the superior intelligence of a few frequently guides
a vast amount of ignorance and dullness in. a jury. Still, the extent
of this ignorance and inaptitude is a great evil; and as it is susceptible of removal, it should not be permitted to exist.
All of you who have served as jurors, must be aware of the great
disadvantages under which individuals labor in that situation, from
want of original education, as well as of habits of mental application.
I knew an instance in which a jury, in a civil cause whioh embraced
a long series of mercantile transactions, including purchases: sales,
bills, excise entries, permits, and other technical formalities, was
composed of four Edinburgh traders, and of eight men balloted from
the county of Edinburgh, where it borders on Lanarkshire and Peeblesshire, men who occupied small farms, who held the plow and drove
their 0\\"11 cart11; persons of undoubted respectability and intelligence
in their own sphere, but who knew nothing of mercantile affairs;
whose education and habits rendered them totally incapable of taking
notes of evidence, and, of course, of formin~ any judgment for themselves. When the jury retired at ten o'clock at night, after a trial of
twelve hours, one of the merchants was chosen foreman, and he asked
the opinion of his brethren in succession. Eight of them echoed the
charge of the presiding judge; but the other three announced a contrary opinion. The jurors from the country, seeing that the merchants
were all on one side, and they on the other, acknowledged that the
d•tails of the case had extended far beyond their capacity of com pre
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hension; that they really could furm no judgment on the question, and
therefore concluded that it was safest to follow the judge. The
minority, who understood the case thoroughly, differed from the judge;
they took great pains to explain, from their own notes, the leading
circumstances to the majority, and succeeded in bringing them over to
their opinion; and the result wal\o a verdict of a totally opposite
description to that at first proposed. I obtained this information the
day aftl!r the trial, from one of those who had stood in the minority.
The verdict was right, and no attempt was made to disturb it by the
party who lost his cause.
The majority were not to blame ; they had been called on to discharge a public duty for which they were totally unprepared, and they
did their best to accomplish the ends of justice. But what I humbly
submit to your consideration is, that, as the ordinary members of the
community are called ou to exerciHe the very important office of jurors,
and may become the instrumen!B of taking away the life or property
of their fellow-men, their education should be so conducted as to
qualify them to a reasonable extent for discharging so grave a duty.
If we were accustomed to look on our social duties as equally important with our private interest, instruction calculated to qualify us to
comprehend questions of private right and public criminality would
undoubtedly form a branch of our early instruction. It might be useful to confer certificates or civil degrees on young men, founded on an
examination into their educational attainments, and to render these
indispensable by law to their being placed on the roll of jurors, or
even of voters, and also to their exercising any public office of trust,
honor, or emolument. The effects of' such a regulation would probably
. be, that it would be considered disgraceful to want this qualification;
that parents would strain every nerve to obt.ain it for their children;
and that all who required to be the architects of their own fortunes
would pursue such studies as would enable them to acqu.ire it. In
Scotland the standard of education is low, but in England it is still
humbler.
I knew an Englishman who bad acquired a fortune exceeding
£70,000, whose whole educational acquirement11 consisted in reading and the ability to subscribe his own name. He was, as you may
suppose, a man of great natural talent. A clerk always accompanied
him in his mercantile journeys, who conducted his correspondence,
drew his bills, kept hi~ books, and, as far as possible, supplied his
want of original education; but he strongly felt the extent of his own
defects. His affairs had required such constant active exertion, after
he had entered into business, that he had found no leisure to educsts
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himself; and he wa.s so fa.r advanced in life when I conversed with
him, that he had then no hopes of going to school.
Analogous to the duty of jurors, is that of acting as arbitrator
between individuals who have differences with each other which they
can not amicably adjust. This being altogether a voluntary duty, it
may be supposed that those only-who are well known to be qualified
for it, will be called on to discharge it; but the reverse is too often the
ea.se. Individuals who are themselves ignorant of the nature of an
arbitrator's duties, are no judges of what qualifies another person to
discharge them, and often make most preposterous selections. It is,
indeed, a very common opinion, that the referee is the advocate of the
party who nominates him, and that his duty consists in getting as
many advantages for his friend as possible. Hence, in anticipation of
disagreement, power is generally given to the two referees, in ca.se of
difference in opinion, to choose a. third person, whose award shall be
final; and not unfreqnenlly this (l!;trsman, 8.8 he is called in Scotland,
halves the differences between the two discordant arbitrators, and
assumes that this must be absolute justice.
·
It is a favorite maxim with persons not conversant with law, that
all disputes are best settled by a reference to " honest men judging
according to equity." I have never been blind to the imperfections of
law and of legal decisions; but I must be permitted to say, that I have
seen the worst of them far surpassed in absurdity and error by the
decisions of honest men judging according to equity. If any of you
have ever acted as an arbitrator, he must have found that the first
difficulty that presented itself to his understanding was the wide difference between the contending parties regarding matters of fact. The
law solves this difficulty by requiring evidence, and by establishing
rules for determining what evidence shall be sufficient. Honest men,
in general, hold themselves to be quite capable of discovering, by the
inherent sagacity of their own minds, which statement is true and
which false, without any evidence whatever, or at least by the aid of
a very lame probation. The next difficulty which an arbitrator
experiences is, to discover a principle in reason by which to regulate
his judgment, so that impartial men may be capable of perceiving why
he decides a.s he does, and that the parties themselves may be convinced that justice bas been done to them. In courts of law, certain
rules, which have been derived from a comprehensive survey of human
affairs and much experience, are taken as the :zuides of the understanding in 11uch circumstances. These are called rules or principles
of law. They do not o.lwo.ys possess the characteristics of wisdom
which I have here described, nor are they always successfully applied;
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but the objects aimed at, both in framing and applying them, are
unquestionably truth and justice. Yet honest men, judging according
to equity, too frequently treat all such rules with contempt, assume
their own feelings to be better guides, and conceive that they have
dispensed absolute justice when they have followed the dictates of
their own understandings, unenlightened, inexperienced, and sometimes
swayed by many prejudices.
I recollect a decision of this kind which astonished both parties. A
trader in Edinburgh had ordered a cargo of goods from Liverpool,
according to a description clearly given in a letter. They were sent,
and invoiced according to the description. When they arrived, it was
diPeovered that they were greatly inferior, and even some of the
articles different in kind from those ordered; and. also that they wero
faded, and on the point of perishing through decay. The purchaser
refused to receive them ; the seller insisted ; and the question was
referred to an " honest man." He decided that the goods were not
conformable to the order given, and that the purchaser was not bound
to receive them; but be nevertheless condemned the purchaser to pay
the freight from Liverpool, and all the expenses of the arbitration;
and assigned as his reasons for doing so, that he, the arbitrator, was
not bound by rules of law, but was entitled to act according to equity;
that the seller would sustain an enormous loss by disposing of the
cargo at Leith for what it ~·ould bring; that the purchaser had escaped
a serious evil in being allowed to reject it; and that, therefore, it was
very equitable that the purchaser should bear a little of the seller's
burden; and in his opinion the freight and costs would form a very
moderate portion of the total loss which would be sustained. He
added, that it would teach the purchaser not to order '9\'hole cargoes
again, which be thought was going beyond the proper limits of his
trade; besides, it was a very dangerous thing for any man to order a
whole cargo, especially when be bad not seen the goods before they
were shipped.
·
Perhaps some persons may be found to whom this may appear to be
a just judgment; but to every one acquainted with the principles of
trade, and who perceives that the seller's had faith or unbusinesslike
error was the sole cause of the evil, it must appear, at best, as a
well-intended absurdity, if not a downright iniquity.
I know another case, in which the arbitrator found himself much
.>uzzled, and resorted to this method of solving the difficulty. He
called the two parties, Mr. A. and Mr. B., to meet him in a tavern,
and placed them in separate rooms. He went first to Mr. A., and told
him that he had seriously read all the papers, and considered the ease,
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and bad come to the conclusion that be, Mr. A., was entirely in the
wrong, and that he meant to decide against him, but had called him
and Mr. B. to meet him, to try if it were possible to negotiate a compromise between them, to save himself from the disagreeable necessity
of pronouncing such a decision. He concluded by asking Mr. A. what
was the largest sum be would voluntarily offer to avoid the impendillg
decision. · Mr. A., after expressing his surprise and disappointment,
and arguing his case anew, which argument was beard patiently, and
proMuneed to be unsatisfactory, at last nB.med a sum. The arbitrator
proceeded to the room in which Mr. B. was waiting, and told him that
he bad studied the case, etc., and was extremely sorry that be re~:a.rded
him as completely in the wrong, and meant to decide against him ; but
as he had a. regard for him, he begged to know the smallest sum
which he was willing to accept, if Mr. A. could be ind11ced to offer it,
as an amicable compromise, to save him the pain of pronouncing such
a judgment. Mr. B. argued, and was listened to; his arguments were
repelled, and he was again solicited to name a s_um, under pain of
having a decision immediately pronounced, which would deprive him
of all. He at last named a sum. There was a wide difference
between the sums named; but the referee was not to be defeated ; he
went backward and forward between them, constantly threatening
each in turn with his adverse decision, till he forced the one up and
beat the other down, so that they at last met; and then, keeping them
still apart, he caused each of them to subscribe a binding letter of
compromise. This accomplished, he introduced them to each other,
and boasted of the equity of his mode of settling the dispute.
This decision was more diginterested than one of a. similar kind
mentioned by Cicero. An arbiter, Quintus Fabius La.beo, bein&
appointed by the Senate of Rome to settle a. boundary between tho
people of Nola and those of Naples, counseled each to avoid greediness,
and rather to restrict than unjustly to extend their claims. They both
acted on this advice, and a. ~pace of unclaimed ground was left in _the
middle. He ga.ve to each the boundary which they bad claimed, and
the middle space to the Roman people !
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GOVERNMENT.
Varloua theories or the orllfln or ~overnmeut-Theory derind from Phrenoloc---otrrumatancea which modify the character of a j!Overnment-Government Ia the power
and au1hority or a nalion drlegaled to one or a few or Us members Co>r the general
go~ld-Gt.nerai con•ent of the people Ita ot.ly moral roundatloo-Ah•urdlly of doctrine
or tho Divine rl.bt of ~overnora-lndivlduala not en1ltled 1o realat the government
wbeoe•••r Ita acrs are dlsatoproved by tbem-R•tlonal mode or ref.•rmlng a go•·em•
ment-Pnll•l<•al lmrorov.,ment slow nod jlr&duai-Advaotagea thence reauhlngIndepen<lence and rberly of a nation di"'lngulahed- French government before and
of1er the Revolut•on-Britl•b gnv.rnment-Relahona of dlll'erent kinds or government
to the hum•n fnenl•i•• ·- Cond1tiona n•ee..ary fur national Independence: (I.) Adequate
olze of bra•n; 12.) Intell•~•nce and love of country aumctent to enable tbe people t.o
act In concert. onrt aamftoe private to pub:lc advantnge-NatlonKI ll~>erty-Hlgll
m~ral anrt Intellectual quolill•s necessary for Ita artnlnment-llloatratlona of the IOreIIOin~ prindple, from bl·lory-Repnl>llcs of North and South AmeriA& contras~d-Tbe
8wlaa and Dntcb-Fallure or tbe altern pi t.o Introduce a free OOUbtltulion lnt.o Slolly.
VARIOUS opinions haYe been entertained by philosophers regarding
the origin of goYernment. Some haYe Yiewed it as an extension of
the parental authority instituted by nature; others as founded on a
compact, by which the subjects surrendered part of their natural
liberty to their rulers, and obtained in return protection, and the
admini~tration of just laws for the public benefit. Some have assigned
to it a Divine origin, and held that kings and rulers, of every rank,
are the delegates of Heann, and haYe a title to exercise dominion
altogether independently of the will of their subjects. None of these
views appear to me to reach the truth.
In the human mind, as disclosed to us by Phrenology, we find social
instincts, the actiYity of which leads men to congregate in society.
We obserYe that they differ in natural force of character, intellectual
talent., and bodily strength: whence some are powerful and some weak.
We discoYer: also, organs of Veneration, giving the tendency to look
up with respect to superior power, to bow before it: and to obey it.
There are also organs of Self-Esteem, prompting men to assume
authority, to wield it, and to exact obedience. Gonrnment seems to
me to spring from the spontaneous actiYity of these faculties, combined
·with intellect, without any special design or agreement on the part
either of goYernors or of subjects. In rude ages, individuals possessing
large braiDs (which give force of character), active temperamenta, aud
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large organs of Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation, would naturally
assume superiority, and command. Men with smaller brains, less
mental energy, and considerable Veneration, would as instinctively
obey ; and hence government would begin.
This is still seen among children ; for in their enterprises they
follow and· obey certain individuals as leaders who possess such qualifications as those now enumerated. A good illustration of this occurs
in the autobiography of Benjamin Franklin. The force of character,
and fertility in expedients. arising from his large and active brain,
made him a ruler in childhood as well as in mature age. " Residing
near the water," says he, '' I was m'uch in it and on it. I learued to
swim well, and to manage boats; and when embarked with other boys,
I was commonly allowed to govern, especially in any case of difficulty;
and upon other occasions I was generally the leader of the boys."
In proportion as the moral and intellectual faculties develop themselves in a tribe or nation, there is a tendency to define and set limits
to the power of the rulers, and to ascertain and enlarge the boundaries
of the liberties of the subjects. External circumstances also modify
the character of the government. If surrounded by powerful and
ambitious neighbors, the subjects of a particular state forego many
individual advantages, for the sake of the higher security which they
derive from placing the whole power of the nation in the hands of a
aingle individual. They prefer a despotism, because it enables tho
executive government to concentrate and propel the whole physical
force of the kingdom against an invading enemy. In other circumatances, where local situations, such as those of England or the
United States of North America, expose the national independence to
few dangers, the subjects, in proportion to their moral and intellectual
advancement, naturally limit the power of their sovereigns and rulers.
I regard the form of government of any particular country to have
arisen from the following causes, or some combination of them :
First-The ~ize and particular combination of the organs in the
brains of the people.
Secondly-The temperament of the people.
Thirdly-The 11oil and climate of the nation.
Fourthly-The character and condition of the nations with whom
they are geographically in contact. And,
Lastly-The extent of moral and intellectual cultivation which the
people have undergone.
Rationally viewed, government is the just exercise, by one or a few
individuals, of the power and a.uthority of the nation, delegated to
them for the gener!U good; and the only moral foundation of it ia the
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general consent of the people. There may be conquest, and mast6n
and slaves; but this form of government is the result of force tri·
umphing over right ; and one duty incumbent on the people in such
a state of things is to overthrow the victor's dominion as speedily as
possible.
It i11 an error to suppose that nature requires us when we enter into
the social state to abandon or limit our rights as individuals. Man is
by nature a social being, and ample gratifi~ation of all his faculties,
within the limits of morality and health, is compatible with his
existence in that condition. "Man has a right," says Mr. Hurlbut,•
"to the gratification, indulgence, ·and exercise of every innate power
and faculty of his mind. The exercise of a faculty is its only use.
The manner of its exercise is one thiug, that involves a question of
morals. The right to its exercise is another thing, iu which no question is involved but the existence of the innate faculty, and the objects
presented by nature for its gratification," p. 13. Rulers and subjects
are all equally men, and equally placed under the Divine laws; and
as these proclaim the obligation on each of us to do to others as we
would have them do unto us, and to love our neighbors as ourselves,
the notion of right in any one man or class of men .to rule, for their
own pleasure or advantage, over their neighbors, against their inclination and inconsistently with their welfare, is utterly excluded. The
only government which the moral and intellectual faculties can tecognize as founded in nature, is that which flows from, and is exercised
directly for the benefit of, the subjects. The doctrine that kings,
. prinees, and nobles have rights of property in the homage, services,
and devotion of other men, which they are entitled to exact for their
own benefit and gratification, whet)ler agreeable to the will of the
st1bjects or not, llows from egotism unregulated by reason and justice.
It is an example of the selfish system carried to infatuation, in which
princely rights become an overwhelming idea, and obliterate from the
mind the perceptions of all moral and intellectual distinctions inconsistent with themselves. The Bourbons pretended to have Divino
right of 1his kind to govern France; and when Louis XVII f. was
restored by the victorious arms of the soYereigns of Europe, he, out of
his mere grace, issued a charter, conferring a certain extent of freedom
<•n the French nation. After the Revolution of July, 1830, when
Charles X. was driven from the throne, the French abjured the prin• Eefaye on "Human Blable, and their Political GuarauUea, by E. P. Hurlbut, CouD•
aelol'oa&-IAw ID lbe c'ly o!Neor York," 184:1. Tbare wrllleD on lbe pr!Dclpllll
or PbreaOIOfY, and qo11611&Dte a protonnd, IIICld, ud pblloeopbl081 treallle on &be llllllJeo&
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ci pie, and, to prevent its recurrence, insisted that Louis Philippe
should be styled the king, not of France, but of the French; that is,
chosen by the French people to rule over them.
The idea that government is instituted and maintained exclusively
for the welfare of the people, does not, however, imply that each
individual is authorized to resist it, whenever he conceives that it is
injurious to his particular interests or disagreeable to his taste. Tho
social law of our nature, out of which government springs, binds us
together for good and also for evil. I have endeavored to show that
"V~re can not attain to the full gratification of our own desires, even
although enlightened and reasonable, until we have persuaded our
neighbors to adopt the same social movements with ourselves. If we
attempt to advance alone, even to good, we shall find ourselves situated
like a soldier on a march, who should move faster or slower than his
column. He would be instantly jostled out of the ranks and compelled to walk by himself. The same result occurs in regard to
individual attempts to arrest or improve a government. The first
step, in a rational and JllOral course of action, is to convince our
fellow-men of the existence of the evils which we wish to have
removed, and to engage their co·operation in the work; and until this
be done, to continue to obey. As soon as the evil is generally perceived, and a desire for its removal pervades the public mind, the
amendment becomes easy of accomplishment. By the social law,
individuals who attempt changes, however beneficial, on public
institutions: with9ut this preparation of the general mind, encounter
all the hazards of being swept into perdition by the mere force of
ancient prejudices and superstitions: even although these may have
their roots entirely in ignorance, and may be disavowed by reason.
The principles of Phrenology are excellent guides; they teach us that
the propensities and sentiments are mere blind instincts, and that they
often cling to objects to which they have been long devoted, independently of reason. They show us that when we desire to change their
direction, we must do much more than simply convince the understanding. We must, by quiet and gradual efforts, loosen the attachment of the feelings to the injurious objects, and, by soothing and
persuasion, incline them to the new and better principles which we
desire them to embrace .
. There is the soundest wisdom in this arrangement of Providence, by
which political improvement is slow and gradual ; because, i:n the
very nature of things~ pure moral institutions can not flourish aad
produce their legitimate fruits unless the people for whom they are
intended poaaeaa corresponding moral aDd intelleotual qualities. This
li
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fact will become abundantly evident when we trace the progress of
government more in detail.
The fir~t requisite toward the formation of a government by .t nation
is, that it be indepenlknt of foreign powers. If it do no' y.>SBess
independence, the people must of neee~sity submit to the will of t.lleir
foreign inaFter, who generally rules them according to narrow views
of his own advantage, without the least regard to their feelings or
welfare.
Great. confusion prevails in the minds of many persons regarding the
word~ Libert.'! and independence, when applied to nations. A nation is
indtpentlent when it does not owe submission to any foreign power.
Thu~, France and Spain, under the Bourbon dynastie11, before the
French Revolution, were both independent; they owned no superior.
But they were not free; the people did not enjoy liberty; that is to
say, their interual government was despotic; the personal liberty,
livE's, and fortunes of the subjects were placed at the uncontrolled disposal of the sovereign. No foreign potentate could oppress a Frenchman with impunity, becau•e the offender ";ould have been chat~tised
by the French government, which was independent and powerful, and
made it a point of honor to protect its subjects from foreign ag2ression
-for permitting this would have implied its own imbecility or
dept>ndence. But a Frenchman enjoyed no protection from the arbitrary
and unjust acts of his own government at home. The kings were in
the practice of issuing "Lettres de cachet," or warrants for the secret
imprisonment of any individual, for an indefinite period, without trial,
without even specifying his offense, and without allowing him to communicate with any power or person for his protection or vindication.
There was no restraint against the murder of the victim when so
imprisoned; and life was as insecure as liberty.
Under that sway, the French nation was independent, but the people
were not free. They are now both independent and free; for no
foreign nation rules over them, and they, as individuals, are protected
by the law from all arbitrary interference with their private rights by
their own government. The inhabitants of Britain ha\·e long enjoyed
both advantages.
England has been independent almost since the Romans left the
country; for although it was conquered by the Normans, in the year
1066, the conquerors fixed their residence in the vanquished territory,
made it their home, and in a few generations were amal~amated with
the native population. But England was not properly free till after
the Revolution of 1688. The Scotti~h and Irish nations now form,
.along with England, one empire which is independent, .and all the
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people of which are free. That is, the nation owns no superior on
earth, and every individual is protllt'ted by the laws, in his person, his
property, and privileges, not only against the aggressions of his neighbors, but against the government itself. The only obligation incumbent on the subject toward the state is to obey the laws; and when he
has done so, the rulers have no power over him whatever for evil.
The history of the world shows that some nations live habitually
under subjection to foreign powers; that other nations are independent,
but not free; while a few, a very few indeed, enjoy at once the
blessings of independence and liberty. It may be advantageous to
investigate the causes of these dilferent phenomena.
The social duties which we owe to our rulera are extremely
important; yet we can not comprehend them aright without understanding thoroughly the subject of government itself, and the relations
of the dilferent kinds of it to the human faculties. On this account,
the brief exposition which I propose to give of this subject is not
foreign to the grand question of our moral duty.
To secure and maintain national independence, the first requisite in
t.he people appears to be adequate size of brain. You are well
acquainted with the phrenological principle, that size of brain, other
conditions being equal, is the measure of mental power. Now all
experience shows, that wherever a people possessing small brains havo
been invaded by one possessing large brains, they have fallen prostrate
before them. The Peruvians, Mexicans, and Hindoos have uniformly
been deprived of their independence when invaded by Europea1.1
nations, whose brains are larger. On the contrary, wherever the
invaded people have possessed brains larger, or as large, as those of
their assailants, and also the second requisite for independence, which
I shall immediately mention, they have successfully resisted. The
Caribs, Araucanians, Calfres, and others, are examples of barbarian
tribes, with brains of a full size, successfully resisting the elforts of
Europeans to enslave them.*
• The llrst phrenological elneldallon or the eall.lea or the lND'&PitNDIIN<la and LIBERTY
or naUons was given by Mr. George Lyon. of Ed;nbargh, In several able e..ays pnbllobed In the second and third volnmeo of the Phrsnoloqical Journal In 1826 and 1826.
The evl~eace of the sonadneao or tbe prJaclpleo then advanced, atrorded by the !peel•
men• or the okulla or nktlooa and tribes which have been conquered by Eurnpoan
ln•aders, ns well as those or trlbeo "bleb have auece•afally resisted these invaders, contained In the collection or the Phrenological Society at Edinburgh, lo very striking. II
baa received a great accession or strength floom the work or Dr. 1\Iorton, or Pbila•lelphla,
on the "Ora,.ia .dmmcana." Dr. Pritchard, In tbe Natur•l Hlatory Section nf tbe
Brltl•h A.aooclatlon, at a meeolng held on the 29th Augqat, 1589, brona;bt rorwarrt a paper
on the. extermination of varlona uncivilized raoea of mankind, and recommended a
sru1 ot money for aaall&lng bta tnveotlgatloDa tn~elr babiLI &lld llil&orY• Be proo;g;o;,.d by
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The advantages of national independence are invaluable, and the~~o
examples should operate as strong motives to the observance of the
organic laws, in order to prevent deterioration and diminution of the
brain in a nation, and to avoid mental imbecility, which is their
invariable accompaniment. In Spain, the aristocratic class had long
infringed these laws, and in the beginning of the present century her
king and nobles were suuk into such effeminacy, that they became the
easy prey of the men of energetic brains who then swayed the destinies
of France. It was only when the great body of the people, who were
not so corrupted and debased, put forth their energies to recover their
independence, that, with the aid of Britain, the foreign yoke was broken.
The second requisite to independence is, that the people shall posseBS
so much intelligence and love of their country, as to be capable of
acting in concert, and of sacrificing, when necessary, their individual
interests to the public welfare. You can easily understand that,
however energetic the individuals of a nation may be, if they should
be so deficient in intelligence as to be incapable of joining in a
general plan of defense, they must necessarily fall before a body of
invaders who obey a skillful leader and act in combination. This
was the case with the Caribs. Their brains, particularly in the
regions of Combativeness and Oestructiveness, were so large, that,
individually, they possessed great energy aud courage, and could not
be subdued; but their reflecting organs were so deficient that they
were incapable of co-operating in a general sy~tem of defense. The
consequence was, that, as individuals, they resisted to the last extremity, and were exterminated, although never subdued. The Araucaniana
possessed equally large organs of the propebsities, but greatly larger
intellectual organs. They were capable of combination; they acted
in concert, and preserved their independence. The natives of New
Zealand appear to belong to the same class; and if they are extirpated
it must be on account of the smallness of their numbers.
When a nation is assailed by external violence, the great body of
ee~ded,

apparently wlf.hont haYing read the wrtllogs or phrenolo~olll on tbe onhjeet, nnd
eertlllnly without baYing e:umln•d the eoldence on It contained In tbe Phrennlogleal
Soelety'a Mu•eam. Indeed, In apaw•r to a qo~otlon from Mr. H. C. WaiiiOn, be con·
feu•d that be bad not examined tbe skulls In the Mu..-um. Dr. Pritchard Ia a man nr
lalen•o, anrl indeed be bu nee-:1 to be ""• when be undertakeo to elucidate the natural
hlorory or man. wltb a determined reoolutlon to •hat hla eyes a~aln•t the moet Important
dloeoYery thai bu enr been made In tbls branch of oel~nee. Nor dflf!ll be ataud al••ne
In tbla determination. In 1<;84, when tbe Br•tlab As.•ociatlon met In E<llnhOJrjth, being a
member of tbe Aea·>elatlon, I wrote a letter, oll'erln:t to giYe a demonetrarlon or tbe
national aknlla In tbe Pbreuoloatcal Society'a Maaeum before any or tbe eect10111 In
whlcb each a comuuaDioa&loD co1114 be rweiYed; bat tbo HCI'etarlea 414 a.cK e-reo
,UIIWet 1117 IMler I
•
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the people must be prepared also to sacrifice their individual interests
at the shrine of their country before independence can be maintained.
The connection between national independence and individual welfare
is so palpable and so speedily felt, that a small portion of moral sentiment suffices to rPnder men capable of this devotion. Indeed, if
Combativeness and DestructiveneRs, which delight in war, and SelfEsteem, which hates obedience, be strong, these, combined with intellect, are sufficient to secure independence. It is only when indolence
and avarice have become the predominant feelings of the people, combined with a want of vigor in Self-Esteem and Combativeness, that
they prefer their individual comforts and property, even under the
galling yoke of a foreign foe, to national independence.
These facts in the natural history of nations were unknown until
Phrenology brought them to light. Formerly, all differences between
different tribes of people were accounted for by differences of climate,
education, and institutions; but we now see that development of brain
is fundamental, and is one chief cause of the differences of national
institutions. Climate certainly operates on the mind, but it does so
only through the nerves and brain; and hence a knowledge of the
influence of the brain on the mind, and on the institutions which flow
from it, is the basis of a sound philosophy respeaing the independence
of nations.
The last and best condition of a nation is when it is noL only independent, buL free; Lhat is, when it owns no foreign master, and when
each inhabitant acknowledges no master at home, except the laws and
magistrates, who are their interpreters and administrators.
Before a people can attain to this form of government, they must
possess not only the qualities requisite for independence, but far higher
moral and intellectual gifts than mere independence demands. The
love of justice must have become so prevalent, that no limited number
of indiviauals can muster followen sufficient to place themselves in
the condition of masters over the rest. The community in general
must be enlightened to such a degree, that they will perceive the
inevitable tendency of individuals to abuse power when they possess
it without control ; and they must have so much of devotion to the
general interests as to feel disposed, by a general movement, to oppose
and put an end to all attempts at acquiring such dominion ; otherwise
the nation can not enjoy liberty. They most, also, as individuals, he,
in general, moderate, virtuous, and just in their own ambition; ready
to yield to others all the political enjoyments and advantages which
they claim for themselves.
History confirms these principles. The original European settlers
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of North America were English families, who bad left their country
under religious or political persecution; and their numbers were
recruited by industrious persons, who emigrated to that land with a
view to improving their condition by the exercise of their industry and
talents. When they threw off the yoke of Britc.in: they were a moral
·and an intelligent people-they instituted the American Republic, the
freest government on earth, and which ha.s flourished in vigor to the
present day.
The continent of South America. wa.s peopled at first by ruffian
warriors and avaricious adventurers, who waded through oceans of
blood to dominion over the natives, and who practiced cruelty, oppression, a.11d spoliation, but not industry, as their means of acquiring
wealth. Their numbers were maintained by a succession of men
animated by the same motives, and possessing essentially the same
characteristics, sent out by the corrupted government of old Spain to
a harvest of spoil. They were not the amiable, the religious, and the
laborious sons of the Spanish soil, driven away by oppression, hating
injustice, and dying to a new country for refuge from tyranny, as was
the case in North America. In the beginning of the present century
the troubles of Spain tempted these South American colonists to disela.im her authority, and they waged for their independence a. long
and a bloody war, in which they were at last successful. In imitation of the North Americans, they then formed themselves into
republics, and instituted government by laws.
But mark the result. The cruel, base, 11elf-seeking, dishonest, vain,
and ambitious propensities which haj. distinguished them as Spanish
colonists, did not instantly leave them when they proclaimed themselves to be free citizens of independent republics. On the contrary,
these feelings which had characterized them from the first continued
to operate with fearful energy. As private indi,·iduals, the new
republicans devoted themselves to evading payment of all government
taxes; the duties exacted on imported commodities were pocketed by
the functiona.rills intrusted with their collection, or converted into the
means of oppressing rival politicians and traders. Their public
couriers were robbed. In their senates they formed themselves into
cabals for the promotion of projects of local advantage or individual
ambition; and when not successful, they obstructed all measures for
the general advantage, or appealed to arms to obtain their objects.
The consequence has been, that, owing solely to the ignorance, the
selfishness, and the absence of general morality and love of justice in
'lte people, these states, with the richest soils and finest climates in
1e world, with independence, and with the most improved forlllll of
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domestic government, have, since they acquired their liberty, exhibited
almost one unvaried scene of revolution, bloodshed, and contention.
This is the penalty which Providence ordains them to pay for their
parents' transgressions, and for the immoral dispositions which they
have inherited from them.
As a contrast to these events, the history of the Swiss and the Dutch
may be alluded to. Both of these people have large brains, and considerable development of both the moral and intellectual organs. The
Swiss were early distinguished by the simplicity of their manners, and
their moral devotion and determination; while Holland was peopled
from various countries by individuals flying, like the British Amer•
icans, from civil or religious persecution. The Swiss had been free
from time immemorial, although their indtptndence dates from 1308.
"Till the reign of Albert I.," says Mr. G. Lyon,* "the Emperor•
of Germany had respected the rights and privileges of the Swisa.
Rodolph, in particular, the father of Albert, had always treated them
with great indulgence, and had generously assisted them in defending
their liberties against the noblemen who attempted to infringe them.
But Albert aimed to govern the Swiss as an absolute sovereign, and
had formed a scheme for erecting their country into a principality for
one of his sons. Having failed in his attempts to induce them to
submit voluntarily to his dominion, he resolved to tame them by
rougher methods, and appointed governors, who domineered over them
in the most arbitrary manner. 'The tyranny of these governors,'
says Russell, 'exceeded all belief; but I need not repeat the story of
the governor of Uri, who ordered his hat to be fixed upon a pole in the
market-place, to which every passenger was commanded to pay
obeisance on pain of death; or the sequel of that story, in which the
illustrious William Tell nobly dared to disobey this imperious
command. This example determined Melchtat of Unterwalden,
Straffacher of Schweitz, and Furtz of Uri to put in execution the
measures they had concerted for the ~eli very of their country: And
here we perceive the power of combination which a people possesses
who act under the influence of the higher sentiments. Tbe whole
inhabitants of the several cantons, we are told, were secretly prepared
for a general revolt, and the design, which was resoh·ed upon on the
17th of September, 1307, was executed on the 1st of January, 1308.7
'011 that day,' says Coxe, 'the whole people rose as with one accord, to
defy the power of the house of Austria and of the head of the empire.
They surprised and seized the Austrian governors, and with a
• Pbrenolopcal Journal, vol. tiL, p. 24T.
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moderation unexampled in the history of the world, they conduetea
them to the frontiers, obliged them to promise on oath never more to
aerve against the Helvetic nation, peaceably dismissed them, and thus
accomplished their important enterprise without the loSB of a single
life.'"
The Austrians soon invaded the country in great force, and the
people were called on to sacrifice life and property in defense of their
liberties. " Never did any people," observes Russell, " fight with
greater spirit for their liberty than the Swiss. They purchased it by
above fifty battles again~t the Austrians, and they well deserved the
prize for which they fought; for never were the beneficial effects of
liberty more remarkable than in Switzerland.11 " In the mean time,"
continues Mr. Lyon, '' I shall confine myself to a few insulated traits
of character, indicating, in an eminent degree, the possession of the
higher sentiments, which we have all along predicated to be necef;Sary
to the acquisition and enjoyment of freedom. The first that I shall
notice is their conduct in regard to the assassins of Albert, the great
enemy of their liberties, who, at the very moment when he was on his
march to invade the country with a powerful force, was as.sassinated
by his nephew, with the assistance of four confidential adherents.
After the deed was committed, they escaped int.o the cantons of Uri,
Schweitz, and Unterwalden, not unnaturally expecting to find an
asylum among a people whom Albert was preparing unjustly to
invade; 'but the generous natives,' says Coxe, 'detesting so atrocious
a deed, though committed on their inveterate enemy, refused to
protect the murderers,' who all subsequently suffered the punishment
due to their crime."
The celebrated battle of Morga.rten, in which, for the first time, the
SwiSB encountered and defeated the whole force of Auftria, affords
another striking example of the manner in which self-devotion contributes to the e$tablishment of independence. " Leopold assembled
lW,OOO men, to trample, as he said, the audacious rustics under his
feet; but the Swiss beheld the gathering storm without di11may. To
meet it, and to dispute it, 1,400 men, the flower o( their youth,
grasped their arms and assembled at the town of Schweitz. Veu·
eration and all the higher sentiments were manifested, when they
proclaimed a. solemn fast, passed the day in religious exercises and
chanting hymns, and, kneeling down in the open air, implored ' the
God of heaven and earth to listen to their lowly prayers, and humble
the pride of thetr enemies.' They took post on the heights of Mor~arten, and waited the approaclt of the enemy. If ever there were
'rcumstances in which they might have relaxed their rigid virtue, it
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was at the time when their liberties and their very existence were at
stake ; but even at this moment they disdained to recruit their ranks
from those whose lives had been sullied by the violation of the laws.
The petition of fifty outlaws, that they might be permitted to share
the dangers of the day with their countrymen, was, therefore, unhesitatingly rejected. The victory was complete. Besides those who fell
in the battle, not less than fifteen hundred, most of whom were nobles
or knights, were slain in the rout; and Leopold himself with difficulty escaped under the guidance of a peasant to Winterthur, where
he arrived in the evening, gloomy, exhausted, and dismayed. A
solemn fast was decreed to be held, in commemoration of the day, 'in
which the God of hosts had visited his people, and given them the
victory over their enemies;' and the names and heroic deeds of those
champions who had fallen in defense of their country were ordered to
be annually recited to the people."
The history of the Dutch is Romewhat similar, although not so fall
of noble generosity. They resisted by force of arms, and at the
expense of the greatest sufferings and sacrifices, the tyranny of Spain,
for the sake of liberty of conscience; and at last established at once
their independence and freedom; and both they and the Swiss continue to enjoy these advantages to the present day. How unlike was
the individual character of the British Americans, the Swiss, and the
Dutch to that of the Spanish Americans ! and how different the uses
which they have made of their independence when obtained ! The
last illustration with which I shall trouble you, in proof that freedom
can not exist without intelligence and morality in the people, is
afforded by Sicily.
"It is well known," says Mr. Lyon,• "that, daring the course of
the late war, the island of Sicily was taken possession of by Great
Britain; and with a magnanimity peculiarly her own, she resolved to
bestow on her new ally that form of government, and those laws,
under which she herself had attained to such a pitch of prosperity and
glory. Whether the zeal thus manifested to the Sicilians was a zeal
according to knowledge, will immediately appear; but there can be
no doubt that the gift was generously, freely, and honestly bestowed.
The Sicilian government was, therefore, formed exactly after the
model of the British. The legislative, executive, and judicial powers
were separated ; vesting the first in a parliament composed of lords
and commons; the second in the king and his ministers; the last in
independent judges. Due limits were set to the prerogative by not
• Phl't'DO!oglcal Journal, TO!. II., p. f()T.
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permitting the sovereign to take cognizance of billa in progress, or to
interfere in any way with the freedom of debate or the purity of
election; the peerage waa rendered respectable by making titles
unalienable and strictly hereditary, and by forbidding the elevation to
the peerage of such aa were not already in possession of a fief to
which a title had belonged, and whose annual income waa not 6,000
ounces of silver" (of the value of 121. 6d. sterling to the ounce); or
£3,950 a year. " Due weight was assigned to the commons by fixing
the qualifications of members for districts at 300 ounces (or £187 101.
sterling) per annum, and of members for towns at half that sum-an
exception being made in favor of professors of universities, whose
learning was accepted in lieu of house and land; and, lastly, that
the electors should be possessed of property to the amount of 18 ounces,
or £11 5s. ; and (which was most important of all) the right of originating every tax was reserved to the commons alone."
Such is the outline of the constitution given to Sicily by the
British; and the result of this experiment is contained in the following
quotation from Travels in Sicily, Greece, and Albania, by the Rev.
Mr. Hughes:
"No words," says he, "can describe the scenes which daily
occurred upon the introduction of the representative system in Sicily.
The House of Parliament, neither moderated by discretion nor conducted with dignity, bore the resemblance of a receptacle for lunatics
instead of a council-room for legislators; and the disgraceful scenes,
so often enacted at the hustings in England, were here transferred to
the very floor of tlte senate. As soon as the president had proposed the
subject for debate, and restored some degree of order from the confusion
of tongues which followed, a system of crimination and recrimination
invariably commenced by several speakers, accompanied with such
furious gesticulations and hideous distortions of countenance, such
bitter taunts and personal invectives, that blows generally ensued.
This was the signal for univE'rsal uproar. The president's voice was
unheeded and unheard; the whole house arose, partisans of different
antagonists mingled in the affray, when the ground was literally
covered with combatants, kicking, biting, scratching, and exhibiting
all the evolutions of the old Pancratic contests. Such a state of things
could not be expected to last a long time; indeed, this constitutional
synod was dissolved in the very first year of its creation, and martial
law establisht.d." Mr. HugheR thus concludes : "That constitution,
so beautiful in theory, which rose at once like a fairy palace, vanished
alao like that baseless fabric, without having left a trace of its exist·
enee." Vol. i., pp. 51 61 and 7.
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~fter adverting to the utter profligacy of all ranks of the people,
Mr. Hughes observes, that "no one will wonder that difficulties
envirooed those who endeavored to resuscitate the embers of a patriotism already extinct, and break the fetters of a nation who rather chose
to bug theiJl; that civil liberty was received with an hypocrisy moro
injurious to its cause than open enmity, and that, returning without
any elforts of the people, it returned without vigor, and excited neither
talent nor enthusiasm; that those among the higher classes who
received it at all, received it like a toy, which they played with for a
time, and then broke to pieces; and that the populace, having penetration sufficient to discover the weakness of their rulers, were clamorous for the English authorities to dissolve the whole constitution
and take the power into their own hands." Vol. i., p. 13.
" In this instance," continues Mr. Lyon, "the institution of a
representative assembly, in which unlimited freedom of debate wu
permitted, instead of giving rise to those calm, temperate, and dignified
discussions which characterize the British House of Commons, was
only the signal and the scene for confusion and uproar, where Combativeness, Destructiveness, and Self-Esteem reigned supreme, uncontrolled by Benevolence, Veneration, or Conscientiousness; and like
wayward children whom an indulgent father has for a time left to
their own government, to convince them, perhaps, of their utter
inability to guide and direct themselves, and who, finding at length
the misery of unrestrained freedom, are glad to return to his firm but
parental authority, and to surrender that liberty which they had only
the power to abuse, so the Sicilians, not only voluntarily, but even
clamorously, required that their liberty should be taken from them,
and begged for the establishment of martial law as a boon."
From these examples and illustrations, I trust that you are now
able to distinguish between the independence and the freedom of a
nation, and are prepared to agree with me in opinion, that there can
be no real freedom without prevalent intelligence and morality among
the body of the people. These can be introduced only by education
and training; but the general dilfusion of property, by giving a direct
interest to numerous individuals in the maintenance of justice, greatly
promote11 the progress of morality. Hence public enlightenment,
morality, and wealth constitute the grand basis of freedom.
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Detpolllm the beat form of gonrnmenlln a rnde alate or aoelety-Hixed form of goT•
ernment-Intereeta or the many aacrllloed under despotic and oUgarcbleai goYern•
menta to thoae of lbe fow-Bad ell'ect.e of hereditary artlftclal rank In Ita exlallng lhape
-RaUonai pride of ancestry and true nobility or nature-Argument& lu tuor of
hereditary rank oonaldered: (1.) Thalli preeeut.e object.e of reopecl to the people, and
accuatoma them to deference and obedience; (2.) Tbal II eotabllabee a relined and
polished claaa, wbo, by tbelr enmple, lmproTe the multitude; (8.) Thai lbere Ia a
natural and unlvenal admiration ot It, proving It to be beneftclal-Blld ell'ects of en·
taU., and of exclualve privileges and dlallnetiona enjoyed by lndlv:dutlla or ci»III<'IIForclble abollllon of hereditary nobility, entails, And m•>oopollt!ll reprobaled-Polltleai
upecl of lbe United Stalei-Tendeney ot tbe mixed form ot Jt<>Vernmenl Ill promote
unfairly tho lnlereota of tbe dominant claas-Thla exempllfted In the laws or Britain,
particularly 1boae relating to the militia and the lmpre88meot of aeamen-Democrntlc
form or government-Adapted only to a alate or eoelety In which morality and lnt.UI·
gence have made great and general advancement-Greek and Roman republica no
exoeptlon-Cbarncter or these republica-Small Italian republica of tbe middle ageaSwlu repnbllce, partlcnl..rly that or Berne-Democracy In the United States-No
probabWtylbal the present civilized conntrlea of Europe wUI eTer become barbarous
-Or lhallbe United States will falla.under or lose their freedom-Tendency or goT•
ernmenta to become more demoera!le In proportion u lbe people become more
lnteUigent and moral-Groundless Ceara lbal Ignorant muses of the people will gain
the-dency.

IN my last Lecture I endeavored to expound the difference between
the independence and the freedom of nations, and to trace the causes
of each. I endeavored to show that a higher degree of moral and
intellectual attainments in the people is necessary to freedom, than to
mere independence.
The next topic to which I advert is the different forms of government. Phrenology enables us to arrive at clear conceptions on this
subject.
The animal organs are the largest, the most powerful, and (when
man is uncultivated) also the most active, in the brain; and all of
them aim at seltish ends. As long, therefore, as any nation continues
destitute of education, and not devoted to industrious pursuits calculated to exercise the moral and intellectual faculties, it conl'ists of
hordes of human beings in whom the animal propensities predominate,
and who, in consequence, are ready to embark under any bold and
energetic leader, in any enterprise that promises gratification to individual interests and passions, however immoral, or detrimental to the
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community at large. History is one great record of the truth of this
remark. The only mode of preserving public tranquillity, and any
semblance of law, in such a state of society, is for one man, or a small
number of individuals, superior to the rest in vigor, sagacity, and
decision, to seize on the reins of government and to rule despotically.
Men in this condition are animals possessing the human form and
human intelligence, but not yet the human morality, which alone
causes individuals to love justice and become a Jaw unto themselves.
If the best and wisest of men were requested to devise a government
for a nation of selfi11h and ferocious beings, possessed of intellect sufficient to foresee consequences, but not inspired with the love of justice,
he would at once say that it must be one of great energy, vigorous to
repress and prompt to punish; otherwise there would be no tranquillity. A despotism, therefore, naturally springs up in a very rude
and barbarous country, and is the form of government best adapted to
its circumstances.
The despot rules in the full spirit of the selfish system. He punishes through caprice as often as from justice ; and he rewards through
favoritism more frequently than from perception of real merit, but in
doing so he acts on the princi}llea generally prevalent in his community. If he be enlightened, just, and beneficent, he may do great
service to his people by instructing and civilizing them; but as a
general rule, he will be found acting, like themselves, on the purely
selfish principle, obstructing their moral and intellectual improvement,
whenever he discovers that their enlightenment will prove fatal to his
own authority.
When a nation has become partially civilized and instructed in the
arts of industry, wealth is create~; and a class arises whose moral
and intellectual faculties, developed by education and stimulated by
the love of property, desire to observe the dictates of morality toward
their fellow-men, and to enjoy the advantages of just government
themselves; a class which would not join a leader to trample the
nation at large under foot, but would rather, by their wealth and
intelligence, assist the people t.o expel a tyrant and establish the
supremacy of equitable laws. But the superior men who constitute
$his class find themselves associated with a mass of uneducated and
penniless individuals, who compose the great body of the people.
This was the condition of Great Britain during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, and it is partially so in the present times. The
kind oT ·government adapted to a nation composed of such elements is
obviously one which shall combine the force and energy of the despot,
neoeaaary to repress and punish all attempts at individual supremacy
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and domination, and at the same time.enforce order and justice, with
a due regard to the general welfare. A mixed form of government,
like the British, in which great executh·e power is committed to the
king, but in which the enlightened classes, through their representatives
in Parliament, enact the laws, and also control the exeeutive, by
granting or withholding the public supplies, is the natural result of
this 11tate of society.
The great bene:ftt, I have said, of freedom is, that it tends to premote
the general welfare; whereas all other forms of government, whether
despotic, under one 11upreme prince, or oligarchical, under a limited
number of nobles, tf'nd to the sacrifice of the interests of the many to
the advantage of the few. In all ages and countries this has been the
case, and in our own mixed form of government the evil also exists.
In ancient Rome, in which the patricians or nobles ruled the state,
there was a law prohibiting the intermarriage of patricians &Dd
plebeians-that is, of the nobles and the people. In Rome, besides,
all places of trust, power, and influence were confined to the patricians, and a plebeian could not, for many ages, aspire to the honors of
the consul11hip. In France, before the Revolution, only nobles could
obtain military rank. In Hindostan, and in some Roman Catholic
countries, the priests prohibit the people at large from freely reading
their Scriptures or sacred books. In short, the genius of selfishnen
tramples on justice, atld grasps at advantages for itself; it is everywhere, and at all times, the same, whether appearing in an individual
or in a class, in a political body or a religious corporation.
In a former Lecture I endeavored to point out that an hereditary
nobility, protected by law in the possession of political power and
exclusive privileges, without regard to individual qualities and attainments, is an infringement of the natural laws, and produces evil to
the community, not only by the abuRes of power which it commit!!,
but by the misdirection which it gives to the sentiment of ambition in
the public mind. I now remark: that the existence of a noble or
privileged class is one of ihe characteristic featur~s of a mixed form
of government, like that of Britain, and is the natural result of a por·
tion of the people having far outstripped the mass in wealth, int~lligence,
and refinement; and it may be expected to endure as long as the great
inequality in these particulars, on which it is founded, exists.
The mixed form of" government itself obviously arises when a numerous class bas considerably preceded the mass of the people in
intelligence and moral attainments; and it exhibits the spectacle of
that class becoming the sole depositaries of political power. The
upper portion, or nobles, exerciee the function of legislators directly in
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their own persons, and the inferior portion do so by means of repre.
sentatives, leaving no political inlluence whatever to the majority of
the people, It is the genius of this form of government to confer privileges on cla81les; and hence the highest members of the ruling body
easily induced the king to bestow on them the character of nobility,
and the right of hereditary legislation; but as the great prineiple of
doing to another as we would wish .another to do to us leads, in its
general application, to the removal of all distinctions not founded on
real superiority, the existence of this clan become~, in course of time,
an obstacle to general improvement. There is one principle, however,
equally clearly taught, both by Christianity and by the doctrine of
the supremacy of the moral sentiments-that the only beneficial
manner of producit:g a moral equality, is by improving and raising up
the lower, and not by pulling down the higher classes, possessed of
superior attainments. As long, therefore, as the clan of nobles are
superior in intellect, moral qualities, and education to the great body
of the people, their superiority is real, and they would maintain this
superiori.!_y although they possessed neither titles nor exclusive privilegeB. This has long been the state of Britain, and is so, to a con·
siderable extent, still. In a former Lecture I pointed out that hereditary rank and superiority is in opposition to nature, unless the organic
laws are obeyed, and that then statutes are not needed to transmit
property and honor to posterity. Those who transmit high moral,
intellectual, and physical qualities to their offspring confer on them
the stamp of naturo:'s nobility, and they need no other.
When the Creator bestowed on us Veneration, prompting us to
reverence high qualities and attainments, and Love of Approbation,
desiring distinction for ourselves, he must have intended that these
faculties, in selecting their objects, should be guided by reason,
morality, and religion ; yet the creation of artificial, and especially
hereditary rank, which shall enable its possessor, independently of his
mental qualities, to assume superiority over and take precedence of
ot.her men, even when these are more virtuous, more learned, more
useful, and more highly accomplished than himself, is in direct opposition to this maxim, and must, therefore, manifestly be an abuse.
The grand argument by which it is defended is, that, by presenting
objects of utablilhed respect and consideratio~ to the people, we
accustom them to the practice of deference and obedience, and thereby
promote the tranquillity of the state. It is argued also, that, by instituting a claMs of nobles, a branch of society is formed which will
cultivate, aa their especial province, taste, refinement, and all the
elegancies of life, and improve the inferior membera of the social body
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by their example. It is further maintained, that such a el8.1111 ia
natural, and has existed in almost all countries, and must therefore be
advantageous. In a certain state of society these reasons have some
weight; but my position is, that, when the general body of the people
become enlightened, these advantages disappear, and an hereditary
nobility becomes a positive evil.
I beg leave, howe\·er, to state, that I do not propose to abolish hereditary and artificial rank by violence, and against the will of its posseasora.
The grand principle which I have advocated in these Lectures, that all
real improvement must proceed from the supremacy of the moral and
intellectual faculties, forbids such a project. My aim is, to render
nobles ashamed of hereditary titles, decorations, and privileges, which
testify nothing in favor of their merit; and I regard this as undoubtedly
practicable, in the course of a few generation~, merely by enlightening
their superior faculties. If you trace the forms in which Self-Esteem
and Love of Approbation seek gratification in different stages of social
improvement, and observe how these approach nearer and nearer to
reason, in proportion ·as society becomes enlightened, you will not con•
sider this idea chimericaL In the " Constitution of Man" I have
remarked that the tattooed skin, and nose transfixed with ornamental
bones, are profoundly respected and greatly prized" by the savage.
These are the external signs of his consequence-the outward symbolll
by which his Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation demand and
receive the homage of inferior men. But a very limited advance in
civilization destroys the illusion. It is seen that these are mere physical ornaments, which bespeak nothing but the vanity of the wearer;
they are, therefore, ridiculed and laid aside.
Ascending to a more refined yet still barbarous age, you find that
the marks of distinction formerly prized in our own country were a
full-bottomed wig and cocked hat, ruffies at the wristR, a. laced waistcoat, and buckles in the shoes. A century ago, when a man thus
attired appeared in any assembly of the common people, place was
given to his rank, and respect was paid to his dignity, as if he had been
of a superior nature. But when, in the progress of enlightenment, it
was discovered that these outward testimonials of greatness were
merely the workmanship of barbers and tailors, men who enjoyed any
real mental superiority, who were distinguished by refinement of man•
uerR, and the other qualities of a true gentleman, became a~hamed of
them, and preferred to wear plain yet elegant attire, and to trust to
their own manners and the discrimination of the public, for being
recognized as of superior rank, and being treated accordingly ; and
they have been completely suceeRsful. A gentleman in the trapping•
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of the year 1760, appearing in .o ur streeta now would be regarded u
insane, or as facetiously disporting himself in order to win a wager.
The progress of reason which has swept away tattooed skins, bone
ornaments in the nose, full-bottomed wigs, and laced waistcoats, will
one day extinguish orders of knighthood, coronets, and all the other
artificial means by which men at present attempt to support their
claims to respect and consideration, apart from their per110nal qualities
and virtues. They will be recognized by the wearers, as well as by
the public, as devices useful only to the unUJOrthy. An advanced
education and civilization will render men acute observers of the real
elements of greatness, and profound admirers of them, but equally
iotolerant of tinsel impositions.
The greatest danger to which the British nobility is at present
exposed is that which arises from their own imperfect education.
While the middle classes have been reforming their schools, colleges,
and universities, and rendering them vehicles, to o. greater or less
extent, of useful knowledge, based on science and the laws of nature;
·and while the working classes have been pursuing the same course of
instructive and elevating study in works of cheap literature, the high
aristocracy has been clinging to Greek, Latin, History, and Mathematics,
as the staple of their instructio.n, and. been fairly left behind. In the
extensive and important discussions of social interests which lately
agitated the country,'*' the ignorance of the titled aristocracy concerning the natural laws which regulate manufactures, agriculture,
eapital, and commerce, and which, as legislators of a commercial
country, they were bound to understand, became the subject of
uni versa! remark; while the magnitude of their antiquated prejudices,
and their general incapacity for comprehensive, profound, and logical
reasoning, struck their own educated friends and admirers with dismay. The causes of this inferiority are to be found in the low state
of education in the schools of Eton and Westminster, and in the
univeraities of Oxford and Cambridge, in which the aristocracy are
trained. Mr. Lyell, in his Travels in America, says, "After the year
1839, we may consider three fourths of the sciences still nominally
taught at Oxford to have been virtually exiled from the university.
The class-rooms of the professors were, some of them entirely, others
nearly deaerted. Chemistry and Botany attracted, between the years
1840 and 1844, from three to seven students; Geometry, Astronomy,
and Experimental Philosophy, scarcely more ; Mineralogy and
Geology, still taught by the same professor who, fifteen years before,
• Tbe aubjec\ wu Fr" Trade and Abolition o!the Com·Law11, :Mareb,1846.
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had attracted crowded audiences, from ten to twelve; Political
Economy still fewer; even Ancient History and Poetry scarcely
commanded an audience; and, strange to say, in a country With whose
destiuies those of lnd1a are so closely bound up, the first of Asiatic
acholara gave lectures to one or two pupils; and these might have
been absent, had not the cherished hope of a Boden scholars.hip for
Sanscrit induced them to attend." During his last course, the professor of Geology lectured to an audience of three ! If this state of
education of the aristocracy continues, no ghost is needed to predict
their downfall. The enlarged and enlightened understandings of the
middle and lower classes can not worship moral and intellectual
phantoms, however large their possessions and ancient their lineage.
Their extinction is decreed, and neither violence nor revolution will
be needed to accomplish it. Only leave them to themselves to pursue
their present course of education, and in half a century they will be
no more!
Perhaps you do not perceive that society will have gained much
when this change shall have been accomplished; yet I anticipate
decided advantages from it. Self-Esteem and Love of Approbation
exist, and have large and powerful organs. The feelings with which
they inFpire the mind will never be extinguished; their direction only
can be changed. When we contemplate the history of the world, and
perceive what laborious, painful, and dangerous enterprises men have
underlaken and accomplished, and what privations and sufferings they
have ·submitted to, in order to obtain the gratification of these two
facultieP, we may form some estimate of the impulse which would be
given to physical, moral, and intellectual improvement, if we were
withdrawn from the worship of hollow idols and directed to nobler
objects. Men will always desire to stan& high in rank, to be respected,
and to be treated with consideration by their fellow-men, but their
notions of what constitutes nobility and high rank will be elevated, as
their minds become enlightened. As formerly remarked, under the
system of nature, a family would esteem itself noble when it was
able to show in its genealogy a long line of healthy, handsome, refined,
moral, intelligent, and useful men and women, with few proftigates
and few imbeciles; and an individual would present before an intelligent public, high intellectual attainments, pure morals, and relined
manners, as the foundations of his claim to social consideration.
If ·you conceive nobles and individuals of high rank and remote
ancestry animated by such motives, and setting such examples before
their inferiors, what a powerful impulse would be given to improvement compared with that which 1lowa from the present state of
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opinion, when men, overlooking the real elements of greatness, worship
the external symbols of vanity, and elevate mediocrity, if sufficiently
rich, to the station which should be held only by the most able, virtuous, and accomplished !
We are now prepared to answer the arguments by which hereditary
. rank and artificial nobility are defended, a! advantageous in the
present state of Britain. The first is that their existence preFents
objects of respect to the common people, and accustoms them to the
practice of deference and obedienee. I reply, that the common people
respected the decorations of rank-the wig, the ruffles, and the waistcoats of the last century-only while they were deplorably ignorant;
and in like manner they will regard with .deference and awe ancient
titles apart from merit only while they continue in the same condition.
The moment they become sufficiently enlightened ,and independent in
their moral ·and intellectual judgments to arrive at sound conclusions,
they will cease to admire hereditary rank without high qualities. It
is therefore neither moral, safe, nor advantageous to resort to means
for cultivating the respectful feelings of the people that will not bear
the investigation of enlightened reason ; the end in view can not be
attained by such a method.
The secondary defense of hereditary nobility is, that by instituting
it, you establish a separate class dedicated to refinement, taste, and
elegance, who by their example will improve the inferior orders. The
answer is. that all these qualities are essential clements in nature's
nobility, anrl that after a certain stage of social enlightenment has
been reached, they will be assiduously cultivated for their own sake,
and for the distinction which they will confer; and that, therefore,
patents of nobility, to preserve individuals who lack these high attainments in their minds, in possession of the outward advantages generally attending them, are not necessary for social welfare. I am a
strong advocate for refinement, and clearly perceive that the higher
classes possess much more of it than the middle and lower ranks;
and viewing it as one importa.nt element in a. truly excellent and
noble chara.cter, I am anxious to see it 'prized and more generally
cultivated by the lower grades. But the best way to bring about this
result is to dissipa.te the essentially vulgar illusion, that descent,
title, or any artificial or a.ecidental circumstance, can produce it, or
can exclude a.ny individua.l from attaining it; and thereby induce all
to esteem it for its own sake, and to respect those only who really
possess it.
The third argument in favor of hereditary and artificial rank is, that
the admiration of it is natural, and has existed in all ages and countnes,
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and that it mu•t, therefore, be beneficial. I have already explained
that the faculties of Veneration, Self-Esteem, and Love of Approbation
are all natural, and that one of their tendencies is to respect and
esteem ancient descent and superior qualities. The only difference
between the admirers of things as they are and myself consists in this
-that they present artificial objects to which these faculties may be
directed, and which objects, when examined by reason, are found to be
unworthy of enlightened regard, whereas I propose to have them
directed only according to reason, to objects pleasing at once to the
understanding, to the moral sentiments, and to these faculties themselves, and beneficial to society.
At present, it is the interest of artificial nobles to keep the people
ignorant, rude, and superstitious; because men in such a condition are
best fitted to worship idols ; and accordingly the agricultural laborers,
who are placed by Providence directly under the influence of the·
landed aristocracy, have, as a class, been most thoroughly neglected.
While the lords of the soil have been wallowing in luxury, they, the
instruments of their wealth and power, have been allowed to pine in
abject poverty and ignorance. And the most purely aristocratic, unintellectual, and poorly gifted among peers have always been the
greatest opponents of the emancipation, education, and elevation of
the people; while, on the contrary, all the truly noble minds born
among the aristocracy-those on whom nature has set the stamp of
moral as well as intellectual ~treatness-have been their friends and ,
willing benefactors. If there were no nobility except that of nature,
her nobles would be prompted by interest as well as inclination to
promote the improvement and elevation of all classes, because they
would feel that their own rank, happiness, and usefulness depended
on having a cultivated, discriminating, moral, and intellectual comm'unity for their associates and admirers.
I have dwelt on this subject longer than some of you may consider
to have been necessary; but the same principles have a wide appli·
cation. They lead us to the conclusion, that hereditary entails, u
constituted in Scotland, ought also to be abolished. In England, an
entail is limited to the lives of the heirs in existence at the time when
it is executed; but in Scotland it may extend to perpetuity, if heirs
exist so long. In this country an entail is a deed in law executed by
the proprietor of an estate, by which he calls a certain series of heirB,
without limitation, to enjoyment of the rents, or produce, or possession
of the land, but without allowing to any one of them a right of property in itself. None of them can sell the estate, or burden it with
debt, beyond his own lifetime, or give it to & different order of hein
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from that pointed out in the deed of entail. If, for example, the prop.
erty be destined to heirs-male, the present possessor may haTe a
daughter who is the apple of his eye and the treasure of his heart,
and no male relation nearer than a tenth cousin, and this cousin may
be a protligate of the most disgraceful description; but the law is
blind-the daughter can not inherit one acre of the vast domain, and
the remote and unworthy male heir will take it all. This, however,
is comparatively the least of the evils attending entails. Their existence maintains in an artificial rank, and in possession of great wealth
and influence, individuals who, by their natural qualities, ought to
stand at the bottom of the scale, and who, like the hereditary nobility,
operate as idols on the minds of the aspiring and rising of the middle
and lower ranks, leading them to an insensate worship of aristocracy.
Many persons may imagine that this is a small social evil, affecting
only the individuals who give way to it, and who, they suppose, are
not numerous. But it appears to me to be of greater magnitude, and
to lead to more extensive consequences. It supports, by the ~anctiol)
of the Jaw, the erroneous principle of preserving social greatness and
inftuence to individuals, independently of their natural qualities;
which tends directly to encourage all classes to overlook or undervalue
natural excellence, and to strive only to attain wealth, and to preserve
it in their families, by the aid of legal technicalities, against the Jaw
of God and the welfare of their fellow-men. This averting of the
general mind from the real principles of social improvement, and
giving it a false direction, appears to be the worst evil attending all
artificial systems for preserving family distinctions.• The class
which is thus supported has many powerful motives for improvement
withdrawn from it; it Jeans upon crutches, and rarely exercises its
native strength; and, as a natural consequence, it looks with an
indifferent, if not a hostile eye, on all its inferiors who are laboring to
attain that excellence which itself despises. A great deal of the lukewarmness, if not positive aversion, manifested by some of the higher
ranks, to the instruction and refinement of the people, may be traced
to the consciousness that their own pretensions rest, to a great extent,
• By a stranJ!e coincidence, while this sheet Is In the preao, tbe followln~ advertise•
ment ba1 appeared In the newopapera: "A meellnl! of tbe proprietors or entailed
eotA••• in Sco,laod, for tho purpose of eoo>lderlng the gre•t national evrls connected
wlt.b t.h~ hw or enrail, and the propriety or an Immediate application to the Le~l·lature
thereupon. Is hereby requested to be held on Tborsday, tbe 121!1 d•y or Mnrcb, within
tbe Hopetoon Rooms, Queen Street, Edlnborgb, at one o'clock. (Signed) Baun.u.JI.un:; D. B.uan, Bart.: J.un:s BoswsLr., Bart. ; w. D. GILLON, or WollhOlllll i
w. M•cnNz~ or Xolrton. Edlnbur&h, 8d ot Harch,l846." Let ua wlah thla elrort
fl"'f!r1 IUOCOIII
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on an artillcial bal"ill, and on illu~ions which muRt inevitably yield
before an advanced and generally diffused civilization.
The same arguments which I have now employed against artificial
rank and entails, apply to all exclusive privileges and di11tinetions
conferred by law on individuals or elaRses, independently of their
merits. The social institutions of every country in Europe baYe been
tarnished more or Jess by such abuses. In France, before the Revolution, every class of the people except the lowest, had ita exolusive
privileges, and every town aud department its selfish rights of monopoly or exemption, which were maintained with all the blind avidity
usually displayed by an unenlightened selllshness. The Revolution
swept these away, and made all France and all Frenchmen equal in
I heir rights and privileges, to the great advantage of the whole nation.
In our own country, the spirit of reform is busy extinguishing similar
marks of barbarism, but they are still clung to with great affection by
the true adherents of the individual interesL system.
The brief limits of this course prevent me from entering into farther
details on this subject; but I again beg of you not to misunderstand
me. He who should go forth from this ball and report that the great;
object of my Lectures on· Moral Philosophy wa1 to recommend tbe
abolition by. force of hereditary nobility, entails, and monopolies,
would do me injustice. The real object of this course baR been, to
1how that men must obey the laws of God before they can be happythat one of these laws is, that we should love our neighbors as ourselves, or, in other words, that individual enjoyment is inseparably
connected with and dependent on social welfare ; that, to promote the
general welfare, it is necessary to render all the members of the community alive to its improvement, and to withdraw from them all
artificial means of propping up their individual fortunes and rank,
independently of virtue; that hereditary tiLles, entails, and other exelusive privileges of classes and individuals, are the fortifications in
which the selfish principle intrenches itself, in order to resist and
obstruct general improvement, and that, on thi1 account, they should
be undermined and destroyed. I have endcaYored to show that the
classes who now imagine themselves to be benefited by them, would
actually profit by their abolition, by being directed into the true paths
of happiness and virtue; and I propose, by enlightening their under.
standings, and elevating the standards of public approbation, to induce
a voluntary surrender of these dititiuctions, and not a forcible abroga.
tion of them. Ages may elapse before these results will be accomJtished, but so did many centuries intervene between the painted skins
~ the laced coat; and so did generations pus away between the
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embroidered waistcoats and our own age ; yet our day baa come, and
eo will a brighter day arrive, although we may be long removed from
the scene before it dawns.
Siuce the foregoing remarks were written, I have lived for twenty
months in the United States of North America, where no hereditary
nobility, no privileged classes, and no entails exist. It is impossible
not to perceive that, in their absence, the higher faculties of the mind
have a freer field of action. At the same time, truth compels me to
remark, that as they were abolished in the United States by a sudden
exercise of power, and as a system of equality was introduced as the
result of a successful revolution, and did not arise spontaneously from
the cultivation of the public mind and the development of the moral
and intellectual faculties of the people, the democracy of the United
States does not present all that enlightenment of the under~tanding,
that high-minded love of the beneficial and the just, that refinement
of manners, and that well-regulated self-control which constitute the
most valuable fruita of political freedom. In the United States the
selfish faculties appear to me to be as active and as blind as in Britain.
The political inetitutions of the country are in advance of the mental
· cultivation of the mass of the people; and the· most cheering consideration for the philanthropist, in the prospect of the future, is the fact,
that these institutions having given supreme power to the people, of
which there is no possibility of depriving them, it is equally the
interest and the duty of men of all ranks and conditions to concur in
elevating them in the scale of moral, religious, and intellectual
improvement, so as, in time, to render them worthy of their high calling among nations. Much remains to be accomplished.
The great characteristic of the mixed form of government is its tendency to promote the interests of the classes who wield political power
to the injury of the others. E\'er since Britain apparently attained
freedom, there baa been an evident system of legislating for the
advantage and gratification of the dominant cla.Bs. The laws of primogeniture, of entails, and of the nou-Jiability of heritable property in
legacy-duty; the game-laws, the corn-laws, and the heavy duties
imposed on foreign timber, are all instances in which the aristocracy
have legislated for themselves, at the expense of the people. Jn proportion, again, as the mercantile classes arquired political power, they
followed the same example. They induced Parliament to pass acts
for encouraging the shipping interests, the fisheries, the linen-manu(acture, and a great variety of other interestR, by paying, out of the
public purse, direct bounties to those engaged in them, or by laying
protecting duties;. to be paid by the public: on the rival produoe of
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foreign nations. • In the administration of public aft'airs, the same
principle was followed. The army and navy, the church and the
colonies, and all other departments of the public service, were eonnrted into great pasture-fields for the sons and political dependents
of the aristocracy ; while there were combination-laws againr;t the
laboring classes, to punish them for uniting to rai~ the price of their
labor, and laws authorizing sailors to be impres~ed and forced to serve
in the navy, at wages inferior to the common rate allowed in merchants' ships; and even the militia-laws, although apparently equal.
were actually contrived to throw the whole burden of service on the
lower orders. The penalty on men of all ranks for non-appearance to
be enrolled was £20. This, to a laboring man whose income was
101. a week, was equal to forty vxeks' labor; or to an artisan who
earned 20&. a week, it was equal to twe~ty tDttkl' wages. To a
master-tradesman, a merchant, professional man, or small proprietor,
whose revenue was £365 per annum, it was equal only to twenty d4ys'
income. To have produced equality, the fine ought to have been computed at the amount of a certain number of days' income for all
classes. Acl!ording to this rule, a man having £360 per annum of
income, would have paid £140 of fine, when a mechanic, who earned
201. a week, would have paid £20, or a laborer, with 101. a week,
£10. A great proprietor, enjoying £50,000 a year, would then have
paid £20,000 of fine, for exemption from service.
If the operative classes had had a voice in Parliament proportionate
to their numbers, there is uo doubt that this would have been the
rule; and if so, it would have rendered the militia system so intolerably burdensome to the middle and higher classes, that its existence
would have been brief, and means might perhaps have been dit~t'overed
Cor bringing the last French war to a more speedy termination .
In the British army the law allows a wounded officer a gratuity
corresponding to the severity of his injury; while it not only provides
no immediate compensation to the wounded common soldier, but actually charges him with hospital expenses during his cure. In ''irtue
of a war-office order, when a soldier is received into a military hospital, tod a day at borne, and 9d a day on foreign service, is deducted
from his pay while he continues a patient, and no exception is made
in cases of wounds received in battle. See " Explanatory Directions
for the Information and Guidance of Pay-Masters and Others; War.
Office, 20th Nov., 1830." § 283, 284.
• Tb<ltle aelftab, errone<>u.a, and
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It is argued that impressment of seamen is indispensable to the
defense of the country; but no such necessity exists, if justice were
done to sailors. Let the country recompense equitably their services,
and theRe will not be withheld.
The great argument in my mind for abolishing impressment is, that
when seamen must be enticed by high wages and good treatment to
enter into ships of war, it will be necessary for naval officers to become just, intelligent, and kind, because it will only be by such
qualities that crews will be retained and authority preserved
over them . Sailors themselves, by being well treated, will be impro\·ed. War will be softened in its horrors, when waged by men
thus civilized; and I hope that the additional costliness of it, on such
a system, will tend to induce the public generally to put an end to it
altogether.
If I am right in these views, the mixed form of government is one
adapted to a particular Rtage of civilization, that in which an intelligent claa;s co-exists with au ignorant masF ; but it is not the perfection
of human institutions.
The ~ext form of government preseuted to our consideration is the
democratic, or that in which political power is deposited exclusively in
the people, and by them delegated to magistrates, chosen, for a longer
or shorter period, by themselves.
If the world be really governed by God on the principle of the
supremacy of the moral and intellectual faculties, our social miseries
must arise from individuals and classes ·p111suing their separate interests regardless of those of the rest of the community; and in this
view, the sooner all ranks enjoy political power, the sooner will legislation assume a truly moral character, and benefit the e.ntire nation.
But keeping in view the other principle which I have endeavored to
expound-that men are incapable of steadily pursuing moral and just
objects until their moral and intellectual faculties have been well
trained and enlightened-you will perceive that no nation can become
fit for a republican form of government until all classes of the people
·have been adequately and nearly equally instructed. The ancient
republics of Greece and Rome form uo exceptions to this rule. They
were confined to a very small territory, and the citizens of each republic were for many ages within reaclt of personal communication with
each other, so that there existed ~ome degree of equality of intelligence
among them. Whenever their boundaries became exteusive, their
free government ceased, and was superseded by despotism. But these
ancient republics ne\·er were moral institutions. Their freedom, so
'ar as it existed, resulted from the equal balance of selfishness and
13
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power in the different classes of the community ; or from the rivalry
of their dilfereut orators and leaders, who destroyed each other, as
they rcspecti\·ely attempted to usurp an undue share of authority.
The people in their assemblies, and the senators in their senates, were
often guilty of the most unjust and unpriucipled tyranny against individualti; and altogether, the boasted liberties of Greece and Rome
appear only as the couces8ions of equally matched combataut8, always
withdrawn when equality in the power of aggres~ion and resistance
cea:sed to exist. The reason of this is obvious. In those states there
W;ts uo true religion, no moral traimng, no printing-presses, and uo
science of nature. The great mass of the peopie were ignorant; and
experience teaches us that although a people, enjoying large brains
aud acti\·e temperaments, situate in a fine climate, but destitute of
moral aud intellectual training, may have been ingenious and acute,
yet that they must have been turbulent aud immoral; and such these
ancients really were. '!'heir monuments and records which l:aYe
reached us are the works of a few distinguished men who arose among
them, and who certainly displayed htgh genius in the fine ans, m
literature, and eloquence; "but these were the educated aud the
talented few. From the very necessity of their circumstance~, without.
science, aud without printed books, the mass of the people mu&t have
been profoundly ignorant, the slaves of the animal propensities.
Their domestic habits, as well as their public conduct, show that this
was the ca~e. The popular religion of the ancient nations was a mal!s
of revolt111g absurdities and ~uperstitions. Their wive11 were reduced
to the coudition of mere domestic drudges, and the hours of recreation
of the men were devoted to concubines. Their public entertaiumenta
were sanguinary combats, in which ferocious men ' put each other to
dear,h, or in which wild animal!! tore each other to pieces. All labor
was performed by slaves, whom they treated in the cruelest manner.
They pursued war and conquest as their national occupations, and in
their public acts they occasionally bani~bed or condemned to death
their best and most upri:,:ht citizens. These are facts, which we read
of iu the hi11tories of Greece and Rome. They exhibit the vigorous
ascendancy of the animal propen~ities, and the feeble power of the
moral •entiment11, as clearly as if we saw the barbarian crowds standing before as in all their prowess and ferocity.
In the middle ages, a uumber of small republics Fprnng up in Italy,
and we are dazzled by represeutation8 of their wealth, magnificence,
and freedom. One observation applies to them aiL They exhibited
the dominion of an oligarchy over the people, and the rultng classes
practiced the most disgraceful tyranny, wherever they were not
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restrained by fear of each other. Most of them ultimatelr fell before
the power of the larger monarchies, and are now extinct.
Switzerland presents a brighter prospeet. As it was the first country in Europe which acquired freedom, so has it longest preserved the
blea..ing. The moral and intellectual qualitied of the people, which
I ducribecl in my last Lecture, fitted them for free governments, and
the SwiBB nation constituted itself into a congeriea of republica, acting
in federation, but each independent in ita internal administration. In
the course of time, power fell into the hands of an aristocratic elasa
there, as in Italy, but the native qualities of the SwiBB mind seem to
have warded off the consequences which in other countries generally
ensued. " The me111bers of the Sovereign Council of Bern," we are
told,• "were elected for life, and every ten years there was an election
to supply the vacancies that bad occurred during that period. The
councilors them,;elves were the electors; and as old families became
extinct, and as it was a rule that there should not be less than eighty
families. having members in the great council, vacancies were supplied
from new families of burghers. Still, the number of families in whose
hands the government was vested was comparatively !'mall; and
several unsuecesaful attempts were made, in the courBe of the eighteenth century, to alter this state of thing11, and to reinstate the
assemblies of the body of the burghers. The discontent., however, was
far from general, and it did not extend to the country population
The administration wa11 conducted in an orderly, unostentatious, and
economical manner ; the taxes were few and .light. 'It would be
difficult,' says the historian Muller, ' to find in the history of the
world a commonwealth which, for so long a period, baa been so wisely
administered as that of Bern. In other aristocracies, the subjects
were kept in darkness, poverty, and barbarism; factions were
encouraged among them, while justice winked at crime or took bribes;
and this was the case in the dependencies of Venice. But the people
of Bern stood, with regard to their patricians, rather in the relation
of clients to~·ard their patrons, than in that of subjects toward their
sovereigns.' Zschokke, a later Swiss historian, speaking of Bern, and
other aristocracies of Switzerland, says, 'They acted like scrupulous
guardians. The magistrates, even the highest among them, received
small salaries; fortunes were made only in foreign 11ervice, or in the
common bailiwicks of the subject districts. Although the laws were
defective and trials secret, the love of justice prevailed in the country;
power wisely respected the rights of the humblest freeman. In the
• PeaD)' o,elopedla, arUele Bu11-YoL tv., p. 801.
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principal towns, especially the Protestant one~, wealth fostered science
and the fine arts. Bern opened fine roads, raised public buildings,
fostered agriculture in its tine territory, relieved those districts that
were visited by storms or inundations, founded establishments for the
weak and the helpless, and yet contrived to accumulate considerable
sums in its treasury. But the old patriotism of the Swiss slumbered;
it was replaced by selfishness, and the mind remained stationary; the
various cantons were estranged from each other; instruction spread
in the towns, but coarseness and ignorance prevailed in the country.'
The consequence of all this wiLl!, that when the storm came from
abroad, it found the Swiss unprepared to face it. The French republic, in its career of aggression, did not respect th• neutrality of Switzerland/' but seized upon its territory and treasures, and inflicted on it
the greatest calamities. In 1815, an aristocratical constitution was
~iven to Bern, under the sanction of the allied power11 who dethroned
N•poleon; but in 1830, the canton of Bern, and 11everal others, again
changed their government, and became democratic republics. "The
new constitution has now (1835) been in force for more than three
years; notwithstanding some heart-burnings and party ebullitions,
things appear to be settling into a regular system, and no act of violence
or open bloodshed has accompanied the change."
This account of Bern appears remarkable, when compared with the
history of other republics, the ruling faction>! of which, when allowed
the privilege of self-election, life-tenures of office, and freedom from
resporu;ibility, invariably became selfish and unprincipled tyrants,
convertmg the laws into engines of oppression, and the revenues of
the state iuto sources of private gain. I can account for the superiority
of the Swiss only by the larger endowment of the moral and reflecting
organs in their brainR. which seems to have been a characteristic
fe~ture in the people fr~rn a very remote period, and which-still continues. The Swiss skulls in the possession of the Phrenological
Society, present higher developments of the moral and intellectual
organs than tho~e of any other of the continental nations which I have
seen. The Germans, who are originally the same people, in mauy
districts, resemble them; but they vary much in different places.
The Swiss brain, I may also notice, is not equally favorably developed
in all the cantons. In Bern, Geneva, and Zurich, the combinatious
are the best; at least this struck rne in traveling through the country.
I introduce these remarks to direct your attention to the fact, that
the development of the brain is a most important element in judging
of the adaptation of any particular people for any particular form of
government; a principle which is entirely lost sight of by those phi·
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losophers who believe that all men are naturally equal in their dispositions and intellectual capacities, and that a free government is
equally suited to all.
The conclusion which I draw in regard to the republican form of
government is, that no people is fit for it in whoin the moral and
intellectual organs are not largely developed, and in whom also they
are not generally and extensively cultivated. The reason is clear.
The propensities being all selfi~h, any talented leader, who will
address himself strongly to the interests and prejudices of an ignorant
people, will carry their suffrages to any scheme which he may propose,
and he will speedily render himulf a dictator and t/um slaves. If
there be a .numer:ous dominant class equally talented and enlightened,
the individuals among them will keep each other in check, but they
will rule as an oligarchy, in the spirit of a class, and trample the
people under their feet. Thus it appears that, by the ordination of
Providence, the people have no alternative but to acquire virtue and
knowledge; to embrace large, liberal, and enlightened vie~·s; and to
pursue moral and beneficial objects--or to suffer oppression. This is
another of the proofs that the moral government of the world is based
on the principle of the supremacy of the morr.\ sentiments and intellect;
for, turn where we will, we find suffering linked with selfishness, and
enjoyment with benevolence and justice, in publio as well as in private
afl'11irs.
The United States of North America present the best example of a
democracy which has hitherto appeared in the history of the world.
Power iH there lodged with the entire people; and their magistrates,
from tlte lowest to the highest, are truly the delegates of the national
authority. Yet, in the older States of the Union, life and property are
as secure as in any country in the world, and liberty is more complete.
In my last Lecture, I traced, in the history of this people, their preparation for freedom. The founders of American society were moral,
religious, and industrious men, flying from injustice and oppression;
and were, therefore, probably men of the keenest moral and religious
feelings to be found in the Old World, at the time when they emigrated
to America. Their ranks continued to be recruited from the industrious and enterprising sons of Europe; and hence, when they threw
oft' the yoke of Britain, the materiel of the States consisted chiefly of
minds of the best quality. Since they acquired their independence,
they have continued to advance in education, morality, and il:telligence;
and the extent. of education is considerably greater there than in any
other country in the world, certain portions of Germany, perhaps,
being alone excepted. In Britain and France, you will find more
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highly educated men ; but beside them, you will perceive oountleu
multitudes of human beings enveloped in the profounde~t ignorance.
In America, you will meet with few men of such eminent culture and
attainments as England and France can boast of; but you will look
in vain for the masses of uneducated stolidity which are the disgrace
of Europe. The American people are nearly all to some extent
educated. They are not only able, on an emergency, to read and
write, but they are in the daily habit of reading ; and they understand
the great principles of morals, political economy, and governmen~
better than the uneducated classes of this country. The co-exiatence
of the greatest freedom, therefore, with the highest general intelligence,
in America, is in harmony with the doctrines which I am now
endeavoring to expound.
[The foregoing observations were written before I had visited the
United States, and were founded on such information as I bad then
obtained from communications with individuals who had lived in
them, and from books. After enjoying the advantages of personal
observation, I allow these remarks to remain, as essentially correct;
but I find that I have over-estimated the attainments of the mass or
the people in the United States. The machinery for education which
they have instituted, and which they support by taxation or voluntary
contribution, is great and valuable, and rather exceeds than falls short
or my preconceived opinions-but the quality and quantity of the education dispensed by it are far inferior to what I had imagined. The
things taught, and the modes of teaching, in the public or common
schools which educate the people, are greatly inferior to what are
fouud in the improved schools of Britain. While, therefore, I retain
the observation, " that the people generally understand the great
principles of morail, political economy, and government better than
the uneducated classes of Britain," I must add the qualification, that
the dilference between the two is only like that between moonlight•
and the light of the stars. In regard to the scientific principles or
morals, political economy, and government, especially of the first and
the second, the people of the United States appear to me to be greatly
in the dark. At the aame time, there are many enlightened philanthropists among them who see and deplore this ignorance, and are
laboring assiduously, and I have no doubt successfully, to remove it.
The impulse toward a higher education i~, at this ~ime, strong and
energetic; and as the Americans are a praclicat people, I anticipate a
• An American gentleman, wbo It mucb Interested In bls country's •·eu~rc, on rt'nd·
log tbla pU&IIge remarked, "Yon mayaa:r moonlight wben tbe moon 16 Ill tbe lint
qnarler."
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great and rapid improvement. In Massachusetts, the Hon. Horace
Mann is devoting the whole powers of his great and enlightened mind
to the advancement of the common schools, and he is ably and
zealously seconded by the Government and enlightened coadjutors.
The results can not fail to be highly advantageous. The people of
the United States owe it to themselves, and to the cause of freedom all
over the world, to exhibit the spectacle of a refined, enlightened, moral,
and intellectual democracy. Every male abo•·e twenty-one years of
age among them, claims to be a sovereign. He is, therefore, bound to
be a gentleman. The great cause of the extravagance and apparent
unsteadint>ss of democracy in the United States appears to me to be
referrible to the extreme youth, and consequent excitability and want
of experience of the majority of their voters. The population doubles
itself by natural increase every twenty-five years, and hence the proportion of the young to the aged is much greater than in European
countries. The franchise is enjoyed .a t the age of 21, and the
majority of their >oters are under 35, so that the country is governed
to a great extent by the pa~sion, rashness, and inexperience, instead
of by the wisdom and virtue of its people.]
The history of the world has shown nations degenerating, and losing
the independence and freedom which they once posscs,cd, and it is
prophesied that America will lose her freedom and become a kingdom
in the course of years, or that her States will fall asunder and de~t.roy
each other. It is supposed, also, that the civilized nations of Europe
will become corrupt, and, through exeesxive refin~>ment, sink into
effeminacy, and proceed from effeminacy to ignorance, from ignorance
to barbarism, and thence to dissolution . This has been the fate of the
great nations of antiquity; and it is argued that, as there is nothing
new under the sun, what has been, will be, and that the ultimate
destruction of European civilization is certain; while it is admitted
that freedom, art, and science may flourish in some other region of the
j!lobe. The principle in philosophy, that similar cauNes, in similar
circumstances, produce similar effects, admits of no exception ; and if
modern Europe and the United States of America were in the same
condition in which the monarchies and republics of the ancient world
existed, I should at once subscribe to the conclusion. But in the
ancient government~, the mass of the people, owing to the want of
printing, neYer were educated or civilized; and even the attainments
of the ruling classes were extremely limited. They had literature aud
the fine arts, but they had no Found morality, no pure religion. litt.le
science, and very few of the useful arts which . have resulted from
science. The national greatness of those ages, ther~fore, was not the
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growth of the common mind, but arose from the genius of a few individuals, aided by accidental circumstances. It was like the d.ominion
of France in our own day, when tho military talents of Napoleon
extended her sway from Naples to Moscow, and from Lisbon to Vienna;
but which, resting on no superiority in the French people over the
people of the conquered nations, was di~solved in a day, even under
the eye of the commanding genius who had raised it.
When we apply the history of the past as an index to lhe events of
the future, the condition of lik' circum.stancts is wanting; for Europe
and the United States are in the progress (however slow) of presenting,
for the first time in the world, the spectacle of a universally educated
people; and on this account I do not ~ubscribe to the probability of
civilization perishing, or modern nations becoming effeminate and
corrupt. The discovery of the natural laws, and those of organization
in particular, will guard them against this evil. It is true that only
a few states in Europe have yet organized the means of universally
educating the people; but Prussia, France, Holland, aud Switzerland
have done so, and Britain is becoming anxious to follow their example.
The others must pursue the same course, for their own security and
welfare. A barbarous people can not exist in safety beside enlightened
nations.
For the same reasons I do not anticipate tho dissolution of the pnion
of the States of North America, or that they will lose their freedom.
They are advancing in knowledge and morality; and whenever the
conviction becomes general, that the interests of the whole States are
in harmony, which they undoubtedly are, the miserable attempts to
foster the industry c-f one at the expense of another will be given up,
and they may live in amity, and flourish long, the boast of the world,
so far as natural causes of dissolution are concerned. This expectation
is founded on the hope that they will give a. real education to their
people; an education which shall render them conversant with the great
principles of morals and political economy; so that they may know
that there is a power above themselves, that of nature and nature's
God, whose laws they must obey before they can be prosperous and
happy. I assume, also, that means will be found to expunge the blot
and pestilence of slavery from their free institutions. It is a canker
which will consume the vitals of the Union, if it be not in time eradicated . These expectations may appear to some to be bold and chimerical; but truth's triumphs have no limits, and justice, when once
recognized as a rule of action, which it emphatically is in the institutions of the United States, can not be arrested midway in its career.
The greatest dangers to the institutions of the United States are now
I

.
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impending over them. The people are young, prosperous, rapidly in
creasing, and still very imperfectly instructed. The natural conse
quence is, that they are rash, impetuous, boastful, and ambitious, ready
to rush into contests with other nations about real or imaginary inter•
eats. Their institutions are calculated to prevent and remove causes
of quarrel among themselves, but provide no adequate barriers to their
encroachments on other nations. The extension of their territory may
render their bonds of union too feeble to hold them together, and ambition may ruin a fabric which, under the guidance of morality and
reason, might endure forever. Their only chance of salvation lies in
the success of their efforts to train and instruct a rising generation in
virtue and knowledge. A cheering sign of improvement is presented
in the superior works that are now prepared for the instruction of the
people in the United States. "The School Library,:~ published in
Boston under the sanction and by authority of the Board of Education
of the State of Massachusetts, contains volumes replete with instruction, and characterized by good taste. The State of New York, like·
wise, has establiahed a fund for supplying schools with good libraries.
Private individuals, also, are contributing important works to the edu.
cation of the people. Among these I have recently seen one that was
much wanted, and is now admirably supplied by E. P. Hurlbut, Esq.,
namely, a work on " Civil Offices and Political Ethics." The
"Ethics" are obviously founded on the new philosophy.
From the principles now laid down, it follows that the tendency of
all governments, in modern times, is to become more democratic in
proportion as the people become more intelligent and moral. Since
1831 our own government has been much more under the influence of
the people than at any previous period of our history. Those who feel
alarm at the march of democracy read history without the lights of
philosophy. They have their minds filled with the barbarous demoe·
raeies of Greece and Rome, and of the French Revolution, and tremble
at the anticipated rule of an ignorant rabble in Britain. On the other
hand, the only democracy which I anticipate, to be capable of gaining
the ascendency here, will be that of civilized and enlightened, of
moral and refined men; and if the principles which I have expounded
be correct, that the higher sentiments and intellect are intt>nded by
nature to govern, it will be morally impo~sible that while an enlightened and an ignorant class eo-exist, as in Britain, the ignorant can·
rule. The British aristocracy, by neglecting their own education, may
become relatively ignorant, in comparison with the middle classes, and
their influence may then decay; but should this happen, it would still
be an example of the intelligence of the country bearing the chief
t3•
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away. In Fr&D<~e, the domiaioa el the ferocious democn.u wu abortlived; the superior clUB gradually reeovered their authority, and the
re1gn of terretT never wu restored. In the ancient democracies tbet'e
was no enlightened clUB compa.rable with that of Britain. I regard,
therefore, the fears of those who apprehend that the still ignorant and
rude masses of our country will gain political power, and ilitrodnce
anarchy, as equ&lly unfounded with the terror that the rivers wiH
some day dow upward, and spread the waters of the ocean over the
valleys and the mountains. The laws of the moral are as stable as
those of the physical world; both may be shaken for a time by storms
or convulsions, but the great elements of order rema.in foreveJ.I un~
touched, and after the clearing of the atmosphere they are seen in all
their original symmetry and beauty. The result which I anticipate is,
that education, religion, and the knowledge of the natural laws will in
time extend over all classes of the community, till the com·ietion
shall become general, that the Creator has rendered all our interests
and enjoyments compatible; and that then all clU8es will voluntarily
abandon exclusive privileges, unjust pretensions to superiority, and the
love of selfish dominion, and establish a social condition in which homage will be paid only to virtue, knowledge, and utility, and in which
a pure Christian equality, in so far as human nature is capable of
realizing it, embodying the principle of floing to others as we would
wish others to do unto u11, wl!! umversally prevail. These days may
be very distant; but causes leading to their approach appear to me to
exist, and to be already in operation; and I hope that, in giving expression to these anticipationR, I am stating the deductions of a sound
philosophy, and not uttering the mere inspirations of a warm imagination. At all events, this theory, whiell places independence, freedom,
public prosperity, and individ.aal happiness on the basi11 of religion,
morality, and intelligence, is ennobling in itself, and can not possibly
do harm. Indeed, it can scarcely disappoint us ; because, however far
mankind may stop short of the results which I have anticipated, and
for the realization f'f which I allow centuries of time, it is certain thai
every step which they shall advance in this career will lead them
nearer to happiness, while by no other path c&n they attain to penn anent prosperity and power.
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RELIGIOUS DUTIES OF MAN.
Oooelderallou of man'• dUlles to God, eo tar aa dlacoverable by the light of natureNatural theology a branch of natural pbl1010pby-Not eopereeded ~7 revelaUonBrown, Stewart, and Chalmers quoted-Natural theology a guide 1o tbe sound lntarpretatlon of Scripture-Foundation of natural rell~lon In the facnlllea or mon-Dl&\lnctton between morala and religion-The Bible does not crellle the rellglou. feelings,
bu\ Is Btled only to enllghtan, enliven, and dlr<et tbem-lllustra\lon of lbla vlewStabili•y of religion, even amid the downf~ll or cburehee and creeds-Moral and rell&loua dulle• prescribed to man by natural theology-Prevnlent erroneous views ot
divino wonblp-Natural evidence or God'd exlatanoe and altrlbulc&-Man'slgnoranoe
tho ca11A!8 of tho past barrenness and obsuunty of na\111'111 religion-Importance or the
Book or Creation as a revelation otthe Divine Will.
HAVING discussed the foundation of moral philosophy, the duties of
man as an individual and as a. socia.l being, and also the eauses of the
independence and freedom of nations, with the relations of the di:trer·
ent forms of government to the mora.l and intellectual conditions of the
people, I proceed to consider ma.n's duty to God, so far as this can be
discovered by the light of na.ture.
Lord Brougham, in his "Discourse of Natural Theology," maintains, with great truth, that natural theology" is a bra.nch of natural
philosophy. His argument is the following: It is a truth of physics,
that vision is ·performed by the eye refracting light, and making it con•
verge to a. focus upon the retina. The eye is an optical instrument1
which, by the peculiar combination of its lenses, and the different
materials they are .composed of, produces vision. Design and adapts.·
tion are clearly manifested in its construction. These are truths in
natural philosophy; but a single step converts them into evidences in
natura1 theology. The eye must ha.ve been formed by a Being possess~
ing knowledge of the properties of light, and of the matter of which
the eye is composed; that Being is no inhabitant of earth-he is supe·
rior to man-he is his Maker-he is God. Thus the first branch of
natural theology, or that which treats of the existence and power of
the Deity, rests on the same basis with physical science; in fact, it iB
a direct induction from the truths of Mcience.
The second branch of natural theology treats of the duties of man
toward God, and of the probable designs of the Deity in regard to his
creatures. The facts of menial philosophy ~tand in the same relation
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to this branch that the facts in physical science stand in relation
to the first branch. By contemplating each mental faculty, the objects
to which it is related by its constitution, its sphere of action, its usea
and abuses, we ma.y draw conclusions regarding the divino intentions
in creating our faculties, and touching the duty which we owe to God
in the employment of them. It is obvious that as God has given us
understanding R.ble to discrimina.te the uses and a.buses of our fa.oulties,
and moral sentiments leading us to prefer their use, we owe it to Him
as a duty to fulfill his intentions, thus obviously expre88ed in our creation, by using our powers aright, a.nd not a.busing them.
The second bra.nch of natural theology, like the first, rests upon the
same foundation with all th'l other inductive sciences ; the only dift"erence being, that the one belongs chietl.y to the inductive science of
physics, and the other to the inductive science of mind.• This distinction, however, is not perfectly accurate, because the evidence of
the existence and attributes of God, and also of man's duty toward
Him, ma.y be found in both of these branches of science.
It has been objected that revelation supersedes the necessity of studying natural theology. Dr. Thomas Brown, in his lectures on Moral
Philosophy in the University of Edinbdrgh, has furnished a. brief but
powerful answer to this objection. "On this subject," says he, t
"that comprehends the sublimest of all tho truths which man is permitted to attain, the benefit of revelation may be considered to render
every inquiry supertl.uous that does not tl.ow from it. But to those
who are blessed with a clearer illumination, it can not be uninteresting to trace the fainter lights which, in the darkness of so many gloomy
ages, amid the oppression of tyranny in various forms, and of superstition more afilicting than tyranny itself, could preserve, still dimly vi~
ible to man, that 'Virtue which he was to love, and that Oreator whom
he was to adore. Nor can it be without profit even to their better
fa.ith to find all nature thus concurring as to its most important truths
with revelation itself, and everything, living and inanimate, announcing that high and holy One of whose perfections they have been privi·
leged with a more splendid manifestation."
Dugald Stewart, in his a Outlines of Moral Philosophy," also treats
at considerable length of natural religion. " The study of philosophy,"
says he,t "in all its various branches, both natural and moral, aft"ords
at every step a. new illustration that the design which we trace in
creation indicates wisdom, and that it operates in conformity to one
• Bee Lord Broqham'a Dleooune8, 84 ediL, p. 88. Hla upment Ia not clear.
: Pap

t Vol. tv., p. ~1.

m.
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uniform plan: insomuch that the truths of natural religion gain an
accession of evidence from every addition that is made to the stock ol
human knowledge."
Dr. Chalmers, in the fifth chapter of his "Bridgewater Treatise,"
discusses "the special and subordinate adaptations of external nature
to the moral constitution of man," and observes: " Notwithstanding
the blight which has so obviously passed over the moral world aud
defaced many of its original lineaments, while it has left the materialism of creation, the loveliness of its scenes and landscapes, in a great
measure untouched-still we possess very much the same materials
for a natural theology in reasoning on the element of virtue as in
reasoning on the element of beauty." (P. 191.)
Further-! consider the study of natural theology as important in
leading to a sound interpretation ol Scripture itself. Great differences
exist in the interpretations of its declarations by different sects; and,
as all truth must be harmonious, it appears to me that whenever the
constitution of man and the attributes of the Deity shall be ascertained,
so fo.r as this is possible, by strictly logical inductions from facts correctly observed in nature, all interpretations of Scripture touching
these points must be brought · into harmony with nature, otherwise
they will justly be regarded as erroneous. Every well-established
doctrine in moral philosophy and in natural theology fowtded on the
constitution of nature, will be a plumb-line by which to adjust interpretations of Scripture. The Soriptural doctrine of the corruption of
-human nature, for example, is one on which a vast variety of opinions
is entertained by Christians. Phrenology shows that every faculty
has received from the Creator an organ, and been furnished with legitimate objects, although each of them has also a. wide sphere in which
it may commit abuses. As the evidence of the organs is physical and
indestructible, the views correctly deduced from it must in time extinguish all interpretations of Scripture that a.re at variance with them.
When Scripture is interpreted in such a manner as to contradict the
sgund conclusions of rea.son on subjects which lie within the legitimate
province of reason, such interpretations must be powerless, or posi~i\'Ciy mischie,·ous. The Christian world at present. (1841>) appears
to be in o. st:\te of transitiou. In Germauy, a large portion of tho
people, under the guidance of Johannes Il.onge, have thrown off Roman
Catholicism, also rejected the dogmas of the Protestant churches established at the Reformation, and adopted Rationalistic interpretations of
Scripture. As a contrast to this movement, a number of the scholar11
of Oxford, under the iufiuence of Dr. Pusey, have gone over to the
Church of Rome; while the middle elaPses in Scotland ha,·e nban-
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doned their ancient Preabyterian Church, reared a new on~ on the same
foundation, and embraced with freah fervor the doctrines and opinions
of the sixteenth century, rejected by the Germans. In these evolutions,
no appeal has been made to the lights afforded by the New Philosophy ;
but as the sound dictates of reason are the revelations of God's
attributes and will to the human understanding, through the medium
of our natural constitution and that of external nature, they can llt)t be
neglected with impunity by any elass of teachers, and the day is on the
wing when this philosophy will purify and control every Christian creed.
It is grauifyit:g to trace the recognition of this principle in the works
of divines. The Rev. Baden Powell, Savilian Professor of Geometry
in the University of Oxford, in his work on "The Connection of Natural
and Divine Truth," says, " Physical science is the necessary foundation of natural theology; certain of the truths it discloses are warnings
a.gainst mistaking the purport of Scripture; and the right use of the
caution thus inculcated applies widely in the interpretation of revelation. Inductive philosophy is subservient both to natural and revealed
religion. The investigation of God's works is an essential introduction
to the right reception of his Word."
In like manner there should be no philosophy that is not religious;
that is to say, which should not be viewed as a chapter of the Creator's great book of revelation, addressed to the human understanding in
the coustitution of the universe.
I proceed, therefore, to consider the subject of natural theology without feeling that, if properly conducted, it will endanger any other class
of truths.
The dfllt point which I propose to investigate relates to the foundation of natural religion. I beg of you to observe, that religion emanates from sentiments or emotions, and that it does not consist of a collection of mere intellectual conceptions or ideas. The foundations of
it lie in the organs of Veneration, Wonder, and Hope. A brief explanation will enable you to understand this view. War springs,
originally, not from tho human intellect, but from the propensities of
Combativeness and DeRtructiveness, which give an instinctive tendency to oppose, to contend, and to destroy. There are legitimate spheres
within which these propensities may act beneficially; but when th~y
are too energetic, they carry captive the other powers, enlist them in
their service, and then lead to the extensive destruction and horrors of
war. Combativeneas and Destructiveness, operating in sava.,ae man
with very little intellect, produce war in which ambush and cunning,
clnh~ and bowa and arrows, are used as the means of assault. The
11ame propensities, acting in the nationR of modern Europe, lead to 'the
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employment of scientific principles in the construction of works of
attack and of defense, and to the use of cannon and other ingenious and
complicated instruments of destruction. Still, Combativeness and
Destructiveness &Te the original sources in the human mind frorn which
war itself, in all its forms and with all its weapons, flowa. If these
instincts were not possessed, men would feel no impulse to fight, any
more than they feel an impulEe to fly. In like manner, the whole art
of music rests on the organs of Tune and Time as its foundation. In
some individuals these organs are extremely defective; and they not
only feel no internal impulse prompting them to produce melody, but
are insensible to its charms when produced by others. In other per·
sons, again, these organs act with such energy, that they impel them,
as it were, to elicit music from every object. You rna-,· have seen inviduals who, in want of a. better instrument, have beat out passable
tunes by a ~ucl.'ession of blows on their chins. When the musical
organs engage the intellectual faculties to assist them, they obtain, by
their aid, instruments for producing music, refined and perfect in proportion to the degree i·n which the intellect is instructed in the various
arts and sciences capable of being applied to the production of such instruments. Still you perceive that the origin or foundation of the
whole art and practice of music lies in the organs of Tune and Time.
Further-You can readily infer that war will be practiced by any
nation very mul.'h in the proportion which Combativeness and Destructiveness bear in them to the other faculties. If these propensities preponderate over the moral sentiments, the people will be constantly craving for war and seeking occasions for quarrels. If they be very feeble,
public attention will be directed to other and more peaceful pursuits, and
contentions will, as far as possible, be avoided. If we wish to tame a
warlike people to the arts of peace, we must try to stimulate their
higher faculties, and to remove all objects c~lcu1ated to excite their
pugnacious propensities. The same remarks apply to music. A native
love of music wiii prevail in any people in proportion to the natural
endowment of the organs of Tune and Time in their brains. If we·
wish to cultivate music in a people, we must address the orsrans of
Tune a.nrl .Time by the sweetest and most touching melodleR, aud
thereby call them gently and agreeably into action; because, by exercising them, and by no other means, can we increase their energy and
augment that people's love of music.
Similar observations apply to religion. The foundations of religion
l"e in the organ of Veneration, which instinctively feels emotions of
re\"erence and respect-in the organ of Wonder, which longs after the
new, the astonishing, and the supernatural, and which, combined with
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Veneration, leads us to adore an unseen power-and in the organ of
Hope, which instinctively looks forward in expectation to future enjoyment. These inspire man with a ceaseless desire to offer homage to a
11uperior Being, to adore him, and to seek his protection. The inherent
activity of these organs has prompted men in all ages to employ their
intellectual faculties to discover as many facts as possible concerning
the existence and attributes of superior powers or gods, and to institute
ceremonies for their gratification. In some tribes of savages, we are
informed that no traces of religion have been discovered; but you will
find that in them the organs which I have named are extremely small.
They are in the same condition as regards the religious feelings tha\
other tribes, in whom the organs of Tune and Time are deficient, stand
in regard to melody; these have no music in consequence cf the extreme feebleness of the related organs in their brains. On the other
hand, wherever the organs of the religion!! sentiments are large in a
people, that nation or tribe will be found to be proportionably devoted
to religion. If their intellectual faculties be feeble, if they have no
science and no true revelation to direct them, they may be engulfed in
superstition; but superstition is only the religious sentiments gone
astray. They may be found worshiping stocks and stones, reptiles,
and idols of the most revolting description; but still, this shows not
only that the tendency to wor~hip exists in them, but that it may be
manifested in great vigor when the intellect is feeble or very imperfectly informed. It pro\·es, also, that'tbese sentiments are in themselves blind or mere general impulses, which will inevitably err, unless directed ty an illumination superior to their own.
The religious sentiments may act in combination with the propensities or with the moral sentiments. In combination with the lower
feelings they produce a cold, cruel, and selfish faith, in which the
votary's chief object is to"secure the favor of Heaven for himself, while
he allots endless and nearly universal misery to the rest of mankind.
In combination with Benevolence and Conscientiousness they lead to
a faith in which justice and mercy, truth and humility, prevail.
There is a distinction in nature between morals and religion. The
organs of Conscientiou8ness and Benc,·oience are t.lte foundations of
morals. When they are predominautly Iorge, they produce the ten.
dency to do justly and to act kindly toward all men; but if Lhe orga.ns
of the religious sentiments are deficient, there wtll not be an equal tendency to worship. Thus we meet wiLh many men who are moral, but
not religious. In like manner, if the org:~.ns of the religious sentiments
be large, and those of Conscientiousness and Benevolence be defioient,
there may be a strong tendency to perform acts of religion~ de\·otiou
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with a great disregard of the duties of brotherly love and honesty. We
meet with such characters in the world. The late Sir Henry Mon·
creiff, minister of St. Cuthbert's Parish, in Edinburgh, is said to have
described a person, with whom he had had many transactions, in these
forcible terms: "He is a clever man, a kind-hearted man, and he
seems to be a religious man-in ~hort, an excellent man; only, somehow or other, he is sadly deficient in .common honesty." Phrenology
enables us to comprehend the combination of qualities which gives rise
to such characters. The description indicates large intellect, large
organs of the religious sentiments. and large Benevolence, but great
deficiency in the organs of Conscientiousness.
According to these views, religion rests on the sentiments of Veneration, Wonder, and Hope as its foundations. The enlightenment of the
intellect serves to direct the!!e sentiments to their proper objects, but
does not produce them, and therefore does not produce religion. It is
thus impossible that religion itself can be o>erset or eradicated from
the human mind. The forms and ceremonies by which the religious
sentiments manifest themselves may be expected to vary in different
ages and in different countries, according to the degree of development
of the religious, moral, and intellectual organs, and the state of the
intellectual cul.tivation of the people; but these emotions themselves
evidently glow with a never-dying ftame, and man will cease to adore
onl)' when be ceases to exist.
After you understand that music springs from the organs of Time
and Tune, you would smile if I were to assure you that it would perihh if the Society of Professional Musicians were dissolved. You
would at once discover that this society itself, as well as all the pieces
which its members perform, and the instruments which they use, have
sprung from the innate love of music in the mind ; and that it is mtstaking the effect for the cause, to imagine that when they cease to exist as a ~ociety, music will become extinct. The result of their ditisolution would be, that the inherent activity of the musical faculties
would prompt other individuals to establish other societies, probably
on more impro>ed principles, and music would flourish still.
It is equally absurd to mistake churches, articles of faith, and acts
of parliament for the foundations of religion, and to imagine that -..hen
these are changed, religion will perish. The day was when religion
was universally believed to rest, for its existence, solely on the decreea
of Roman Catholic councils and Popish bulls·, and when the priests
8.118Ured the world that the moment their church and authority wert~
subverted, religion would be forever destroyed. But we have Jived to
see religion flourishing vigorously in nations which disown that author.
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ity and church. IC the churches and articles of faith now prevalent
shall be changed, of which there is much probability, the adherents of
them will, after the fashion of the priests of Rome, proclaim that the
doom of religion has been sealed; but all men who are capable of looking at the trne foundation of religious worship, firmly and deeply laid
in the human faculties, will be unmoved by such alo.rms. They will
expect religion to shine forth in ever-brightening lovepness and ~>plen
dor, in proportion to the enlightenment of the public mind, and they
will fear neither infernal nor terrestrial foes.
It would greatly assist the progress of improvement, if a firm conviction could be carried home to the public mind, that religion has ita
foundations in the nature of man, because many excellent persona
might thereby be delivered from the blind terrors in which they constantly live, lest it 8hould be destroyed ; and the acrimony of contending sects, also, every one of which identifies its own triumph with that
of religion itself, might probably be moderated.
The next question that presents itself is, Whether there be any
moral or religious duties prescribed to man by natural theology? In
answering this question, moralists in general proceed to prove the existence and attributes of God, and to infer from them the duties we
owe to Him as our creator, preserver, and governor. They regard Him
aa the mighty God, and us as His lowly Rubjects, bound to fear,
tremble, love, and obey him; I entirely concur in this view when applied to doing the will of God; but it appears to me that it has often
led to misconceptians and abuse. Religious duty ha~, somehow or
other, come to be too generally regarded (in the spirit, at least, iu
which it is practiced, if not in word8) as a homage rendered to the
D1vine Being for his own gratifica.tion, the neglect of which be will
pnnish, and the performance of which he will reward. Many pt'lrsoos
have a notion of the Divine Being somewhat resembling that of an
earthly sovereign, whom they may win and gratify by prai,es and
flattery, and from whose favor they may expect to receive somethin;
agreeable and advantageous in return. All this is superstition and
error, and it partakes too much of the character of selfishness. I am
aware that no r&tional ChriRtian puts his religious fa.ith and worship
into the form of such propositions; but I fear tha.t the spirit of them can
be too often detected in much of the religion of the world.
It appears to me t.h, t the religious Gervice of the Deity poasesses,
under the lights of nature, a totally different character.
The emtence of a supreme Ruler of the world, is no doubt the first
position to be ebtablished in natural religion; but the pronfij of it are
110 abunda.ut, so overpowering to the understanding, and s<. captivating
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to tb~ set~timents, that I regard this as the simplest, the easiest, and
the least likely to be disputed of all the branches of the subject. If
refte(lting intellect be posseesed, we can seateely move a step in the
investigation of nature without receiving irresistible proofs of divine
agency and wil!dom. I opened the first book embracing natural
seienee, that tame to my hand, when composing this Lecture. It bap~ned to be a number of the "Penny Encyclopedia," which bad just
been sent in by the bookseller; and I turned up the first page that
present.ed itself (p. 151 ). It chanetd to be one on Bees, and I read as
follows: "In many instances, it is only by the bees traveling from
flower to flower that the pollen or farina is carried from the male to
the female flowers, without which they would not fructify. One
specie~~ of bee would not be sufficient to fructify all the various sorts
of flowers, were the bees of that species ever so numerous, for it requires epecies of different sizes and different constructions.'' M. Sprengel found that" not only are insects indisptnsable in fructifying different
apeeies of iris, but that some of them, as I. Xiphium, require the agency
or the larger humble bees, which alone are strong enough to force
their way between the stile-flags ; and hence, at! these insects are not
ao common as many othera, this iris ia often barren, or bears imperfect
aeeds."
This simple announcement proves to my understanding, incontestably, the existence and presence of a Deity in creation; because we
see here au important end, clearly involving design, accomplished by
agents altogether unconscious of the service in which they are
engaged. The bee, performing, all unconsciously t.o itself. the work
of fruetill.eation of the !lowers-and the provision of bees of different
weights for stile-llags of different strengths-bespeak, in language
irresiKtible, the mind and workmanship of an intelligent contriver.
And who is this contriver? It is not man. There is only one answer
pouible, it is the Dl<ity; and one object of his selecting such a method
for operating may perhaps have been, t.o speak home to the understandings of men, concerning his own presenee, power, and widdom.
Nature i11 absolutely overtlowin~ with similar examples.
But there is another species of proof of the existence of a God-that
whieh is addre~sed to the poetic sentiments of man . "The external
world," says Mr. Sedgwick, "proves to us the being of a God, in t\\"()
ways, by addressing the imagination, as well lUI by informing the
rel\son. It speak~ to our imllginative and poetic feelings, and they are
as much a part of ourselves as our limbs and our organ~ of sen~e .
Musie has no eharms for the deaf, nor has painting fnr the blind; and
all i~ to'Uebing se&timent!! and splendid imagery borrowed b1 the
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poet from the world without, would lose their magic power, and might
u well be presented to a cold statue u to a man, were there no pre-

ordained harmony between his mind and the material beings around
him. It is certain that the glories of the external world are so fitted
to our imaginative powers u to give them a perception of the Godhead
and a glimpse of his attributes ; and this adaptation ia a proof of the
existence of God, of the same kind (but of greater or less power,
acoording to the constitution of our individual minds) with that which
we derive from the adaptation of our senses to the constitution of the
material world."-Dilcourle on the Studiu of the Univerrity of Ozmbridgc, pp. 20, 21.
Assuming, then, the existence of a Deity a.a demonstrable by means
of the work of creation, the next question is, What can we discover
of his character by the exercise of our natural faculties ?
In answering this question, I observe, in the first place, that we
can not possibly discover anything from creation concerning His person,
or personal history, if I may use such expressions, because there is no
manifestation of these in the external world. If, for example, we
were to present a thread of raw silk to an intelligent man, and ask
him to discover, from ita physical appearances alone, the individual
characteristics of the maker of the thread, he would tell us that it is
impossible to do so ; because the object presented to him does not contain one element from which his understanding can legitimately infer
a single fact in answer to such a question. In like manner, when we
&urvey earth, air, and ocean, our own mindil and bodies, and every
page of creation that is open to us, although we perceive thousands of
indications of the mental qualities of the Creator, we receive not one
ray of light concerning his form of being, his personal history, residence,
or individual nature. All conjectures on this subject, therefore, are
the otfspring of fancy or of superstition.
But we receive from creation overwhelming proofs of His mental
attributes. In the stupendous mechanism of the heavens, in whic!J.
our sun and whole planetary system are but a.a one wheel, and that so
small, that although annihilated, ita absence would scarcely be perceptible to an eye embracing the universe-we perceh·e indications of
power which absolutely overwhelm our imaginations. In the arrangementa of physical and animal creation we disconr proofs of wisdom
without limits; and in the endowment of our own minds, and the
adaptation of the external world to them, we discover evidence of unbounded goodness, intelligence, and justice.
The inference which I draw from these manifestations of the Divine
character is this, that God vails from us his individual er peraonal
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nature, to avert from our minds every conception that he stands in
need of us, or of our homage or services, for hu own sake; 110 that we
may have neither temptation nor apology for adopting a system of
worship, such as we should address to a being whom we desired to
Jlatter or please by our attentions ; and that he reveals to us his moral
and intellectual attributes, to intimate to us that the worship which
will meet with his approbation, is that which will best carry into
e.Lecution his will in that department of creation which is placed under
the dominion of man a11 a rational and responsible being. Now, what
u this form of service? All creation proclaims an answer ! It is
acting in the spirit of the Deity, as manifested in his works. If so,
natural religion must be progressive in its principles and duties, in
correspondence with our increa~ing knowledge of the will of the
Divine Being, expressed in his works ; and it really is so.
Theologians often reproach the religion of nature with darkness
and uncertainty. They might as legitimately make the same charge
against the science and philosophy of nature. Up to a very recent
period, indeed, the science of nature was barren ; but the reason was,
not that in itself it contained no wisdom, nor any elements adapted to
the profitable use of man, but that man's ignorance was so great, that
be had not di~covered how to study that science in its right spirit.
As soon as Lord Bacon put him into the road to study it wisely, natural philosophy became munificently productive; and at this hour its
11tores continue to yield more and more abundant benefits to man, in
proportion as they are opened up.
The same history will hereafter be given of natural religion. While
men were ignorant of every principle of science, it was most natural
in them to ascribe every isolated effect to an isolated power, and to
imagine as" many deities as there were agencies in the world which
they could not reconcile. They saw the river waters rolling in
mighty torrents to the ocean; their Veneration and Wonder were
moved by the power displayed, and they imagined a river god as the
cause. They perceived the earth yielding spontaneously fruits, and
fiowerR, and herbage, of the richest kinds; they felt the bounty of the
gift~~, and ignorant of their cause, ascribed them to a goddess, Ceres.
They saw the seasons change, and the sun, moon, and planets present
different appearances; and deeply impressed with the manifestations
of power which these orbs displayed, but ignorant of the cause, they
imagined them to be deities themselves. All this was the natural
effect of the human faculties operating in profound ignorance of phys·
ical eau~ation.
But aince ~ience demonstrated that the planets revolve, and rivera·
.
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8ow, in l-ir~ue of one law of gravitation, we no longer ascribe eaeb.
action to a lieparate deity, but attribute both to one; and our notiona
of that one are prodigiously enhanced by the per<;<~ption of a single
power extending over anch migh~y intervals of space, and operating in
all according to one uniform law. In proportion, therefore, u we
advance in knowledge of creation, we discover proofs of uniformity,
combination, mutual relationship, and adaptation that compel the
understanding to ascend to one cause, and to concentrate in that cause
the most transcendent qualitie1. It is thus that our conceptions of the
attrabutes of the Divine Being drawn from nature, go on increasing in
truth, in magnificence, and in beauty, in proportion as we proceed in
the acquisition of knowledge; and as our rapid progress in it ia of
recent origin, we may well believe that natural religion could not
earlier ha\'e presented much instruction regarding the Deity to the
underatanding or the moral sentiments of man.
But the reproach is made against natural theology, that it is barren
alao in regard to man's dutiea. Here the same answer occurs. Natural theology teaches that it ia man's duty to perform aright the part;
which God has allotted to him in creation ; but how could he discover
what that part was, until he became acquainted with himaelf and
with creation? Natural theology was barren in regard to dutiea, only
because the knowledge of nature, which alone gives it form and substance, bad itself scaroely an existence in the human mind. Man h~
uot learned to read the record, and was therefore ignorant of the precept~! which it contained. He was exactly in the same condition, in
regard to natural religion, in which most of us would be if we ho.d
never rt:ceived any but a Gaelic Bible. The whole doctrines and precepts of Christianity might be faithfully recorded, and most explicitly
set down in it; but if we could uot interpret the characters, of what
service would the book be to us? It would be absurd, however, to
object against the Bible itself, on this account, that it is barren of
instruction.
In like manner, whenever we shall have interpreted aright the constitution of the human miud and body, the laws of the physical world,
aud our relations to it and to Goo, which conatitute the record of our
duties, inscribed by the Creator in the book of nature, we shall find
natural theology most copious in its precepts, most express in its
injunctions, and most peremptory in its demands of obedience. For
example : 'Vhen we know that He has bestowed on man an organ of
Philoprogenitiveness, and enabled us to comprehend its uses and
objects, every well-constituted mind feels that this gift implies a
direot precept from God., that parents should love their clijldren. But
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when we discol"er that this is a mere blind impulse, which may
egregiously err, and that God has given us intellect and moral sentiments to direct its manifestations, the obligation is in11tantly recognized to lie on all parents to u1e these faculties in order to attain the
knowledge necessary for loving their children according to true wiadom.
And what is this knowledge? It is at'C}uaintance with the bodily
eonstitutiou and mental faculties of children, and with the influence
of air, diet, exercise, seasons, clothing, mental instruction, and society
upon them; so that the parents may be enabled to train them iu
health, to prepare them for becoming virtuous members of society, and
to t<ecure their present and future happiness. If any mother, through
ignorance of the phyRica.l constitution of her child, shall ~o mismanage
its treatment that it shall become miserable, or die, she has neglected
a great duty prescribed by natural theology; because the moment abe
perceives that God bas rendered that knowledge necessary to the welfare of the child, and has given her understanding to acquire it, she is
guilty of disobedience to his will in omitting to seek it. The unhappinesll and death of the child and her own attend~nt sulfering are
punishments which clearly indicate His displeasure.
I appeal to you who have followed a. course of Lectures on Phrenology, a.nd rea.d the " Constitution of Man," and been utisfted with
the general truth of the principles unfolded in them, whether you do
not perceive these to be duties prescribed in the constitution of na.ture,
by the Creator, to parents, with a. comma.ud as clear and explicit, and
with a sanction as certain, as if he had opened the heavens, and, amid
thunders a.nd the shaking of the uninrse, delivered to them the same
precepts written on monuments of brass! In truth, they are more so;
because the a.uthenticity of the tablets of brass, like those of stonf',
might be dif<puted and denied by skeptics, who did not themselves see
t.hem delivered; while the precepts written in our nature, a.dapted to
the constitution of our faculties, and enforced by the whole order of
creation, stand revealed in a. record which never decays nor become•
obsolete, a.nd the authenticity of which no skeptic can euccessfully
deny. If the precepts therein contained be neglected by ignora.nce, or
set at defiance by obstinacy, they never are so with impunity; because
God in his providence sweeps resistlessly along in the course which
he hu revealed, la.ying in the gra.ve the children in whose persona his
organic laws have been deeply infringed, rendering unha.ppy those in
whom they have been materially neglected, and rewarding with enjoyment only those in whose minds and bodies they have been obeyed.
Every organ of the body and every fa.culty of the mind is a ted
from which ~he most valuable lessons in natural .religiqll mighi be
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drawn ; lessons thoroughly adapted to the humaa understanding, true,
practical, and beneficial. Natural theology would at once impress on
them the sanction of the Divinity, and enforce them, by showing th&t
he punishes men for their neglect, and rewards them for their observance, in the ordinary administration of his providence. If I am sound
in the view which I have labored to establish, that this world really
constitutes a great theater of causation, adapted to the animal, moral,
and intellectual nature of man, so arranged as to admit of his becoming
prosperous and happy in proportion 88 he becomes thoroughly intelligent and moral, and by no other means, what a fertile field of precept for the practice of virtue is thus opened up to us ! How eloquent,
how forcible, how varied, and how instructive may not the teachers
of God's law and God's will then become, wh11n they shall have the
whole book of creation opened to them for texts ; when every line shall
be clear, interesting, and instructive; and when they shall be able to
demonstrate, in the consequences which attend the fulfillment or neglect of their precepts, that they are teaching no vain or fanciful
theories, but the true wisdom of God ! Conceive for one moment how
much of useful, interesting, nay, captivating instruction, might be
delivered to a general audience, by merely expounding the functions,
uses, and abuses of the various organs of the body necessary to health,
and of. the organs and faculties of the mind, holding up the oonstitution
of each as a Divine intimation to man, and the consequences of using
or abusing each, 88 solemn precepts from the Divinity, addressed to
his understanding and his moral and religious feelings !
In preRenting these views for your aooeptance, I usume that it ia
po1Bible to discover important duties by studying the institutions of the
Creator; and in the first Lecture, I 11tated that "it is accordance with
the dictates of all the faculties harmoniously combined, which constitutes certain actions virtuous, and discordance with them which
constitutes other actions vicious." An objection to this doctrine, however, has been stated in the following wordx: "Here we would ask,
whose 'enlightened intellect' is referred to in the above passage, or
how we can know when our own becomes sufficiently enlightened to
be taken as a guide? Is this giving us one moral standard, or many?"
I would answer this question by propounding to the objector another.
What moral standard does he himself possess? He will probably
answe~, "the Scriptures;" but I reply that the Scriptures are differently interpreted by different mindR; and I again inquire, Whose
mind constitutes the standard of infallible interpretation? The Pope
answers, that the minds of himself and of his cardinals, acting in
council, do 10. The Geaeral Assembly of the Church of Scotland,
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however, deny the pretensions of the Pope sod cardinals, and virtually
claim it as belonging to themselves. The Episcopalians, Unitarians,
and Universalists, on the other band, affirm that the Church of Scot.
land has no more legitimate claim to infallibility in interpreting Scripture than the Pope. Where, then, is the standard to be found ? In
my opinion, the decisions of those individuals who possess the largest
development of the moral and intellectual organs, and the most
favorable combination of them in rela.tion to each other a.nd to the
organs of the anima.! propensities ; who also possess the most active
tempera.ments, and who have cultivated a.ll these gifts to the highest
adva.nta.ge, will be entitled to the greatest respect as authorities on
morals and religion, whether these be founded on interpretations of
God's works, or on interpretations of Scripture. If this sta.ndard be
imperfect, I know of no other.
Aga.in: If these views be well founded, how unproductive of real
adva.ntage must the preaching and teaching of Christianity necessarily
be, "'bile the duties prescribed by nllture are ignorantly neglected !
Nothing appears to be more preposterous than for human beings to
pray, evening and morning, to their Maker-" Thy kingdom come.
Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven;" a.nd all the while to
close their eyes against perception of the means appointed by God for
realizing his kingdom and doing his will on earth ! So far from the
duties prescribed by natural theology being either ba.r..-en or a.dverse
to Chnstianity, it appears to me tha.t practica.l Christianity has
remained, to a great extent, unproductive, misunderstood, a.nd comparatively feeble, in consequence of the dictates of na.tural theology
having been unknown a.nd neglected. If I am correct in the single
position, that men in whom the coronal region and the anterior lobe
of the brain are la.rge, are na.turally alive to the truth and excellence
of practical Christianity, while those in whom these regions, particularly the coronal, are deficient, are naturally opposed to, or indifferent
about it-how important does it become to obey all the dictates of
natural theology for improving the development of the brain, as a
preliminary condition, indispensable to the general introduction of the
morality of Jesus Christ ~ The clerical teachers of mankind in all
civilized countries are placed at present in a position which few of
them understand. The theology which constitutes the distinctive
creed of each sect is scholastic and dogmatical, resting on words and
interpretations of words based on no natural foundation, and unconnected with any natural science. The discoveries which have been
made since these creeds were framed, in Astronomy, Geology, and
Physioloer, have brought facts concerning physical nature and the
14
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nature of man to light, which were never dreamed of by the aathora
of these formulas of belief, and which yet bear directly on their meritll.
A knowledge of these sciences is becoming widely diffused among the
people, and the effects are already discernible in the United States of
America, France, and Germany, where religious discussion is freely
maintained. There the ancient formulas are every day fall ing more
and more into disrepute ; while no satisfactory substitute for them has
yet been introduced. This can not be achieved until the record of
nature be honeRtly and fearlessly contrasted with that of Scripture,
and justice done to both. When will the clergy open their eyes to
this fact?

Jtdurt ~intfttntg.
RELIGIOUS DUTIES OF JfAN.,
Natural Tbeolog7 prollftc in moral preeepte-lld dletatee compared wllb tbote ot tbe
Ten Commandmente-Aruwer '<I the objection that Natural Theolo~7 exclodee
pr4yer-Dr. Barrow, Dr. He7Un, and Lord KolDlee quoled-Worsblp ot the Del17
ralloual.

Irr my last Lecture, I mentioned that natural religion is based on
the sentiments of Veneration, Wonder, and Hope, which are innate in
man, and which give him the desire to discover, and the disposition to
worship and obey, a superna.tura.l Power; that it is the duty of the
intellect t~ direct these sentiments to their proper objects ; and that
the intellect obtains much needful illumina.tion from the study of
nature. I rega.rded the province of rea.son to be to unfold the cha.r·
acter a.nd will of God, in so fa.r as these are discoverable in the works
of creation. I observed that, on this account, natural theology must
always keep pace with natural science; science being merely a
metbodica.l unfolding of what God has done and instituted in creation.
~ence I inferred tha.t our notions of the character of God will be more
correct and sublime in proportion a.s we become better acquainted
with his works, and that our perception of our duties will be clearer
and more forcible in proportion a.s we compare correctly our own
coustitution with his other natural institutions. I concluded the la.st
Lecture by observing that natural theology is in reality extremely
prolific in precepts, and imperative in enforcing obedience, whenever
we know how to read the record . In elucidation of this remark, I
shall now compare the Ten Commandments with the dictates of natural theology, and you shall judge for yourselves whether the same
Jaw i11 not promulgated in both. In order to see the precept, however,
in natural theology, be it remembered that you must be able to read
the record in which it is written ; that is to say, you must understand
the constitution of the external world, and that of your own nature,
to such an extent as to be capo.ble of perceiving what God intimates
that o. rational being, capable of comprehending both, should do, and
abstain from doing, in consequence of that constitution. If you are
ignorant of this natural record, then the duties which it contains will
a.ppeo.r to you to be mere fancies, or gratuitous assumptions ; and the
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observations which I am about to make will probably seem unfounded,
if not irre\·erent. But with every indulgence for the ignorance of
natural institutions, in which the imperfections of our education have
left most of our minds, I beg to be forgiven for not bowing before the
decisions of that ignorance, but to be permitted to appeal to the judgment of men possessing the most extended knowledge. If there be
individuals here ~-ho have seriously studied natural science, and alao
the structure and functions of the human body, a.nd the nature and
functions of the mind, as re\·ealed by Phrenology, they ha.ve learned
to read the record of natural theology, and have prepared their minds
by knowledge to interpret it aright; and to them I address the fol
lowing observations.
The Ten Commandments a.re given forth in th~Book of Exodus,
which narrates that they were delivered by God himself to Moses,
written on ta.bles of stone. If we find tha.t every one of them is written clearly and indelibly also in the human constitutien, and i1
enjoined by natural rf'ligion, this must strengthen tbe authority of
Scripture, by showing that nature harmonizes with its dictates.
The First Commandment is-" Thou sha.lt have no other gods before
me."
This forbids an abuse of Venera.tion ; and all nature, when rightly
understood, proolaims one God, and enforces the same commandment~
The nations who are lost in superstition and given up to idola.try are
profoundly ignora.nt of na.tura.l science. In proportion as' we become
acquainted with na.ture, the harmony of design and unity of power
displayed in the most distant portions of the universe proclaim more
and more forcibly the unity of the Designing Mind ; and hence the
authority of this commandment becomes stronger and stronger aa
science and natural religion advance in their conquests.
The Second-" Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them nor serve
them," etc.
This is a. repetition or amplification of the same precept.
Third-" Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in vain.l1
This is still directed against an abuse of Veneration. Aa soon aa
the intellect is enlightened by natural religion, in regard to the real
attributes of the Deity-reverence and obedience to him, aa prescribed
by these commandments, are irresistibly felt to be right, and conformable to the dictates of the natural law; while all irreverence and
profanity are as clearly indicated to be wrong.
Fourth-" Remember the Sabbath-day, to keep it holy/ 1 etc.-" In
it thou shalt not do any work," etc.
This enjoins giving rest to the muscular frame on the seventh daT1
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that the brain may be able to manifest the moral and intellectual
faculties with more complete success. It ordains also, that on that
day the moral and intellectual faculties shall be exclusively devoted
to the study and contemplation of God and his works, and to the doing
of his will.
Every line of our bodily and mental constitution coincides with this
precept. Phrenology, which is a branch of natural philosophy, shows
that the mind depends for its powers of acting on the state of the brain,
and that if constant muscular labor be endured, the brain will be
inert, and all our moral, religious, and intellectual faculties will
become obtuse and dull ; on .the. other hand, that if we indulge in
ceaseless mental exertion, we shall exhaust and weary out our brains
by over-activity, and become at length incapable of beneficial appli·
cation to moral and religious duties. Thus the obligation to rest in
due season is written as clearly in our cons~itution as in the Fourth
Commandment.
Indeed, our natural constitution commands not only an extent of
repose from labor equal to that prescribed by the commandment, but
greatly more. It imposes on us the duty of resting from labor several
hours every day in our lives, and dedicating them to the study and
practice of the will of God. The observance, however, which it pre-·
aeribes of the seventh day, is somewhat different from that taught by
human interpreters of the Fourth Commandment. On this subject,
the New Testament is ~ilent, so that the mode of observing Sunday is
lef' to tho discretion of men. Our Scottish divines, in general, forbid
walking or riding, or any other form of exercise and recreation on
Sundays, as a contravention of the Fourth Commandment. In our
constitution, on the other hand, God proclaims that while incessant
labor, through its influence on the mental organs, blunts our moral,
intellectual, and religious facultieK, abstinence from all bodily exer·
tion, and the practice of incessant mental application for one entire
day, even on religion, are also injurious to the welfare of both body
and mind, and that on the seventh day there is no exception to the
laws. which regulate our functions on other days. These require that
air, exercise, and mental relaxation should alternate with moral,
religious, and intellectual studies. Accordingly, n&tural theology
teaches us to transfer a portion of the Sunday's rest and holiness to
every one of the other days of the week, and to permit on the Sundays
as much of air, exercise, and recreation as will preserve the mental
organs in the best condition for performing their moral, religious, and
intellectual duties.
In the New Testament, no expreBB injunction is laid on Christiana
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to observe the fll'llt day of the week in the same manner that the Jews
were commanded in the Old Testament to observe the last day of the
week, or Silbbath. In point of fact, there is no explicit pre11cription
in the New Testament of any particular mode of observing the fil'llt
day of the week. While, therefore, all Christian nations have agreed
in considering themselves not bound by the Fourth Commandment to
observe the seveuth day, or Jewi•h Sabbath, they have differed in.
re!!&rd to the mode of observing the fil'llt d&y of the week ; and as the
Sc.-ipture prescribes no definite rule, each nation has adopted such
form~ of observance as appeared to itself to be most accordant with
the geueral sririt of Christianity. Thus, in Catholic countries,
amn•ements are permitted on Sundays after divine" service; in Scotland, arnn>ernents and labor. except works of necessity and mercy,
are prolubned. Jn Scotland. also, Sunday commences at twelve
o'clock on S<~.turday ni;:ht, and ends at twelve o'clock on Sunday
night. In M.l~sachn>etts, on the other hand, different views are
entertained . While Chap. 50, Sects. ht, 2d, and 3d, of the Revised
Statutes, prohibits all pel'l!ons from dotng any work, and from
traveling on "the Lord's day," Sect. 4th declares that day, for the
purposes of the8e sections, :t to include the time between the midnight preceding and the sun-8Ctting of the said day." According to
the Seotti8h law, therefore, Sunday consists of twenty-four hours,
at all season11 of the year; while according to the "Revised Statutes
of Ma.s.•nchusetts," it coneist11 only of sixteen and a half hours on the
!2d of December, and stretches out as the days lengthen, ·but never
exceeds nineteen and a half hours at any period. Hence, in Scotland,
a person would be fined or imprisoned for doing acts after sunset, on
the Sunday evening, which in Massachusetts are entirely lawful.
Again, in the Re\'i>ed Statutes of this common\\·ealth, it is declared,
by Sect. 5, "that no person shaJI be present at any game, sport, play,
or public diversion, except concerts of sacred music, upon the evening
next preceding or following the Lord's day," under the penalty of
paying a. fine of five dollarH. In Edinburgh, the best plays and public
entertainments are brought forth on the "evening next preceding the
Lord's day." or Saturday evening, and are then most numerously
attended; so that in Boston a Christian is fined in five dollars for
doing on that evening what a. Christian in Edinburgh is permitted to
do without any penalty whatever. This shows how far each of these
states assumes the power to itHelf of determining what may and may
not be done on the first day of the week; a clear indication that no
positive rule is laid down in Scripture for the guidance of all nations.
On ihe continent of Europe, both Roman Catholics and Protestants
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devote ·a considerable portion of Sunday to recreation. This may be
carried, in some instances, too far; but unlesa the Scriptures abrogate
the law written by God in our constitution, we in Scotland have erred
1n the opposite extreme. T.he force of this observation can be appre.
ciated only by those who are acqua.inted with the physiology of the
brain. The difference between the expounder of the Bible and him
who unfolds the na.tural laws is this: The former, when be departs
from the natural la.ws, can enforce his interpretations of Scripture
only by an arm of flesh. If men refuse to forego air, exercise, and
recreation on the seventh day, the priest may refuse them church
privilegeP1 or call in the police to fine and imprison them ; but he can
do no more. He can not change the nature of the mind and body ;
nor will the Creator punish the people for not acting as their teacher
desires them, in opposition to the natural laws. The interpreter of
the Book of Nature, on the other hand, may wield no arm of flesh;
but he is enabled to point to the power of God enforcing the divine
laws, and to demonstrate that punishment is insepa.rably connected
with infringement, and rewa.rd with obedience. The expounder of
Scripture, who, without inquiring wha.t God bas comma.nded in hia
na.tural laws, goes to Parliament, a.nd prays for authority to enforce
his own interpretation of the Fourth Commandment on his country, is
met by opposition, ridicule, and aversion ;:It he is astonished at what
he regards as the perverse and irreligious character of legislators, and
ascribes their conduct to the corruption of human nature. It is the
arm of the Deity that opposes him. Hie scheme, in so far as it prollibits'wholesome recreation, is in opposition to the Divine laws written
in the nature of man; nature speaks with a thousand tongues; and
his object is baffled by a might which he neither sees nor comprehends.
This a.ppears to me to be the real cause of the bad success in Parlia.ment of the Sabbath-observa.nee bills. They clearly conform to
nature in 110 far as they prohibit compulsory labor on that day ; but
they certainly depart from the laws written by God in our constitution
when they tend to discourage and prohibit that extent of recreation on
Sundays which a corporeal frame like ours demands, and without
which the mind, while dependent on the brain for its energy, can not
put forth its full vigor either in morals, religion, or science. I fear
that these ideas may appear startling to some of my present audience
who have not studied the connection of the brain with the mind ; but
believing them to be correct interpretations of the Divine will, I should
• .M Ul• time Ule lext wu written, 81r Andrew Agnew wu beiMohtnl Par llamon& 10

.,_ a bill tor lllo be&lor obeerYanoo ot llle Sabba&b.
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feel myself guilty of moral cowardice if I forbore to bring them under
your notice.
When, on the other hand, the expounder of Scripture interprets
according to God's law as revealed in nature, he is backed and supported by the whole weight of the Divine power and authority in
creation, and his precepts become irresistible. He needs no act of
Parliament and no police to enforce his edicts. The Lord of heaven
and earth, who proclaimed the law, carries it into execution.
The Fifth Commandment is-" Honor thy father and thy mother,"
etc.
This enjoins an exercise of Veneration toward parents. Natural
theology enforces this precept in the most direct and efficacious manner.
There is an organ of Veneration prompting us to respect virtue, wisdom, and experience, and our p&rents are among ita n&tural objecf.l!.
There is, however, one modification of it which n&tur&l theology
points out, not expressed, although implied, in the Fifth Commandment: Parents must render themselYes legitim&te objects of veneration,
by manifesting superior moral, intellectu&l, and religious qualities and
attainments, before they are authorized to expect the sentiment to be
directed toward them by their olf~pring. Both Scripture and reason
require them to do so, and they have no warrant from either to exact
reverence while they neglect their own duties.
The Sixth Commandment is-" Thou sh&lt not kill."
This forbids an abuse of Destructiveness. In natural theology we
find that the dict&tes of Benevolence, Veneration, and Conscientiousne~s all conspire with the commandment in forbidding violence; and
moreover Combativeness and Destructiveness lend ~heir aid in enforcing the precept, bec&use they prompt society to retaliate and slay the
killer.
The Seventh Commandment is-" Thou shalt not commit adultery."
This forbids an abuse of Am&tiveness. In natural theology, the
whole mor&l sentiments conjoin in the same prohibition; and they
and the intellect carry the restrictions and directions greatly farther.
They prohibit m&rriages at Rges too early and too late; marriages of
per11ons related in blood ; of persons who possess imperfect or immoral
developments of bra.in; of individua.ls while laboring under a.ny great
constitutional m&lady. In short, natural theology interdicts many
abuses of Amativeness not mentioned either in the Old or New Testament, and it shows its authority in the natural laws for its require~
menta. The disregard with which the dictates of na.tural theology in
this department are treated is to be traced to profound ignorance that
God has iNued the prohibitions. We are not yet accustomed to regard
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nature as a revelation of God's will, or to dir~ct our conduct by it;
but this is either our fault or our misfortune, and it is wrong.
The Eighth Commandment is-" Thou shalt not steal."
This forbids an abuse of Acquisitiveness. In natural theology,
Conscientiousness and the other moral sentiments concur in the
denunciation of theft, and the intellect points out to the culprit that
the individuals who are the subjects of his depredations, will visit
him with a treatment which must prove painful to himself.
The Ninth Commandment is-" Thou shalt not bear false witness."
This forbids the action of the other faculties without the control of
Conscientiousness ; all the moral sentiments proclaim the same
prohibition.
The Tenth Commandment is-" Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's
bouse," etc.
This forbids an abuse of Acquisitiveness, combined with Self·
E11teem, in the form of self-love, seeking gratification at the expense
of others. Conscientiousness and Benevolence are directly opposed to
such abuses, and condemn them.
Thus the precepts contained in the Ten Commandments are
enforced in natural theology by the dictates of the whole moral sentiments, and also by the arrangements of the physical and moral
worlds, which bring evil on those who contravene them.
Trying these commandments, then, by the standards of natural
theology, we see no reason to question their inherently Divine character; for we find them all written in the natural record of the
Divine will. I may observe, however, that they are not complete.
As rules of duty-Firstly, they do not forbid, in express terms, abuses
of Philoprogenitiveness, Adhesiveness, Self-Esteem, Love of Approbation, Benevolence, and many other faculties; and, secondly, they
do not expressly enjoin the direct exercise of any faculty except that
of Veneration. There is no commandment prescribing as a duty the
exercise of Benevolence, Conscientiousness, and Intellect, or enforcing
legitimate uses of Philoprogenitiveness, Adhesiveness, Cautiousness,
et.e. The New Testament far excels the Mosaic law in ~upplying
the~e deficiencies. First, Christ forbids the abuses of all our faculties ; secondly, he enjoins the active and legitimate exercise of all of
t.hern; and, thirdly, he clearly proclaims the supremacy of the moral
Fcntimeuts, or teaches the duty of loving our neighbors as ourselves;
and natural theology coincides with, and enforces his commands.
Want of time prevents me from showing this in detail, but you can
have no difficulty yourselves in following out the subject with the
lights which you now possess.
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It baa been stated i.s an insuperable objection to these views, that
they entirely exclude the practice of prayer, praise, and devotion. If
God govern by general and immutable laws, what, it is aaked, is the
object or advantage of offering him any homage or service whatever?
I auswer this question in the words of Dr. Isaac Barrow: "We do not
pray to instruct or advise God; not to tell him news or inform him of
our wants (he knows them, as our Saviour telleth us, before we uk);
nor do we pray by dint of argument to persuade God and briug him
to our beut; nor that by fair speech we may cajole him or move his
affections toward us by pathetical oration ; not for any such purpose
are we obliged to pray. But for that it becometh and behooveth us to
do, because it is a proper instrument of bettering, ennobling, and perfecting our souls ; because it breedeth most holy alfectionR, and pure
satisfactions, and worthy resolutions; because it fitteth us for the
enjoyment of happiness, and leadeth us thither; for such ends devotion
is prescribed."* The doctrine that God is immutable, that he governs
by general laws, and that our prayers have no effect on him, has been
maintained also by two eminent Scottish divines, Drs. Ll.'echmau and
Blair, quotations from whom you will find in the ninth chapter of the
" Constitution of Man." I here add the following sentiments expressed
in "Theological Lectures at Westminster Abbey,"' by John Heylin,
D. D., Prebendary of Westminster and Rector of St. Mary-le-Strand.t
Discoursing "concerning prayer," vol. i., p. 94 1 he says : " Your
Father knoweth khat things ye have nud of, before ye ask kim. These
words are highly instructive, and may serve to give us a solid and
practical knowledge of the true nature of prayer. The proper end of
prayer is not to inform God of our wants, nor to persuade him to
relieve them. Omniscient Ill! he is, he can not be informed. Merciful
as he is, he need not be persuaded. The only thing wanting is a fit
disposition on our part to receive his graces. And the proper use
of prayer is to produce such a disposition in us as to render us
proper subjects for sanctifying grace to work in, or, in other words, to
remove the obstacles which we ourselves put to his goodness."
The •ame views were taught by the philosophers of the la•l century.
"The Being that made the world," says Lord Kames, "governs it by
laws that are inflexible, because they are the best; and to imagine
that he can be moved by prayers, oblations, or sacrifices, to vary his
plan of government, is nn impious thought, degrading the Deity to a
level with ourselves." His lordship's opinion as to the advantage of
• Flnt Sermon on the Duty ot Prayer.
t tTd-Ton10n and Draper In the Strand, 44.
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public worahip shoWI that he did not conceive the foregoing vieWI of
prayer to be in the least inconsiRtent with its reasonableness and
utility. "The principle of devotion," he says, "like most of our
other principles, partakes of the imperfection of our nature; yet, however faint originally, it is capable of being greatly invigorated by
cultivation and exercise. Private exercise is not sufficient; nature,
and consequently the God of nature, requires public exercise or public
worship, for devotion is 'communicative, like joy or grief, and by
mutual communication in a numerous assembly is greatly invigorated •
• A•regular habit of expressing publicly our gratitude and resignation
never fails to purify the mind, tending to wean it from every unlawful
purauit. This is the true motive of public worship; not what is
commonly inculcated-that it is required from us as a testimony to
our Maker of our obedience to his Jaws. God, who knows the heart,
needs no such testimony."""
The objection that natural theology excludes devotion and praise
is equally unfounded. It no doubt excludes both, with the object of
gratifying the Creator, by expressing to him our approbation of his
works and government, as we would seek to please an earthly sovereign by addresses conveying to him our favorable opinion of his
measures. But if our moral and religious sentiments be deeply
penetrated with a sense of our own absolute dependence on his power,
and with admiration of his greatness and goodness-if our intellects
be imbued with clear perceptions of his wisdom-if O.!Jr whole faculties
fl.ow toward his laws and institutions, with the most earnest desire to
know and to obey them; and if we have been created social beings, so
that our souls expand in vigor, augment in vivacity, and rise into
higher sublimity by acting in concert in the presence of each other, it
appears' to me that every form of worship and devotion which shall
give expression to these states of mind is not only permitted, but
enjoined by natural religion. It teaches us, however, humbly to
regard ouraelves as enjoying a vast privilege, and reaping an unspeakable enjoyment., in being thus permitted to lift up our minds to God ;
and it extinguishes the thought, as impious and unwarrantable, that
by our devotions we can render God happier or better, or pay back
by any service of ours his boundless ~tifts to us. Natural theology
also discountenances every conception of our pleasing God by professions of respect which we do not feel, or of propitiating his favor by
praises of his laws, while we neglect and infringe them. It also
• 8keichea, B. III., Sit. 8. ch. Ul. S 1. 81. AuguaUn atalel viewa aubetanUally almlla
ID hla180th Bpllll•"To Proba," quoted In "The Church of lhe Falhen." ts.G, p. NO.
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teaches that the whole of human kind are equally the .children of
God ; because it demonstrates that he haa formed after one pattern all
the nations of the earth, governs them by the same laws, offers them
the same means of happineaa, and visits them with the same punishments when they transgre11 his statutes. Finally, it attaches no
value to opinions, faith, or belief apart from actions; because it shoWJI
that it is only by practically doing that which God baa prescribed in
the record of his will, that we can reap enjoyment or avoid evil . In
short, it renders the practice of our duty a test of the nncerity, and the
results of that practice a criterion of the 1oundm11 of our belief. Tllis .
appears to me to be also the essential character of Christianity.
You will observe that in this summary there is no notice of punishment and reward, or of forgiveneas for transgressions, in a future
state. On this point natural theology, like the Jewish Dispensation,
appears to me to be silent.
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OBJECTIONS CONSIDERED.
Clerical hoaUllly to the eelenUftc education of the people-Iutelleetual eultlnllon not
only not advene to practical Obrlellaulty, but favorable 1o ILl reeepllon-Iuetanee ot
tbe Hindooe-Miotaken views ot rellglona persona In former times wllh reopecl to
wltebcraft-Tbe Pope's method of averting cholera by a religious proceealon-Olerleal
hoellllty lo Phrenology and tbe doctrine ot tbe naturallawe-Theae the antes, not tbe
loee, of OhrleUully-Conclll.slon.

IN concluding these Lectures, I beg your attention to a denouncement of the whole course of study in which we have been engaged,
which appeared in the prospectus of the Christian Herald.* "All
sorts of literary machinery, newspapers, lectures, treatises, magazines,
pamphlets, school-books, libraries of knowledge, for use or for entertainment, are moat diligently and assiduously set in motion, if not for
purposes directly hostile to the gospel, at least on the theory that men
may be made good and happy without the gospel ; nay, though the
gospel were forgotten as an old wives' fable. It were well if they
who know the wretched infatuation of such views were alive to the
importance of at least attempting to set similar machinery in motion
for the production of a religious impression." The prospectus continues : " It is impossible, even if it were desirable, to check the
current of cheap popular literature-but it may be possible, through
faith and prayer, to turn it more nearly into a right channel." The
impossibility of checkitlg is here assigned as the paramount reason for
attempting to direct the current; whence we may infer that these
respectable divines would have stopped it if they could. Let us
inquire, therefore, with becoming deference, but with the freedom of
men who have the privilege of thinking for themselves, into the
grounds of these opinions and charges.
Let us assume, for the sake of argument, that the views of faith
aud doctrine entertained by our condemning censors are all sound ;
and let us suppose an angel to be sent from heaven to teach a celestial
choral symphony to men, in order to prepare them, on entering the
• Tbe C/lriltkm Dlf"ald wu a cheap weekly periodical, conducted by memben of the
Ohnrob ot Sootland, and devoted exclusively to religion. Tbe proepeotua wu tuned In
Jul1&l7, 1888. It baa alnee ceaaed or changed lla title.
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realms of bli~a, to join in the strains of their new abode. This might
be conceived, without imagining the angel to create new facultieshis object being only to elevate, quicken, and improve those that exist
in human nature. This would be an illustration of the relation in
which supernatural truths would stand to the moral and intellectual
facultiu of man. The truths of Scripture would not create new
powers and organs in U@; they Would Only purify, exalt, and guicle
those which we previously possessed . I observe further, that, in this
oaae, those individuals who possessed the largest and the best cultivated organs of Tune and Time would be in the best condition to
prodt by the angelic teacher's instructionR; and I ask whether those
individuals who enjoy the most vigorous and best exercised moral and
intellectual faculties will not, by parity of rea&on, be best prepared to
prodt by the lessons of Scripture?
How would it strike you, then, if the angelic teacher were to reproach
the human professors of music, whom he found on earth instructing
their pupils in the best music which they knew, and teaching them
the practice of the art-with the offense of treating the divine symphony as an old wives' fable? They might most reasonably answer,
•: 0 angel of light, we and our pupils are humble men, and we do not
enjoy the gifts of inspiration. We can not cause the solemn organ to
roll forth its pealing strains, until we have studied its stops, and
accustomed our mortal fingers to press its keys. We can not make
the dorian ll.ute breathe its soft melodies until we have learned its
powers, and practiced the delicate movements without which it yields
only discordant sounds. We mean no disrespect to your heavenly air,
but we mortal men can not produce music at all until the mental
faculties and bodily organs, on which musical skill depends, have
been trained to the art, and we are now instructing ourselves in our
own humble way. We are exercising our mental faculties and our
physical powers to bring them into a condition to hear, feel , comprehend, and execute the exalted duty which you assign to U!. Do
not, then, reprimand us for acting according to our nature; help and
encourage us, and you will discol'er that those of us who have most
assiduously studied ar.d practiced our earthly music will most readily
and successfully acquire your heavenly strains."
The angel might blush at this reproof. But the simile is applicable
to the divines who now denounce us, the teachers of natural science,
as guilty of impiety. The truths of Scripture are addres5ed to the
identical faculties with which we study human science. They are
the same intellectual powers which judge of the evidence and import
of Scripture, and of the truths of Chemistry, Geology, and Phrenology;
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and they are the same moral and religious aentimentl which glow
with the Jove of the God of the New Testament, and with that of the
God of natural religion ; nay, not only are the facuhies the same,
but their objects are the same. There are not two Gods, but one
God; and there are not· two lines of duty, but one law of obedience
prescribed, in both of the records. Christi,nity is not diffused
miraculously in our day; and unless the sentiments and intellectual
powers to which it is addressed be previously cultivated by exercise
and illuminated by knowledge, its communications fa.ll on stony
ground and take no root. In May, 1835, the missionary, Mr. Dull;
told the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, that, in consequence of the minds of the Hindoos being entirely deficient in this
pre,·ious exercise and training, the gospel appeared to them actually
like an old wives' fable. He preached it in its purity and its might ;
yet it fell dead on their ears, and was lost. What remedy did he
propose? To do the very thing for which we are now vituperated by
our reverend pastors; he begged the Asr<embly to provide funds to
enable him to teach the rudiments of physica.l science a.nd the eleme~~ta
of useful knowledge to the Hindoos, to prepa.re them for comprehending
the gospel. And he was right. The elements of science are the
truths of God ada.pted by him to the constitution of the human faculties, just as the atmosphere is adapted by him to the huma.n lungs,
and the lungs to it. As the lungs are invigorated by respiring
atmospheric air, so are the intellectual and moral faculties rendered
alert and energetic, and prepared at once to discriminate and to appreciate truth, by the study of natural science. On the other hand,
until they be so cultivated and quickened, they are the ready dupes
of superstition, and are not prepared to reap the full benefit even of
Christianity. Retiect on the state of Spain, Portugal, and Italy, and
you will learn the consequences of profound ignorance of natural
science on the religious condition of the people. Gross superstition
holds the place of ra.tional devotion, and senseless ceremonies are the
aub~titutes for practical morality.
Our own population are more enlightened than the people of these
countries, but they still continue too ignorant of natural science, and
particularly of the philoz;ophy of mind. As neither they nor their
clerica.l tea.chers appear to give due effect to the truth which I am now
expounding-tha.t Christianity requires cultivated faculties before it
can produce its full beneficial etrects-1 beg leave to illustrate this
proposition a little more in detail.
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, divines and the peopl•
at large, both in England and Scotland. were in full posseuion of tht
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Scriptures. The Reformation was completed, and printing was in
active operation ; yet, in these centuries, clergymen sitting as judges
condemned old women to the ll.ames as witches. What was the cause
of this barbarity? At that time there was neither physical nor
mental science; the phenomena of nature were supposed to be under
the inll.uence of magioians, of evil spirits,. and of the devil ; and these
unhappy women, the victims of ignorance, cruelty, and superstition,
were believed to be in league with the powers of darkness. It was
the dawn of physical science which opened up the creation to the
human intellect, and revealed it as the vast domain of God; whereas,
before that dawn, ignorant divines, with the Bible in their hands, had
mistaken it for the realm of the devil. It was science that delivered
the clergy and their ll.ocks from the practice of cruelties from which
the unaided Bible had not sufficed to protect them. It is no disparagement to the Bible to say this, because it was never intended to
eupersede the study of God's will as revealed in the records of creation, and in falling into superstition the clergy and people were
euffering the penalty of having omitted to discharge that duty to God
and to themselves.
Again : I mentioned to you at an early stage of these Lectures, that
when Rome was threatened with cholera, in the year 18351 the Pope
and cardinals carried a black image of the Virgin in solemn procession
through the streets; while our public authorities, in similar circumstapces, cleaned the whole city from filth, purified the alleys and confined courts by fumigation, provided wholesome food and clothing for
the poor, and organized hospitals for the reception of the sick. What
was the cause of this difference of conduct ? Will our clergy represent
the cause of this proceeding of the Italians to have been solely theiT
want of the Bible? This may have been one cause; but it is
notorious, that both in our own country and in Protestant Germany,
although the laity enjoyed the Scriptures, they continued superstitious,
fierce, and cruel until human scie11ce dawned on their minds and cooperated with the Bible in developing the spirit of Christianity. The
Roman clergy and people were ignorant of physiology and the laws
of the animal economy, and their dull minds perceived no connection
between the disease and the condition of their bodies. Edinburgh, on
the contrary, was the seat of an enlightened school of merlicine, and
her leading men discerned the connection between impure air, filth,
low diet, and deficient clothing-and disease of .every kind. They
therefore, although as ignorant as the Pope himself of the special
causes of the cholera, knew how to act in conf.>rmity with the general
principles of health. They were aware that whatever tended to proo;git;zed by
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mote Ute strength of.the body and the tranquillity of the mind would
serve to abate the virulence even of an unknown d'ise&se, and the
result corresponded with their principles. Here the procession of the
Virgin would have been regarded as a mockery of the human understanding, and an insult to the majesty of Heaven. But how have we
come to entertain views so much more rational than those of our
Roman brethren ? Not by exelus1vely studying the Seript.ures ;
because the Pope and cardinals who prescribed that procession certainly possessed the Scriptures, although they may have withheld
them from their flocks; but by the study of the anatomy and physiology of the body, and the laws of the animal economy in general.
It will be admitted that the citizens of Edinburgh acted the more
purely Christian part in this emergency. Yet their superior knowledge of physical science was one great cause of their superior Christian practice. Why, then, should our clerical guides charge us with
contempt of the Bible beeanse we teach the people the very knowledge
which serves to render them 'filling, able, and intelligent co-operators
with the plans of Providence in the natural world; which guards their
minds from becoming the slaves of superstition; and which by cultivating their moral and intellectual faculties renders them apt
learners of the precepts of Christianity?
But I am led to believe that Phrenology and the doctrine of the
natural laws have specially attracted the displeasure of these clerical
guides, and that phrenologists are considered to be particularly chargeable with the sin of aiming at makiog men " good and happy without
the gospel." It is agreeable to find .that we are charged with no worse
offense than attempting to make men "good and happy," even
although our method of doing so be disapproved of. I admit that I do
not teach the gospel in these Lectures ; neither do professors of Chemistry and Anatomy teach it in their courses. But the reason is, that
it is the duty of the clergy themselves, and not that of the professors
of natural science, to teach the gospel to the people.
What, however, does Phrenology teach? It teaches the organs,
functions, uses, and abuses of each of our faculties; it shows us that
the moral and intellectual powers are given to guide our inferior feelings ; and it informs us that we must observe the organic laws in
order to preserve our brains in health, otherwise our mental powers
will be impeded and deranged in their action. It leads us, in short,
to study our8elves and our relations to the external world, and to
practice the duties thence discoverable as acts of obedience to the will
of God. The result is, that instead of being lost in a mist of vague
notions of what COllllt.itutes ain and what righteousness, our disciples
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are enabled to distinguish good from evil, in the uses and abniC'JI of
their facultieac. Instead of wandering amid dark superstitions, aud
mistaking the natural impulses of the propensities for suggestions of
the devil, and those of the moral and religious sentiments for direct
inll.uences from heaven, they recognize the true sources of both, and
use the natural, and, therefore, the moat succe611ful meaoa, to subdue
the former, and to sustain, regulate, and direct the latter. They are
taught to avoid the inconsistency of praying to God for health, or other
benefits, while they blindly neglect every law of physiology on which
health, or the realization of their other de~;ires, depends. We urge
the imperative neeeuity of first obeying God's laws of health, established in our constitution, and his other natural laws related to tho
objects prayed for; and then, and then only, to venture to ask him
for his blessing and his benefits. Instead of seeing in the external
world only a vast confusion of occurrences, in which sometimes tho
good triumph and sometimes the wicked-in \\'hich the imagination
is bewildered, and the moral atrections 4isappointed in not recognizing
God-they are taught to study the ditrerent objects and beings in
nature; to trace their relations and laws; to mark their uniformity
of action, their beneficial applications, aa well as their noxious influences; and to regulate their own conduct accordingly. Their eyes
are thus opened to the magnificent spectacle.of a world full of the
wisdom and goodnees of God, specially adapted by him to man's moral
and intellectual powers, pervaded in every department by an intelligible and efficient government, and the whole tending regularly and
systematically to favor virtue and to punish vice. They recognize
the duties of temperance and activity-of moral: intellectual, and
religious cultivation-of atrection to kindred-of the love of mankind
and of God-and, above all, of obedience to God's will-to be engraven
on their bodily and mental constitutions, and to be enforced by the
external creation. Is it, then, treating the gospel aa an old wives'
fable to teach the people such knowledge aa this ? Is it " a wretched
infatuation" on our part thus to prepare the mind, by a pure, invigorating, and elevating cultivation, to receive, profit by, and practice
the precepts of that very gospel itself? And what are these divines
themselves doing?
I find, in a review of the Ouutian Herald in a London new11paper, •
the following remarks on this subject : c: The natural world is too
interesting to the human intellect to be quietly laid on the shelf, or to
be forgotten aa an old wives' fable, and inquiring minds will continue
• Tbe CoiOI'M,. ot lilll Kveb, 1886.
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to study it in spite of denunciations such as those now cited. If the
divines do not connect Christian theology with philosophy and science,
•hey will every year find a spirit gaining strength against them, which
will ultimately compel them to follow this course, at whatever trouble
and disappointment to themselves. In this journal (the Chriltian.
Herald) they treat the whole material creation with exactly the same
neglect with which they accuse the authors of worldly literature and
science of treating revelation, and with less show of reason. Sci·
entific writers are entitled to say tha~his world comes first, and thd
in unfolding its philosophy they are preparing the way for the clergy
to teach the doctrines that relate to futurity. But the clergy, in proceeding at once to the concerns of the next world, begin at the end.
They proceed to tell the people bow to reap the harvest, without
teaching them how to cultivate aud manure the soil, and how to sow
the seed." These remarks are so directly applicable to the point under
consideration, that I can uot add to their force. I only remark,'further,
that I have hitherto abstained from· retaliation for the condemnation
poured oui against these Lectures from the pulph* and the press; and
all that I now do ie, respectfully to beg of you to consider, whether,
if it be a truth in nature, that large, energetic, and well-exercieed
moral and religious organs are necessary to vigor of mind, and that
obedience to God's natural laws is necessary to the profitable reception
and practice of Christianity, divines would not be better employed in
inquiring patiently into the truth of these propositions-and if they
tlnd them to be true, in teaching and acting in accordance with them,
and encouraging others to do the same-than in shutting their eyes
againet the palpable light of God, and denouncing us as unfaithful
to his cause, when only they theruaelves are ignorantly vilifying his
inatitutions.
Again : Phrenology shows that moral and religioul! sentiments,
enlightened by intellect, have been intended to guide the inferior faculties of man ; and by the study of political economy you will discover
that the whole relations of the different members of the state, and ah!o
of different nations, toward each other, uniformly produce good when
they are framed in accordance with the dictates of these superior
faculties, and evil and tiuffering 'll·hen they deviate from them; that
is to aay, when the laws of any particular people approach to the
cloaeat conformity with the dictates of benevolence and justice, they
become most beneficial to the whole public body, and when they
depart from them, they become most injurious; also, when a nation
• While these Leetores were In COIU'M of beiDa dellnred, one ot tho miD!atera ol
Edlnbnrgh preacbed ap!Dit tbem.
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in its treaties and relations with foreign atates acts on the principles
of benevolence and justice, and limits its own exactions by these principles, it reaps the greatest possible advantages, while it suff'ers evil
in proportion a.s it attempts to gain by selfishness, rapine, force, or
fraud. These truths, I say, are rendered clear by the combined
sciences of Phrenology: which proves the existence, nature, and
objects of our moral faculties, and l'o!Hical Economy, which unfolds
lhe- eff'ects on human welfare of diff'erent political, economical, and
legislative institutions and systems of aotiori. · I appeal to every man
poseeased of common understanding, whether teachers of such doctrines
e.re or are not preparing the public mind for the practical development
of that grand Christian condition of Rociety in which all men shall
endee.vor to act as brothers, and love their neighbors as themselves.
Nay, not only so, but I request you to consider the futility of teaching
these sublime precepts to a people left in the mazes of selfishness,
which is their inevitable condition until t.heir minds be imbued with
the truth, that the world is actually constituted in harmony with the
dictates of the moral sentiments of man.
Your time will not permit me to extend, these remarks further; but
nothing would be more easy than to tre.ee the whole circle of the
~~eiences, and show how each of them, by unfolding the will of God in
its own department, is, in truth, a pioneer to the practical development
of Christianity.
It is true that we do not carry them forward to these applicationa
in our Lectures, and I presume this is the ground of the charge against
us. But why do we not do so? Because it is the peculiar and dignified province of the clergy themselves so to apply them. Would you
reproach the plowman, who in spring tilled, manured, and sowed
your field, because he had not in spring also, and with his plow for a
sickle, reaped tile crop? Equally unreasonable and unfounded is this
charge against us. We are the bumble husbandmen, tilling, manuring, and sowing the seeds of knowledge in the public mind, and to
the clergy is allotted the not Jess important charge of tending the corn
in its growth and reaping the golden harvest.
The cultivation of the moral nature of a being journeying throngh
life on his way to a future state, bears the· same relation to his preparation for eternity that tilling and sowing in spring bear to the
reaping of the fruits of harvest. It is clear, then, that if we arc
cultivating, enlightening, and improving the mental powers of our
audiences for the duties imposed on them in this world, we are rendering them also titter for the next ; and that divines should dovetail
their own instruction with ours, in so far aa we disseminate. truth, and
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1hould carry forward the pupil• to whom we have taught the rudiments of natural knowledge, to the full perfection of rational and
Christian men. But here the real cause of their hostility presents
itself. They really do not yet know how to do so. Phrenology,
which unfolds the uses and relations of the human faculties, and
which, for the first time since man was created, enables him to discover his own position in the world which he inhabits, ia a science, as
it were, only of yesterday. It is a recent disC?Qvery, and divines, in
general, know it not. General Physiology, as a science of practical
utility, is as young as Phrenology; because it could not advance to
perfection while the uses of the brain, and its influence, as the «;~rgan
of the mind, over the whole of the animal economy, were unknown.
Divines, therefore, do not yet know its relations to their own doctrines.
Geology, which teaches the past history of the glo!>e, is also but of
yesterday ; while Chemistry and other physical sciences are all of
recent introduction to the iJitellects of the people. The idea of employing these sciences at all in the moral and intellectual improvement ,
of the great body of the people is new, and the notion of rendering
that improvement subservient to Christianity is newer still,; and our
clergy, in general, are yet strangers to both ideas. The system on
which they still rely was instituted when all education for the common
people consisted in reading and writing, and for the higher ranks in
Greek and Roman literature ; and they feel uneaRy at discovering a
vast stream of knowledge rolling along the public mind, which has
not emanated from themselves, ai!d with which their system is not yet
connected. Some of them have studied Phrenology, and become convinced of lts truth; but they have shrunk from ita consequences and
applications. They ha.ve perceived the changes which it is destined
to introduce into the theology of their several sects, and recoiled at the
prospect. Too honest to deny the reality of natural truths which have
forced themselves upon their conviction, yet too timid to encounter
the storm of prejudice and vituperation which the public avowal and
bold application of them would bring upon them from their less
enlightened brethren, they have quietly laid Phrenology on the shelf,
and continued to ftoat with the current of established opinion. We
may lament such conduct, but can not severely blame the individuals.
The power of effectually stemming the tide of error i11 given only to 9
few-and those from whom it is withheld may justly be excused tor
not fruitlessly becoming martyrs in a cause which, sooner or later,
must triumph by ita own inherent power. But the great majority of
the clergy are ignorant of Phrenology as a science, and are honest in
their opposition to its progress. This is their misfortune ; and we
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should endure their denunciations with equanimity, aa the result of
imperfect knowledge, in the a.saured confidence, that whenever they
discover that they can not arrest our course by declaiming against us,
they will study the new philosophy, profit by its truths, and join the
ranks of reformers; and that hereafter they and we shall be found
laboring together for the public good. They and we are all engaged
in one design. Theirs is the most exalted, most dignified, and most
enviable vocation allotted to man ; and I feel assured that in a few
yean they will find their strength, usefulness, and pleasure unspeakably augmented by the very measures which we are now pursuing,
and which they, not knowing what they do, are vilifying and obstructing.
Here, then, I conclude this course of L~ctnres. It baa embraced a
mere sketch or outline of a mighty subject; o.nd bas been chargeable
with many imperfections. · I feel much gratified by the kind attention
with which you have followed my obse{vations. If they have conferred pleasure or instruction, my object will have been gained. If
they shall prove the means of exciting your minds to follow out the
study for your.own improvement, I shall feel the highest satisfaction.
I have spoken plainly and forcibly what appeared to myself to be
true. If I have sometimes fallen into error (aa what mortal is free
from liability to err?) I shall be anxious to obtain sounder and juster
views ; but if I have in other instances given a more correct exposition
of the order of the Divine government of the world and the principles
of natural religion than you previously possessed, I hope that, trusting
in the power of truth, you will neither be startled at the novelty nor
offended by the consequences of the ways of Providence which I have
expounded. You know your own position. You are the first popular
audience in this city to whom the truths and the consequences of the
new philosophy of mind discovered by Dr. Gall have been unfolded;
and you are aware that in every age the most useful and important
truths have had to contend with violent prejudkoes when first promul·
gated. You have an admirable rule, however, prescribed to yon for
your guidance, in the advice giveu by Gamaliel to the high priest of
the Jews: " If this counsel or this work be of men, it will comP. to
naught; but if it be of God, you can not overthrow it." (Acts v. 38.)
If I have truly interpreted to you any of the works and ways and laws
of the Almighty, his arm will give efficacy to my instruction. If I
have erred, my words will come to naught. Iu either event trulb
will triumph, and we shall all become wiser and better.
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HYDROPATHY; OR, WATER CURE. ·
AocmENTB AND ElmRaENCIEB. HYDROPATHY ; or,Water Core.
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FOWLER AND WELLs's PUBLICATIONS.

PHYSIOLOGY-MESMERISM.

FOWLBB AND WELLs's PUBLICATIONS.

FASCINATION ;

or, the Philoso- MAcROCOsM; or, the Universe
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"The H11111&D l'aoe Di'ti.De,"
Or,·-~·~~~~
lllan, · - • Lip~, Boadl, Read,
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THE PHRENOLOGICAL JOURNAL
AND LIFE ILLUSTRATED,
Wl1l contain whatever is new, interesting, and uaeful, relating to Mu :

PHVStOLOCVt
in which the functio111 of the body,
IUch u Heart, Lungs, Stomach,
Bones, :M:uaclee-" their UIMll and
rexoUJ<T.
Abuaea" -will be amply Wuatrated
KDUO~T&D.
- - - - - - - ' and deacribed in a popular manner. ' - - - - - - -

PHYSIOGNOMY,
with the •• Sxoa 01' C:B.u.Aora, ABD How ro BKAD Tmlx, '' on IClenWlc prlnolples, with numerous portrait. of remarkable per110111, gathered from all pan.
of the world. A new and very interesting feature of the Journal for 1868.

PSVCHOLOCV~
or the "Sclence of the Soul," including llan'a Spiritual Nature, and hia relatlOIII not only to tAN life, but to the future, will be unfolded and explained,
In the moat perfect harmony with the highest Chriatianlty.
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